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Abstract
County government is an overlay of history striving to adapt to an uncertain future.
Increasing arrays of complex issues face public administrators in counties as they grow and
urbanize within metropolitan regions. Of the 3,031counties in the United States, 1,100 are now
included within the 366 Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs) and that number is growing as
urbanization expands. As development pushes outward into the peripheral suburbs, county
officials are confronted with emerging issues that existing policies fail. The challenge remains an
open question that this dissertation attempts to address by exploring the theory that high-velocity
growth in counties located on the fringe of expanding metropolitan areas creates a unique and
distinct array of administrative conflicts: Edge County Syndrome.
Two methodologies were utilized. First, population data from the US Census Bureau
between 1990 and 2010 of 1,100 urban counties found within MSAs. Within that grouping, 374
Growth Counties were identified whose population had grown at or above one standard
deviation. Locational criteria defined three distinct types of Growth Counties revealing 280 Edge
Counties. Second, a case study utilizing a qualitative survey comprised of eighteen questions
guided interviews that probed administrative realities of rapid growth. Two Edge Counties were
paired and compared with adjacent Core Counties from two separate regions that had
experienced modest to no growth within the same timeframe leading to the projects focus on
Edge Counties. Sixteen growth-related conflicts impacting public administration were revealed
and grouped into four broad categories: budget conflicts, relationship conflicts, planning
conflicts, and administrative conflicts, forming the findings that created Edge County Syndrome.
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Chapter 1: Problem Statement
“The way we see the problem is the problem.”
—Steven Covey

This dissertation is based on a study of rapid population growth within peripheral
metropolitan county governments and its impact on public administration. The research is
intended to advance the field of knowledge within the public administration profession by
identifying a subset of counties called Edge Counties and by providing useful understanding
related to the conflicts associated with rapid growth and development. A list of Edge Counties is
presented based on population statistics as well as a case study that probed the underlying issues
within selected counties utilizing a qualitative survey.
This chapter presents a background, specifies the study problem, describes the study’s
significance and provides an overview of the methodology used in the study along with the
study’s limitations and definition of key terms.
Background
The chronicle of America portrays a transition from rural to urban settlement, but the
American county has largely been absent from this narrative. Nearly 84 percent of the U.S.
population lives within 366 metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs), with the majority of people
residing outside the traditional core city (U.S. Census, 2012a). Urban areas are responsible for
providing 80 percent of the U.S. economy’s employment, income, and production of products
and services (The United States Conference of Mayors, 2004, p. 4). While references to cities,
townships, census-designated places, and other localities dominate both past and current
analyses, the entire transition from rural to urban settlement has occurred within existing county
boundaries.
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Aspects of this phenomenal pattern of development have been cited within numerous
articles, papers, books, and journals. But in the early 1990s, Joel Garreau jolted the prevailing
literature with his highly provocative book Edge City, Life on the New Frontier in which he
described an unprecedented pattern of growth spreading into the hinterlands of the urban
landscape (Garreau, 1991). Unfortunately, Garreau misconstrued what he observed. These were
not Edge Cities. They were Edge Counties camouflaged by his literary allusion. Without
accurate description, he deflected diagnosis of and prescription for practical public
administrative challenges facing county governments away from the counties. This has resulted
in a lack of focus on the issues that rapid population growth places on counties.
Garreau identified a significant new concept for understanding urban development by
blending counties into cities in a way his readers could comprehend and approached the subject
of urban growth with engaging narratives gleaned from random interviews conducted throughout
the nation. In his book, Garreau (1991) advanced his point of reference into a broad theory by
identifying a large number of Edge Cities in 36 regional groupings, labeled by their adjacent
major city to historically recognizable places such as Los Angeles, Boston, New York, Tampa,
and others. Tellingly, Garreau (1991) also listed several entire counties as Edge Cities including
Fairfax County, situated within the Washington, D.C., metropolitan area. Matt Rosenberg’s
(undated blog) noted the following:
Garreau identified 123 places in a chapter of his book called ‘The List’ as being
true edge cities and 83 up-and-coming or planned edge cities around the country.
‘The List’ included two dozen edge cities or those in progress in greater Los
Angeles alone, 23 in metro Washington, D.C., and 21 in greater New York City
(Rosenberg, n.d.).
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Garreau was not the first to focus his attention on the city within the expanding urban
context. Commenting on the pioneering work at the University of Chicago in the 1920s, B. J.
Berry and F. E. Horton (1970, p. 306) noted that Burgess’ Concentric Zone Theory drew from
what Park (1924) described as the “urban ecological processes” that “derive their energy from
the expansion of the city’s population and the city’s areas in a concentric ring-like fashion over
time” (Berry and Horton, 1970, p. 306). In 1955, Richard Hofstadter (1955, p. 23) noted, “the
United States was born in the country and has moved to the city.” Although partially true, this
post-war-era observation restated long-held inaccuracies about American urbanization. Jane
Jacobs (1984, p. 45) referenced metropolitan areas as city regions and asserted that they are not
defined by natural boundaries “because they are wholly the artifacts of the cities at their nuclei;
the boundaries move outward—or halt—only as city economic energy dictates.” As recently as
2003, Dean Rusk (p. 5) claimed, “despite the romance of the frontier, the true land of opportunity
in America for over 150 years has been the cities.” These sample analyses from differing eras
sustained the ongoing academic fascination with cities as the central point of urban growth. In
most cases, references to counties were nonexistent.
The American county is an important yet often neglected and maligned unit of
local government. Indeed, in certain respects, it has taken on mythical qualities,
having been described as the dark continent of American politics (Gilbertson,
1917), ramshackle, and the plague spot of American politics (Childs, 1925).
Although the words are less harsh in recent years, phrases such as “still-forgotten
governments” are invoked to describe the county’s role in the American federal
system (Menzel, 1996, p. 3).
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County government is an overlay of history striving to adapt to an uncertain future.
Increasing arrays of complex issues face public administrators in counties as they grow and
urbanize within adjacent sprawling metropolitan regions. Of the 3,142 counties in the United
States, 1,100 are now included within the 366 MSAs (Office of Management and Budget, 2009,
p. 2) and the number continues to grow as urbanization expands (ProximityOne, 2013). The
Metropolitan Institute identifies 124 growth counties in the United States within three categories,
including one termed Edge Counties. “Together, these places now contain over 62 million
residents, about one in five Americans. In 1950, the same Growth Counties contained just over
12 million people, about one in 12 Americans” (Lang, 2002, p. 1).
As growth pushes outward into the peripheral suburbs of expanding regions, county
officials are confronted with problems in organizations with policies that fail to address their
emerging issues. In particular, public administration within Edge Counties struggles to respond
to the urban demands of a growing population within a form of government enacted in a previous
rural era. Remarkably, few researchers have addressed the county from the critical perspective of
how to manage within this chaotic environment. Identifying these issues and their causation is
the focus of this research project.
While Garreau (1991) identified a significant phenomenon, he did a disservice to the field
of public administration. “Counties do not have the same characteristics as cities; therefore,
generalizations about the effects of city reorganization and urbanization cannot be projected to
counties. Counties need separate analysis” (Marando and Thomas, 1977, p. 105-07). By
diverting his broad readership away from the county, Garreau deflected responsibility away from
the elected local governments with administrative authority over these growing areas. Left
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unidentified, counties remained un-scrutinized and continued the established pattern of avoiding
their place and status within the heritage of American government.
Garreau (1991) continued this process by linking past and contemporary concepts within
the romanticized subtitle of his book, Life on the New Frontier. The word ‘frontier’ creates a
powerful resonance with our past experience of adventure and conquest invoking deep, mythical
meaning, while ‘new’ implies discovery and unexplored applications. It also invokes risk,
uncertainty, and conflict woven into countless narratives related to the American frontier
experience. For Garreau, the Edge City, located on the ‘frontier’ of growth that he claimed to
discover, was new and alluring. Counties apparently were not.
Although Edge Cities and Edge Counties are descriptive constructs based on theories,
both are real. They are similar because they are places experiencing conflicts associated with
rapid development and growth. However, a detailed analysis of their similarities, and more
importantly, their differences has yet to be made. Based on the literature reviewed to date, Edge
Cities have received significant attention, while Edge Counties have been largely neglected.
Correcting this void is the underlying purpose of this research project.
What is an Edge County, and why should these counties matter to the field of public
administration? What makes theses counties different from an administrative perspective than
other counties in America? How are their administrative issues relevant within the context of the
broader region? How can growth and its various challenges be anticipated in an effort to avoid
confusion and conflict? These and other related questions are best approached within the
framework of an acceptable definition prior to segmenting them into specific issues. The
rationale is based on the theory that external economic factors have created a syndrome of
administrative problems that are universal within this subset of counties and that growth
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experienced within this unsearched environment leads to social dysfunction and conflict at
several levels. This is referred to as Edge County Syndrome.
Without general interest, there has been little specific inquiry beyond the benign
segmentation of counties into the quaintly vague categories of rural or urban established in the
late 19th century. Even here, “there are no completely acceptable definitions of what is meant by
‘urban’ and ‘rural.’ The differences are found in population density and occupational differences,
although variations in social and economic organization and in attitudes and values are involved.
Urban and rural are not two clearly defined categories” (Berman, 1993, p.89). As a result of this
dated and obtuse approach, the field of public administration suffers from a dearth of
administrative literature pertaining to contemporary counties that are drawn into growing regions
where complex issues become major concerns. Examples include land use and the allocation and
placement of infrastructure and transportation networks where counties have demonstrated an
uneven approach to coping with these issues, evidenced by the patchwork of development
described in Garreau’s 1991 book.
Although the literature related to counties is sparse, what does exist paints a discordant
picture for the aspiring administrator. “Taken as a whole, the environment of county government,
with its multiple actors and wide-ranging dispute arenas, contributes to the nature, intensity, and
duration of county conflict” (Menzel, 1996, p. 95). But conflict impedes public administration,
broadly defined as the activities of groups cooperating to accomplish common goals (Simon,
Smithburg and Thompson, 1962, p. 3).
What is conflict and how is it identified? For the purposes of this research project,
conflict is defined as a struggle resulting from incompatible or opposing needs from persons or
forces both internal and external within the scope of public administration. Elected officials with
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substantially different ideas about the direction and purpose of the organization and
administrative staff with differing levels of sophistication and abilities create internal tensions,
while external interests including landowners, developers, financiers, and environmentalists exert
pressure upon the political process. This leads to a maze of turmoil that impedes solutions to
problems, an essential function of public administration.
Fair and effective resolution of land-use issues requires skills and knowledge not
prevalent among elected county officials, particularly in rural jurisdictions.
Increasingly, county officials will be required to make difficult choices based on
limited information about the consequences of their actions for future generations
(Benton et al. 2008, p. 59).
Compounding the problem is a general lack of acknowledgement, study, and research
into the underlying issues that fuel conflict within specific settings, especially those experiencing
the challenges related to rapid urban growth. Conflict is inherent in all organizations. Local
governments are no exception. However, when rapid population growth becomes the catalyst for
increased demands within the county, how do public administrators anticipate the type and
degree of conflict and navigate their organization through the turbulence to accomplish common
goals? The lack of research within county government was identified more than 40 years ago by
its failure to adopt a systematic analysis within a theoretical framework of various counties and
from a lack of concern for relationships (Bollens, 1969). Analysis, however, first requires
segmentation into definable frameworks that can produce useful knowledge based on inherent
recognizable challenges. Without this starting point, Edge Counties remain a vague concept of
little use to the strategic needs of public administration.
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The broader setting of the host region or metropolitan area is also important because it
drives development and causes significant demographical changes within adjacent counties.
Regional growth acts as a kinetic force creating economic and social disturbances within
adjacent counties. All existing political boundaries, including the county line, become blurred
and confused.
Many U.S. megacities sprawl over several states and three (Detroit, San Diego,
and Buffalo) extend across national borders into Canada and Mexico. But even
these border crossings underestimate the fragmented and increasingly polycentric
nature of most megacity regions, as well as the inadequacy of conventional census
criteria in accurately depicting this complexity. (Soja, 2000, p. 237).
The result creates an amorphous assemblage of counties grouped by demographers into varying
configurations, depending on their selection of regional definition. Unfortunately, the U.S.
Census differentiates by region, not by county. Counties are simply tacked onto regional models
every 10 years.
Counties should not be viewed as simple repositories of census data. Aside from the
assortment of configurations, all U.S. Census data provides important statistical history utilized
for prescriptive analysis and strategic policies within rapidly changing, high-growth counties.
Issues addressed include the allocation of shrinking fiscal resources, cultural diversity, economic
trends, expanding technological applications, and aging populations, all requiring administrative
skillsets that turn data into information, information into policy, and policy into applications
(Williams and Edward, 2008). The potential for conflict is significant if public administrators are
left to guess at future demands based on misconceptions of where they fit within the regional
context. This is of crucial importance for managing counties as they transform from statically
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rural to rapidly changing urban governments facing numerous complex social and economic
issues interlaid within their growing populations.
Problem Statement
All counties share similarities but vary in their services, cultures, and settings. Edge
Counties are differentiated by the impact of forces that rapid growth unleashes within their
metropolitan region. This is the focus of this research project: the convergence of multiple
issues—fueled by growth and ignited by conflict—and their impact on public administration,
termed Edge County Syndrome. Edge Counties are presented as an important and identifiable
theoretical framework for research purposes in the field of public administration. Since public
administration is premised on coordinated government services for the benefit of the general
public, this dissertation attempts to address the vital component of identifying and understanding
conflict created by rapid growth within the multiple relationships that exist within county
government. The issues that Edge Counties present to public administrators are identified,
dissected, and compiled to determine if common patterns exist in the interest of advancing the
field of public administration for the benefit of the profession and the public.
Two questions form the basis of this dissertation:
1. What changes occur when counties on the edge of metropolitan regions
experience rapid growth? What defines Edge Counties?
2. Does growth amplify conflict, creating a unique set of challenges for public
administration, called Edge County Syndrome?
Professional Significance
This research project approached a general problem by addressing specific issues within
selected settings. At the broadest level, the study was intended to enhance the level of interest
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and understanding of county governments since they impact almost all Americans on a daily
basis. More specifically, since public administration is an important profession functioning
within county governments at various levels of responsibility, this dissertation was framed to
provide added knowledge of intrinsic issues regarding a particular group of counties called Edge
Counties.
The few papers that relate to Edge Counties are dated as the founding work was left in
abeyance over 10 years ago. Since then, little has been done to build on the pioneering papers of
Atkin (2002) and Lang (2002). In addition, the Edge City concept that Garreau laid down nearly
a quarter century ago did not offer contemporary recommendations of how to manage the growth
and conflict within them. In short, he simply identified a vague concept based on observation.
This was also deemed an appropriate time to resume the research agenda on Edge Counties as
the nation was beginning to recover from the housing crash of 2008, rekindling county growth.
Finally, subjects chosen for the case study were selected from a real-life setting within
each county for the qualitative survey. Their observations provided meaningful and valuable
insights for the practitioners of public administration. The approach, borrowed from Garreau’s
journalistic style, has not been widely adopted for research into public administration at the
county level. The intent is to provide candid comments and observations that have built
professional and academic understanding of the daily administration issues related to conflict and
growth within Edge Counties.
Overview of Methodology
The research involves two related methodologies designed to test the following
hypotheses. A more detailed presentation of methodology is discussed in Chapter 3.
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Hypotheses.
Hyp 1a. High-velocity growth in counties located on the fringe of expanding metropolitan
areas creates a unique and distinct kind of administrative conflict called Edge County Syndrome.
Hyp 1b. High-velocity of growth in counties located on the fringe of expanding
metropolitan areas does not create a unique and distinct kind of administrative conflict called
Edge County Syndrome.
Defining edge counties.
For the purposes of this research project, Edge Counties were identified as locational
groupings of counties within the periphery of expanding regions experiencing rapid levels of
population growth. To operationalize this definition, rates of growth were gleaned from raw data
from the U.S. Census.
A memo from the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) noted 366 MSAs that
included 1,100 of the 3,142 counties in the United States (OMB, 2009, p. 2). These MSA
counties were selected for this study. County statistics were assembled based on population data
from the 1990, 2000, and 2010 U.S. Censuses. The mean level of growth within all of the 1,100
metropolitan counties over the selected period was then determined. Finally, counties that grew
more quickly than one standard deviation during this timeframe were identified as were their
locations within their respective MSAs.
Field research focused of two sample MSAs selected from a list of 25 with the highest
population growth: the Twin Cities Metropolitan Area and the Tampa Bay Metropolitan
Statistical Area presented in Chapter 3. (see Table 3.3). These two regions differed in important
ways but contained similar total populations and levels of population growth. The purpose of this
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fieldwork was to probe the issues related to conflict and population growth through in-depth
interviews with selected individuals.
A qualitative survey was conducted within two types of counties from within each of the
regions in an effort to determine and compare the prevalence and nature of conflicts. Within each
of the two selected regions, an urban Core County and a suburban Edge County were selected.
The pairing of the two types of counties was an important part of determining whether separate
types of conflict arise within each of the differing settings. In addition, the nature of conflicts
within the two county types of the two metropolitan regions were compared by examining the
overlay of differing regional policies and institutions and how these polices and institutions
affect conflict. A common set of issues emerged to define “Edge County Syndrome” based on
these methods.
Limitations of the Study
The boundaries of the study were constrained by the methodologies. The list of Edge
Counties was based on two defining factors: their population growth over a selected period and
their location within their MSAs. Although 280 Edge Counties were identified within the larger
grouping of 374 Growth Counties, it was beyond the scope of this research project to conduct a
detailed analysis of all of them. Nor was it possible to examine the 1,100 metropolitan counties
contained within 366 Metropolitan Statistical Areas.
In addition, the case study model of developing a qualitative survey of key individuals
within four counties had limitations. Although each participant provided valuable insights and
correlations, the population size of the survey is small compared to the overall population of each
county. The number and type of questions could have also been expanded.
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Key Terms
Edge city: Garreau (1991) defined his Edge City utilizing a five-point test detailed in the initial
chapter of his book:
1. 5 million square feet of leasable office space;
2. 600,000 square feet or more of leasable retail space;
3. more jobs than bedrooms;
4. a population that perceives it as one place;
5. an identity that was nothing like “city” as recently as 30 years ago.
Edge county: Counties that experienced a rapid population increase between 1990 and 2010
among 1,100 counties contained within Metropolitan Statistical Areas located at or near the edge
of their respective region. A detailed definition is presented in the Conclusions of Chapter 4.
This introduction presents a general overview of the details contained within the
subsequent chapters of this dissertation. County government provided the general parameters of
this research project, which was narrowed into a discipline—public administration—for the
purposes of arriving at a focused research project. In the following chapters, Edge Counties
emerge as the theme along with data and research commentary forming the basis of the
arguments related to conflict within high-growth metropolitan counties. In chapter 2, the
literature is reviewed. Chapter 3 describes the methodology utilized while Chapters 4 defines
Edge Counties. Chapter 5 compares Core and Edge Counties and Chapter 6 presents a summary
discussion of the findings related to Edge County Syndrome.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
"If we knew what it was we were doing, it would not be called research.” —Albert Einstein.

This literature review is divided into three main sections, each based upon the existing
literature related to the research questions and hypotheses of the study. The first section reviews
the Edge City/Edge County concepts. Next, the dynamics of population growth and conflict are
presented. Third, the literature as it relates to the impact of rapid growth and conflict on public
administration is discussed, focused on the four themes of conflict used to construct the survey
that explored Edge County Syndrome in the case study: budget conflicts, relationship conflicts,
planning conflicts, and administrative conflicts.
Edge Cities/Edge Counties
Garreau utilized a five-point test to define Edge Cities as a perceived “place” where
offices and retail establishments blended to create “more jobs than bedrooms” where “nothing
like a city” had existed up to 30 years previously (Garreau, 1991, p.6-7). His observations were
confirmed by others including Teaford, who stated that these new places were indicative of the
shifting base of American businesses that were migrating to metropolitan fringes starting in
1954, when “General Foods abandoned its Manhattan offices for a new headquarters 20 miles to
the north on a 46-acre tract of suburban White Plains” (Teaford, 2006, p. 101). Earlier observers
also noted that technology was making the single-level production line more efficient, increasing
the need for land and highways to serve new sites (Birch, 1970; Hoover & Vernon, 1959). Since
land was readily available on the fringes of metropolitan areas, it also drove industrial
development “to the fringe of urban concentrations” (Hawley & Rock, 1975, p. 360–361).
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Subsequent literature has added to Garreau’s narrow criteria. Paterson and Connery
(1997), for instance, noted that Edge City development was eroding and weakening the overall
ecology of regions and argued that fragmented landscapes and communities were isolating
people from their natural surroundings and one another. Scheer and Petkov (1998, p. 298)
broadened the descriptive criteria of Edge Cities when they asserted that although “appearances
can be startling similar, they are not all alike.” Ding and Bingham (2000) observed that the
economic benefits that Garreau so glowingly presented were diminished as each Edge City
pushed farther and farther from the original core of the region. Observers noted the underlying
dynamics of Garreau’s 1991 concept.
So-called edge cities such as Towson, Maryland, or La Jolla, California, owe their
existence to large metropolises (Washington, DC, and San Diego, respectively),
yet serve as surrogates or carve out economic niches independent of them for
residents and those living in adjacent communities. Exurbs suburbanize, suburbs
urbanize, and restless settlers flee to frontiers—from Vermont to Idaho—in search
of a simple life (Cullen, 2003, p.156).
Others challenged the concept directly. “The ‘edge cities’ label is misleading. First of all, they
are not cities. They are business centers with some, but not all, of the functions of the old
downtowns. Nor is the ‘edge’ part really accurate. Many were nowhere near the edge when they
were built…Few edge cities are anywhere near the edge today” (Bruegmann, 2006, p.71).
Previous literature predates Garreau’s claims. “As early as 1961, Jean Gottmann caught
the reality of changing urban patterns, in a language amenable to the emerging ideology, when
he said that the frontier of the American economy is nowadays urban and suburban” (Franstein,
2002, p.78). In 1968, Mumford precisely described what Garreau would later call his Edge Cites
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as a “multiplication of standard, de-individualized high-rise structures, almost identical in form,
whether they enclose offices, factories, administrative headquarters, or family apartments, set in
the midst of a spaghetti tangle of traffic arteries, expressways, parking lots and garages”
(Mumford, 1968, p. 115).
Garreau was not the first to contribute to the catchy nomenclature of emerging urban
names. Writing in the Atlantic Monthly, Leinberger and Lockwood (1986) described the
emergence of interdependent “business, retail, housing, and entertainment focal points” scattered
about the “low-density cityscape” of the metropolitan periphery. They referred to these new
outlying centers as “urban villages” (Leinberger & Lockwood, 1986) Soja challenged the
originality and validity of their work and Garreau’s concepts.
Both are filled with allusions to the original Garden City concept of Ebenezer
Howard (and also to an even earlier Edenic garden), where one can obtain the best
of both worlds, city and countryside wedded together by the electronic
possibilities of the new Information Age and a radically optimistic vision of the
coming together of gender, race, and class divisions. (Soja, 2000, p. 245)
According to Fishman (1987, p. 184), “This phenomenon, as remarkable as it is unique,
is not suburbanization but a new city.” Fishman called them “technoburbs.” Rem Koolhaas
(1998), the architect and urban theorist, celebrated the modernist city and hailed the emergent
urban form as the “Generic City,” which emphasized a shift from the center to the periphery,
fragmentation, and spontaneous processes. “Garreau opted for ‘edge cites,’ and still others have
applied the label ‘post-suburban metropolis.’ The phenomenon so defied tradition that no one
could agree what to call it. To some it made metropolitan America almost incomprehensive”
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(Teaford, 1997, p. 1–2). Ingersoll noted that “their centers are not as central as they used to be,
their edges are ambiguous, they have no beginnings, and apparently no end.” (Ingersoll, 1992).
Regardless of the contrived terminologies that permeate academic discourse, “these
debates and initiatives are fundamentally misguided. The modern metropolitan area is not a set
of islands—downtown, neighborhood, Edge City—that can be neatly separated and analyzed.
Rather, it is a complex web of relationships among these various places” (Bogart, 2006, p. 4).
Yet another study warned of the prevalent application of these simplified bland labels. “We
would do well to remember that places and patterns are always more complex than is implied by
the way we label them” (Harris & Lewis, 1999).
Ten years after the publication of Edge City, Lang and Simmons (2001) partnered with
the Fannie Mae Foundation to produce a paper that launched yet another term, “Boomburbs,”
based on a revisionist analysis of Garreau’s observations. They described Boomburbs as “places
with more than 100,000 residents that are not the largest city in their metropolitan areas and have
maintained double-digit rates of population growth in recent decades” (Lang & Simmons, 2001,
p.1). Lang added to the confusion by introducing the ‘Edgeless City” based on office space. “In
the rush to find a new form of cohesiveness in the suburbs, most observers missed the chaos.
That chaos is revealed by simply looking at the geography of office data” (Lang, 2003, p.4).
Richard Ingersoll (2006) added “Sprawltown” to the mix by describing several areas of
dislocated growth, including the rapidly expanding Atlanta region.
About 20 miles north of the center of Atlanta is an area known by the improbable
name of Perimeter Center. The paradox of its toponymy is a clear indication that
in sprawl, a center is not necessarily central and in fact can be completely
contradictory to the idea of centrality. Centers can be anywhere because the flows
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of advanced economies are no longer attached to fixed points. (Ingersoll, 2006, p.
9–10)
The growth of concepts paralleled the growth of localities. “Throughout the late 20th
century, residents of the post-suburban metropolis continued to prefer the small unit of
government. Despite attacks on the governmental fragmentation of the metropolitan fringe, the
myriad municipalities survived and were joined by newly incorporated cities and villages”
(Teaford, 1997, p. 6). Regardless of what term is applied, edge counties have become a
component of the regional mixture of localities. “America’s metropolitan areas are coalescing
into vast, sprawling regions of fragmented and multimodal mixtures of employment and
residential settings, with a fusion of suburban, exurban and central-city characteristics” (Knox,
2008, p. 2).
Local governments are universally recognized as the founding institutions of American
democracy. Part of this initial grouping was the American county, first established by English
colonists in the 17th century. “Contrariwise, in America one may say that the local community
organized before the county, the county before the state, and the state before the Union”
(Tocqueville, 1969, p.44). Yet in later years as America urbanized, counties were treated with
indifference based on the anti-government yearnings of 19th century suburban development
along the fringes of expanding cities. “To sum up, (development of) the early suburbs was a
middle-class effort to find a private solution for the depression and disorder of the befouled
metropolis: An effusion of romantic taste but an evasion of civic responsibility and municipal
foresight” (Mumford, 1961 p. 492). Teaford asserted that “Suffolk County’s Lloyd Neck Estates
was designed to ‘attract a very desirable class of people, who [would] make good neighbors.’
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The suburbs of the 1920s and 1930s were not intended to be extensions of the city” (Teaford,
1997, p.9–10).
The plethora of urban nomenclature, including Garreau’s Edge City, extends the practice
of ignoring counties, “the most territorial pervasive units of local government in the United
States (Marando and Thomas, 1977, p. 1). In the words of George Orwell, “If thought can
corrupt language, language can corrupt thought. A bad usage can spread by tradition and
imitation, even among people who and do know better” (Orwell, 1946, p. 366). Lang and
Simmons noted that “despite years of effort to label the new suburban form, there remains no
single name for it…we are bound by language that hierarchically ranks living space—urban,
suburban, exurban, rural—when the old latter-image no longer applies.” (2001, p. 3)Ironically,
while describing “out-counties,” Garreau erroneously labeled these places Edge Cities:
Take the traditional measure of urban size-population. The out-counties where
Edge Cities now rise are almost by definition larger than the cores they surround.
After all, these places we thought of until recently as suburbs are where the
majority of Americans have been living for decades. Fairfax County, Virginia, is
more populous than either Washington, DC, or San Francisco. (1991, p. 8)
Fairfax County, Virginia, was one of Garreau’s (1991) opening examples of an Edge City
although most of its rapid county growth did not occur within its five incorporated independent
cities and towns (US Census, 2012b). In 1960, the county’s population of 261,417 was sizeable
but not unusual (Census Scope, n.d.). In 2012, the U.S. Census estimated a population of
1,118,602 (US Census, 2012b), an increase of 857,185 in just over a 50-year period
The eclectic assortment of urban counties was recognized long before the Edge City
concept emerged. In 1970, Murphy noted that “some are almost co-terminus with a major city,
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some are dominated by a city, and others are so-called bedroom or suburban counties, which are
contiguous to a major city that may not have a single significant city within their borders”
(Murphy, 1970, p.1). More importantly, he focused his observations upon the extensive changes
occurring in counties located in metropolitan areas affected by the pressures of urbanization and
population growth (Murphy, 1970).
In 2002, an important paper identified Edge Counties, stressing the uncertainties and
more important, the significant challenges they create for public administration.
Leaders of the nation’s fastest-growing Edge Counties confront one of the most
perplexing challenges facing local public officials today. Simply stated, growth in
Edge Counties is outpacing the community’s ability to build infrastructure and
sometimes to pay for that infrastructure according to early tallies from an ongoing
survey of county officials, commissioned by the Fannie Mae Foundation. At its
most confounding, this growth threatens the very attractiveness that propels the
growth. (Atkins, Wolman and Jordan, 2002, p. 1)
In quick succession, a second paper defined Edge Counties along with Mega Counties
and New Metropolis Counties, all three under the umbrella label of Metropolitan Growth
Counties, adding to the profusion of academic nomenclature. Beyond assigning arbitrary
population ranges and describing limited demographical trends, the paper offered little helpful
guidance for public administration. (Lang 2002).
Lang and Simmons (2003) followed this work with another paper commissioned by
Fannie Mae that offered a deeper description of Edge Counties, while clarifying the origin of
their name by linking them to Garreau’s earlier miss-labeling:
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The name ‘Edge Counties’ refers to the fact that these places are mostly at or near
the edge of their regions. In addition, Edge Counties are often at the leading edge
of metropolitan growth. The label also plays on Joel Garreau’s popular term,
‘Edge City.’ (p. 1)
With the demise of the Fannie Mae Foundation, Edge Counties disappeared from the research
agenda.
Rapid Growth and Conflict
America’s ‘resident population’ taken in the initial Census of 1790 was recorded as
3,929,214 (U.S. Census, 2015c). In 2015, it was estimated at 320,896,618 million (U.S. Census,
2015d). The literature covering the settlement patterns of over 300 million people during this 225
year period is vast, starting with the development of colonial and frontier towns, cities and
counties in both urban and rural settings. But more recent observations indicate patterns have
changed. Daniels (1999, p. 25) noted that starting in the 1970s, the populations of nonmetropolitan counties grew at a faster pace than urban counties, “for the first time since the early
1800s,” while acknowledging that “a sizable portion of this growth occurred in counties adjacent
to metro areas, helped in part to attract newcomers to the fringe.” Peirce noted that by 1993, a
major change had occurred:
With the 1990 census, the United States became a truly metropolitan nation for
the first time in its history; 125 million or 50.2% of the national total, were found
to live in the 39 metropolitan areas with population of 1 million people or more.
The speed of change is reflected by the fact that in 1950, there were only 14 U.S.
metropolitan areas of more than 1 million people and they were home to only 30
percent of the country’s population. (Peirce, 1993, p.4)
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Remarkably, our first national study of population growth, conducted by the Rockefeller
Foundation, was published in 1969. Its topics included an evaluation of local government’s
capacity, finding that “public demand for improvement in the scope, intensity, and quality of
government services has caused sharp nationwide expansions in the level of activity of local
government, at a rate far exceeding the growth in national population” (Rockefeller Foundation,
1969). The Rockefeller report concluded with the concern that “we are by no means satisfied that
the attempts of local government to adjust service levels to population changes and respond to
public demand are adequate to meet the needs of the future.”
Important questions continue to be raised related to the role county government
will play in managing our urban focused population growth.
American cities and metropolitan areas have reached an important crossroads in
their growth and development. Will continued population growth and
development be managed through local planning units based on current municipal
and county boundaries? Or will cities, metropolitan areas, and states work
cooperatively to address social, economic, and environmental challenges and
opportunities? (Ross, 2009, p.11)
Within the United States, 3,031 counties, 19,522 municipalities, 16,364 townships,
37,203 special districts, and 12,884 independent school districts derive their local resources from
property owners either through taxation or fees, most often collected by the county. In total,
89,004 entities of government are crowd into the mosaic with U.S. counties (U.S. Census,
2012c). This number has changed over time, but the liter of localities continues to grow and
spawn opportunities for confusion and conflict. In the United States, there were a total of 81,248
local governments of all types in 1967, of which 20,703, or 25%, were within Standard
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Metropolitan Statistical Areas (U.S. Census, 1968). Each of these entities has its own separately
elected board, and many, including school districts, have their own administration. Townships
and special districts are less likely to have separate administrative staff, but some of the larger
ones do. Nevertheless, the potential for conflicts within this robust presence of local entities is
significant. As each entity grows or is created within Edge Counties, the potential for
competition and conflict is heightened for public administration at numerous levels. “The
American system produces extensive functional duplication…The American administrative
system is ‘goal-oriented’ in the sense that agencies are frequently assigned a broad and
challenging objective…The emphasis on the redefinition of basic goals tends to disguise
functional duplication” (Self, 1974, p. 100).
More recent observers presented similar warnings related to the impact of population
growth on governments. “Some of these institutions are comparatively stable over time; others
are themselves modified by population growth and by the technological change that typically
accompanies it.” (McNicoll, 1984, p. 179). Molotch (1976) identified a connection between
population growth and political conflict. His theory centered on the emergence of growth as the
driving force of private and public interests competing for scarce resources. Benton (2003, p.
870) focused on counties and stated that “spending for local or ‘municipal type’ services, is
basically a function of population. That is, the greater the county population, the greater the
spending.” Menzel, et al. (1992, p.178) bundled several concerns by asking: “Are county
leadership roles and styles a function of population size, growth or retrenchment, or rural versus
urban differences, or some combination of these or other variables?”
Several sources acknowledge that conflict is an inherent part of human interaction.
“Conflict is as fundamental to the human condition as breathing or blinking” (Herman, 1994, p.
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xiv-xv). It is pervasive in all organizations (Nelson and Quick, 1995, p.393), and a basic fact of
life in groups and organizations (Baron, 1983, p. 403). Recent comments related to public
administration in the 21st century concluded that we have come full circle with the reemergence
of an old idea. Decision making processes “increasingly appear, to be the result of plain oldfashioned political conflict” (Cooper et al., 1998, p. 172).
Bolman and Deal (2003, p. 198) claim that managing conflict is more important than how
much of it there is. Herman (1994, p. xiii) said: “Conflict is an expression of incompatibility. It
exists when the actions of one person or group block or redirect the actions of another person or
group.” Conflict can also be based on perception. Robbins defines conflict as “a process that
begins when one party perceives that another party has negatively affected or is about to
negatively affect something that the first party cares about” (Robbins, 1993, p. 445). Competition
is a separate but closely related element involving the potential for thwarting major goals, while
conflict often begins with such thwarting (Baron, 1983, p. 402). Conflict can be viewed as a
positive or negative as “some conflicts support the goals of the group and improve its
performance; these are functionally constructive forms of conflict. Additionally, there are
conflicts that hinder the group performance; these are dysfunctional or destructive forms of
conflict” (Robbins, 1993, p. 447). At its worst, conflict is intractable, protracted, irreconcilable,
violent, and total, resulting in stressful, painful, exhausting, and costly consequences in human
and material terms” (Bar-Tal, 2000, p.353).
The writings of early American sociologists noted that conflict is seen as a fundamental
and constructive part of a social organization. The pioneering urban social studies from what
became known as the Chicago School acknowledged that “conflict is always conscious”
invoking “the deepest emotions and strongest passions and enlists the greatest concentration of
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attention and of effort. Both competition and conflict are forms of struggle” (Park and Burgess,
1921, p. 574). A view of society and especially of social change that did not include concern
with conflict phenomena appeared to them seriously deficient (Coser, 1964, p. 18). That is, once
they begin, they tend to continue far beyond the point at which either side can possibly gain
enough to justify its major losses…many conflicts seem to be entrapping; once they begin,
participants seem unwilling—or unable—to escape from them” (Baron, 1983, p. 410). Conflict is
a situation with many applications. “It is worth asking the naïve question: How and why do such
agency conflicts occur?” (Self, 1974, p. 103). Nicotera stated that “conflict, if handled
appropriately, is an important vehicle through which the work of organizations gets
accomplished” (Nicotera, 1995, p.4). Pascale believes that organizational conflict and contention
require further discussion and that “we remain in the dark ages in grasping the value of
contention, the specific domains of which it arises, and how it can be constructively harnessed”
as a “fuel for self-renewal” (Pascale, 1990, p. 25). Others challenge the assumption that conflict
is a destructive force.
The belligerent mindset with which people approach conflict is indicative of their
belief that conflict springs from some sort of malevolent force: the serpent in the
Garden of Eden, the dark side of the moon, the fundamentally flawed nature of
humankind. As we pointed out earlier, this type of value judgment does conflict a
great disservice. How different we would feel about conflict if we could learn to
think of it as simply another expression of human diversity, which in fact, it is.
(Guttman, 2003, p. 9)
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Early observers of post-World War II suburban development suggested that opposing
forces were simultaneously creating social conflicts between our perception of freedom and the
reality of bureaucratic constraint. In The Organization Man, W.H Whyte traced this evolutionary
process to 19th century contributors to the field of public administration including Max Weber:
A collision has been taking place—indeed, hundreds of thousands of them, and in
the aggregate they have been producing what I believe is a major shift in
American ideology. Officially, we are a people who hold to the Protestant Ethic…
the thought that pursuit of individual salvation through hard work, thrift, and
competitive struggle is the heart of the American achievement. But the harsh facts
of organization life simply do not jibe with these precepts. (Whyte, 1956, p.4)
Whyte was writing near the zenith of the industrial era, and from that perspective asserted
that all functions had become “organized.” But this created an emerging collision in the
burgeoning suburban edge counties between our historical embrace of progress that implied
limitless growth and development. Nisbet (1980) states that progress became the dominant idea
in the West during the time that America grew into a nation becoming the developmental context
for other cherished ideals including freedom, equality and popular sovereignty—“to be worked
for, and hoped for; set in the context of the idea of progress, each could seem not merely
desirable but historically necessary, inevitable, and of eventual achievement” (Nisbet, 1980, p.
171). Mumford (1968) derisively described the collision between organized processes and
progress within the broader urban setting of suburban counties while clinging to his conceptual
city:
Today a rigid mechanical order takes the place of social diversity, and endless
assembly-line urban units automatically expand the physical structure of the city
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while destroying the contents and meaning of city life The paradox of this period
of rapid ‘urbanization’ is that the city itself is being effaced. Minds still operating
under an obsolete 19th-century ideology of unremitting physical expansion oddly
hail this outcome as ‘progress.’ (Mumford, 1968, p.109)
It was in the setting of the growing suburbs that progress collided with the existing
structures of county government, based on the bureaucratic principles that Max Weber had laid
out in his description of 19th century work practices established in the Industrial Era. (Gerth &
Mills, 1946)
1) Job specialization: Jobs are divided into simple, routine, and fixed categories
based on competence and functional specialization.
2) Authority hierarchy: Officers are organized in a hierarchy in which higher
officers control those in lower positions.
3) Formal selection: All organizational members are to be selected on the basis
of technical qualifications and competence demonstrated by training,
education, or formal examination.
4) Formal rules and regulations: To ensure uniformity and to regulate actions of
employees, managers must depend heavily on formal organizational rules and
regulations.
5) Impersonality: Rules and controls are applied uniformly, avoiding
involvement with personalities and preferences of employees. Nepotism and
favoritism are not preferred.
6) Career orientation: Lifelong employment and adequate protection of
individuals against arbitrary dismissal is guaranteed. Managers are
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professional officials. They work for fixed salaries and pursue their career
within the organization. (TyroCity.com,2013)
But Toffler warned 35 years ago that these ridged organizational structures were doomed
to failure and endless conflict based on power struggles:
If there is one thing that we should have learned in the past few decades, it is that
all social and political problems are interwoven—that energy affects economics
which in turn affects health, which in turn affects education, work, family, life
and a thousand other things…the attempt to deal with neatly defined problems in
isolation from one another creates confusion and disaster. Yet the organizational
structure of government mirrors precisely this approach leading to interminable
jurisdictional power struggles, to the externalization of costs and to adverse side
effects. (Toffler, 1980, p. 422).
This debate has a continuous history supported by an open discussion that has yet to be
resolved. According to Marcuse and van Kempen, “earlier social, organizational and ecological
paradigms were criticized by Marxian and Weberian theories, and these in turn have been
disputed as all-embracing narratives. The certainties of the past, such as class theory, are gone,
and the future of urban and regional studies appears relatively open” (Marcuse and van Kempen,
2000, p. xv). Knox contends that development on the suburban edges has created “moral
geographies” reflective of the evolving America Dream:
Typical examples of developments at the leading edges of Metroburbia reflect
changing ideals in urban design and the changing aspirations of consumers as well
as changing imperatives in real estate development. Laden with layers of
symbolic meaning, these everyday landscapes—including the people who inhabit
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them, their comportment, their clothes, and their ‘stuff’—also amount to moral
geographies that both echo and tend to reproduce society’s core values. In
America, nothing is more central to these values than the American Dream of
upward social mobility thorough ingenuity and hard work, rewarded by steadily
improving prosperity and a share in the property-owning democracy. (Knox,
2008, p. 4)
The discussion of conflict includes an element of power defined as the capacity or ability
to cause others to act in a predictable manner or in a manner that they would not otherwise act
(Easton, 1953). In public organizations, there are three stages of power that follow the processes
of communications, policymaking, and implementation by sanctioned conduct and enforcement
of norms (Bryson & Crosby, 1992, p.82). Rex describes social power as relative to several
components:
First there is the matter of the cost to each side of exercising coercion against the
other side...Secondly the cost to each side of enduring the other’s coercion varies
for each…Furthermore, the cost and the willingness to exercise coercion and to
absorb the coercion of the adversary depends to good measure upon the
importance of the issue at stake. The costs are meaningful only in relation to what
is being sought by each side. (Rex, 1981, p.10–11)
Aside from its implications, it is important to recall that conflict was a fundamental
consideration of the organization of government in the United States. In framing the
Constitution, the Founders accepted its reality and sought to contain it.
James Madison and Alexander Hamilton were the leaders of the Federalists, a
group that was skeptical at best about the ability of individuals to come to a
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common decision. They believed that the causes of conflict could not be removed,
that conflict is simply a part of human nature, and believed only in controlling its
effects. (Brick & Cawley, 1996, p.238).
Conflict was thus factored into our world view of government. As Sowell (1987) states, a
world view is our ‘pre-analytic cognition’, a starting point or “a frame of reference through
which individuals interpret or give meaning to human action.” (Sowell, 1987, p. 9). In his 18th
century analysis, Tocqueville warned us that “something analogous happens with nations.
Peoples always bear some marks of their origin” (Tocqueville, 1969, p.31). These early
observations serve as important contemporary benchmarks that continue to frame the explosive
suburban growth and development that edge counties have produced. “Though Thomas
Jefferson’s fears for the physical and moral health of his country if its predominantly rural
culture became urbanized and industrialized have long been justified by irrefutable statistical
evidence, they are treated by historians as a pathetic bucolic prejudice.” (Mumford, p.232, 1968)
It was telling that Garreau chose to invoke the deeply mystical “frontier” to be the
subtitle of his 1991 book Edge Cities, tying it to our society that has placed a boundless value on
freedom and individuality for centuries and specifically to individual transportation that “have in
turn resulted in our Edge Cities” (Garreau, 1991, p. 104). His observations were reflective of the
clashing beliefs that confronted the Founders that remain relevant in our governments of today.
“Conflict characterizes the manner in which Americans believe their society
should be organized and governed… American governments in the past and today
have usually reflected the assumption that authorities acting in relative isolation
from the people can discern and effect the general public good. This assumption
dates back to the founding of the nation.” (Sterne and Costa, 1978, p.1)
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But Stegner (1992) suggested that American individualism developed without an
essential corrective, which is belonging. Freedom when found turned out to be airless and
unsustainable. “What we have instead of place is space” (Stegner, 1992, p. 72). Bent (1972) drew
his criticism from the early notions of the founders:
The American polity was born with optimism in the day of the limitless frontier
and faith in boundless energy and individual self-determination. The creators of
the polity—the Founding Fathers—saw the government that would least interfere
in the ‘inevitable’ course toward the good life, and guarantee the liberty of men
now free to pursue their happiness. But soon after, forces of historic change made
the American dream a tired illusion. (Bent, 1972, p. 1-2)
Regardless of its origins and opinions of its outcomes, conflict remains embedded within
our political culture. It is a part of the American experience with important aspects related to
public administration.
The American political system is deliciously well organized not to prevent
conflict but to channel it, and the streams and torrents of this conflict inevitably
flow through the administrative process. Administration has always been politics
in action, and action-filled politics create conflict-filled administration (Kettl,
2000, p.28)
According to Harrigan (1994, p. 163), “Although some of the most important public
services—such as welfare, public health, sheriff’s patrol, county jail—are delivered by county
governments, these governments are generally the most fragmented of all major local
governments.” Yet, as Wager indicated (1950, p. 31) “the structure of county government is not
well suited to the tasks which it has to perform. In many areas, it does not conform in area with a
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social and economic area; hence the sense of community is weak.” Benton (2002, p. 102) adds
that “the size of a county’s population makes a difference…there are legitimate questions in light
of the urban politics literature and research focusing on small municipalities and counties that
suggest that rapid growth and negative growth tend to present very different and complicated
challenges to local government. Klase, Mok, and Pops (1996, p. 92) identifies the research gap
by stating:
Conflict and cooperation in and among American counties are important but neglected
subjects of scholarly study. We know little of the causes, consequences, or conditions that
foster conflict or cooperation at the county level. Equally neglected are how conflict is
managed and how county officials secure cooperation from the many autonomous and
semi-autonomous agencies that, collectively share power.
A recent paper (Benton et al., 2007, p. 968) contained an 11-point agenda that included
“population changes; managing conflict.” A subsequent paper (Benton, et al., 2008, p. 61)
identified the need for research related to counties and conflict: “These conditions of
fragmentation, lack of centralized decision making, and political competition make counties
vulnerable to conflict and threaten their ability to function as effective and efficient service
providers.” Coordinating across organizational boundaries is more difficult than intraorganizational coordination” according to Gordon (1992, p. 158) Understanding the nature of
conflict in county governance and how county governments can shift from conflictual to
cooperative patterns of interaction will continue to be a topic of much concern (Benton, et al.,
2008, p. 62).
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Edge County Syndrome
Much of the literature reviewed relates to public administration within suburban political
settings, the fallow ground of Edge Counties. But little research has been undertaken focused on
its operative dimension.
Among the many consequences of American urbanism, the mass migration to the suburbs
has been the most striking. These fringe towns orbit around megalopolis, at once tied to it
by gravitic bonds of commerce, transportation, and entertainment—and yet, independent
in many local affairs...Social research into suburbs has dealt with their demographic
characteristics but surprisingly little depicts suburban political life. (Wirt, 1965, p. 647)
Political issues lean on the potent arena of political sociology with its emphasis on
conflict.
At its broadest level, political sociology is concerned with the relationship between
politics and society. Its distinctiveness within the social sciences lies in its
acknowledgement that political actors, including parties, pressure groups, and social
movements, operate within a wider social context…It follows from this that a key
concept in political sociology is power, where power is defined as the capacity to achieve
one's objectives even when those objectives are in conflict with the interests of another
actor. (Faulks, 2000)
Other than acknowledging the impact of population growth and demographical shifts, the
literature is surprisingly devoid of county-based studies related to their impact upon political
sociology.
The social setting of public administration, like the context of values, has both
direct and indirect impacts, and changes within that setting—like changes in
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values—carry with them potentially far-reaching implications. Several societal
changes over the past half-century have been of particular importance in shaping
contemporary public administration. The most obvious changes are population
growth and shifts in the demographic makeup of populations. (Gordon, 1992, p.
41–42)
The political body views organizations as living, screaming political arenas that host a
complex web of individual and group interests because most important decisions involve scarce
resources, creating enduring differences that make conflict central to the organizational dynamics
and underline power as the most important asset (Bolman & Deal, 2003, p. 186). Counties have
unique attributes including the pervasive application of party politics. The preference for
nonpartisan elections never took hold in counties like cities. The International City/Council
Management Association’s 1988 survey of counties found that 82 percent used partisan ballots
(DeSantis, 1989, p. 64). Schattschneider (1960, p. 68) argues that “all politics deals with the
displacement of conflicts or efforts to resist the displacement of conflicts” in which a new
crosscutting dimension emerges, the parties become polarized, and they converge on the
previously dominant line of separation. Advancing the trends of conflict, Layman and Casey
(2002) identify the process of “conflict extension,” and with other scholars point to political
activists as agents of polarization and identify party activists as the driving force behind this
process.
Partisan politics has a long and deep history in many counties. In 1915, G. Wilbur
Doughty secured control of the Nassau County Republican organization until his death in 1930
creating an “insuperable GOP stronghold.” Doughty’s nephew J. Russel Sprague secured
unchallenged control of the organization and proved to be an even more effective leader than his
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uncle (Teaford, 1997, p. 4). In the 1950s, in his classic book The Organization Man, Whyte was
one of the first to observe that party dominance was creating political conversions within what he
described as “the communities that have become the (organization man’s) dormitories—the great
package suburbs that have sprung up outside our cities since the war” (Whyte, 1956, p. 267).
Figures rather clearly show that people from big, urban Democratic wards tend to
become Republican, and if anything more conservative than those whose outlook
they are unconsciously adopting. Pondering the 1952 Park Forest vote, the
Chicago Tribune, with vengeful pleasure, attributed the large Republican majority
in to the beneficial influence of fresh country air on erstwhile Democrats.
Whatever the cause, it is true that something does seem to happen to Democrats
when they get to suburbia. (Whyte, 1956, p. 300)
In the early 1990s DuPage County, Illinois, west of Chicago, “was on everyone’s list of
edge cities” (Teaford, 1997, p. 4), containing high-tech research parks, corporate headquarters of
McDonald’s and lots of high-priced residential subdivisions, “it was the epitome of Garreau’s
vision of the future.” It also became a place where the suburban Republican Party acted as a
GOP counterpart to Chicago’s powerful urban Democratic machine. “On election day, DuPage
County leaders could produce reliable Republican majorities” (Teaford, 1997, p. 28). One of the
key findings drawn from a 1975 report of the Social Science Panel of the Assembly of
Behavioral and Social Sciences of the National Academy of Sciences was the inevitable
magnetic draw of political power to the growing influences of the suburban county setting.
Of the external forces influencing the governmental system of metropolitan areas since
1962, none has had a greater impact than the federal courts. Unfortunately, from the
central-cities viewpoint, the judicial requirement of fair representation in state legislatures
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came after the cities had already lost to the suburbs their prominent position in state
populations. The cities no longer have the votes to redress the balance between resources
and social needs. The chief beneficiaries of reapportionment were suburban jurisdictions,
and suburbs will gain even more as population continues to move outward. (Hawley and
Rock, 1975, p. 13–17)
The setting of Edge Counties is the metropolitan region that consists of counties as the
most basic unit (Ross, 2009, p. 113). “Suburban counties, in particular, will be thrust into a
stronger leadership role to deal with both metropolitan governance and service delivery because
they will have the comparative political influence, institutional capacity, and resources to do so”
(Fosler, 1991, p. 36). Increasing interdependence among once separate and distinct jurisdictions,
however, creates both problems and opportunities, according to Lane (1999, p. 376). Years ago,
Northam (1975, p. 12–13) observed that the MSA’s form “an urban region that serves well for
data compilation, since it is based on counties, and which suffices for a rather general frame for
reference where one might conduct investigations of a metropolitan nature.”
Edge Counties do not necessarily experience even patterns of growth within their
established boundaries.
The metropolitan arena is being transformed. This transformation is taking the
form of a massive, if piecemeal, re-concentration of the population away from
urban cores to their peripheries. This process has occurred slowly and disjointedly
but the results are dramatic and clear. Urban America is no longer personified by
the economically and politically dominant core city with dependent zones at its
periphery (Fishman, 1987, p. 184).
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Garreau himself warned of the profound significance of conflicts asking salient questions
within the dramatic context of ongoing battles created by Edge Cities. His concern reached to the
grim depths of human nature by questioning whether they would ever become civilization and
have life of their own or be as he darkly stated, “a vampire?” From his perspective, the
importance of “conflict between life and growth is crucial” (p. 310).
If Edge City is our new standard form of American metropolis—if Edge City is
the agglomeration of all we feel we want and need—will these places ever be
diverse, urbane, and livable? Will they ever be full of agreeable surprises? Will
they ever come together…If the future is Out There, will we ever get good at it?
The answers to these questions are of no small moment, for as we push our lives
into the uncharted territory of Edge Cities, places like them are becoming the
laboratories for how civilized urban America will be for the rest of our lifetime.
Therefore, the battles that swirl to form these places are battles being waged all
over our futures.” (Garreau, 1991, p. 214)
Edge cities are becoming more independent from their Core Cities. “Contemporary urban
America is one in which the periphery is becoming increasingly independent—economically,
politically, and even socially from the once-predominant center city…county governments in
metropolitan areas have taken on an extremely important role in policy-making and service
delivery” (Berman, 1993, p. 71). One of 32 findings of a major report prepared for the Social
Sciences Panel on the Significance of Community in the Metropolitan Environment of the
Advisory Committee to the Department of Housing and Urban Development: National Academy
of Sciences proposed an expanded role for the county.
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While the county scale seldom includes the total interactive and interdependent
area of a metropolitan community, enlarging the responsibilities of the counties
may improve local government for smaller metropolitan areas. Counties may also
serve as effective subunits in a larger metropolitan regional system. (Hawley and
Rock, 1975, p. 13–17)
Benton et al. (2007, p. 975) recently identified Edge Counties as an emerging area of
needed research by asking: “How has the emergence of ‘edge counties’ affected the ability of
counties to govern and deliver services?”
The Four Survey Themes
To explore county conflict, the case of this research project was woven around four
themes. Based on the review of literature, county conflict has received only implicit attention
based on general assessments. To probe and detail the assertions of the Edge County Syndrome
hypothesis, the balance of this literature review focuses on four broad subcategories used to
create the questionnaire in the case study contained in Chapter 5: budget conflicts, relationship
conflicts, planning conflicts, and administrative conflicts.
Budget conflicts.
“County governments are the fastest growing all-purpose governments in terms of
employment size with growth rates exceeding those of the federal, state, municipal, and township
units since the 1980s” (Kraybill & Lobao, 2001, p. 3). Nearly 20 years ago, the National
Association of Counties produced their annual Model County Programs booklet that detailed the
vast expanses of county programs within 140 service categories in just one of the two volume
publication (National Association of Counties, 1997). Observers foretold of the impacts of
technologies, population increase, and urbanization upon counties while acknowledging that
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there is a “general unwillingness of rural dominated state legislatures to recognize the inexorable
march of urbanization and [an] inability of counties to expand their role and functions to provide
some of the services needed by the emerging urban populations” (Murphy, 1970, p. 6). The list
of services continues to expand. Recent commentary indicates that “counties may face their
greatest challenge with respect to the provision of services associated with homeland security,
health care, economic development, land use, affordable housing, and storm water management”
(Benton et al., 2008, p. 66).
The expanding list of services requires specialists from various disciplines adding
complexities to communication within county organizations. Specialists tend to confine their
interests to their narrow focus, blocking important linkages to other aspects of a problem or the
broader county organization. Petersen, (1994, p. 10) summarized the dilemma that administrators
find themselves in within an expanding organization that simultaneously become increasingly
narrow and fragmented, based on the focus new services.
But specialization particularly in this time of extraordinary complexity, interdependency,
and high rate of change, has serious deficiencies. For one thing, specialists tend not to
talk to each other, and when they do, they find it hard to communicate because they speak
different languages. Also, being focused on a single issue by definition hides linkages to
other aspects of the problem or system. Behavior that is found in a number of areasbiology, economics and political science- is not apparent to one who has his or her nose
buried in a single discipline. And if there is anything that the new science of complexity
and other recent findings suggest, it is that everything it connected to everything else,
everything is interdependent. (Petersen, p. 10, 1994)
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Administrators in growing counties are forced to break these barriers down when
allocating a county’s fiscal resources. “Events do not happen in a vacuum, but in social, political,
cultural, and economic context” (Naisbitt and Aburdene, 1990, p. 13). As demands from the
growing population expand, the scope and breadth of the disconnections in county services
multiply. Blair (1984, p. 192) describes what happens in his list of seven significant outcomes.
1. Unbalanced population, spatial and economic growth
2. Large-scale deprivation and unmet provisions of land, housing, employment and
transportation needs
3. Deteriorating environments and inadequate basic services
4. Shortages of public fiscal resources and qualified manpower for effective plan
implementation and management
5. Uncoordinated national and municipal urban policies and inadequate organizational
structures
6. Costly imported finance and inappropriate planning ideas and technology
7. Absence of meaningful public participation in the planning and development process
Growth and development are based on projected demand. “Accordingly, the future
development of every region is largely predetermined by its technological, economic, cultural,
political, and social history. In our context, regionally rooted technological competence plays an
exceptional role” (Maciocco, 2008, p. 415–416). Counties are aware of this and strive to advance
their attributes through expanded economic development initiatives. “Rapidly developing fringe
communities with much development potential often must balance that potential against the
possibility that their low land values and newly built mass housing tracts may attract residents of
a lower socio-economic status than more established communities with little open land” (Lewis
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& Neiman, 2009, p. 43). Farley (1996, p. 272) noted that within large metropolises, the outward
migration of population and jobs toward Edge Cities continues quite far from the old central
cities. Some edge counties that grew now find themselves without the economic resources to
sustain their expansive services. “Many working-class suburbs are in severe decline…The nation
that invented the throwaway city is now creating the throwaway suburb” (Glastris, 1992).
The county budget and its finances are key responsibilities of the manager. The
International City/County Management Association designates this area in three parts of its
model manager ordinance (ICMA, 2003). But the overall assessment of the ability of growing
metropolitan counties to meet their budgetary needs has not been encouraging.
The overall conclusions about urban sprawl seem to be the following: The
benefits of this process are distributed regressively with respect to income and
wealth. Sprawl appears to have outrun the ability of government to meet
requirements of urban settlements. Moreover, given the present structure of
government, distortions in the distribution costs and benefits are not readily
correctable. (Hawley & Rock, 1975, p. 13–17)
Even in one of the largest, fastest growing Edge Counties in the country, the
shortage of funding was noted years ago.
In some large jurisdictions, getting the authority and dollars to keep up with
growth has been a major problem. Rapidly growing Maricopa County, Arizona,
for example, has an annual budget of more than $1.2 billion—about four times
that of 10 years ago, yet the Board of Supervisor cannot pass even a dog-leash
ordnance without permission of the state legislature. At root, many of the
problems in Maricopa County are financial in nature.” (Berman, 1993, P. xiii)
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Budgetary resources must also be balanced between servicing existing residents and
funding new infrastructure that developers hope will attract new home buyers.
The popular view that new roads and sewers stimulate development is not entirely
wrong. All too frequently, communities open up new territories for development
simply by extending key facilities. For homebuilders looking for desirable
building sites or commercial developers selecting locations for shopping centers,
available capacity in public faculties is a strong attraction. (Porter, 1997, p. 120)
Relationship conflicts.
“Administrative systems cannot simply be scaled up as needed with their competence
intact. Indeed, managing any such expansion itself is likely to occupy a significant part of
bureaucratic attention.” (McNicoll, 1984, p. 217) County conflict starts with its basic structure,
developed at a time when urban growth was contained to a few large cities. Murphy (1970, p. 2)
contends that the “19th century county is incompatible with urban life” and that the need for
rejuvenation is “directly related to the extent of the urbanization which has occurred in any
particular county.” Counties are organizations with deep histories and “older organizations have
more formally entrenched power elites, greater stability, and greater resources. Hence, they are
more susceptible to institutionalization than younger organizations (Nicotera, 1995, p. 33). The
hierarchical structure that counties created in a previous era makes conflict inevitable.
The conditions under which we work can be a significant conflict producer.
Hierarchical structure, policies and procedures, performance reviews, reward
systems, organizational culture, and even physical plant conditions, can on
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occasion turn even the mildest mannered employee into a raging bull. (Guttman,
2003, p. 19)
Svara (1990, p. 30–31) concluded that the structure of local government contributes to
the conceptual environment of fragmentation of authority and is the single institutional factor
most related to the creation of conflict. Regardless of these internal challenges, the ability of
local units to survive despite internal difficulties and hardship is based on the great desire to
maintain their identity (Highsaw & Dyer, 1965, p.150).
Earlier initiatives of the federal government with large cities drew counties into regional
issues as most of the programs were directly tied to traditional county human services.
Until the 1930s, the federal government had directed very little attention to the
problems of individual American cities, but because of the pressing economic
demands created by the Great Depression of that period, the Roosevelt
administration created a variety of welfare, health, and housing programs under
its New Deal political policies. Even though the legislation that created these
programs was not directly aimed at urban base problems, they did have a great
impact on the nation cities because so many victims of the Depression toward
whom these programs were directed did live in the nation’s cities. (Gold, 2002, p.
179)
Since that time, “Federally and municipally guided attempts at decentralization and subcommunity participation have frequently floundered because adversarial relationships between
community groups and public agencies have developed (Hawley and Rock, 1975, p. 13–17). All
regional models of the U.S. Census are comprised of groupings of counties and identified by
their core city or cities. But this does not imply unity of purpose. “Although there are clearly
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many common interests among adjacent local governments and those in close proximity to one
another, there are also some aspects of their relationships that are competitive” (Rosenbloom and
Kravchuk, 2005, p. 131)
These governmental units that exist within metropolitan areas are of various
types, including (1) school districts, (2) special districts, (3) municipalities, (4)
townships, and (5) counties. Let us consider a metropolitan area, over which there
is an overlay of local governmental units in the form of municipal or city
governments, which consist of the central cities and all incorporated cities within
the urban fringe…Today most of the municipal governments within metropolitan
areas include populations of less than 5,000 people, especially those in the outer
portions, with local governments of greater populations more concentrated in the
inner portion of the SMSA (Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area). Many of the
problems faced and tasks performed by municipal departments in the respective
corporate cities are common to all of them, yet there is little or no integration of
governmental agencies in the municipalities in the metropolitan area, and quite
often, there is, in fact, conflict among them. (Northam, 1975, p. 382)
All local governments embrace geographic areas but the area served by local units
does not always coincide with the functions performed by other governments. Frequently,
several units of government exercise powers within the same geographic territory,
resulting in the obvious duplication of functions. “In fact, there is an intricate system of
governmental areas—cities, counties, school districts, and special-purpose districts—at
the local level,” and the reciprocal adjustment of these interests is often a difficult task
(Highsaw and Dyer, 1965, p.136). However, experience suggests that there are severe
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obstacles in the way of efficient and cooperative coordination with pre-existing levels of
government, both central and local (Fuchs, 1994, p. 253).
Each entity, while striving for its independence, is also drawn to the broader
understanding that suburbs are often the hinterland markets and sources of commuter labor for
the central city “symbiotically related economically—and to a significant degree, culturally”
(Stanback and Grove, 2002, p.1). In the broadest context, “regions cannot afford a strategy of
writing off older urban areas and replacing them with developments on the edge of metropolitan
regions” (Leccese & McCormick, 1999, p. 6). However, metropolitan government with
overarching authority over all of the regional entities of government is neither common in
America nor is it viewed receptively. “Metropolitan government has been put forward as if it
were a cure-all for our present confusion: But the city of Philadelphia has had metropolitan
government for more than a century without showing the least benefit from it” (Mumford, 1968,
p. 171–172). Local governments on the edges of regions include counties and other entities
creating a confusing array of local services.
The governmental institutions of the metropolitan fringe were political
perversions, violating text-book formulas of good government. As the
metropolitan periphery developed into the post-suburban metropolis, the nature of
its government became even more obscure and even less comprehensible.
Whereas suburban government was familiar, though seemingly disorganized, the
post-suburban polity was an alien being. To Americans raised on the distinction
that municipalities provided police and fire protection and water and sewage
services whereas counties and townships were units of rural government, the
governments of post-suburban areas were a mystery. Counties unexercised
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powers traditionally associated with municipalities, municipalities contracted for
services rather than producing them, townships often seemed no different from
municipalities and a multitude of special districts, both big and small, were
responsible for everything from killing mosquitoes to maintaining cemeteries.
(Teaford, 1997, p. 3)
Another entity of county conflict relates to the mystic territory of “shadow governments”
or private community associations adding a thickening layer of complexities. At the time of
publication in 1991, Garreau estimated that there were more than 150,000 (p. 185). Today there
an estimated 323,000, governing the lives of 63.4 million residents run by 60,000 managers,
many working for one of 10,000 management companies. Their proliferation continues
(Community Association Institute, 2015). These private organizations run varying and growing
levels of public services within existing county boundaries Their significant powers are relatively
unencumbered by the laws of scrutiny that regulate public administration. Many of the
developments that they govern have physically barricaded themselves behind gates and walls.
According to Blakely and Snyder (1997), over 8 million Americans live within various forms of
gated communities, enclaves protected by walls, checkpoints, and private guards on the edges of
regions and the number is growing.
Population shifts have aggravated the basic weaknesses of county organization (Snider,
1962, p.79). “The often dramatic population change facing most rural governments compounds
leadership problems. Managing a growing community is much more complex and confusing the
presiding during a time of relative stability” (Honadle & Howitt, 1986, p. 76). As growth
continues, conflicts increase at unpredictable levels for public administration in edge counties
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because “social conflicts are inherent in human relations. But this does not mean that every
social relationship is entirely or even partly conflicting all the time” (Rex, 1981, p. 1).
As populations increase, cultural tensions polarize between the long-term rural residents
and the cosmopolitan newcomers. This has escalating impacts on political and administrative
functions.
Conflicting community attitudes often result in reactive decisions by elected
officials who tend to ignore the long-term policy implications that public
administration is drawn toward. Decision processes that were once brief,
informal, and relatively free become time consuming rule-bound, and often
immersed in conflict (Berman, 1993 p. 98).
The increasing mobility of individuals and the changing scale of institutions has also
affected life in neighborhoods by decreasing the intensity of relationships found at this level
(Hawley and Rock, 1975, p. 12). Land uses that are isolated from each other serve to isolate
people from one another and diminish the sense of community and place (Daniels, 1999, p. 87).
According to Gidden (1990, p. 210), our modern age is characterized by increasing spatial and
temporal “distanciation” and by the disembedding of social relationships from their locally
bound contexts of interaction.
Cosmopolitans are impatient with locals, and vice versa; women who want to talk
about culture and civic matters are bored by conversations about home and
family. Working-class women who were used to the flow of talk with relatives
need to find substitutes among neighbors with similar experiences. Likewise,
young people have little in common with older ones and unless they want
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surrogate parents, prefer to socialize with neighbors and friends of similar age.
(Gans, 1999, p. 32)
Planning conflicts.
“Future vision is the art of seeing the invisible future. Like other arts, it opens up a whole
new world. By analyzing past and present facts, trend lines extend forward into the future with
probable routes and likely landmarks” (Miller, 1991, p. 1). But county planning functions have
been random and incremental.
The growth in county functions, which in turn has prompted increases in
expenditures and personnel, is a prominent characteristic of American counties.
Such functional expansion, however, has not generally resulted from design and
implementation of comprehensive plans to endow counties with extensive new
responsibilities. Instead, it has almost always come about because counties were
exiting institutions to which additional tasks could be given on an individual,
discretionary basis. (Bollens, Bayes, & Utter, 1969, p. 10–11)
Decisions about land use are made mainly by municipal and county governments. “Many
communities continue to rely on a legislative framework that was crated for a very different
America. As a result, the planning and growth management mechanisms in force in most states
are woefully out-of-step with the times” (Diamond and Noonan, 1996, p. 6). The result has been
disorientation that has become the norm. “The high-speed roads that fragment the exurban
landscape lead one to doubt the connection between buildings and street. One no longer feels that
every destination can be reached on foot” (Ingersoll, 2006, p. 5).
The basic tool of county planning is the data available from the U.S. Census. It provides
the primary sources of statistical information about ourselves, our jobs and earnings, our
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prosperity or poverty, where we live and with whom, what kinds of homes we own or apartments
we rent, our skin color, the languages we speak, and our ethnic characteristics (Farley, 1996).
“Because the best data are only available from the census every 10 years, there is a substantial
lag in acquiring and analyzing data (Bogart, 2006, p. 3). Ongoing debates in the United States
about how to conduct the national Censes and whether to use sampling methods to obtain an
accurate headcount illustrate the politics of under and over numeration (Storey, 2006, p. 331).
Since the data is often utilized for planning purposes, Mumford (1968, p. 180) warns that “to
regard such statistics as final is only an excuse for succumbing to the inevitable, instead of taking
necessary counter-measures to produce what is humanely desirable.”
The U.S. Census has created several regional models based on groupings of counties that
fit variations of criteria. Unlike counties, few of these regions are represented by actual
governments that match their boundaries. However, Census demographers continue to create a
blizzard of models that are largely removed from direct issues related to public administration.

Under the 2000 standards, Metropolitan Statistical Area and Micropolitan Statistical Area
are the terms used for the basic set of county-based areas defined under this
classification. In addition, the term Metropolitan Division is used to refer to a county or
group of counties within a Metropolitan Statistical Area that has a population core of at
least 2.5 million. A Metropolitan Division is most generally comparable in concept and
equivalent to the now obsolete Primary Metropolitan Statistical Area. (Office of
Management and Budget Bulletin, 2009, p. 2)
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In a subsequent publication, the U.S. Census defined seven regional groupings involving
counties. Four of the terms are applicable within 44 states: Metropolitan Statistical Areas,
Micropolitan Statistical Areas, Metropolitan Divisions, and Combined Statistical Areas. In the
two regions within the six New England states where counties do not function, three terms are
used: New England City and Town Area, Combined New England City and Town Area, and
New England City and Town Area Division. (U.S. Census, Geographic Terms and Concepts,
2010)
Administrative conflicts.
As growth and development expand the county, the list of influential players also
increases to include developers, bankers, real-estate agents, lawyers, engineers, large
landowners, and others primarily motivated by self-interest, which is often in conflict with public
interest. Molotch (1976) referenced this powerful grouping as the “growth machine” of a
locality’s land-based elite. To further their interests, they become involved directly and indirectly
with the county organization as illustrated by the following studies:
If policymakers could be implementing more effective urban land policies,
housing policies, transport policies, and so forth, that would better manage the
growth of mega-cities, why aren’t they doing so? The explanation is due to a mix
of complex factors. First, policies are often in harmony with the vested interests
of the metropolitan elite. Urban policies are intended to be regressive in their
impact and are not intended to change the distribution of interpersonal welfare.
(Fuchs, 1994, p. 252)
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Collective action leads to changes in the supply of institutional innovations that
involve severe stress among the interest groups and communities that stand to
gain or lose from the changes…The rate and the direction of institutional change
depend critically on the cultural traditions of ideology that influence the cost or
accept the changes in institutional arrangements and on the power balance among
interest groups.” (United Nations, 1991, p. 139)
Stakeholders that prosper through growth include merchants, bankers and
contractors but perhaps the biggest group is county employees. “Local governments and
their numerous employees are among the biggest local boosters since revenues for these
governments increase only when homes, office buildings, and factories are added to the
tax rolls your after year” (Farley, 1996, p. 300).
Since most counties utilize a partisan ballot, interest groups intertwine their power within
the elected officials through political leverage. Political actors outside the government need
things from government—changes in social policy, public contracts and so on—but can’t get
those things by themselves. To meet their goals they follow “the logic of the minimal winning
coalition” by finding just enough allies to control nominations and primaries. “Once they have
formed such a coalition, they are the gatekeepers to political office; no one can hold office
without meeting their standards and owing them something in return. Thus these informal party
organizations control the government” (Masket, 2009, p. 17). This issue is particularly important
in the South, “the most studied, distinctive, and for generations, unyielding of political systems,”
(Baker, 1990, p. 1) where the majority of Edge Counties are located.
Candidates reluctantly accept the control over their careers by accepting
organizational support. Those who do not are occasionally threatened, disciplined
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or even removed…Today’s party organizations do not control every aspect of the
electorate, or do they win in every race. But they control enough of the political
process to win most of the time, and anyone who plans to beat the party has to
have no small amount of luck on their side. (Masket, 2009, p. 186–187)
Edge Counties and their management are also constrained by their subservience to state
government, based on legal interpretations that date to the late 19th century. The firmest rules in
existence regarding the scope of all local governments is Dillon’s Rule, first enunciated in 1872
and since upheld in an extensive series of state court decisions. The rule states:
It is the general and undisputed proposition of law that a municipal corporation
possesses, and can exercise, the following powers, and no others: first, those
granted in express words; second, those necessarily or fairly implied in, or
incident to, the powers expressly granted; third, those essential to the declared
objects and purposes of the corporation—not simply convenient but
indispensable. (Dillon, 1872, p. 5–6)
The controversy over “home rule” has dominated state and local politics for much of
American history. “State legislatures have carefully defined and restricted the power that city and
county governments may exercise over law enforcement, education, healthcare, and issues vital
to urban residents. State control over local decision-making has been a major source of conflict”
(Euchner & McGovern, 2003, p. 21). But State governments are fundamental to the Constitution
and are not going to disappear, in spite of the frustrations associated with them.
One is tempted to ask; In American terms, does the rise of citistates mean that
state governments are consigned to the shadows of insignificance? The answer,
we believe, is emphatically no. American state governments have immense
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powers—over taxation, over regulation, in determining the basic powers of the
local governments. States have original Constitutional powers. (Peirce, 1993, p. 5)
It seems that state and local governments are mutually hobbled by disinterest based on
our fixation with national political issues. “Americans, particularly those preoccupied with
national affairs, periodically “rediscover” state and local government…Typically, each
‘rediscovery’ produces a short burst of concern, largely rhetorical, followed by another period of
neglect until the next crisis or Supreme Court decision reawakens interest” (Danielson, Hershey
& Bayne, 1977, p. 289). Yet, growth-related demands require anticipating change directly related
to the community’s ability to adapt effectively to a constantly shifting environment by
developing specialized institutions that scan for particular types of changes likely to affect future
decisions (Honadle & Howitt, 1986, p. 15). Others expand on this theme by emphasizing the
need to create learning organizations that expand their potential for transformation and flexibility
to find ways of “managing unprecedented economic uncertainty deriving from a need for
continuous rapid adjustment to a market environment that seems to have become permanently
more turbulent than in the past” (Starkey, Tempest, and McKinlay, 2004, p. 525).
Stillman (1998, p. 3) notes that public administration “ deals with the formulation and
implementation of public policies involving a considerable range of problems concerning human
behavior and cooperative human effort” that are “differentiated in several ways from private
administration that is based on the production of goods and services.” Due to the political nature
of county organizations, Nalbandian (1991, p. 58–59) argues that managers often fill a policy
void left by elected officials. Protasel (1989 p. 28-29) states that “in many situations, the
administrator is forced to take a more visible leadership role because of the lack of elected
political leadership.” Thus, political skill is a critical set of competencies that can promote
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perceived effectiveness and reputation as well as neutralize the dysfunctional consequences that
too often result from organizational politics (Neider and Schrisheim, 2010, p. 12). Political skill
is defined as “the ability to effectively understand others at work and to use such knowledge to
influence others to act in ways that enhance one’s personal and organizational objectives (Ferris
et al., 2005, p. 127). Pynes and Spina (2009, p. 209) describe four different approaches that
managers can assume within the variable political realms.
1. Separate roles: clear subordination of administrators and separate roles and norms.
2. Autonomous administrator: equal or greater influence for administrators.
Administrators are involved in the policy role, but politicians are separated from the
administrative role.
3. Responsive administrator: subordination of administrators to politicians and
dominance of political norms over administrative norms. There may be political
incursion into administration and/or administrators may adopt political norms in
making decisions.
4. Overlapping roles: elected officials and the appointed administrator share roles and
have reciprocal influence. However, separate norms may be maintained.
Edge Counties require adaptive leadership and management to deal with the immense
array of issues that confront the organization. Innovation is required. Watson (1997) contends
that innovative management requires three conditions.
First an organizational culture that supports and encourages innovation is essential
but government tends to reward those who maintain the status quo. In the public
sector the dominant measure of success is not the achievement of goals. Rather, it
is based on not getting accused of doing anything wrong. The second requirement
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is political support based on toleration of the occasional mistake based on the
risks associated with innovation and cohesiveness of direction by the elected
board that minimizes the fear that administrative innovation will become
politicized. Third, Administrative competence is needed to overcome resistance
from department heads, who have vested interest in keeping things the way they
are. It is the job of the manager to encourage innovation by adjusting the attitudes
of those who are mainly interested in the size of their budgets. (Watson, 1997, p.
2–3)
“Whatever they do, public administrators cannot win. They are caught in an ideological
cross fire in which media discourse often seems to resemble a legalized form of blood sport
rather than an open and civil exchange of ideas” (Spicer, 1995, p. 3-4). The challenges faced by
administrators in a growing county can bring sudden and harsh consequences.
The prevalence of conflict-induced turnover has also been the subject of limited research
to date within the county. One study (Tekniepe and Stream, 2012) “focuses on push-induced
factors and their effect on county manager turnover.” Data was collected from large American
counties with populations greater than 500,000 that functioned with a council-manager form of
government. The study period stretched over an 18-year period from1992–2009. “The analysis
reveals that measures of political conflict precipitate push-induced county manager turnover.”
(Tekniepe and Stream, 2012) Although this study was but one of the few related to this topic and
focused only on counties with populations greater than 500,000, it indicated that conflict at the
root of the problem that drove out administrators. Although the potential for high turnover was
not the focus of this research project, this paper provided a jarring example of the potentially
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grim consequences facing public administrators within the structured, hierarchical, and political
environment of county government.
Summary
This literature review summarized previous works related to three general themes. Edge
City/Edge County concepts were described that predated the work of Garreau. Issues related to
population growth and conflict were presented tying the overriding theme of conflict to our
founding principles of government. The impact on public administration of growth and conflict
were also presented. In addition, an overview of budget, relationship, planning and
administrative conflicts were described to lay the foundation for the case study survey, presented
in Chapters 5 and 6.
The literature presented interesting observations built around the three major themes and
four types of conflict. However, it was evident that no one had tied them together within the
context of a focused study that examined rapid population growth within counties located at the
edges of expanding metropolitan regions and its impact on public administration.
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Chapter 3: Methodology of the Study
“We shape our tools and afterwards, our tools shape us” —Marshall McLuhan.

This chapter explains the two methodologies used to conduct the study. The first utilized
population data to identify rapid growth while the second involved a case study using a
qualitative survey to explore conflict. It should be noted at the onset that, to a certain extent, the
methods evolved, taking definitive shape as the research progressed by weaving an adaptive
approach into both of the methods. In this chapter, the general perspective, the research context,
the instruments and procedures used, the analysis process, and a summary of the methodologies
are presented
General Perspective
The research project was designed with the assumption that Edge Counties present an
important and identifiable theoretical framework for inquiry into the field of public
administration. It focused on identifying and understanding the conflict that occurs among the
multiple relationships within county government created by rapid growth. The first methodology
was designed to define edge counties while the second methodology was constructed to identify
county conflict.
Defining edge counties involved collecting and assembling population data over a
selected period of time for all counties contained within Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs).
These were regional models established by the Office of Management and Budget for the US
Census. Although some MSAs were classified as a subset of the recently created Combined
Statistical Area, it was determined that the MSA was the best metropolitan configuration for this
study based on its longer utilization dating back to 1949. (About Metropoltan and Micropolitan
Statistical Areas, 2013) Data from the US Census that identified counties within MSAs that had
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experienced high levels of population growth was selected to form a list for the purpose of
defining Edge Counties.
Identifying and probing conflict encompassed a case study of two pairings of counties,
each with a Core County and an Edge County, through the use of a qualitative survey of selected
participants. These four counties were located within two high-growth, geographically dispersed
metropolitan regions. The pairings were established as a way to compare two types of counties
and two different regions. The survey focused on issues related to rapid growth and the
prevalence and nature of conflict. The two methodologies were designed to test the following
hypotheses.
Hyp 10 — High-velocity growth in counties located on the fringe of expanding
metropolitan areas creates a unique and distinct kind of administrative conflict:
Edge County Syndrome.
Hyp 1a — High-velocity growth in counties located on the fringe of expanding
metropolitan areas does not create a unique and distinct kind of administrative
conflict: Edge County Syndrome.
Research Context
Defining edge counties. The purpose of the first methodology was to identify highgrowth metropolitan counties located on the fringe of expanding metropolitan areas. Population
data was obtained from the decennial U.S. Census for the years 1990, 2000, and 2010 for
counties contained within Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs) . The 20-year period was
chosen to reflect a contemporary picture of growth relevant to current and emerging issues
affecting public administration. The three distinct years represented decennial U.S. Census data
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based on actual population counts rather than statistical projections that are presented on a yearly
basis.
Prior to conducting the 2010 Census, a memo from the Office of Management and
Budget identified 366 MSAs that included 1,100 of the 3,142 counties in the United States.
(Office of Management and Budget, 2009, p. 2) The five-digit Federal Information Processing
Standard (FIPS) code, which identifies counties and county equivalents in the United States, was
procured for each county. The FIPS codes and names of each county were then selected for all of
the MSAs and merged with the county data by FIPS code. A similar process was used to
determine the names and the separate five-digit MSA codes that identified 366 MSAs. The
identifying numbers along with the names of the counties ensured that the data could be crossreferenced and verified.
The descriptive terms used by the U.S. Census were reviewed since they established the
parameters of the population data used within the study. A concern arose related to their
assemblage of counties that included entities that were not actual county governments.
OMB’s standards provide for the identification of one or more principal cities
within each Metropolitan Statistical Area… (The term “principal city” replaces
“central city,” the term used in previous standards.) Principal cities encompass
both incorporated places and census designated places (CDPs). The decision to
identify CDPs as principal cities represents a break with practice in previous
standards that (with some exceptions) limited potential central city identification
to incorporated places. (Office of Management and Budget, 2009, p. 3)
The largest cities within each Metropolitan Statistical Area were designated as principal
cities. Up to three of them were utilized to create the name of each MSA ranked in order of their
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population’s size. Additional principal cities that met the minimum thresholds of numerical
population were also identified but were not included in the name of the MSA (About
Metropoltan and Micropolitan Statistical Areas, 2013).
After further consideration, it was determined to apply an adaptive use of principal cities
to form a locational bearing point for regional counties. Those chosen were identified within the
name of the MSA. These were the region’s largest cities and were generally well known. They
were labelled Identifier Principal Cities and added to the county’s spreadsheet data.
Identifier Principal Cities became the starting point that lead to locational definition for
counties that contained them. They were comprised of an array of incorporated and
unincorporated urban communities found within county boundaries. Although the growth
counties also included other cities, townships and census designed places, the locational method
of this study was only interested in the largest cities found within each region.
For example, the Las Vegas-Paradise, Nevada Metropolitan Statistical Area contains the
incorporated city of Las Vegas and the unincorporated census designated place of Paradise
(Office of Management and Budget, 2009, p.38)while the Houston-Baytown-Sugar Land, Texas
Metropolitan Statistical Area contain the names of its three largest incorporated cities(Office of
Management and Budget, 2009, p. 35) . All five of these communities were Identifier Principal
Cities based on the size of their population regardless of their incorporated status. The data and
names formed the initial spreadsheet utilized in this study(Appendix A :Growth Counties Ranked
by Percentage Population Increase).
The following examples demonstrated the locational variance. The growth counties were
selected from opposite ends of the growth ranking to ensure that they did not represent a narrow
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segment of the data. Two of the sample counties contained Identifier Principal Cities, the other
two counties did not.
Growth counties with identifier principal cities. Douglas County, Colorado, and Pierce
County, Washington, were reviewed using the locational methods described above. Both
counties contained an Identifier Principal City and were located at or near the edge of their
respective Metropolitan Statistical Areas.
Table 3.1
Growth Counties with Identifier Principal Cities
Rank County
1 Douglas County
373 Pierce County

State
Colorado
Washington

PopIncrease PCchange9010 Metropolitan Statistical Area
225074
372.69% Denver-Aurora-Bloomfield
209022
35.66% Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue

Idendifier Principal City in County
Aurora
Tacoma

Note. Data from Appendix A.

Douglas County Colorado is one of 10 counties contained within the Denver-AuroraBroomfield MSA. (Office of Management and Budget, 2009, p. 31). Its 3 Principal Cities
appeared within the name of the MSA so they were considered Identifier Principal Cities as well.
Six of the 10 counties, including Douglas, were included in this study’s listing of rapid-growth
counties. (Appendix A) It is located in the south-central portion of the MSA, immediately south
of Arapahoe County and to the west of Jefferson County. Douglas County is located on the
periphery of the MSA and contains a small portion of the Identifier Principal City of Aurora,
which is based in Arapahoe County and spreads into Adams County. The remaining Identifier
Principal Cities of Denver and Broomfield are actually combined city-counties and are located to
the north of Douglas County.
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Figure 3.1. Douglas County and the Denver-Aurora-Broomfield MSA

Source: http://www.worldatlas.com/na/us/co/c-douglas-county-colorado.html

Pierce County, Washington is one of three counties contained within the Seattle-TacomaBellevue MSA and the only one that appeared on this study’s list of growth counties. The MSA
is identified by three of its seven Principal Cities. (Office of Management and Budget, 2009,
p.49) (Appendix A) Pierce is located in the southern portion of the MSA, immediately south of
King County. Seattle and Bellevue, the other two Identifier Principal Cities are located in King
County. In general terms, Pierce County is located on the periphery of the King County. Pierce
County contains the Identifier Principal City of Tacoma.
Figure 3.2. Pierce County and Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue MSA

Source:http://www.worldatlas.com/na/us/wa/c-pierce-county-washington.html:

Although Douglas County, Colorado, and Pierce County, Washington, are governed by
different states in separate parts of the country, they present similarities. By the definition of this
study, both have experienced high levels of numeric growth although at significantly different
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velocities. Both are contained within a rapidly expanding Metropolitan Statistical Area and
contain one of several Identifier Principal Cities within all or part of their boundaries. They are
located near or at the edge of their metropolitan region.
Growth counties without identifier principal cities. Forsyth County, Georgia, and Anoka
County, Minnesota contained no Identifier Principal City and are located at or near the edge of
their Metropolitan Statistical Areas.
Table 3.2
Growth Counties without Identifier Principal Cities
Rank County
2 Forsyth County
372 Anoka County

State
Georgia
Minnesota

PopIncrease PCchange9010 Metropolitan Statistical Area
131,428
298.14% Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Marietta, GA
87203
35.79% Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington, MN,WI

Identifier Principal City

Note. Data from Appendix A

Forsyth County, Georgia is one of 28 counties that comprise the Atlanta-Sandy SpringsMarietta MSA contains 28 counties. (Office of Management and Budget, 2009, p.24). Its three
Principal Cites appeared within the name of the MSA so they were considered Identifier
Principal Cities as well. Twenty-four of the twenty-eight counties were included in this study’s
listing of rapid-growth counties. Forsyth County is located on the peripheral north-east portion of
the MSA, immediately north of Fulton and Gwinnet Counties and to the east of Cherokee
County. The Identifier Principal Cities of Atlanta and Sandy Springs are located in neighboring
Fulton County while Marietta is located in Cobb County. Forsyth County’s 2010 population of
175,511 made it the eighth largest county in the region. Forsyth’s velocity of growth was ranked
the second highest of all 374 high-growth counties in this study. (Appendix A)
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Figure 3.3. Forsyth County and Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Marietta MSA

Source: http://www.worldatlas.com/na/us/ga/c-forsyth-county-georgia.html

Anoka County, Minnesota is one of 13 counties forming the Minneapolis-St. PaulBloomington MSA. (Office of Management and Budget, 2009, p.41). Three of its 7 Principal
Cites appeared within the name of the MSA so they were considered Identifier Principal Cities as
well. Ten of the 13 counties were included in this study’s listing of rapid-growth counties.
(Appendix A) Anoka County is located on the peripheral north-central portion of the MSA,
immediately north of Hennepin and Ramsey Counties. Sherburne County is located on its
western boundary while Washington and Chisago

Counties are located on its eastern boundary.

The Identifier Principal Cities of Minneapolis and Bloomington were located in neighboring
Hennepin County while St. Paul was located in Ramsey County. Anoka’s County’s 2010
population of 330,844 made it the fourth largest county in the region. Anoka’s velocity of growth
was ranked at 372 of all 374 high-growth counties in this study. (Appendix A)
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Figure 3.4. Anoka County and Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington MSA

http://www.worldatlas.com/na/us/mn/c-anoka-county-minnesota.html

Each growth county was assessed to determine its regional location based on the presence
or absence of Identifier Principal Cities within them. The initial observations indicated that
regions could not be easily disentangled based on this analysis only. Although Identifier
Principal Cities did not provide a consistent pattern within all regions, they did establish a
starting reference point. However, additional criteria was required to enhance the focus of the
Identifier Principal City if they were to become the focal point for determining the respective
location of counties within metropolitan regions.
A comparative study of county conflict. The second methodology probed the issues of
growth and conflict utilizing a qualitative survey within a case study conducted in selected
counties located in separate Metropolitan Statistical Areas. The Minneapolis-St. PaulBloomington MSA and the Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater MSA were chosen from a list of
the 25 largest metropolitan statistical areas. (US Population-Metropolitan Statistical Areas, n.d.)
Their velocity of growth and overall numerical populations were relatively similar (Table 3.1).
The regions were geographically separated at extreme ends of the north/south bearing points by a
distance of 1,314 linear miles. (Distance from St. Paul, n.d.)
The Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington MSA contained the second largest number of
growth counties within the 25 fastest-growing large MSAs (see Table 3.3). Ten of its 13 counties
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had experienced rapid growth during the 20 year period of this study. (Office of Management
and Budget, 2009, p.41). By comparison, within the Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater MSA,
three of its four counties were identified as growth. (Office of Management and Budget, 2009,
p.51) Although the number of growth counties differed, the proportion to the total number of
counties was nearly equal within each respective MSAs.
Table 3.3.
Twenty-five fastest growing large metropolitan statistical areas in 2010
Rank % Increase Rank Size
1
12
2
8
3
14
4
4
5
6
6
21
7
23
8
25
9
7
10
19
11
15
12
9
13
16
14
17
15
3
16
13
17
2
18
1
19
20
20
10
21
18
22
5
23
11
24
24
25
22

Metropolitan Statistical Area
2010
Phoenix-Mesa-Glendale, AZ
4281899
Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Marietta, GA
5376285
Riverside-San Bernardino-Ontario, CA
4115871
Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington, TX
6300006
Houston-Sugar Land-Baytown, TX
5728143
Denver-Aurora-Broomfield, CO
2506626
Portland-Vancouver-Hillsboro, OR-WA
2207462
Sacramento--Arden-Arcade--Roseville, CA
2109832
Miami-Fort Lauderdale-Pompano Beach, FL
5414772
Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater, FL
2733761
Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue, WA
3344813
Washington-Arlington-Alexandria, DC-VA-MD-WV
5358130
Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington, MN-WI
3229878
San Diego-Carlsbad-San Marcos, CA
3001072
Chicago-Joliet-Naperville, IL-IN-WI
9569624
San Francisco-Oakland-Fremont, CA
4274531
Los Angeles-Long Beach-Santa Ana, CA
12872808
New York-Northern New Jersey-Long Island, NY-NJ-PA 19006798
Baltimore-Towson, MD
2667117
Boston-Cambridge-Quincy, MA-NH
4522858
St. Louis, MO-IL
2816710
Philadelphia-Camden-Wilmington, PA-NJ-DE-MD
5838471
Detroit-Warren-Livonia, MI
4425110
Cincinnati-Middletown, OH-KY-IN
2155137
Pittsburgh, PA
2351192

2000
3251876
4247981
3254821
5161544
4715407
2179240
1927881
1796857
5007564
2395997
3043878
4796183
2968806
2813833
9098316
4123740
12365627
18323002
2552994
4391344
2698687
5687147
4452557
2009632
2431087

1990
2238480
3069425
2588793
3989294
3767335
1666883
1523741
1481102
4056100
2067959
2559164
4122914
2538834
2498016
8182076
3686592
11273720
16846046
2382172
4133895
2580897
5435468
4248699
1844917
2468289

Inc90-10 %Growth Growth Counties
2043419
91.3
2
2306860
75.2
23
1527078
58.9
2
2310712
57.9
9
1960808
52
9
839743
50.4
6
683721
44.9
3
628730
42.5
4
1358672
33.5
2
665802
32.2
3
785649
30.7
2
1235216
30
10
691004
27.2
10
503056
20.1
0
1387548
16.9
6
587939
15.9
0
1599088
14.2
0
2160752
12.8
0
284945
12
2
388963
9.2
0
235813
9.1
0
403003
7.4
1
176411
4.2
1
310220
1.7
4
-117097
-4.7
0

Source: http://www.iweblists.com/us/population/MetropolitanStatisticalAreaPop.html

The study proposal had implied that Edge Counties were identified as locational
groupings of counties within the periphery of expanding regions that had or were experiencing
rapid levels of population growth. One high-growth Edge County was chosen from the two
MSAs. In addition, one Core County was chosen from the same two MSAs with a population
that had begun to decline. The Edge County was paired with the Core County within each of the
two MSAs to form the locational setting of the qualitative survey.
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A review of each of the regions was conducted to provide a contextual understanding
prior to undertaking the case study. Various governments and regional institutions were
identified along with the focus of their responsibilities and authorities. In addition, the paired
Core and Edge Counties of each region were studied to identify growth related issues that were
related to public administration at the county level. The information provided a deeper
understanding of the survey responses. Excerpts from the actual interviews were added to
broaden the contextual definition.
Paired counties of Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington msa. This region was commonly
referred to as simply the Twin Cities. It was used during interviews with the selected respondents
as it provided a familiar description of their region built around the foundational cities of
Minneapolis and St. Paul, two of seven Principal Cities contained within the MSA. (Office of
Management and Budget, 2009, p. 41).
The region’s growth management strategies are governed by the Metropolitan Council
that has jurisdiction in seven of the counties: Anoka, Carver, Dakota, Hennepin, Ramsey, Scott,
and Washington. This is an organization that was unique to metropolitan governance within the
United States. The 17 members of its governing council are appointed by the governor of
Minnesota to their terms of office. (Who we are, 2016)
Figure 3.5.Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington MSA

Source: www.getsubcontracted.com
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Although many additional counties were included within the MSA by the Office of
Management and Budget, no authority has been extended beyond these original seven counties
that were part of the urban/suburban equation when the council was established by the State
Legislature in 1967. (Haigh, 2013)
The Metropolitan Council was established in 1967 and is governed by the 1975
Land Planning Act. The Metropolitan Council was initially created to foster the
orderly and economic development of the region, but it took a number of years to
get all of the systems in place. Among its provisions, it requires cities to have a
comprehensive plan and that zoning in Minnesota be tied to its comprehensive
plan. Land-use decisions in Minnesota are made at the local level [cities and
townships].In Minnesota, townships can ask the county to take over planning. For
example, Dakota County has a Planning Department along with Carver County,
Scott County and Washington County. However Hennepin County, Ramsey
County and Anoka County do not. (AN7, personal communication, October 7,
2014)
Table 3.4
.Population of Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington MSA Case Study Paired Counties
County

Type

Population
1990

Population
2000

Population
2010
508,640

Numeric
Increase
1990-2010
22,875

Percent
Increase
1990-2010
4.71

Ramsey

Core

485,765

511,035

Anoka

Edge

243,641

298,084

330,844

87,203

35.79

Source: U.S. Census

Core county. Ramsey County contains 18 cities and one township. (About Ramsey
County, n.d.) St. Paul is the County Seat of Ramsey County with a 2010 population of 285,068,
representing 56.05 percent of the county’s total population (U.S. Census, 2015a).It is also the
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capitol of Minnesota. In terms of the traditional urban model discussed in previous chapters,
Ramsey County represents a conventional Core County with the city of St. Paul and its historic
downtown and neighborhoods as its central geographical point of reference.
Ramsey County’s population increased only marginally during the 20-year study period
and actually declined between 2000 and 2010. “Ramsey County was the first completely
developed urban county in the Twin Cities metro area” (AN7). Although the county offers a
broad array of services, it has never become involved in planning and zoning issues. “Ramsey
County has no land-use authority. All land-use issues related to zoning, planning, etc. are
handled by the cities and one township, White Bear Township”(RA1, personal communication,
August 25, 2014)
Following years of study and political maneuvering, Ramsey County has benefited by a
significant public transit investment. In 2014, a new light-rail line opened that connects the
downtowns of the historic Twin Cities, St. Paul and Minneapolis (Celebrating the first year,
2015).
“What is happening is a huge boom in population that want apartments downtown…they
want to live close to rail lines. There are lots of them now in St. Paul and Minneapolis” (RA13,
personal communication, December 4, 2014). The July 2014 population estimate for Ramsey
County is 532,655, an increase of 4.7 percent from 2010 (US Census, 2015a).
Since St. Paul and most of Ramsey County were already fully urbanized, the county’s
focus had moved toward physical redevelopment opportunities along with investments to
accommodate their resurgence of growth. Several participants of the survey acknowledged that it
serving its increasingly multi-cultural social capital based on a relatively recent significant shift
in demographics.
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Ramsey County is now built out so we are looking at redevelopment in the areas
with brownfields. There’s a former ammunitions plant at Arden Hills that the
county recently purchased and is converting to residential standards. The former
Ford Motor Plant, which is actually within the city of St. Paul boundaries will
require the county to get involved. (RA1)
Demographically, our county has shifted from native born to non-native born
residents because of an influx of out-of-state migration and out-of-country
immigration. Ramsey County is unique as it is the home of the largest Hmong
population in Minnesota, the second largest in the United States, plus we have a
growing Somali population. (RA3, personal communication, October 7, 2014)
Edge county. Anoka County was established in 1858 and its namesake county seat was
incorporated in 1878 (Early History of Anoka County, 2015). The City of Anoka had a 2010
population of 17,142, representing 5.18 percent of the county’s total population (U.S.Census
Bureau, 2015b). The largest city in Anoka County is Coon Rapids, with a 2010 population of
61,476. On its eastern boundary lies the city of Blaine. The two side-by-side cities are separated
by Minnesota State Highway 65 and are located in the south-central portion of Anoka County.
Their combined population in 2010 was 118,602, representing 35.85 percent of Anoka County’s
total population (U.S. Census Bureau, 2015b). Anoka County’s population in 2010 was 330,844,
estimated to grow to 360,992 by 2020. Projections also predict that by 2020, Blaine will become
the county’s largest community (Anoka County Community Health Assessment, 2014, p. 7).
Anoka County is not involved in land-use, planning or zoning issues. “All decisions about
land-use are made at the city level in Anoka County. We have no unorganized territory.” (AN1,
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personal communication, October 6, 2014) There are 20 cities and one township that administer
land use issues. (Anoka County Municipalities, n.d.) Broader regional land use authorities are
assumed by the Metropolitan Council. Each city’s comprehensive plan and zoning ordinance must
comply with the overall objectives of the Metropolitan Council. (Local Planning Handbook
Review Process, 2015). They are separate entities but none have risen to population predominance
comparable to the proportional size of the City of St. Paul to Ramsey County. Within this
balanced grouping of Anoka County cities, a sharp perception of differentiation is present.
A new light-rail public transit line has recently connected Anoka County to downtown
Minneapolis and St. Paul opening new development and redevelopment opportunities along with
political conflicts. As with most Edge Counties, Anoka County’s development has benefited over
the years from building and expanding roadways. Major freeways serving Anoka County include
interstate highways I-35W, I-35E, I-35, and I-694. Traffic service is also provided by US
Highways 169 and 10, and State Trunk Highways 47 and 65. There are roughly 790 route miles of
highway (excluding township and local roads) in Anoka County, 423 of which are in the county
highway system (Anoka County Community Health Assessment, 2014, p. 4).
Anoka County’s most recent transportation plan is projected to the year 2030. Its goals
are reflective of a growing county and include issues related to maintenance, expansion, safety,
mobility and accessibility of the existing system with reference to alternate modes of public
transportation. Its population projections indicate the need for a transportation network to support
a population of 407,710 by the year 2020. This projection was based on earlier estimates provided
by the Metropolitan Council’s Regional Development Framework (Anoka County 2030
Transportation Plan, 2008, p.5). But the number was 46,718 larger than the more recently
published forecast by the Anoka County Community Health Assessment and Planning Process.
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The larger population that did not materialize is likely one of the key factors that created
overdevelopment issues and conflicts revealed during the survey and presented in Chapter 5.
“Anoka County created a lot of road investment and aggressively pursued funding prior to the
recession. Every city was experiencing growth but the projections versus the reality was quite a
shock!” (AN11, personal communication, November 13, 2014).
Figure 3.6. Anoka County: Cities and Townships

Source: https://www.anokacounty.us/DocumentCenter/Home/View/5629

In terms of the traditional urban model discussed in previous chapters, Anoka County
represents a suburban edge county located to the immediate north of the Core Counties of Ramsey
and Hennepin. Anoka County’s population increase of 35.79 percent was one of the lowest in the
list of the 374 growth counties identified in this study. It’s velocity of population growth was well
below the mean percentage increase of 73.64 percent but its actual numeric population increase of
87,203 was near the numeric mean of 93,262. (Appendix A) It also experienced the lowest
velocity of growth of the 10 Edge Counties identified within the Minneapolis-St. PaulBloomington MSA. (Appendix C)
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Anoka County geographical position at the fringe of a growing metropolitan region
presented a clear opportunity to consider the locational theory of the hypothesis. In addition, it
provided an important challenge to test the primary assertion of the hypothesis related to conflict
and growth. If these dynamics were found to be challenging public administration within a county
at one of the lower rates of growth within the list of growth counties, it could validate the
parameters of the overall list.
Paired counties of Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater msa. The formal name of region
used by the US Census Bureau is the Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater MSA but it is most
commonly referred to as simply Tampa Bay. This name was used during interviews with the
selected respondents as it provided a familiar description of their region. The well-known cities of
Tampa, St. Petersburg, and Clearwater are three of four Principal Cities contained within the
region. The remaining Principal City is Largo. Tampa, located in Hillsborough County, is the
region’s largest city. St. Petersburg, Clearwater, and Largo are located within Pinellas County
(Office of Management and Budget, 2009b, p.51).
Regional water, transportation, and land-use issues are managed by four separate state
agencies that cover differing geographical areas. Two agencies deal with water issues. Tampa Bay
Water, supplies wholesale drinking water to Hillsborough County, Pasco County, Pinellas County,
and the cities of New Port Richey, St. Petersburg, and Tampa (About Tampa Bay Water, n.d.),
while the South West Florida Water Management District, handles water-use permitting, flood
control and protection of natural systems that protect water-related sources within a larger area
comprised of 16 counties. (Who We Are & What We Do, n.d.)
The Tampa Bay Area Regional Transportation Authority (TBARTA) was created by the
Florida State Legislature in 2007 to develop and implement a Regional Transportation Master Plan
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for the seven-county West Central Florida region consisting of Citrus, Hernando, Hillsborough,
Manatee, Pasco, Pinellas, and Sarasota counties. (About TBARTA, n.d.)
Land-use issues are assigned to the Tampa Bay Regional Planning Council with a mission of
“providing a forum to foster communication, coordination, and collaboration in identifying and
addressing issues and needs regionally” (Our Mission, 2013)It serves the counties of
Hillsborough, Manatee, Pasco, and Pinellas. Although it has approval authority, its roll is mainly
related to facilitation and coordination of planning efforts, especially since its budget has been
consistently vetoed by the governor since 2011. (Pittman, 2014) All remaining issues related to
land use, transportation, and water issues are handled by each individual county and its cities
within a complex matrix of agencies, authorities, and departments.
Figure 3.7. Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater MSA

Source: www.getsubcontracted.com

Table 3.5
Population of Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater MSA Case Study Counties
County

Type

Pop. 1990

Pop. 2000

Pop. 2010

% Increase
1990-2010

916,542

Numeric
Increase
1990-2010
64,883

Pinellas

Core

851,659

921,495

Pasco

Edge

281,131

344,765

464,697

183,566

65.30

7.62

Source: U.S. Census
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Core county: Clearwater is the County Seat of Pinellas County with a 2010 population of
107,685, representing 11.75 percent of the county’s total population. (2010 Census Data, 2015)
Pinellas County does not represent the traditional locational setting of a core county due to the
geographical nature of a region built around the estuary of Tampa Bay. Pinellas County is built on
a peninsula that forms the western shoreline of the region’s namesake water body. In 2010, its
largest city, St. Petersburg, had a population of 244,769, representing 26.71 percent of the county’s
total (2010 Census Data, 2015).
Pinellas County’s population decreased marginally during the 20-year study period. In
2014, it attempted to secure funding for a light-rail public transit line to connect St. Petersburg and
Clearwater with downtown Tampa. The ballot initiative known as Green Light Pinellas failed to
garner a majority vote (Marerro, 2014). Since Pinellas County and its cities are fully developed, its
focus has moved toward physical redevelopment opportunities. Many of those surveyed
commented on the fact that the county’s population was no longer growing. “I started working
here in 1998 and the county was built out by then.” (PI2, personal communication, June 6, 2014)
Pinellas County is involved in land use, planning and zoning issues within its
unincorporated areas and has recently combined its land use and transportation planning functions
to include its 24 organized cities in county-wide planning functions. (About Us, 2016) Major local
entities of government include 12 Municipal Service Taxing Districts that provide Fire/Rescue
services to the unincorporated areas and 7 Fire/Rescue Departments that are operated by
incorporated cities. Pinellas County collects and distributes tax revenues for this service to the
various entities. (Pinellas County, 2014, pp A167-A174)
Edge county. Dade City is the County Seat of Pasco County with a 2010 population of
6,437, representing 1.39 percent of the county’s total pollution (2010 Census Data, 2015). It is
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located in the eastern portion of the county. The largest city in Pasco County is New Port Ritchie
with a 2010 population of 14,903. These two communities have assumed a dual function as county
seats. In total, there are only six cities in the county: New Port Ritchie, San Antonio, St. Leo, Port
Ritchie, Dade City and Zephyrhills (Cities and Towns in Pasco County, n.d.). Little development
has occurred within cities.
Most of the growth has happened within the unorganized territory of the county.
The current Pasco County Transportation Plan calls for over $9.7 billion to be spent for
transportation improvements from 2015 to 2035 based on a projected population increase of
427,000 people and an employment increase of 140,000 during this time. Plans include $1.4
billion to be spent on public transportation improvements that will include light rail, bus rapid
transit, and express bus service on key regional roadways. Significant invests of over $1.3 billion
in capital improvements on the existing east-west SR 54 and SR 56 corridors are also planned to
address “the intense growth forecast to occur in this area” (Pasco County Metropolitan Planning
Organization, 2009).
The recommendations of the Pasco County Transportation Plan were preceded by another
planning document related to land-use patterns and population projections. In 2008, the Pasco
Board of County Commissioners and the Pasco Economic Development Council (PEDC)
conducted a five-day Advisory Services Program. One of the panel’s key recommendations was
for Pasco County to be divided into five subareas, each with its own specific vision, mission, and
associated strategies to meet the overall growth related goals of the county. (Urban Land Institute,
2008, p.17).
The Board of County Commissioners adopted the plan to divide the county into five
Market Planning Areas. The market areas serve as the basis for land use, transportation, and
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economic development planning in a manner to protect critical county resources, recognize the
unique existing development patterns of the county, and provide the foundation for the long-term,
sustainable development of Pasco County (Pasco County, 2011, p. 19).
By 2013, population growth and development pressures had resumed so the Urban Land
Institute was invited to return and refine its original recommendations and projections. The county
planning documents were amended to recognize the five distinct areas with their individual
strategies. The core assumption envisions a total population of 842,141 residents by 2040, an
increase from the 2010 Census of 81.22 percent adding 377,444 additional residents for Pasco
County. (Urban Land Institute, 2013)
Figure 3.8. Pasco County Planning Areas

Source: http://lakerlutznews.com/lln/?p=15022

In terms of the traditional urban model discussed in previous chapters, Pasco
County represents a suburban edge county located to the immediate north of the Core
Counties of Hillsborough and Pinellas. Pasco County’s population increase of 65.30
percent was below the mean percentage increase of 73.64 percent within the list of the 374
high-growth counties identified in this study. However, its actual numeric population
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increase of 186,566 was significantly above the numeric mean of 93,262. (Appendix A)
It experienced the second highest rate of growth and second highest numeric population
increase of the four counties within the Tampa Bay region.
Pasco County’s geographical position at the fringe of a growing metropolitan area
presented a clear opportunity to test the locational theory of the hypothesis. It also
provided the ability to probe the primary assertions of the hypothesis within a county near
to the mean rate of growth.
Instruments and Procedures Used
Defining edge counties. The list of 1,100 MSA counties was reviewed to determine if
each entity was an actual functioning county (Office of Management and Budget, 2009, p. 23–54).
This process identified “equivalent entities,” placed within the overall groupings of MSA counties.
They included boroughs in Alaska, parishes in Louisiana, and independent cities in Maryland,
Missouri, Nevada, and Virginia (Office of Management and Budget, 2009, p. 3). The decision was
made to incorporate Alaskan boroughs and Louisianan parishes as actual functioning county-like
governments operating under different names. Independent cities, however, were not counties.
Examples included Baltimore City, MD, Radford City, VA, and Bristol City, VA. These were
removed so that only actual functioning governments within MSAs were retained for this study.
Their elimination resulted in 1085 counties, boroughs, and parishes contained within MSAs.
Developing the initial list of growth counties was relatively straightforward. The mean
level of growth for all counties contained within MSAs was calculated along with the rate or
percentage of growth for each county within the MSAs. Individual county population data was
assembled from the 1990, 2000, and 2010 decennial U.S. Census. The numerical increase and the
percentage increase were calculated for the two intervening periods: 1990 to 2000 and 2000 to
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2010. The overall velocity of population growth for each county was then calculated for the 20year period, from 1990 to 2010, using the following equation:
(2010 population – 1990 population) / 1990 population)
A similar equation was used to calculate the overall percentage population increase of the
1,085 MSA counties between 1990 and 2010. All county population percentage changes from
1990 to 2010 were then ranked from lowest to highest, based on percentage of change.
The standard deviation of the percentage change for all MSA counties was 30.21 percent.
To establish a cut off for the list of rapid-growth metropolitan counties, the parameters of one
standard deviation or higher set in the research proposal had to be met. Therefore, counties with
percentage changes in population that put them in the upper two-thirds (33.0 percent and over)
met the requirements of one standard deviation or more and were retained as high-velocity
growth counties for the study. This produced a list of 374 growth counties ranked from 1 to 374
ranked by their percentage increase (Appendix A).
Three spreadsheets containing the same county population data presented in Appendix A
were organized in differing arrangements to serve as additional appendices, permitting ease of
analysis based on varied perspectives of interest. This process was required prior to the analysis
that would define edge counties. (Appendix B: Growth Counties Listed Alphabetically by
County, Appendix C: Growth Counties Listed Alphabetically by MSA, Appendix D: Growth
Counties Listed Alphabetically by State)
A central bearing point was required to establish the geographical location of each of the
growth counties within the multi-county regions. Without establishing the core counties of each
region, the definition of Edge Counties would remain a vague judgement call, based on visual
interpretation. One locational reference was needed to provide subjective clarity to the
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assumptions of the hypothesis. This required criteria that could be universally applied to the 366
MSAs and the growth counties contained within them. The process focused on Identifier
Principal Cities.
A review of each of the 374 high-growth counties was conducted to determine if it
contained part or all of one of these cities. In total, 150 of the 374 growth counties contained all
or part of an Identifier Principal City that formed the name of its respective MSA.
The Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington MSA, chosen for the case study, presented a
promising place to start. Its three Identifier Principal Cities were located within two counties that
had not experienced rapid growth as defined by the criteria of this study. Minneapolis was the
city with the largest population, followed by St. Paul and then Bloomington. Minneapolis and
Bloomington were located within Hennepin County, while St. Paul was located in Ramsey
County. Regardless of size, all of the Identifier Principal Cities were located within the two
centrally located counties of Hennepin and Ramsey (see Figure 3.5)
Ramsey County had been chosen as a Core County, although Hennepin could also have
been chosen. The comparative Edge County for the case study was Anoka, located on the
northern edge of Hennepin and Ramsey Counties. This presented an orderly arrangement for the
ongoing research project that was compatible with the hypothesis assumptions of growth and
location. The model conveyed the implication that the presence of the largest Identifier Principal
Cities within a county would indicate its central or core location within its region, regardless of
the decision of the Office of Management and Budget to abandon the term central city. To bring
order to the study, a determination was made that established the core of each region based on
the following criteria.
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The county that contained the most populous Identifier Principal City was labeled a
Primary County and considered to be form part of the core of the region. In addition, since the
focus of the study was based on identifying the consequences of growth, all non-growth counties
located adjacent to the borders of each Primary County were considered to form part of the
contiguous core of the region. Continuing with the example of the Minneapolis-St. PaulBloomington MSA, Hennepin County was the Primary County and Ramsey County was located
along its borders. As a non-growth county, it joined Hennepin County to form the core of the
region for the purposes of this study’s analysis.
But some MSAs contained a mixture of Identifier Principal Cities that spread across
several county boundaries. This was not a concern until the determination of a Primary County
was considered. For example, the Identifier Principal City of Hattiesburg is the largest city
contained within the Hattiesburg, Mississippi Metropolitan Statistical Area. The city is bisected
by Lamar County and Forrest County (Office of Management and Budget, 2009, p. 35). Which
one was the Primary County?
Hattiesburg is the county seat of Forrest County, a designation that made it the center of
the county’s government (82 Counties, 1 Mississippi, 2014). Although the county seat is
important, it did not denote each county’s largest city by population nor velocity of growth. That
is why they were not previously considered within the methods. However, because this situation
was found in other configurations, counties containing the region’s largest Identifier Principal
City that also served as the county seat but with boundaries spread within more than one county,
were considered to be Primary Counties. This designated Forrest County as the Primary County.
Although this added to the complexity of the definition of core Primary Counties, it was
necessitated by the need to bring concrete definition to the unwieldly development patterns
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found within several regions.
A comparative study of county conflict. The development, execution, and analysis of
the qualitative survey encompassed a time period of several months. The dissertation proposal
specified a qualitative survey without considering the importance of developing research data to
address the stated hypotheses. This prompted a review of the two major types of survey methods,
qualitative and quantitative.
As the survey took shape, a concern arose related to obtaining research data for the study.
This was an important consideration as the dissertation proposal had resolved to determine the
nature and location of conflict and whether the conflict was tied to rapid growth. In addition, the
two research questions required data and reflective comments to address the issues that they had
raised.
A qualitative survey was approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of Hamline
University prior to defending the research proposal. This survey style was also approved by the
Dissertation Committee. Any change to the methodology would have required new applications.
Time was taken to review the literature of the two general types of survey methodologies, which
revealed that qualitative surveys generally produce data in the form of words, images, and
observations, while quantitative surveys produce data in the form of numbers based on precise
measurement (Neuman, 2003, p. 145).
Several quantitative surveys were drafted utilizing the on-line tool Survey Monkey.
Consideration was then given to the likelihood of an on-line survey obtaining an acceptable
response rate, particularly one dealing with the probing nature of conflict derived from the
hypotheses. An initial test developed unpromising results.
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Methods related to a qualitative survey were reviewed based on the experience of
previous researchers. Much of the literature concluded that investigators using this method were
attracted to the richness of the materials it produced but held lingering concerns related to the
looseness of the conversational style. A fixed–question/open–response interview was suggested
as a desirable compromise where all respondents would be asked carefully crafted, identical
questions but were free to answer them in their own words rather than responding to a required
to list of predetermined alternatives. This refined qualitative survey strategy was deemed to
systematize the collection of qualitative material and facilitate the quantitative treatment of the
material because everyone would be asked the same questions, permitting each question to be
categorized and analyzed (Weiss, 1994, pp. 12-13)
Thus, a decision was reached that produced a fixed- or closed-question/open-response
qualitative survey that would be conducted and administered by the researcher. This approach
maintained the integrity of the approved methodology while enhancing the potential for
producing useful data. A survey was developed for the purpose of asking all participants from
the four counties within the two metropolitan areas the same 18 questions. (Appendix J)
All respondents were chosen based on past or present involvement with county
government. Three introductory survey questions were designed to provide a professional and
chronological context of the respondents. Their connection was clarified based on the choice of
one of four general categories of county activity. A subsequent question asked them to identify
when they “first became involved with the county.” The purpose of this question was to establish
general timelines for their survey responses within the time period of the population data: 1990,
2000, and 2010. The third question asked the participants to describe the county from their
“earliest recollections.” This opened opportunities to explore a respondent’s perceptive
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memories of the county from a variety of timelines. Responses to this question, in many
instances, conveyed valuable insights that reflected a time prior to a county’s rapid growth and
sense of community.
The next grouping of questions focused on four themes; budget conflicts, relationship
conflicts, planning conflicts, and administrative conflicts. These were the main questions (4–17)
that probed the issues raised by growth and conflict. Many of the questions contained several
parts to ensure that the complexities of the issues were considered. The final question (18) asked
participants if they had anything else they wished to comment on related to growth and conflict.
In many cases, the response to this open question was positive and allowed for expanded
insights. All of the questions were focused to provide information based on the two initial
research questions.
1. What changes occur when counties on the edge of metropolitan regions experience rapid
growth? What defines Edge Counties?
2. Does growth amplify conflict, creating a unique set of challenges for public
administration: Edge County Syndrome?
Interviews were established at times and places convenient for the participants. The
actual survey interviews occurred between June and December 2014 and were conducted either
in person or by phone. Travel for in-person interviews afforded an opportunity for direct
observation of the county and its institutional settings but was, needless to say, time consuming.
Near the end of the survey period, most of the interviews were conducted by phone, freeing up
time to complete other pieces of writing and research.
The number of questions was limited to ensure that the survey could be completed within
a minimum of 30 minutes. In some cases, the interviews were much longer, lasting up to two
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hours, especially when the respondent became interested in the topic. At times, it was difficult to
keep the interview on course. In all cases, the respondent determined the time allotted to the
interview.
The recruitment of the initial survey participants started by meeting with one or two key
contacts who had a background with one of the four chosen counties. These were people with
whom I had already developed a long-term, trusting relationship. This proved to be a productive
starting point as it opened a discussion of what the research project was about and the importance
of the dissertation. It also presented an opportunity to solicit their feedback on the questions.
After becoming comfortable with the project, they invariably suggested names and created
opportunities that led to willing participants. Most of these initial contacts agreed to participate
in the survey themselves.
As each interview progressed, the participants suggested additional survey respondents based
on the final portion of the last question. This created an expanding list of valuable people who
might not have been considered otherwise. Many of the respondents offered to personally contact
the people they recommended, opening doors that might likely have been otherwise closed. In
this way, the initial list of participants expanded as the survey evolved.
Criteria for potential interview candidates were established based on their involvement
within the selected county in four broad categories.
1. Professional appointed, including county administrators, planners, assistant
administrators, economic developers, city managers, police and fire chiefs, human
services directors, and transit managers
2. Political elected, including county commissioners, mayors, sheriffs, county attorneys
(Minnesota), and judges, and clerks of the court (Florida)
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3. Citizen observer, including long-time residents, academics, and journalists
4. Citizen participant, including attorneys, developers, homebuilders, private planners, and
social activists
All interview candidates were initially contacted by email or telephone. In all cases, a formal
request was sent by email to ensure that they understood what would be expected of them
(Appendix K) and to provide an assurance of confidentiality based on the research agreement of
the IRB (Appendix L). The majority of the requests were acknowledged and accepted; however,
several contact attempts were ignored. A list was kept of each potential contact that showed the
date and mechanism of initial contact that included the date a response was received, the date
and time of the proposed interview, and when the interview was completed. In several instances,
potential participants did not respond to the initial request requiring an additional request
following a period of elapsed time. If this was also ignored, it was assumed that there was no
interest and no further contact took place. Finding and setting up willing interview participants
was a time-consuming process.
Once a date and time of participation was confirmed, a copy of the questionnaire along with
a signed copy of the IRB agreement was sent to each participant prior to conducting the
interview. In some cases, the candidate declined after reading the material. Surprisingly, some
candidates were not interested in confidentiality, and at least two candidates expressed
resentment over the requirement. Regardless, confidentiality was followed with all respondents
as specified in the IRB agreement.
A target of 20 interview participants per county was established. This proved to be a daunting
task based on the time needed to establish, conduct, and transcribe each of the interviews. After
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consultation with my committee chair, the process was stopped after completing 68 interviews
listed below by county.


Anoka County, 16



Pasco County, 17



Pinellas County, 20



Ramsey County, 15

A scoring sheet was developed that distilled the lengthy qualitative responses into readily
correlated categories for each of the questions. The responses of each participant were placed on
a spreadsheet that presented the responses for each question by county. (Appendix M). All
respondents were identified by a code and number developed to protect their identity. For
example, PA2 identified the second Pasco County participant while AN10 was the tenth Anoka
County participant. Patterns and themes found within the data were determined by percentage
analysis presented in Chapter 5 and 6.
Analysis Process
Defining edge counties. Four distinct locational variables were established in this
analysis process, based on characteristics found within the list of 374 growth counties. The
concepts provided important considerations that were used to narrow the list of growth counties
into groupings that would enable the identification and definition of edge counties.
Group 1: Growth counties within multi-state MSAs. The first variable was based on
counties that were located in multi-state MSAs. In total, there were 82 growth counties that
formed part of 25 multi-state Metropolitan Statistical Areas. Each one was identified within the
main data tables by highlighting the name of the MSA. (Appendices A, B, C and D) The data
was extracted into a separate spreadsheet that listed multi-state MSAs. (Appendix E)
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This information was deemed to be important for two reasons. First, it would serve as
additional information used to establish county location. Second, it presented an element of
potential conflicts within counties located within multi- jurisdictional regions governed by
separate state statutes. Issues related to this complex configuration emerged during case study in
Anoka and Ramsey Counties within the Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington, MinnesotaWisconsin MSA. Examples appear in Table 3.6.
Table 3.6
Examples of Growth Counties within multiple-state MSAs
rank county
3 Loudoun County
59 Boone County
135 Calvert County
155 St. Croix County
250 Catoosa County

state
Virgininia
Kentucky
Maryland
Wisconsin
Georgia

PopIncrease PCchange90-10Metropolitan Statistical Area
Identifier Principal City
226182
262.61% Washington-Arlington-Alexandria, DC-VA-MD-WV MSA
61222
106.31% Cincinnati-Middletown, OH-KY-IN MSA
37365
72.73% Washington-Arlington-Alexandria, DC-VA-MD-WV MSA
34094
67.85% Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington, MN-WI MSA
21478
50.58% Chattanooga, TN-GA Metropolitan Statistical Area

Note. Source Appendix E

Group 2: Exclusive growth counties. The second variable consisted of Metropolitan
Statistical Areas comprised of a single county that had experienced rapid growth. They were
found amongst the data tables of the 374 growth counties and formed a locational anomaly to the
theoretical focus of the hypothesis that sought Edge Counties within multi-county MSAs;
‘located on the fringe of expanding metropolitan areas.’ Instead, these individual counties
formed a region exclusive of other neighboring counties. Examples included Whatcom County,
Washington that formed the entire Bellingham Metropolitan Statistical Area and Clark County,
Nevada that comprised the entire Las Vegas-Paradise Metropolitan Statistical Area. In total, 46
counties representing 12.3 percent of the growth counties formed single county MSAs. Each one
was identified by its name appearing in bold italic on the main growth-county data sheets.
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(Appendices A, B, C and D) They were gathered into a sub-set of growth counties referenced as
Exclusive Growth Counties listed in Appendix F. Examples appear in Table 3.7.
Table 3.7
Examples of Exclusive Growth Counties
rank county
13 Clark County
91 Horry County
140 Madera County
200 Whatcom County
265 Pima County

state
PopIncrease PCchange90-10 Metropolitan Statistical Area
Nevada
1209810
163.17% Las Vegas-Paradise, NV MSA
South Carolina
125238
86.94% Myrtle Beach-Conway-North Myrtle Beach, SC MSA
California
31265
71.26% Madera, CA MSA
Washington
73360
57.41% Bellingham, WA MSA
Arizona
313383
46.99% Tucson, AZ MSA

Indentifier Principal City
Las Vegas, Paradise
Myrtle Beach, Conway, North Myrtle Beach
Madera
Bellingham
Tuscon

Note. Source Appendix F

Group 3: Primary growth counties. The third variable was based on growth counties that
contained the region’s most populous Identifier Principal City within its boundaries. Although
they had experienced rapid growth, the locational methods of the study identified them as central
or core counties of their respective region. In total, 48 counties representing 12.8 percent of the
growth counties formed the core of their MSA. Examples included Wake County, North
Carolina containing the Identifier Principal City of Raleigh within the Raleigh-Cary, North
Carolina MSA and Hillsborough County, Florida that contained the Identifier Principal City of
Tampa within the Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater, Florida MSA. To parallel the locational
terminology used by the US Census, they were labeled Primary Growth Counties Each of these
counties was identified by its name appearing in highlighted bold on the main data
sheets.(Appendices A,B,C and D) A separate list of Primary Growth Counties along with
statistical data was assembled in Appendix G. Examples appear in Table 3.8.
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Table 3.8
Examples of Primary Growth Counties
rank county
47 Wake County
114 Maricopa County
259 Hillsborough Co
285 Harris County
365 Buncombe County
Note. Source Appendix G

state
PopIncrease PCchange90-10 Metropolitan Statistical Area
North C
477613
112.81% Raleigh-Cary, NC MSA
Arizona
1695016
79.87% Phoenix-Mesa-Scottsdale, AZ MSA
Florida
395172
47.38% Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater, FL MSA
Texas
1274260
45.22% Houston-Baytown-Sugar Land, TX MSA
North Carolina
63497
36.32% Asheville, NC MSA

Primary Principal City
Raleigh
Phoenix
Tampa
Houston
Asherville

Group 4: Peripheral growth counties. The remaining 280 counties within the data tables
represented 75 percent of the entire list of growth counties. Many of the counties within this
group contained Identifier Principal Cities but none of them contained the largest Identifier
Principal City of its MSA. A review of each county indicated that they were located near or “on
the edge of expanding metropolitan areas” as defined in the methods. No special marking was
utilized to identify them within the main data spreadsheets. (Appendices A, B, C, D) To indicate
their relative location within their region, they were labeled Peripheral Growth Counties. This
grouping of growth counties appeared to be the closest fit to the locational premised in the
hypothesis. A separate list containing each of them was prepared and re-ranked from 1 to 280
ranked according to their velocity of growth. The listing also included their rank among the
larger listing of 374 growth counties. (Appendix H). Examples appear in Table 3.9.
Table 3.9
Examples Peripheral Growth Counties
GroupRank county
1 Douglas County
84 Lamar County
136 Pasco County
177 Tarrant County
278 Anoka County
Note. Source Appendix H

state
Colorado
Mississippi
Florida
Texas
Minnesota

PopIncrease PCchange90-10 growth rankMetropolitan Statistical Area
225074
372.69%
1 Denver-Aurora, CO MSA
25234
82.94%
103 Hattiesburg, MS MSA
83566
65.30%
166 Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater, FL MSA
638931
54.60%
222 Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington, TX MSA
87203
35.79%
372 Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington, MN-WI MSA

Identifier Principal City
Aurora
Hattiesburg
Fort Worth, Arlington
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The objective of the second methodology

was to identify the type and nature of conflict based on the survey responses. Each interview was
recorded with written notes. Electronic recording devices were not used as suggested by the
initial key contacts that had expressed an aversion to their use. Instead, they had suggested that
the use of written notes would increase the likelihood of candid comments. Potential interview
candidates were informed of this process in advance along with the required assurance of
confidentiality.
Each interview commenced at the agreed upon time with one exception. This occurred
during the initial interviews and was caused by my own negligence. Each interview required a
great deal of detailed preparation but in this instance, I had not placed the confirmed time and
date in my calendar correctly. Fortunately, the person called me. After expressing embarrassment
and apologizing, a new time was established to conduct the interview on the same day. No
similar incident occurred thereafter.
It was deemed important to ensure that the respondent had received the questions and the
signed IRB agreement prior to commencing with the questions. The interview usually started
with a brief general conversation that quickly led to the interview. The discussion then turned to
the research project questions so that time was not wasted or the participant distracted. At the
end of each interview, a written note or email was sent thanking the participant. Written notes
taken during the interview were transcribed as quickly as possible to ensure an accurate
recollection of the comments made.
The transcribed notes were then scored utilizing the response-tabulating sheet that had
been prepared during the survey’s development. (Appendix M) Allowances were made for the
differing N populations for each county surveyed. Scoring involved the selection of one of three
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variables: yes, no, or unsure. In some cases, the participants had not provided commentary that
would readily identify one of the three scoring categories. In these instances, an arbitrary
decision was made based on the general theme of their comments. For example, the question
involving adequate funding during growth periods often provoked a response about narrow fields
of interest such as roads, versus a general comment about budget funding. In addition, many of
the participants did not answer certain questions with enough focus to provide a concrete
viewpoint. Those were scored as ‘unsure’ even if the participant did not actually specifically
state it. Finally, many of the respondents were biased to their profession. For example, the
comments of police chiefs and sheriffs reflected their direct experience rather than the global
county perspective. This was acknowledged to a certain extent in the segmentation of their
county involvement asked in the initial background questions.
The data produced themes and patterns that were important to quantifying conflict based
on rapid growth. Comments that described the conflicts were cited extensively in subsequent
Chapters to capture the expressive focus produced by the qualitative survey model. This material
became the predominate point of reference in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.
Summary of Methodologies
This dissertation is based on a study of rapid population growth within metropolitan
county governments. The research was intended to advance the field of knowledge within the
profession of public administration by identifying a subset of growth counties and by providing a
useful understanding related to the conflicts associated with rapid growth and development.
The methodologies were created to identify and define Edge Counties as an important
and identifiable theoretical framework for research purposes. In summary, Principal Cities that
appeared within the name of a growth county’s MSA were labeled Identifier Principal Cities.
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Principal Cities that were used as the first name of MSA were the region largest cities. Counties
that contained these cities were defined as Primary Counties and considered to represent the Core
County of each region. Counties that were located adjacent to the Primary County that had not
experienced rapid growth were also considered to be Core Counties. This criteria formed the key
to defining county location within metropolitan regions.
The list of 374 growth counties contained four distinct locational characteristics that were
identified on the spreadsheets. (Appendices A, B, C, and D) Counties that formed part of a multistate MSA were noted, single counties that formed an entire MSA were labelled Exclusive
Growth Counties, counties that contained the MSAs largest Identifier Principal City were
labelled Primary Growth Counties while the remaining growth counties, that formed the bulk of
the research data, were labelled Peripheral Growth Counties. These four groupings of growth
counties were used to determine the definition of edge counties discussed in the next chapter.
The case study was prepared to probe the impact of growth-related conflict on public
administration and identify issues that emerged within Edge Counties through expressive
commentary and response data. The objective of the definition and case study was to determine
if a common patterns of conflict emerged within a grouping of growth counties. The purpose was
to advance the field of knowledge that formed issues, defining “Edge County Syndrome. The
case study appears in chapter5. The results of both methodologies are discussed and presented in
chapter 6.
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Chapter 4. Edge Counties Defined: Growth and Location
Eventually everything connects—people, ideas, objects.” — Charles Eames
This chapter defines Edge Counties based on the theoretical framework of study’s
hypotheses: (A) high-velocity growth in counties (B) located on the fringe (C) of expanding
metropolitan regions. The application and adaptation of data and terminologies utilized from the
US Census are presented and explained. It also addresses part of the first research question that
formed the hypothesis: what defines Edge Counties? The chapter concludes with a concise
definition of Edge Counties completing the first of two processes described in the methods.
The Defining Process
The definition was focused on three components utilizing data and terminologies of the
US Census. First, population data from metropolitan counties over a 20 year period between
1990 and 2010 was compiled to define growth. Second, criteria was developed to determine the
locational inflection point of fringe or edge. Third, metropolitan regions were analyzed within
the parameters of Metropolitan Statistical Areas. This study’s data tables were referenced
extensively utilizing each of these three defining elements. The information and terminologies
were described in detail in the previous chapter. To assist the reader, a brief summary is
presented at the start of this chapter.
Each of the four spreadsheets contained the details of 374 growth counties needed for this
research project comprised of 15 cells of information per county.(Appendices A,B,C, and D)
Categories included the county name, population data for each of three census periods, the
percentage increases of population growth, the county’s growth rank, location of county by state
and by Metropolitan Statistical Area, the labelling codes used by the Census and the name of any
Identifier Principal Cities located within the county.
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The size of data assembled was large. In total, 5,610 pieces of information were
presented within the four growth county appendices. Information of this magnitude risked
camouflaging important details. To expedite the definition process, the data of 374 miscellaneous
metropolitan growth counties was segmented into four discernable sub-groupings. Each category
was identified on the main spreadsheets. The four sub-groupings were presented in separate
spreadsheets as additional appendices. (Appendix E: Growth Counties in Multi-State MSAs
Listed Alphabetically by MSA, Appendix F: Exclusive Growth Counties Ranked by Percentage
Population Increase, Appendix G:Primary Growth Counties Ranked by Percentage Population
Increase, Appendix H:Peripheral Growth Counties Ranked by Percentage Population Increase)
The Defining Elements
High-velocity growth. The primary criteria that defined Edge Counties was highvelocity population growth. The time-frame was based on the percentage increase over a twenty
year period occurring between 1990 and 2010. High-velocity growth was defined as a
percentage increase of one standard deviation or higher above all metropolitan counties during
that timeframe.
Although numeric size of the population increase was not the main focus, the magnitude and
implications of the added population could not be ignored. Large numbers of new residents
require more services and add to the social and administrative complexities of county
government. Since these are issues explored in the following chapter, both aspects of population
data were included. The following examples present various groupings of the 374 growth
counties, offered to provide a clearer understanding of the data and terminologies used to define
Edge Counties.
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Examples of high-velocity growth.
Table 4.1
Growth Counties: Ten Highest Growth Rates
Rank County
State
1 Douglas County
Colorado
2 Forsyth County
Georgia
3 Loudoun County Virginia
4 Henry County
Georgia
5 Paulding County Georgia
6 Pinal County
Arizona
7 Rockwall County Texas
8 Williamson County Texas
9 Collin County
Texas
10 Kendall County
Illinoi
Note. Source Appendix A

PopIncrease PCchange9010 Metropolitan Statistical Area
225074
372.69% Denver-Aurora-Brromfield,CO
131428
298.14% Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Marietta, GA
226182
262.61% Washington-Arlington-Alexandria, DC-VA-MD-WV
145181
247.15% Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Marietta, GA
100713
242.03% Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Marietta, GA
259391
222.88% Phoenix-Mesa-Glendale,AZ
52733
205.96% Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington, TX
283128
202.88% Austin-Round Rock, TX Metropolitan
518305
196.30% Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington, TX
75323
191.11% Chicago-Naperville-Joliet, IL-IN-WI

Indentifier Principal City
Aurora

Austin, Round Rock
Joliet

These ten counties added 2,017, 458 residents to their combined populations over a
twenty year period. On average, each of the counties within this grouping grew by 10,087 per
year, the equivalent one small town annually. The States of Georgia and Texas dominated the
highest-growth grouping with three counties found in each one of them. The Atlanta-Sandy
Springs-Marietta MSA contained three of the fastest growing counties. Although it was ranked
near the bottom of this list, the largest overall increase in population occurred within Collin
County, Texas located in the Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington Metropolitan Area. Its population
increase represented 25.7 percent of the entire grouping of ten counties. The smallest population
numerical increase occurred in Kendall County, Illinois, within the multi-state ChicagoNaperville-Joliet MSA. All of the counties within Table 4.1 were Periphery Growth Counties.
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Table 4.2
Growth Counties: Ten Lowest Growth Rates
Rank County
State
PopIncrease PCchange90-10 Metropolitan Statistical Area
365 Buncombe County North Carolina
63497
36.32% Asheville, NC
366 McDonald County Missouri
6145
36.28% Fayetteville-Springdale-Rogers, AR-MO
367 Sacramento County California
377569
36.26% Sacramento--Arden-Arcade--Roseville, CA
368 Lake County
Illinois
187044
36.22% Chicago-Naperville-Joliet, IL-IN-WI
369 Alachua County
Florida
65740
36.20% Gainesville, FL
370 Brevard County
Florida
144398
36.19% Palm Bay-Melbourne-Titusville, FL
371 Bossier Parish
Louisia
30891
35.88% Shreveport-Bossier City, LA
372 Anoka County
Minnesota
87203
35.79% Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington, MN-WI
373 Pierce County
Washington
209022
35.66% Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue, WA
374 Smith County
Tennessee
5023
35.52% Nashville-Davidson--Murfreesboro, TN
Note: Source Appendix A

Identifier Principal City
Asherville
Sacremento, Arden-Arcade
Gainsville
Palm Bay, Melbourne, Titusville
Shreveport, Bossier City
Tacoma

The ten counties with the lowest growth included in this study added 1,176,532 to their
populations over a twenty year period. On average, each of the counties within this grouping
grew by 5,883 citizens per year, adding the equivalent one small village annually. The State of
Florida contained two of these counties. The largest overall increase in population occurred
within Sacramento County, California, located in the Sacramento-Arden-Arcade-Roseville
Metropolitan Area. Although their percentage of growth was at the bottom of the rankings, four
of the counties registered six digit population increases representing a combined population
increase of 918,033 or 78 percent of this grouping of these ten. The smallest population
numerical increase occurred in Smith County, Tennessee, part of the Nashville-DavidsonMurfreesboro, MSA. The group represented in Table 4.2 contained of a mixture of 6 Peripheral
Growth Counties, one Exclusive Growth County and three Principal Growth Counties. Three of
the counties were situated within multi-state MSAs.
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Table 4.3
Growth Counties: Ten Closest to Mean Growth Rate by Percent
Rank County
State
PopIncrease PcChange9010 Metropolitan Statistical Area
129 Gilchrist Count
Florida
7272
75.22% Gainesville, FL
130 Pike County
Georgia
7645
74.78% Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Marietta, GA
131 Chambers County Texas
15008
74.71% Houston-Baytown-Sugar Land, TX
132 Lee County
Georgia
12048
74.14% Albany, GA
133 Lonoke County
Arkansa
29088
74.08% Little Rock-North Little Rock,Conway, AR
134 Echols County
Georgia
1700
72.84% Valdosta, GA
135 Calvert County
Maryland
37365
72.73% Washington-Arlington-Alexandria, DC-VA-MD-WV
136 York County
South Carolina
94576
71.92% Charlotte-Gastonia-Concord, NC-SC
137 Montgomery County Tennessee
71833
71.48% Clarksville, TN-KY
139 Currituck Count
North Carolina
9811
71.43% Virginia Beach-Norfolk-Newport News, VA-NC
Note. Source Appendix A

Idendifier Principal City

Baytown
Albany

Rock Hill, SC
Clarksville

The mean or average percentage increase of the 374 rapid-growth counties was 73.64
percent and the mean population increase was 93,262 residents over the 20-year period of the
study. On average, the mean added 4,663 residents per year. The ten counties closest to the
percentage mean assembled in Table 4.3 experienced a total population increase was 286,436.
The State of Georgia contained three of these ten counties located within three separate MSAs.
The largest overall increase in population of this sample grouping occurred within York County,
South Carolina, located in the Charlotte-Gastonia-Concord Metropolitan Area. The smallest
population numerical increase occurred Echols County, Georgia. Nine were Peripheral Growth
Counties with the exception of Montgomery County, Tennessee. Four of the counties were
located within multi-state MSAs.
Currituck County, North Carolina, ranked at 139, is a small county but had experienced a
significant population increase relative to its size. In 1990, its population was 13,736 and by
2010, it had grown to 23,547. At the regional level, Currituck County is part of the southern edge
of the 7 county Virginia Beach-Norfolk-Newport News Metropolitan Area that has pushed
southward into the northern edge of North Carolina. (Office of Management and Budget, 2009,
p. 52) Commonly known as Hampton Roads, this growing metropolitan region contained 1,
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671,683 residents. (Vintage 2011: Metropolitan and Micropolitan Statistical Areas Tables, 2013)
It is the home of numerous businesses and military installations along with being a vibrant
vacation destination. (This is Hampton Roads, 2015)
Table 4.4
Growth Counties: Ten Closest to Median Growth Rate by Percent
Rank
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193

County
Lee County
Cache County
Brazos County
Robertson Count
Imperial County
Autauga County
Torrance County
Gallatin County
Jessamine County
Sequatchie County

State
Alabama
Utah
Texas
Tennessee
California
Alabama
New Mexico
Kentucky
Kentucky
Tennessee

PopIncrease PCchange90-10 Metropolitan Statistical Area
53101
60.93% Auburn-Opelika, AL
42473
60.52% Logan, UT-ID
72989
59.89% College Station-Bryan, TX
24789
59.74% Nashville-Davidson--Murfreesboro, TN
65225
59.67% El Centro, CA
20349
59.46% Montgomery, AL
6098
59.29% Albuquerque, NM
3196
59.26% Cincinnati-Middletown, OH-KY-IN
18078
59.26% Lexington-Fayette, KY
5249
59.22% Chattanooga, TN-GA

Identifier Principal City
Auburn,Opelika
Logan
College Station, Bryan
El Centro

Note. Source Appendix A

The median or mid-point population increase was 59.57 percent representing a numeric
population increase of 45,049 residents over the same 20-year period. On average, the median
added 2,252 residents per year. The ten counties closest to the percentage median assembled in
Table 4.3 experienced a total population increase was 311,547. The States of Alabama, Kentucky
and Tennessee each contained two of these ten counties. All ten of the counties were located in
separate MSAs. The largest overall increase in population occurred within Imperial County,
California, situated within the El Centro Metropolitan Area. The smallest population numerical
increase occurred Gallatin County, Kentucky. Only six are Peripheral Growth Counties while
two are Exclusive Growth Counties and two are Primary Edge Counties. Three of the counties
were contained within a multi-state MSAs.
Sequatchie County, Tennessee, ranked at193, is also a small county but had experienced
a significant population increase relative to its size. In 1990, its population was 8,863 and by
2010, it had grown to 14,112. At the regional level, Sequatchie County is part of the 6 county
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Chattanooga, Tennessee-Georgia Metropolitan Area that had pushed development northward.
(Office of Management and Budget, 2009, p. 28) This expanding metropolitan region contained
1, 671,683 residents (Vintage 2011: Metropolitan and Micropolitan Statistical Areas Tables,
2013) It is a major transportation center and a destination cultural and recreational center.
(Chattanooga, Tennessee-Georgia Metropolitan Statistical Area, 2015)
Defining conclusions of high-velocity growth. The 374 growth counties listed
demonstrated high-velocity growth based on the criteria established within the methodologies.
The ten fastest growing counties and the 10 slowest growing counties presented similar examples
of significant numerical population increases over the 20 year period of this study. Although the
actual population increase found in the mean and median groupings was smaller, their velocity of
growth made a significant contribution to each county relative to its overall population. Based on
velocity of growth, Edge Counties are county governments that experience rapid growth over a
twenty year period at levels at or above one standard deviation of all metropolitan counties.
Counties located on the fringe. The next step focused on determining which of the
growth counties were Edge Counties based on their location. The four sets of examples of the
previous section of this chapter revealed counties from the sub-groupings of growth counties.
(Figure 4.1-4.2) Several of the counties were located in multi-state MSAs. But more importantly,
relative to their location within the overall region, some were Exclusive Growth Counties, others
were Primary Growth Counties while the majority were Peripheral Growth Counties. The later
three sub-groupings assembled by the Methods of the previous chapter were utilized to
determine the locational identity of Edge Counties.
The next step in the process required a better understanding of what was being sought.
Fringe and edge are simple words with complex implications. They were used interchangeably in
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common practice and within this research project’s proposal. But definition required clarity.
Edge means a sharp terminating border where something else begins while fringe denotes that
which lies at the borderline. (Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, 1956) Both describe a place
where something changes.
But the concepts of edge and fringe—and its counterpoint core —appeared to dissolve
within the sprawling realities of metropolitan regions based on observation. This was why the
tangible criteria and adaptive terminologies identified in the methodologies were needed to
determine the locational definition of Edge Counties. The key concept of the process identified
the regional core as the Primary County and contiguous non-growth counties. The methods
process also sorted the growth counties into four groupings utilizing adopted terminologies. To
determine the growth counties that were actual Edge Counties, a conceptual construction of the
regional core along with the three groupings of the growth counties followed a process of
elimination.
Exclusive growth counties. The first group to be considered were the 46 growth counties
located within a single-county MSA. (Appendix F) The rate of population increase within this
group ranged from a velocity of 184.42 percent to 36.19 percent. The mean population increase
was 66.74 percent. Over the twenty year period covered by this research project, their combined
population grew by a total of 6,183,380 representing a group average increase of 134,421. .
Examples appear in the following table.
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Table 4.5
Examples of Exclusive Growth Counties
Rank County
13 Clark County
91 Horry County
140 Madera County
200 Whatcom County
265 Pima County

State
PopIncrease PCchange90-10Metropolitan Statistical Area
Nevada
1209810
163.17% Las Vegas-Paradise, NV MSA
South Carolina
125238
86.94% Myrtle Beach-Conway-North Myrtle Beach, SC MSA
California
31265
71.26% Madera, CA MSA
Washington
73360
57.41% Bellingham, WA MSA
Arizona
313383
46.99% Tucson, AZ MSA

Identifier Principal City
Las Vegas, Paradise
Myrtle Beach, Conway, North Myrtle Beach
Madera
Bellingham
Tuscon

Note. Source Appendix F

Each of these counties were effectively a region unto itself. In keeping with their defining
characteristic, they were considered Exclusive Growth Counties. Although many demonstrate
patterns of growth along their own periphery, their growth represents the entire or exclusive
contribution to the population expansion of their MSA. The location of these counties could not
be considered at or near the fringe of a region because they combined both the core and the
fringe; they stood alone. While Exclusive Growth Counties presented a potentially interesting
area of study, they did not fit the parameters of the criteria of the multi-county region proposed
in the hypothesis of this research project. Thus, they were eliminated from the list based on their
anomalous variance from the locational criteria proposed to define Edge Counties
Primary growth counties. Locational criteria for these counties was based on an
adaptive use of Identifier Principal Cities found within the name each MSA. The largest city was
the first named within every MSA. Since they were the first within the order of size, they were
considered to be Primary Principal Cities. Counties that contained them were deemed to be the
core of the region along with contiguous non-growth counties that bordered them. At least one
Primary Principal City was located within each of the 366 MSAs. (Appendix G)
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But in numerous MSAs, rapid-growth had occurred within counties at or near its core and
appeared within this study’s listing of growth counties. (Appendix A) To recognize their
designation as core counties while still acknowledging their rapidly expanding population, the
name Primary Growth Counties was adopted for the study retained their identity as the host
county of the region’s Primary Principal City. The rate of population increase within this group
of 48 growth counties ranged from a velocity of 112.81 percent to 36.20 percent. The mean
population increase was 55.91 percent. Over the twenty year period covered by this research
project, their combined population grew by a total of 10,739,041 representing a group average
increase of 223,730. Examples are presented in at opposing ends of the growth ranking tables to
ensure that the analysis did not represent a narrow segment of the growth counties
Table 4.6
Examples of Primary Growth Counties
Rank County
47 Wake County
114 Maricopa County
259 Hillsborough Co
285 Harris County
365 Buncombe County

State
PopIncrease PCchange90-10 Metropolitan Statistical Area
North C
477613
112.81% Raleigh-Cary, NC MSA
Arizona
1695016
79.87% Phoenix-Mesa-Scottsdale, AZ MSA
Florida
395172
47.38% Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater, FL MSA
Texas
1274260
45.22% Houston-Baytown-Sugar Land, TX MSA
North Carolina
63497
36.32% Asheville, NC MSA

Primary Principal City
Raleigh
Phoenix
Tampa
Houston
Asherville

Note. Source Appendix G

Wake County, North Carolina. The Raleigh-Cary MSA contained three counties and two
Principal Cities. Since Raleigh and Cary appeared within the name of the MSA (Office of
Management and Budget, p.45, 2009), so they were considered Identifier Principal Cities. All of
the counties within the MSA were included in this study’s listing of rapid-growth counties. Wake
County is located on the central –western portion of the MSA, wedged between the other Growth
Counties of Franklin and Johnston.
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Raleigh is the Primary Principal City of the MSA and is the County Seat of Wake
County. Its 2010 population of 402,825 makes it the largest of several cities, townships and
unincorporated areas within the county. (Census, Demographics & Population Data, n.d.) It is
also the city with the largest population within the region.
Wake County presented a good example of utilizing the Primary Principal City to
identify core and fringe within regions that contained a mixture of growth counties. Although it
had the highest rate of growth among the three counties within the MSA, it was centrally located
and the Primary Principal City of Raleigh was located in the central section of Wake County.
Figure 4.1. Wake County and Raleigh-Cary MSA

Source:http://www2.census.gov/geo/maps/general_ref/cousub_outline/cen2k_pgsz/nc_cosub.pdf

Buncombe County, North Carolina. The Asheville MSA contained four counties and the
sole Principal City of Raleigh for which the MSA was named. (Office of Management and
Budget, p.24, 2009) Based on the criteria used for this study, Raleigh was also considered an
Identifier Principal City. Two of the region’s four counties, Buncombe and Henderson, were
included in this study’s listing of 374 rapid-growth counties with Henderson ranked at 225 and
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Buncombe County ranked at 365. Buncombe County was located on the central –eastern portion
of the MSA, surrounded by the growth county of Henderson to its south, along with Haywood
County to its north and Madison County along its southern boundary.
Ashville is the County Seat of Buncombe County. It is the only city among a large
grouping of towns, townships, census designated places and unincorporated places within the
county. Its 2010 population of 83,993 made it the largest community within the county. (Quick
Facts United States, 2015)
Buncombe County presented another good example of the utilization of a Primary
Principal City to identify core and fringe, especially within the listings of 374 growth counties.
The Primary Principal City of Ashville was located in the center of the region and at the center of
Buncombe County which was also located at the approximate center of the MSA. But Buncombe
County’s rating as a rapid-growth county required clarifying definition.
Figure 4.2. Buncombe County and Ashville MSA

Source: http://www2.census.gov/geo/maps/general_ref/cousub_outline/cen2k_pgsz/nc_cosub.pdf

Wake and Buncombe are growing central counties effectively representing a region
within a larger region. They are located in a central or core location within their respective MSA
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and are commonly identified with their metropolitan area, based on their size and historical
significance. Although their growth represented a major contribution to their MSAs population
expansion, they were not located at or near the fringe of their region. This eliminated them from
the definition of Edge Counties. This locational segmentation was found within 48 growth
counties that contained the MSAs largest Principal City within their boundaries. They were
designated as Primary Growth Counties.
Peripheral growth counties. The final step in the locational definition was based on the
remaining growth counties. After eliminating Exclusive Growth Counties and Primary Growth
Counties, 280 growth counties remain. The methodologies described in Chapter 3 had identified
them as Peripheral Growth Counties. (Appendix H) This grouping was the most substantial
group of growth counties representing 74.60 percent of the 374 Growth Counties listed.
Population rates of growth ranged from a velocity of 372.69 percent to 35.52 percent. The mean
population increase was 77.81 percent. Over the twenty year period covered by this research
project, these counties grew by a total of 17,957,417 representing a group average population
increase of 64,134 over the twenty year period.
Each of these counties effectively represented a piece of the regional growth within a
multi-county MSA. A visual review revealed that they were generally located at or near the
periphery or fringe of their growing metropolitan region. Their locational position was a
recurring pattern found within this array of 280 of growth counties. The name Peripheral Growth
Counties, adopted for the study, paralleled their identifying locational bearing point. Examples
presented in Figure 4.7 were chosen at opposing ends of the growth ranking tables to ensure that
the analysis did not represent a narrow segment of the population data. Lincoln County and
Tarrant County were selected for analysis.
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Table 4.7
Examples of Peripheral Growth Counties
GroupRank county
1 Douglas County
86 Lincoln County
136 Pasco County
177 Tarrant County
278 Anoka County

state
Colorado
Missour
Florida
Texas
Minnesota

PopIncrease PCchange90-10 growth rankMetropolitan Statistical Area
225074
372.69%
1 Denver-Aurora, CO MSA
23674
81.94%
105 St. Louis, MO-IL Metropolitan Statistical Area
83566
65.30%
166 Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater, FL MSA
638931
54.60%
222 Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington, TX MSA
87203
35.79%
372 Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington, MN-WI MSA

Identifier Principal City
Aurora

Fort Worth, Arlington

Note. Source Appendix H

Lincoln County, Missouri. The St. Louis, MO-IL MSA contained sixteen counties and
two Principal Cities. (Office of Management and Budget, p.47, 2009) St. Louis is the only
Principal City used to name the MSA so it was considered an Identifier Principal City. It was
located within St. Louis County but had been an Independent City since 1876. (St. Louis County
Library, n.d.)
Although St. Louis was the Primary Principal City of the MSA and was located at the
center of the MSA, it was not the County Seat of St. Louis County based on its historical split as
an Independent City although its 2010 population of 319,294 made it the largest of numerous
municipalities and unincorporated areas within the region (QuickFacts: St. Louis city, Missouri,
2015)
Four of the counties within the MSA were included in this study’s listing of rapidgrowth counties; Lincoln, Warren, St. Charles and Monroe. They were also identified as
Peripheral Growth Counties. Lincoln County, the furthest away from the core of the region, was
found on the north-western fringe of the MSA and was ranked as the fastest growing county in
the region.
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Lincoln County presented a good example of a Peripheral Growth County. Although its
2010 population made it the fifth largest county by numerical population, its rate of growth led
the 16 counties of the region. (St. Louis Regional Chamber, 2015) It was located on the fringe
of its MSA based on regional observation and its distance from the Primary Principal City of St.
Louis that served as the core of the metropolitan area.
Figure 4.3. Lincoln County and St. Louis MSA

Source: http://www.worldatlas.com/na/us/mo/c-lincoln-county-missouri.html

Tarrant County, Texas. The Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington Texas MSA contained twelve
counties and 9 Principal Cities. (Office of Management and Budget, p.30, 2009).Two of the
three Principal Cities, Fort Worth and Arlington, were located in Tarrant County. Fort Worth,
with 741,206 residents contained 40.97 percent of the county’s population (QuickFacts,Fort
Worth city, Texas, 2015). It was located in the central-western portion of the county, sprawling
into neighboring Denton, Wise, Parker and Johnson Counties. (Figure 4.4) The other Identifier
Principal City of Arlington, was found in the south-eastern portion of the Tarrant County that
also contained numerous other cities, towns, census designated places and unincorporated areas.
Nine of the counties within the MSA were included in this study’s listing of rapid-growth
counties. Tarrant County, ranked at 222 with a percentage population increase of 56.60 percent,
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had the lowest rate of growth among the nine growth counties included in the MSA. But four of
higher-ranked growth counties were located along its boundaries; Denton, Wise, Parker and
Johnson Counties. (Appendix A) In a pattern noted in the previous example, velocity of growth
accelerated within the counties furthest from the core of the region.
The Primary Principal City of the MSA was Dallas, located in Dallas County, west of
Tarrant County and served as the county seat. Its 2010 population of 1,197,816 made it the most
populous community within numerous municipalities and unincorporated areas within the entire
region. (QuickFacts, Dallas city, Texas, 2015). Although Dallas County was a growing county, it
had not experienced high-velocity growth based on the criteria of this study. Since Tarrant
County was identifies as a growth county and was located beyond the Principal County of
Dallas, it was considered a Peripheral Growth County.
Figure 4.4. Tarrant County and Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington MSA

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fort_Worth,_Texas

Tarrant County and the Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington MSA present an important example
to the judgement calls made during the defining process. The region had many similarities to the
Minneapolis-St. Paul- Bloomington MSA. Hennepin County contained Minneapolis, the
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region’s largest city while Dallas County contained Dallas, its region’s largest city. Both of these
counties had not experienced population increases that defined rapid growth. According to the
defining criteria of this study, Hennepin County and Dallas County were Primary Counties and
thus considered to be the locational core of their respective regions.
Both of the regions were commonly identified by the names of their largest and second
largest cities. The Minneapolis-St. Paul- Bloomington MSA is generally called the Twin Cities
in reference to Minneapolis and St. Paul while the Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington MSA was
simply called Dallas/Fort Worth. St. Paul, one of the Twin Cities, was located in Ramsey
County, Minnesota, adjacent to Hennepin County along its eastern boundary. Fort Worth was
located in Tarrant County, Texas, adjacent to Dallas County along its western boundary. But
Ramsey County was identified as a Core County while Tarrant County was grouped as a
Peripheral Growth County within the defining data. Why were they different?
The variance was based on the study’s criteria used to determine the core of each region.
Although core counties were not directly part of this research project, the concept was linked by
implication to the definition of edge counties. To build a model that was universally applicable to
each MSA, core county criteria was required to identify its alternative, the regional fringe or
edge as its counter-point.
Since rapid growth was the focus of this study’s interest, the model added non-growth
counties that were contiguous to the Primary County to the region’s core. But contiguous growth
counties were considered in the criteria that defined Edge Counties. Thus, counties that were
contiguous to core counties but had experienced rapid growth were considered peripheral. This
was why Tarrant County, Texas was categorized as a Peripheral Growth County while Ramsey
County, Minnesota was not.
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The model appeared to be workable based on this example. Dallas County was
surrounded by the Peripheral Growth Counties of Collin, Rockwall, Kaufman, Ellis, Tarrant and
Denton. Hennepin County was surrounded by the Peripheral Growth Counties of Anoka,
Sherburne, Wright, Carver, Scott and Dakota with one exception, Ramsey County. Since this
study was based upon high-velocity growth, and Ramsey County was a non-growth county
located adjacent to its Primary County of Hennepin, it was deemed to be part of the core without
disturbing the list of Peripheral Growth Counties.
Peripheral Growth Counties formed the largest sub grouping of the 374 metropolitan
growth counties. They emerged through the elimination of Exclusive Growth Counties and
Primary Growth Counties resulting in the identification of Edge Counties.
Since this study was also focused on the velocity of growth, the comparative mean rates
of growth was an important consideration. As the data in Table 4.8 demonstrates, Peripheral
Growth or Edge Counties had the highest mean rate of growth of all of the growth county
groupings. In addition, their mean rate of growth was higher than all growth counties combined.
Table 4.8
Mean Growth Rate of Growth by County Groupings
Grouping
Growth Counties
Exclusive Growth Counties
Primary Growth Counties
Peripheral Growth Counties

Counties
Mean Growth Rate
374
73.64%
46
66.74%
48
55.91%
280
77.81%

Note. Source Appendices A, F, G, H

Edge Counties surround the core of multi-county regions. The core was comprised of the
county containing the largest Principal City and adjacent non-growth counties. Based on
location, Edge Counties are located at or beyond the periphery of the region’s core.
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Expanding metropolitan regions. The final phase in the three part definition process
identified the broader regional setting of edge counties. This was an important area to discuss
and dissect from a macro point of view because without this large, geographical configuration,
there would be no periphery that identified edge counties.
Edge counties in MSAs. MSAs are constructs of the Office of Management and Budget
that present regional demographics in a several categories based on the U.S. Census. This study
chose the Metropolitan Statistical Area for several reasons. First, it provided a consistent
configuration for defining a regional edge since the term has been a long-standing model of
population data used by the US Census. In addition, MSAs had at least one urbanized area with
50,000 or more residents, plus adjacent territory that had a high degree of social and economic
integration with the core as measured by commuting times. Finally, they were constructed by
assembling configurations of whole counties or county equivalents providing an ideal setting for
regional county-based research. (Office of Management and Budget, 2009, p. 2)
Metropolitan Statistical Areas are not actual entities of government. Aside from
consolidated city-county governments and regional councils of governments, there were only
two actual metropolitan governments within America, one in the Portland, Oregon, region and
the other in the Minneapolis-St. Paul Twin Cities area. Both had governing powers that apply to
many but not all of the counties and their local governments within their respective MSAs.
(Berg, 2012)
About 84 percent of the nation’s population resides within one of 366 MSAs. (Office of
Management and Budget, p. 2, 2009) However, not all MSAs were found to be growing rapidly
nor were the majority of the 1085 metropolitan counties located within them. Edge Counties
were identified within only 105 MSAs representing 28.69 percent of the total although they
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represented a major source of increased population within their regions. (Appendix I) This was
why the study of Edge Counties was connected to MSAs as they were an important harbinger of
population expansion within regions where most of the nation resides. Although the focus of this
study was based on county population growth, its connection to the region was also an important
consideration. The following sections approach the connection from several perspectives.
There were 105 MSAs that contained Edge Counties. Of that group, five MSAs contained
62 Edge Counties representing 18.57 percent of the total number of 280. (Appendix I). Based on
the data in Table 4.9, the Atlanta-Sandy-Springs-Marietta MSA had the largest number of Edge
County’s and experienced the largest population increase. The Washington-ArlingtonAlexandria MSA had the lowest number of Edge Counties but experienced the second highest
growth in numerical population.
At the top of the list, the Atlanta-Sandy-Springs-Marietta MSA, with the largest number
of Edge Counties that had also experienced the largest population increase. Its 23 Edge Counties
produced an average increase of 43,931. At the bottom of the table, the Washington-ArlingtonAlexandria MSA with 9 Edge Counties but had experienced the second-highest growth in
numerical population. By comparison, 23 Edge Counties within the Atlanta-Sandy-SpringsMarietta MSA had produced an average population increase of 43,931 per county versus an
average of 82,240 within the 9 Edge Counties of the Washington-Arlington-Alexandria MSA.
(Appendix I) Although the prevalence of edge counties was a major factor affecting regional
population growth, the size of the increase varied by county within each region.
Although growth velocity of regions was not the focus of this study, it was interesting to
observe how it impacted the large regional context based on this sample for in the broader
context, the increases appeared to be roughly proportional. As a group, Edge Counties within
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these five regions had realized a combined population increase of 3,167,989. This calculated to
17.64 percent of the total Edge County population increase of 17,957,417. When viewed from
the average regional context, the percentages become a close match; 18.57 percent of all Edge
Counties had produced 17.64 percent of their total population increase. (Table 4.9)
Table 4.9
Five MSAs with the Largest Number of Edge Counties
Metropolitan Statistical Area
Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Marietta, GA
Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington,
MN,WI
Nashville-Davidson-Murfreesboro, TN
Richmond, VA
Washington-Arlington-Alexandria,
VI,MA,WV,DC

Edge
Counties
23
10
10
10
9

Total
Total
Total
Population Population Population
1990
2010
Increase
2,416,126
3,541,541
1,125,415
987,783
1,577,748
589,966
521,045
589,639
785,256

941,582
881,549
1,525,417

420,537
291,910
740,161

Note. Source Appendix I

The Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Marietta MSA stands alone as microcosm of regional county
growth. There were 29 counties within this regional setting. (Office of Management and Budget,
p.24, 2009) Twenty-three of them were Edge Counties that had experienced an average growth
rate of 110.24 percent over the twenty year period of this study. This was the largest number of
Edge Counties found within a single MSA. Even its core, Fulton County, which contained
Atlanta, the region’s largest Principal City, was identified as a Primary Growth County. Only
four of this region’s counties, DeKalb, Haralson, Meriwether, and Morgan, were not considered
Growth Counties. (Table 4:10)
There were 135 cities and towns in the Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Marietta MSA. Its three
Identifier Principal Cities were located within the growth counties of Fulton and Cobb. More
than half of MSA’s population was located within unincorporated areas or areas considered as
a Census-Designated-Place (CDP) by the US Census Bureau. (Atlanta metropolitan area, n.d.)
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These two types of areas were an important consideration for this study as their growth and
development was an administrative responsibility of county governments.
Table 4.10
Edge Counties: Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Marietta MSA
rank
2
4
5
21
23
26
27
29
32
41
56
79
95
107
117
137
161
176
180
184
245
259
274

county
Forsyth County
Henry County
Paulding County
Newton County
Cherokee County
Dawson County
Coweta County
Barrow County
Gwinnett County
Walton County
Pickens County
Douglas County
Bartow County
Pike County
Fayette County
Jasper County
Rockdale County
Carroll County
Butts County
Cobb County
Clayton County
Lamar County
Heard County

state
POP1990 POP2000 POP2010 PCchange9010
Georgia
44083
98407
175511
298.14%
Georgia
58741
119341
203922
247.15%
Georgia
41611
81678
142324
242.03%
Georgia
41808
62001
99958
139.09%
Georgia
90204
141903
214346
137.62%
Georgia
9429
15999
22330
136.82%
Georgia
53853
89215
127317
136.42%
Georgia
29721
46144
69367
133.39%
Georgia
352910
588448
805321
128.19%
Georgia
38586
60687
83768
117.09%
Georgia
14432
22983
29431
103.93%
Georgia
71120
92174
132403
86.17%
Georgia
55911
76019
100157
79.14%
Georgia
10224
13688
17869
74.78%
Georgia
62415
91263
106567
70.74%
Georgia
8453
11426
13900
64.44%
Georgia
54091
70111
85215
57.54%
Georgia
71422
87268
110527
54.75%
Georgia
15326
19522
23655
54.35%
Georgia
447745
607751
688078
53.68%
Georgia
182052
236517
259424
42.50%
Georgia
13038
15912
18317
40.49%
Georgia
8628
11012
11834
37.16%
Total
1775803 2659469 3541541

Note. Source Appendix H

Figure 4.5. Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Marietta MSA

Edge counties in MSA states. States are recognized within the name of each MSA. They
are important entities of government for counties that act as administrative subdivisions of State
governments. Thirty-six States contained Edge Counties that were located within 99 MSAs.
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(Appendix I) Five southern States led the way with 45.36 percent of the 280 Edge Counties
contained within 45.45 percent of the MSAs with Edge Counties, indicative of their highly
regionalized growth patterns.
Table 4.11
Top Five States with Edge Counties and their MSAs
State
Georgia
Texas
Virginia
Tennessee
Forida
Total

Edge Counties
41
29
23
18
16
127

MSAs with Edge Counties
12
11
7
6
9
45

Note. Source Appendix D

At the opposite end of the numerical scale, Arizona, Iowa, Michigan, Nebraska, Nevada
and Pennsylvania contained only one Edge County each within their respective boundaries
located within a single MSA.
Eleven States, contain only one MSA with Edge Counties including Arizona, Indiana,
Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico, Pennsylvania, and South
Dakota. However, a limited presence of MSAs did not necessarily equate to fewer Edge
Counties. Minnesota’s nine Edge Counties were all located within a single MSA, the
Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington while Indiana’s Edge Counties were all contained within the
Indianapolis MSA. This was determined to be the result of the concentration of each state’s
population within a single, centrally located urban area. From a different perspective, although
Arizona contained five growth counties, the only Edge County in the State was Pinal, located
within the Phoenix-Mesa-Scottsdale MSA, ranked at number 6 with a 2010 population of
375,770.
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Edge counties in multi-state metropolitan settings. There were 74 Edge Counties
grouped within 25 multi-state MSAs (Appendix I). These Metropolitan Statistical Areas include
up to three states, depending on their location, growth patterns, economic opportunities, and
transportation linkages. The largest grouping of entities was found within the WashingtonArlington- Alexandria MSA that included Virginia, Maryland, West Virginia and the District of
Columbia. In total, 32 of the nation’s 50 states plus the District of Columbia form part of a multistate MSA. The Minneapolis- St. Paul-Bloomington, MSA that included the States of Minnesota
and Wisconsin contained 10 Edge Counties, the largest number found within a Multi-State MSA
(Appendix I).
Most of the Edge Counties within this grouping were located within the state that
contained the region’s Primary Growth County or Counties and Identifier Principal Cities
forming the critical mass of regional population. A minority of Edge Counties were located in
the outlying states but contributed to the social and economic forces found within their respective
metropolitan regions based on their rate of population growth. They appeared to be geographical
outliers and were vulnerable to regional exclusion because they were not readily identified
within the political context of the larger grouping of counties nor were they culturally connected
with the MSAs Principal Cities.
These general observations were affirmed within one of the paired-county case study
regions discussed in Chapter 5. The Edge County of Anoka and the Core County of Ramsey
formed part of the Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington, Minnesota-Wisconsin MSA. Nine of its
Edge Counties were located in Minnesota while one, St. Croix, was found in neighboring
Wisconsin. Its rate of growth was ranked at 126 of the 280 Edge Counties and was also near the
middle range of growth rates found within the 10 Edge Counties of the region, between Scott
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County ranked at 37 and Anoka County, ranked at 278. In this Multi-State MSA, growth and
transportation patterns emerging from Minnesota had pushed eastward across the Saint Croix
River, which formed the state line with Wisconsin.
Other examples of Edge Counties within Multi-State MSAs included Catoosa County,
Georgia of the Chattanooga, Tennessee-Georgia MSA and Boone County, Kentucky located in
the Cincinnati-Middletown, Ohio-Kentucky-Indiana MSA. Kentucky presented an interesting
example of this complex arrangement of counties. In total, 11 of its Edge Counties formed part
of three separate MSAs involving three neighboring states: Ohio, Indiana, and Tennessee. The
growth rates of 3 of Kentucky’s 12 Edge Counties were tied to two larger metropolitan neighbors
across its state line: Cincinnati, Ohio, and Clarksville, Tennessee.
Table 4.12
Kentucky Edge Counties located in Multi-State MSAs
county
Gallatin County
Grant County
Warren County
Trigg County
Stewart County
Bullitt County
Nelson County
Oldham County
Shelby County
Spencer County
Trimble County

state
Kentucky
Kentucky
Ohio
Kentucky
Tennessee
Kentucky
Kentucky
Kentucky
Kentucky
Kentucky
Kentucky

Population Increase
59.26%
56.71%
86.72%
38.39%
40.56%
56.24%
46.20%
81.33%
69.49%
150.86%
44.65%

rank
179
194
95
358
322
210
277
110
152
17
279

MSA_Name
Cincinnati-Middletown, OH-KY-IN MSA
Cincinnati-Middletown, OH-KY-IN MSA
Cincinnati-Middletown, OH-KY-IN MSA
Clarksville, TN-KY MSA
Clarksville, TN-KY MSA
Louisville, KY-IN MSA
Louisville, KY-IN MSA
Louisville, KY-IN MSA
Louisville, KY-IN MSA
Louisville, KY-IN MSA
Louisville, KY-IN MSA

Note. Source Appendix I
This grouping was indicative of the complex realities of sprawling, regional growth.
Although the arrangement of counties within Multi-State MSAs was interesting, there was no
evidence that they formed a distinctive setting for Edge Counties. But since they did cross
jurisdictional boundaries, they automatically added potential conflicts to the regional challenges
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tied to public administration. They were presented as additional information but did not form
part of the locational definition.
Expanding Metropolitan Regions was defined as Metropolitan Statistical Areas that had
experienced population growth directly related to the presence of Edge Counties within a multicounty region. Based on the regional context, the following was added to the definition; and are
a significant contributor to the expanding populations of Metropolitan Statistical Areas.
Conclusions
Edge Counties were defined by combining three components described within this
chapter. They were the products of rapid growth experienced in peripheral counties found within
the context of their growing regions.
Edge Counties are county governments that experience rapid growth over a
twenty year period at levels at or above one standard deviation of all
metropolitan counties. They are located at or beyond the periphery of the region’s
core and are a significant contributor to the expanding populations of
Metropolitan Statistical Areas.
This definition was the result of several attempts to determine locational accuracy within
the vagaries of sprawling metropolitan regions. But the complexities went beyond the mosaic of
geographical growth patterns. The terminologies mandated by the Office of Management and
Budget formed the arrangements that were used by the US Census. Although MSAs were
constructed by groupings of counties, they were named after their Principal Cities. This required
a blended analysis that created segmentations of Principal Cities to define Edge Counties;
Identifier Principal Cities and Primary Principle Cities. Without these bearing points, there was
no other reliably consistent method found that would determine the location of Edge Counties.
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In addition, it should be emphasized that counties and cities are actual entities of
government while Metropolitan Statistical Areas are not. There are only two exceptions, Metro
based in the Portland metropolitan area and the Metropolitan Council based in the Twin Cities
region that formed a component of the case study. In reality, the remaining 364 MSAs were
statistical phantoms; they existed on paper and on maps but were not actual organized existents.
They were the creation of the Office of Management and Budget as one of several regional
groupings that modeled the data from the US Census. Regardless of the confusing issues raised
by the differing regional terminologies and their artificial constructive nature, the definition of
Edge Counties presented in this study resulted in a reliably stable application.
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Chapter 5: Edge County/Core County Conflict: Findings of the Case Study
“In the physical world, one cannot increase the size or quantity of anything without changing its
quality.” — Paul Valery
The previous chapter dealt with the geographical definition of Edge Counties and other
types of metropolitan counties. This chapter explores the consequences of population growth by
identifying several unique and distinct kinds of administrative conflict, based on the theoretical
framework of second part of study’s hypotheses. It also addresses the remaining part of the first
research question that framed the hypothesis; what changes occur when counties on the edge of
metropolitan regions experience rapid growth? The perspective is framed within two distinctly
different types of counties.
Two metropolitan statistical areas were chosen as the regional parameters for the
comparative case study. Within each of the regions, an Edge County that had experienced rapid
population growth and a Core County with a stable population were paired and compared. The
findings are based on the comments and data that emerged from the closed-question qualitative
survey, designed to probe the impact and implications of rapid population growth upon public
administration.
First, a short explanation of the survey’s interpretative methods is provided. Second, the
results of the survey are presented with data and comments that emerged from each of the
questions providing the major findings grouped within contextual themes. The chapter
concludes with a summary of Edge County versus Core County conflict contributing to the
second of two processes described in the methods.
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Overview of Interpretative Methods
There were 68 participants involved in the survey. The comments and data were countyspecific, and the information was broken out by county. Responses to the survey questions were
transcribed and scored producing data for each county represented by the number or frequency of
the responses and percentages. The scoring was represented numerically in the following way;
yes=1, no = 0, unsure = 3 (Appendix M).
The Figures displayed in this chapter reveal the data graphically sourced from Appendix
M that was organized into three scored responses; yes, no or unsure. Bit in some of the graphs,
only the yes or affirmative responses are represented to provide clarity.
Scoring followed a logical approach that at times required adaptiveness. In some cases,
respondents stated a simple yes or no answer that was simple to score. However, since the format
of a qualitative survey was conversational, many of the comments required a judgment call based
on implied interpretation. For example, question 10 asked, “Since growth began, has there been
an increasing tension between long-time local residents and the newcomers to the county? One
respondent replied, “No, not now.” This comment was scored as a yes because the answer
implied tension in the past when growth actually had occurred. In addition, some of the
responses contradicted the participant’s position provided to earlier questions, adding additional
complications to the scoring process requiring further judgement calls.
The survey presented an important understanding of the how growth created conflicts.
Comments and observations of the respondents and the data that emerged appear throughout this
chapter to present the results of the case study. The transcribed comments were used extensively
as the primary source of information, while the data that they produced was of secondary
importance. Although each interview offered varied perspectives, they were woven together into
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a narrative to present the story of each county. Incidents recalled were verified by periodically
referencing the actual events described. The compelling veraciousness of each confidential
interview presented an insightful account that described conflict beyond numerical statistics.
Due to confidentiality requirements, the respondents were identified by the following
code: Anoka County (AN), Ramsey County (RA), Pinellas County (PI), and Pasco County (PA).
In addition, a number was assigned to each of the respondents indicating the sequence of their
interview that is not indicative of any other criteria. For example, AN 1 was the first respondent
interviewed in Anoka County, PA 10 was the tenth respondent interviewed in Pasco County.
The survey’s 18 questions were broadly grouped into three sections; background
questions, conflict questions and a final summary question. Conflict questions formed the core of
the survey based four themes. A copy of the questionnaire can be found in Appendix J.
The first section of three background questions framed the depth and perspective of the
participants’ relationship with one of the four case study counties. Each person was asked to
provide their formal or informal background, the year of their initial involvement, and earliest
recollections of the county they were chosen to represent. The final question of this group was
designed to ease the respondent into reflective comments providing a baseline for observations
of the subsequent questions. Many of the responses provided broad, contextual insights into the
conflicts that were discussed in the subsequent questions.
The next group formed the main focus of the survey with 14 questions that probed four
themes of growth-related conflict, calibrated to explore various elements from the perspective of
public administration. The four themes were, relationship conflicts, planning conflicts and
administrative conflicts.
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Budget conflicts related to growth-driven service and expenditure expansions were
explored. The initial question contained two parts. The first part sought to determine whether
growth had expanded the scope and type of services while the second part asked the sequence of
their occurrence. The next question asked if revenues had been sufficient to accommodate the
expanding services. The third and final question examined budgetary relationships with the
elected officials of the county with emphasis on the office of the county sheriff.
Relationship conflict questions were focused on growth-related internal and external
connections. The initial question contained two parts that sought to determine if growth had
created additional property owners associations and special districts within the counties and if
they had created additional conflicts. The second question probed relationships with cities,
neighboring counties, and other levels of government, inquiring whether growth had made
relations with them more difficult. The broader setting of regional relationships and the county’s
influence within it was explored in the third question. Internal relationships between the existing
residents and the newcomers was the focus of the fourth question, while the final question asked
if issues had become more politically complex as growth occurred.
Planning conflict was explored within the next group. The initial question asked if the
county had taken a long- or short-term view when considering development proposals.
Respondents were asked to determine their perceptions based on two timeframes, the past and
the present. A subsequent question asked if the county had utilized US Census Bureau data and
other statistical sources within its planning process. The final question had several parts
examining each county’s past and present approach to managing growth based on their
comprehensive and strategic plans.
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County administration was the focus of the final set of conflict questions. The first
question sought to determine if groups or individuals, external from the county’s formal
structure, were promoting growth. It also asked if these individuals or groups were involved with
the political process. The second question sought to address internal conflict within the formal
county structure between the political and administrative entities. The final question asked
whether the county had experienced high administrative turnover and if there had been
terminations in the past. This group of questions was placed near the end of the survey to ensure
that the participant’s drew upon their earlier responses to conflicts and their impact on the
careers of professional public administrators.
The final group consisted of a single question allowing the participants to add anything to
their previous remarks and if they could recommend anyone else who might be interested in
participating. Since the questionnaire had been designed with a closed question format, it was
added to allow additional input, especially after the participant had become familiar with the
overall focus of the research.

The results are presented for each of the questions in the order

that the questions appeared in the survey prefaced by brief explanation of its intent and a general
discussion of the outcomes. Next, the scored data of the responses are presented in graph format,
followed by a broad discussion of the comments based on the comparative format of the paired
counties. The results follow in order of the three broad categories described in the synopsis.
Background Questions
Connection to county. The first question of this group identified the connection of
the participant to the case study county. The responses were placed within one of four broadly
constructed categories: professional appointed, political elected, citizen observer, and citizen
participant. The professional appointed category included county and city administrative staff
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while political elected respondents included sheriffs, tax collectors, property appraisers, judges,
county attorneys and commissioners along with mayors of cities located within the county. The
remaining two groupings of citizen observers and citizen participants consisted of lawyers,
consultants, business owners, developers, and professionals from the planning and engineering
disciplines. The survey classification made no differentiation between active or retired
individuals.
The largest category, professional appointed, included 50 percent of the 68
particpants. Professional elected followed with 25 percent of the total respondent population.
This was consistent with the objectives of the research project following the practice of county
public administration that is broken down into appointed and elected functioning offices. The
remaining 25 percent of participants were either citizen observers or citizen participants who
would conceivably have an appropriate vantage point of the operations and issues within
counties. Due to the challenges experienced in securing willing participants, this pattern of
respondent category varied somewhat within each county.
Time of initial involvement. The second question had been created to establish the
time of the participant’s involvement with the county but the timeframe was blurred by the
subsequent question that sought the participant’s earliest recollections. In some cases
involvement and earliest observations coincided. In other cases they did not. In the initial
interviews, these two questions often prompted chronological confusion that disturbed the flow
of the conversation. Thus, the earliest date of the two given was recorded in the data as it was
deemed to provide the deepest perspective.
The mean number of years of county observation for all of the respondents was 28.18
years. This fit within the time frame of the 20 year study period. The range of observation varied
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from 1938 to 2013. Only four of the 68 participants provided their observations from the period
beyond the year 2010.
Early reflections. The third and final background question asked the respondents to
describe their “earliest recollections” of the county they were chosen to represent. It did not seek
a concrete response to a series of predetermined variables. Instead, the question was presented in
a format prompting perceptions and reflections of an earlier time in the county’s history. The
purpose of the question was twofold. First, it opened the respondent to ponder and reflect. Most
of the participants enjoyed offering narrative of the past and this eased them into engagement
with the interview process. Second, the question sought to develop themes of the past that might
reconstruct the background of each county prior to growth. Based on the analysis of all
respondents, six broad categories emerged forming contexts of potential conflicts within the four
counties studied.
The term ‘sense of community’ revealed Edge Counties and Core Counties as fairly
evenly matched although the Tampa Bay region prompted fewer positive responses. A rural
environment and open spaces were noted more frequently in Edge Counties than Core Counties
with a significant gap noted in the Twin Cities between Anoka and Ramsey counties.
Urban/suburban recollections reversed the order with higher responses coming from Core
County participants. Recollections of recreational amenities that included a broad array of
categories such as parks, playgrounds, and community centers prompted the lowest overall
response rate, with Edge Counties mentioned the least. The final two categories sought to
determine the presence or absence of growth. Edge Counties had a much stronger response to
ongoing growth than Core Counties. No one recalled a period without growth within the Edge
County of Anoka.
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Four of the six categories had the strongest respondent reflections: sense of
community, rural, urban, and more growth. Overall, the responses presented a consistent pattern
of divergence between Edge Counties and Core Counties based on their respective experience
with growth although recollections varied between the two regions. The comparative results,
based on percentage of response, are presented in the figure below reflective of the perspective
of two distinctly different types of counties.
Figure 5.1 Background Reflections by County
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Anoka /Ramsey: early reflections. A majority of respondents indicated a sense of
community within the paired counties. In the Edge County of Anoka, the community was
described as a rapidly growing but spatially separated. “In 1967, Anoka County was very much
rural in the north, suburban and urban in the south. It was growing fast and had a lot of
developments with very small but well built houses” (AN14, personal communication,
November 18, 2014) It was a community based on the perception of two separate components,
one urban and one rural. “It was a dichotomy with the majority of land agrarian and some urban
areas.” (AN2, personal communication, October 6, 2014)
In Core County Ramsey, although past growth was acknowledged, a sense of community
conveyed a strong connection with its largest city, St. Paul. “Ramsey was growing but the city of
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St. Paul dominated the county. Mendota Heights and the eastern metro were just developing but
in many ways St. Paul was Ramsey County.” (RA4, personal communication, October 31, 2014)
Social cohesion was also noted that included political relationships. “There are a lot of
close connections in Ramsey County. Ramsey County residents are deeply rooted to their elected
Commissioners” (RA8, personal communication, November 7, 2014).
There was a significant gap between the two counties based on the respondents’ rural
reflections. Over 80 percent of the Anoka County respondents identified it as rural, even though
it had experienced significant levels of urban growth over a sustained period of time. “My
earliest recollection of Anoka County was rural and not really part of the metro. I always sensed
it was not an urban county. The county seat is in Anoka, located on the outskirts of the
metropolitan area” (AN4, personal communication, October 6, 2014).Others captured the rural
perception blended with the transitional nature of Anoka County’s growth describing it as
“farms, older cities, and suburbs” (AN5, personal communication, October 7, 2014).
In stark contrast, only two of the Ramsey County participants recalled a time when its
northern portion was rural, with little connection to the residents of St. Paul. “I knew folks,
especially in the city of St. Paul but not suburban Ramsey. Parts of the county were still rural
then. White Bear Lake was a separate city that was connected by growth before the 1960s infill”
(RA8).
A high percentage of respondents considered both of the Twin Cities region’ Core and
Edge Counties as urban. The 1980 Census marked a watershed year of urbanization within both
of the counties with differing outcomes for each of them. “The 1980 census shifted Anoka
County from agriculture to urban. Two of the county commissioners lived in Coon Rapids and
they were very progressive with an urban focus. The Center of the County shifted politically and
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it came to Coon Rapids and Blaine” (AN2). Others recalled the early growth period with
optimism. “In 1980 Lino Lakes was all sprawling suburban neighborhoods with houses and new
development. The South Riverdale area in Coon Rapids still had open fields but was hoping to
be the ‘fifth Dale’ ” (AN5).
A small percentage of the Anoka County respondents recalled the development of parks
and other amenities, although a slightly larger percentage acknowledged these facilities in
Ramsey County. This was surprising since both counties had provided parks and other amenities
for a number of years. In Anoka County, “land was cheap and Commissioner Kordiak was strong
on buying land for public parkland. The County had its own parkland, public lands and county
parks and then there were metro parks. In the eastern part of the county, it was rocks and pines”
(AN14). Ramsey County observations presented descriptive narratives of county and city
amenities providing welcomed recreational opportunities. “I remember growing up in a
neighborhood with picture shows and parks. I could ride my bike around, and we played field
baseball anywhere we could find an open space” (RA2, personal communication, October 8,
2014)
Seventy-five percent of Anoka County respondents identified ongoing growth, reflective
of its identification as an Edge County. No one recalled a time when growth was not occurring.
In contrast, a minority of survey participants from Ramsey County referenced ongoing growth.
However, the comments referenced growth from two different perspectives within each of the
counties with potential impacts to their services. In Anoka County, growth equated to increasing
suburbanization and population. In Ramsey County, growth referred to the expanded social
issues within their numerically stagnant but increasingly diverse population.
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In the 1980 Census, the Core County of Ramsey disclosed an actual population loss
indicating that growth had reversed. It was also a time when its suburban cities had become fully
developed creating a completely urbanized county (U.S.Census Bureau, 1995). Ramsey County
respondents recalled depopulation, especially in St. Paul, while others related the concept of
growth to changing demographics: “My earliest recollections were that a lot of families had left
the city of St. Paul. Some of the West End of the city had moved to the suburbs such as Mendota
Heights” (RA 4). The remaining population presented social and economic challenges for
Ramsey County and its major city. “St. Paul was a typical urban city with large pockets of
income disparity and non-white racially concentrated poverty”. (RA13)
The divergent dynamics of growth between the two counties was also linked to a
demographical dichotomy, a large daytime working population in the downtown of the Core
County that became nighttime residents of suburban Edge Counties including Anoka. “In the
1990s, it was the end of urban decline and higher crime rates within declining downtowns. St.
Paul had a large downtown working population but most of them were suburban residents”
(RA14, personal communication, December 9, 2014).
Pasco/Pinellas: early reflections. An equal minority of respondents recalled a sense of
community in each of the paired counties. A long-time resident of the Edge County of Pasco
recalled relative tranquility in the past, prior to its rapid growth, with small towns dispersed
throughout the rural landscape. “It was like Mayberry! Everybody knew everybody. New Port
Richie and Port Ritchie were small sleepy river towns. To the east, Dade City was much the
same including the existing small cities of Zephyrhills, St. Leo, and San Antonio.” (PA10,
personal communication, August 10, 2014).
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As growth on the west side of the county accelerated, newcomers began to change the
social fabric of the area. “Pasco County was the sleeping giant. It was pretty small back then
with a population of under 100,000 people and still rural. But people from the north, workingclass people like myself, were discovering Pasco County.” (PA9, personal communication,
September 9, 2014). Others confirmed the social background of the newcomers. “Lots of bluecollar people were coming down buying properties” (PA2, personal communication, June 10,
2014).
In the Core County of Pinellas, the County Seat of Clearwater was portrayed as a
welcoming community but with strict social caveats.
Clearwater was neighborly and was the place that accepted everyone, but you had
to be a good citizen. (This was up to the 1950s). If you weren’t a good citizen,
rough living, cussing etc., the county sheriff or the county constable would escort
you out of town. We had volunteer horseback deputies working for the sheriff and
they were very active. There were not a lot of stores but people shopped in
downtown Clearwater. It had three theaters, a five and dime, and some small
restaurants. There was this sense of community (PI5, personal communication,
July 29, 2014).
Fewer remembered Pinellas County as rural but the gap was not significant between Edge
and Core counties. But rural recollections of Pasco County were mentioned by a majority of
respondents based on citrus crops and other agricultural activities.
My grandfather once owned 6,000 acres of land on Highway 52 and ran a cattle
and timber operation. He also had 100 acres of citrus groves and some market
garden vegetable crops. I was born in Dade City and grew up on the ranch and
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worked outside. Dade city was landlocked for about 100 years because it was
surrounded by large landowners that operated ranches and citrus groves (PA6,
personal communication, August 18, 2014).
Pinellas County revealed a similar rural heritage that had occurred at an earlier time. A
sense of loss was conveyed as the respondents acknowledged that it had vanished.
I was born near Safety Harbor in 1952. It was literally the middle of the woods.
We lived on 10 acres and had a cabin. US Highway 19 had a trickle of traffic on
it. It was a wilderness and we had coon hounds. As you came to Belcher there
were nurseries and orchards. That Florida now exists in the mind only (PI10,
October 31, 2014).
A minority of Pasco County respondents considered it to be urban contrasted by a
majority of those commenting on Pinellas County. The difference may have been attributable to
the observation that 94 percent of Pasco County’s population resided outside of its six cities.
“The six cities of Pasco County incorporate 6 percent of the population. The largest cities
were New Port Ritchie and Zephyrhills. It’s a big county with an unusual ratio of 94 percent of
the people living in unincorporated” (PA14, personal communication, September 17, 2014).
The percentages were reversed within the Core County of Pinellas where twenty-four
incorporated cities contained 70.48 percent of the county’s 2010 population (Pinellas County
population comparisions, 2010). “The first impression I had of Pinellas County in 2001 was the
density. It was and remains the most densely populated County in the State of Florida” (PI11,
personal communication, June 27, 2014).
Overall, few commented on recreational amenities with the lowest response from Pasco
County participants noting a lack of them. “I came here for a job interview so I asked, ‘Where
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are the parks and beaches in Pasco County?’ It was lacking in services. With libraries, there had
been none. Just something in a mobile home, very unsophisticated” (PA4, personal
communication, August 14, 2014). Others recalled a complete absence of recreation facilities.
“As for parks there was absolutely nothing. I remember them building a brand-new middle
school with no football field or gymnasium; the reason: ‘no money’ (PA16, personal
communication, September 29, 2014).
Pinellas County was seen more favorably but its past growth cycle was viewed as
narrowly focused, similar to Pasco County with a lack of parks and recreational facilities.
When we first arrived there weren’t many parks. In fact there was only one. It was
a lot with the single basketball hoop that the developers had put up. It was not
maintained or staffed. There were really no parks of any kind, especially for kids.
For swimming, we used to sneak into the hotel swimming pool. (PI17, personal
communication, August 12, 2014)
But city facilities within Pinellas County were viewed more favorably. “I came to
Clearwater in 1967. It was a beautiful city with a gorgeous beach and parks” (PI19, personal
communication, September 15, 2014).
A larger and significant percentage of respondents acknowledged ongoing growth within
the Edge County of Pasco. This was not surprising given the divergent timeframes of the Pasco
and Pinellas County’s respective development eras. In Pinellas County, “tourism and housing
began in 19th century, during the late 1890s when Henry Plant opened the Biltmore Hotel as a
stop off for his railway passengers” (PI18, personal communication, September 22, 2014).
For the next 50 years, development continued at a modest pace in Pinellas County until
the 1940s when the velocity started to increase. “The influx of people from the Second World
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War in the Tampa Bay area changed everything” (PI15). Many people had been stationed in the
area and returned or stayed. They were joined by others resulting in continued migration. “In the
mid-50s, a flood of people moved down from New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania and Indiana. I-75
brought people to the western part of Florida including Pinellas County” (PI15). Roads and
demand ramped the pace of development upwards. “The 1950s and 1960s was the fastest rate of
growth in Pinellas County (PI13, personal communication, July 8, 2014).
The initial period of Pasco County’s growth started as growth was peaking in
neighboring Pinellas County. “The baseline of growth in Pasco County started in the 1960s. The
boom was hitting and people were being given the homestead exemption on inexpensive
properties” (PA10). Others provided greater detail
“I moved in 1964 to New Port Richie. Pasco County had a population of about
40,000 at that time. After that, New York and Michigan people started to arrive
and then growth started to boom. There was a development north of New Port
Richie as well. The combination of cheap land and cheap houses fueled growth
(PA5, personal communication, August 18, 2014).
A minority of respondents in each county recalled a time of no growth. This was likely
due to their overlap of the periods of growth that occurred within the lifespan of the respondents.
As Pinellas County’s growth increased in the early 1950s, Pasco County was still a place of
farms and uncongested roads. “We owned a farm with chickens and cows. It was country living,
very rural and peaceful” (PA12, personal communication, September 9, 2014). “We moved from
New York to Pasco County in 1978 and started a dairy farm. Back then you could drive down
Dale Mayberry Road to the airport (in Tampa) and hit just one traffic light. There was no traffic”
(PA11, personal communication, September 10, 2014).
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Nostalgic recollections of Pinellas County described an earlier era of places that were
undeveloped. “Pinellas was green with lots of open space and very beautiful. I can remember
riding in my parent’s car driving from Indian Rocks Beach to Pass-a-Grille. You could see the
water and beaches of the Gulf, with little mom-and-pop hotdog stands” (PI9). Another person
recalled the northern portion of Pinellas County before the massive Countryside subdivision was
developed. “In the 1960s Countryside did not exist. You could take a Sunday drive and there was
not much north of Dunedin except wilderness and farms until Countryside began to develop.
Even in 1984, McMullen Booth was a two-lane road” (PI20, personal communication,
September 30, 2014).
Conflict Questions: Budgets.
Service expansions. Service expansion was confirmed by a high percentage of
respondents in all of the case study counties ranging from 86.67 in Ramsey County to 100
percent in Pasco County. Based on the responses, Edge and Core Counties were viewed as places
that were adding services by high levels of agreement among most of the respondents with two
notable esceptions. In Pinellas County, the single “no” respondent indicated a leveling off of
services from the year of their initial observation, a viewpoint that was compatible with the
realities of a muturing Core County. The single negative response within an Edge County was
reflective of recent observations in Anoka County based more on changes in its political culture.
The second part of the initial question did not produce a consistent chronology of services
based on the subjective memories of the respondents. However, eight broadly defined service
catagories emerged from the survey participants related to their random recollections. These
were ranked by the percentage of times that they were mentioned. Five of the service expansion
catagories were identified more freqently within the Edge Counties; Public Safety,
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Transportation/Tansist, Sewar/Water, Economic Development, and Schools. The remaining three
service areas were recalled more frequently in Core Counties; Community Services, Solid Waste,
and Planning and Zoning.
Public Safety was the most frequently mentioned service expansion. The category
included police, courts, prosecution, jails and fire/rescue. Edge Counties prompted more
responses than Core Counties with the Tampa Bay region producing the strongest overall
response.
Transportation was the second most commonly referenced service expansion. Edge
Counties dominated the responses in this category within both of the regional settings. The
traditional county services of roads and bridges were grouped together with the relatively newer
urban responsibiltiy of public transit.
Community Services was third most commonly mentioned service combining a broad
grouping of programs and amenities that included human services, public health, parks, libraries,
and recreation. Core Counties received higher response levels than Edge Counties. Community
Services was referenced with greater frequency within the Twin Cities paired counties with
Ramsey County scoring the highest at 80 percent, representative of its past and recent initiatives
within this area. Although the Tampa Bay region scored lower overall, the Core County of
Pinellas was ranked higher than its Edge County of Pasco.
The fourth most frequently mentioned service sector was sewer and water. This category
formed the first break in the data with few responses in Anoka County and none in Ramsey
County. Within these Twin Cities paired counties, the Metropolitan Council handles waste
water issues (MCES TreatmentPlantsCommunitiesServed, 2015) while water services are
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provided by the municpalities. However, Anoka County did prompt a few responses related to
sewage based on the rural septic pracitices of the past.
The fifth most referenced service area was Economic Development with a stronger
response within Edge Counties. Solid Waste was sixth with Core Counties prompting a larger
response. After accounting for anomolies, this was the only service area where Core Counties
dominated Edge Counties within all of the service expansions.
Although counties collect the property tax portion of school revenues, they were
mentioned by few respondents although they were given slightly more consideration within Edge
Counties. Last on the list was Planning and Zoning. This was the other area where a data gap
occurred with no responses from Anoka and Ramsey counties. In the initial interviews from each
of these counties, it was revealed that they had not adopted land-use regulations. Had they done
so, the comparative ranking of this service may have been higher although in Pasco and Pinellas
counties, where these services have been adopted, they were ranked relatively low.
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Anoka /Ramsey: service expansions. Public Safety prompted a fairly equal response
within both of the paired counties. Comments were based on the services provided by the elected
sheriff and county attorney. In Anoka County, the sheriff was responsible for police and
incarceration services while the county attorney’s prosecution functions created a relationship
between the two elected offices. The evolution of technical expertise provided implications for
budget expansions. “From the perspective of the sheriff’s office, things have changed
dynamically. While they still respond to calls, criminal investigation has moved to digital
forensic technology. We now have three scientists working in this field that is expanding
exponentially” (AN5).
“In Ramsey County, “Public Safety expanded slowly between the 1980s and through the
1990s” (RA6, personal communication, November 4, 2014). Part of the expansion included
adjustments to staffing functions to accommodate evolving service demands and partnerships
with county cities.
The sheriff’s office changed from providing just detention, patrol and court
security, which is still done. We have realigned our staff and now have
corrections officers serving in the jail instead of licensed deputies. We are also the
police department for over 80,000 people included in seven contract cities (RA2).
Transportation and Public Transit were viewed as expanding services in both of the
paired counties. Anoka County’s Highway Department had over 400 miles of roads (AN15,
personal communication, November 20, 2014). Budget issues were augmented by state funding.
In addition, Anoka County had launched the North Star light rail system with significant
assistance from the federal government. “The North Star Corridor involved Jim Oberstar. We
made it happen” (AN14)!
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Ramsey County respondents recalled similar expansions with transportation and transit as
the county moved from urban/suburban to a completely urbanized county.
Another part that expansion was our overall road system. We moved from an old
two-lane road system with ditches to suburban roadways expanded into four-lane
highways with curbs, gutters and bicycle lanes. We also started a turn-back
program in about 1991 or 1992 giving some roadways to cities with low traffic
volume while the county assumed the others. The money made the turn-backs
work (RA5, personal communication, October 30, 2014).
Ramsey County had also assembled an organizational structure that would lead to the
implementation of its recently opened light-rail line. “We created a Rail Authority in about 1987
or 1988. The authority purchased abandoned rail lines for future development” (RA5).
Anoka County was mentioned as taking a pioneering lead with park development.
“Anoka County was one of the first counties to have parks. Al Kordiak was very involved with
leading this. In the 1960s we obtained legislation that enabled counties to have parks. We
increased parks and preserved lands to 10,000 acres” (AN15). It also was one of the first counties
to embrace an expanded role within the Social Services area. “County social services were
expanded as one of the Anoka commissioners had been the legislator who wrote the legislation
expanding the county’s role in Human Services. He was elected to the Board in about 1982”
(AN14).
Ramsey County respondents described similar patterns of growth related to libraries and
parks. In a comment applicable to all Minnesota counties, one of the participants echoed the
expansion of social services, public health and environmental services. “County government was
smaller than today but starting in the 1980s, the state delegated more responsibilities in Public
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Health, Environmental Services, and Human Service to county government” (RA12, personal
communication, November 25, 2014). But, the impact of declining funding for these mandated
services has affected the budget levies over a period of years. “There has been a decline in
federal and state intergovernmental revenues for at least 12 years so we have had to backfill with
levy revenue” (RA14).
In Anoka and Ramsey counties, the cities and townships provided municipal water
services while wastewater was handled under the regional authority of the Metropolitan Council.
Neither of the Twin Cities paired counties provided municipal water or sewage services. But
some Anoka County respondents commented on sewage services with reference to its urbanizing
impact.
“In Anoka County, Ham Lake changed in the late 1980s as once you get sewer and water
things change” (A12, personal communication, November 6, 2014). One respondent provided an
explanation of how the issue evolved, describing the divide it created between the rural county
and its urbanizing cities.
Issues emerged related to septic and wells versus city sewage treatment along
with density issues. This was important because the history of the majority of
Anoka County was agricultural based and their philosophy leaned toward septic
systems. Cities on the other hand preferred waste-water treatment plants. This
created a push-pull between the county and its cities and also created a push-pull
within the County Board and its philosophy (AN8, personal communication,
November 7, 2014).
Anoka County’s economic development programs were prompted by its early efforts to
attract large projects. “We were interested in economic development and expansion. We
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partnered with the Chamber of Commerce, the cities and labor unions developing a big and bold
plan” (AN16, personal communication, December 10, 2014).
In Ramsey County, this service was based on participation in projects through the
county’s Housing and Redevelopment Authority (HRA). Service expansion in this area may
result in the creation of another department. “We have an HRA and we may soon have an
Economic Development Authority (RA3). Not surprisingly, Solid Waste had few responses from
either county since it was considered a regional issue.
One person described Anoka County as a reluctant regional participant that developed
programs slowly. “I can remember that Anoka County never wanted to participate in countywide
recycling. This was in the mid-1980s and they had no commitment to that program although now
they are in it” (AN4). Once again, the service was framed within the context of a mandated
program forced upon it by the state. “We were mandated by the state to reduce solid waste so
since 1994, there has been a Solid Waste Management Fee, which we reduced by 33 percent in
2012” (AN1).
In contrast, Ramsey County’s efforts were referenced within the context of cooperation
with its cities and a neighboring county based upon an understanding of broader implications.
I worked for Mayor Latimer (St. Paul) when we privatized trash collection.
Starting in 1984-1985, we were expanding solid waste working in partnership
with Washington County. The old ways of managing waste by just dumping it
someplace were ending. It was a big issue and had impacts related to public health
throughout the county (RA8).
Few participants commented on school expansion even though it was recognized as
linked to Anoka County’s growth. “A lot of young families were moving in. New schools were
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being built, one every year for a while.” (AN15). One elected official summarized the general
lack of interest in this area. “We don’t have a lot of interaction with school districts. We don’t
usually have communications with them.” (AN12)
In Ramsey County, comments reflected the evolution of schools from suburban to urban,
especially related to public safety issues. “I can remember that many of the schools in Ramsey
County, such as in Moundsview, not wanting an officer in uniform. These were suburban schools
and felt that real crime happened in the big cities.”(RA6)
Planning and Zoning were never provided by either county so it was not noted as a
service expansion. “Anoka County never got involved with planning other than through joint
powers boards, emergency dispatch for cities and in some cases, roads” (AN2). “Ramsey County
does not do land-use planning. It is been this way for a long time since the 1960s. The cities
handle land-use and deal directly with the Metropolitan Council” (RA3).
Pasco/Pinellas: service expansions. The Edge County of Pasco gave Public Safety
expansion a high response prompted by the expanding traditional services from their sheriff and
the county’s direct involvement with fire/rescue. The later service had become countywide,
eliminating volunteer fire departments and most of the city-based units.
The county established Municipal Service Taxing Units [MSTU] and Municipal
Service Benefit Units [MSBU) providing municipal services on the limited basis
for only those that benefited from specific services. There were volunteer fire
departments but the county took them over. Holiday, near Hudson, is an example.
Now we have countywide fire emergency management services with 38 stations
and only three cities are left with fire departments; New Port Richie, Port Richie,
and Zephyrhills. In Dade City the county created a MSBU around the city, but the
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city was paid to provide the service. After 20 years, the county gave notice and
took it back (PA10).
The expansion coincided with the increasing cost of running the sheriff’s office. “I
remember Sheriff Basil Gaines crowing about his budget when it got to $1 million in the early
1970s. The fire department grew dramatically as well” (PA5).
Similar expansions occurred within the Core County of Pinellas sheriff’s office reflective
of the county’s earlier experience with growth.
Services really expanded within the sheriff’s office. Community policing was
started in the 1980s. We now have an air unit with three helicopters and one fixed
wing aircraft, a marine division with 10 boats and an expanding K-9 division.
Computers in the patrol cars were added and we upgraded our radios from
800mghz to P25 technology (PI14, personal communication, July 17, 2014).
Pinellas County fire/rescue services expanded without the direct involvement of the
county. “Fire services were also expanding but became very fragmented. The county did not
want to get into a countywide system prior to 1979. With that decision, the opportunity to
consolidate was gone” (PI3).
Pasco County often noted expanding transportation services with numerous comments
addressing inadequacies. One former resident provided a descriptive narrative:
What’s wrong with Pasco County is the roads, and the problem is not unique to
Pasco County. The new areas got the new roads and services but the old areas of
Pasco County did not. The money that came from new development through
impact fees and other means went to the new roads and services required for each
new development. The developer was not worried about the long-term so they are
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often built to the cheapest standard. In Pasco County, all new developments were
built along two-lane roads including Highways 52, 41, and 54. All of these roads
and services were then turned over to the county and had to be expanded
afterwards (PA7, personal communication, August 20, 2014).
Others remarked on the confusing patterns of roadways throughout the county. “I worked
in Pasco County for 12 years starting in 1976 and lived in both East and West Pasco. The roads
in West Pasco were terrible. It was so disorganized, not planned. Everything in Pasco always
seemed so disorganized” (PI17). Pinellas County prompted similar comments.
Pinellas County used a Band-Aid approach to infrastructure. The roads were
developed with little foresight in advance to match the growth. Highway 19 is a
death trap and they are still pouring millions of dollars into it. When it’s finished
it will be a good improvement but unfortunately it is way after the changes were
needed (PI20).
Even county traffic controls caused friction. “Cities had their own traffic control
authority with different standards for each jurisdiction. So we sat down and negotiated a
countywide traffic control program with the cities. It was the big battle” (PI11). Public transit in
Pinellas County was initially developed within two separate sections of the county.
About 1975 they created a Transportation Authority for Northern Pinellas from
Clearwater north. In effect they had two transportation systems: one from St.
Petersburg up to Ulmerton Road, and the other from Clearwater north. In 1984
they combined them and created PSTA (Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority)
(PI1, personal communication, June 06, 2014).
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In the Tampa Bay region, comments relating to Community Services were largely
focused on describing their shortcomings due to the reluctance of both counties to broaden their
services. In the specific area of social services, they were viewed as reluctant participants.
No, Pasco has not kept up with their social service’s needs. All along Highway 19
through Holiday, New Port Richie, Port Richie, Hudson into Shady Hills is an
area of high poverty and homelessness. These people are not equal to the rest of
the people in the county. The social services department is terrible and totally
inadequate. There is no political will to do things. The past county administrator
was not interested at all in these issues (PA12).
Pinellas County was also portrayed as lacking during earlier periods due to their reliance
on local charities to handle the social issues of the growing county. “Very little went to the
homeless. Police departments thought the shelters were a nuisance. There were no programs.
Our first referrals were from the county social services that sent homeless people to us to look
after in the 1970s (PI5, personal communication, June 17, 2014).
Others conveyed positive reflections. “Looking back, someone got it right early in
Pinellas County. There is a Juvenile Welfare Board for example with taxing authority. Future
generations are now reaping the benefit of earlier planning” (PI17).
One Pasco County respondent described the development of the libraries and parks
system that occurred years after the growth had started. “A bond referendum passed in 1986 so
they expanded the parks and built libraries. Previously there had been none, just something in the
mobile home that was very unsophisticated. When it was built I thought ‘we have arrived; we
have culture in Pasco County!’ ” (PA4). The same services were also seen as lacking and lagging
in Pinellas County during its earlier growth cycle.
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The nature of county services had not adapted to the growth needs of the people.
For example recreational services for many years had catered to the grey-haired
retirement community. Trailer parks and mobile homes were the main source of
development for most of the 1970s, ’80s, and ’90s. Pinellas County had a much
older population (PI11).
Waste Water Services were viewed as a significant growth-related responsibility in the
Edge County of Pasco. Some described it as one of its initial service expansions and attributed
debt expansion as a tandem consequence. But the county did not choose to assume responsibility
for this service proactively. Rather, it was forced to acquire and manage privately developed
facilities following a process of investigation, citation, and litigation.
All the development up and down US 19 was based on private water and sewage
package plants, one for each development. The Department of Environmental
Protection came in and shut down all development with a moratorium based on
the lack of proper services. The county was forced to come in and develop
utilities that brought them to the required standards on the west side of the county
(PA10).
Septic systems that had been randomly created were slowly connected into county
sewage facilities. The creation of these services abruptly changed the rural nature of the County
Board, whose main function had previously focused on roads.
Although water and waste water services were viewed as a priority service expansion in
Pinellas County, there were local exceptions. Unlike Pasco County, some of Pinellas’ larger,
established cities provided the service. “During the growth period, Clearwater attracted
developers because we had water and sanitary sewers in place since 1958. It was an exception.
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Clearwater had a history of progressive leadership but not every city had progressive managers”
(PI19).
But the exception was not the norm, leaving the county to develop a waste water system
that followed uneven patterns of random, private development. Once again, the state intervened
but in this instance, it was over the provision of drinking water. “At one point in the 1970s, we
didn’t have enough water. A state-ordered moratorium was put on building and we couldn’t
build sewer or water infrastructure for additional development. The issue of water supply created
the so-called Water Wars” (PI12).
Eventually development resumed with the county continuing to adapt the existing
infrastructure into its expanding systems. “Water and sewer services were expanding in 1979,
laying out new systems, interconnecting existing systems and expanding treatment facilities.
There were lots of septic systems that we tried to interconnect into the treatment facilities. There
still are pockets of them in the unincorporated areas” (PI3, personal communication, June 9,
2014).
Economic Development was noted as an important service expansion but most of the
comments referenced it as a relatively recent service. The initial growth in both counties did not
envision an economy beyond home construction and maintenance.
There was very little industry. All the businesses were service oriented such as
medical and attorneys, with banks on every corner. There was home construction,
electrical and plumbing contractors, plus home services like lawn care. Also
government, food, and hospitality. Beyond that, if you wanted to work in
industry, you went to Tampa (PA16).
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Solid waste facilities were developed in Pasco County, but this service also
prompted conflict. “Another big issue was countywide solid waste. The County came up
with the concept of the co-gen incinerator but this also was preceded by a big fight”
(PA8, personal communication, August 30, 2014).
In Pinellas County, a similar county facility was built with little apparent controversy.
“Environmental Services built the mass burn incinerator in the late 1970s as population was
going up. Environmental laws were just getting started so Pinellas County developed a waste
incinerator which at one time was the largest in the nation and it is still running” (PI10).
Schools were mentioned more frequently in Pasco County. Comments reflected the need
to expand the southern rural system to accommodate urbanizing growth. “The school system had
two elementary schools: Cox elementary and Pasco Elementary plus the black school across the
tracks. Now there are at least 67 schools in Pasco County” (PA6). Aside from quantity, concern
was expressed related to the quality. “I started working at Pasco County in 1978 but we didn’t
live there based on the concern about the quality of schools” (PA1, personal communication,
June 2, 2014).
In Pinellas County, one respondent explained the rationale for the lack of schools and
playgrounds based on the narrow demands of the newcomers. “The new people coming were
largely retirees with no kids that required schools and other facilities” (PI8, personal
communication, June 20, 2014).
Planning and Zoning was among the least mentioned area of service expansion. Limited
as it was, these services were not adopted until years after the initial growth had started. One
participant summed up their initial era of unregulated growth. “There was no zoning in Pasco
County until 1975. It was in the dark ages, like the wild, wild West” (PA14). The developers
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that had flourished within this unregulated environment fought back. “It (planning and zoning)
was challenged by developers as they were happy with things the way they were” (PA1).
Although land-use regulation in Pinellas County started at an earlier time, comments
reflected poorly on the type of development that emerged: “The County should have focused on
the environment and public open space allowing the cities to provide the independent services.
They let the municipalities sprawl all over and they saw their job as to get out of the way” (PI9,
personal communication, June 20, 2014).
Sufficient revenues. The next question focused on the capacity of the financial resources
of each county. Respondents were asked if there had been sufficient revenues to fund the
expanding budget during the growth periods. Opinions represented a clear difference between
Edge Counties and Core Counties with a high “no” response in the Edge Counties and a “yes”
response in the Core Counties of nearly equal proportion. The variance between the yes and no
opinions was stronger within the Tampa Bay region. Between 12.5 and 15 percent of respondents
were not familiar with of the details of county budgets and were categorized as “unsure.” The
results are presented in the graph below.

Figure 5.3 Sufficient Revenue for Expanding Budget
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Anoka /Ramsey: sufficient revenues. Some recalled an earlier period within the Edge
County of Anoka when growing budgets were well managed over several years by professional
public administrators.
Anoka County had a really good long-term staff. Jay McLinden was the county
administrator from 1985 to 2006. Terry Johnson became county administrator
after Jay died. He had been his finance director. Jay and Terry put in physical
rigors and balanced operational and capital budgeting practices. (AN2).
Others added that increasing growth, while funding expansions, was constrained by
political values. “Yes there were sufficient funds although the board was very conservative. They
had an increasing property tax base that brought in additional funds” (AN3, personal
communication, October 7, 2014). But the balance between new growth and new revenues
changed with the housing crash of 2008. “Past boards found it easy to increase taxes but in 2008
with the downturn, it became a problem. Anoka County had the highest level of foreclosures in
the state of Minnesota” (AN1).
Over the past few years, new board members were elected changing the perception of
Anoka County’s political and fiscal philosophy. “The prior board increased the levy and at a
substantial rate. The current board was elected to look at programs and costs that appeared to be
on autopilot. We have returned to levies of the 1980s level” (AN1). Several respondents
commented on the consequences to services following the change.
Anoka County has always been a fiscally responsible county. But sometimes I
think we cut off our nose to spite it. The current board is lowering levies and not
looking at how it impacts services. Rather, it is focused on cut, cut, cut with
their expectations presuming no impact to services (AN5).
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The reductions are being felt across a wide spectrum of services, including reduced
funding to social services, after school youth and homeless programs as well as city budgets
located within Anoka County.
Ramsey County’s dominate viewpoint related to revenue and budget management was
summarized by one of the respondents: “By in large, yes, there were sufficient funds. The will to
levy is a political issue and there is a greater will in Ramsey to levy taxes” (RA15, personal
communication, December 12, 2014). However, an election in the 1990s changed the political
composition of the Ramsey County Board. One participant described the process in considerable
detail along with its past impact on levy rates and capital funding:
Up to the year 1995 the previous county boards had very long tenures with some
commissioners holding their positions for 26 years and others 22 years. However,
in the election of 1996 five new commissioners were elected out of seven spots.
We came very close to the federal government shutting down our jail. It was
outrageous. The Public Works facility was so bad that we had pots and barrels in
the office collecting water from leaks and hiding the computers from the water
dripping in through the roof. The reason, was the way the board operated before
so the levy went up to rebuild things (RA1).
The initiative to raise the levy and infrastructure standards was acknowledged by others.
“Between 1990 and 2000, there was a bit of a renaissance with growth and investment in new
facilities. We moved into our new facility in 2003” (RA6).
Pasco/Pinellas: sufficient revenues. Within the Tampa Bay region, the Edge County of
Pasco struggled with inadequate finances from the start of the growth period. “The big boom in
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Pasco County was on the coast, along US Highway 19. It was a two-lane road all the way up to
Highway 52. There was not enough money to develop the roads it was growing so fast” (PA6).
Funding shortfalls required new fees to pay for needed upgrades to the private sewage
treatment acquired from the developers. “No, there was not enough money. Once the county
started consolidating private sewer and water services they had to implement charges to fix the
shortage of capacity within the plants that they had recently purchased” (PA2). “We adopted a
program of what I termed ‘management by settlement;’ settlement agreements with former
developers versus litigation and compliance, especially in the development of the early utilities”
(PA14).
In addition, expanding development required additional resources to service the
increasing demands of growth, leaving little to invest in existing developments. Poor
administrative oversight added to the confusion.
All the new money was spent on new growth on the periphery creating sprawl so
services such as sewers, treatment plants, and fire stations were located all over
the place. It created a hodgepodge. Water and sewer were supposed to be funded
through enterprise funds, but they were used as cash cows. The long-term funding
of capital programs had no one looking at it from within the administration (PA7).
However, things changed when the growth stopped based on a comment that was
tellingly similar to the situation observed within the Edge County of Anoka. “When rapid growth
occurred, there was lots of money but when growth stopped, so did the money” (PA1). In 2008,
the housing crash coincided with recently enacted state property tax reductions creating a
significant revenue loss in 2008. “Yes there was enough money until the arrival of state
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legislation called ‘Save our Homes,’ which lowered taxable assessments along with a property
taxes. This hit just prior to the 2008 crash of the economy” (PA10).
One participant described how the past decisions of county commissioners had added to
their funding problems. “1995 was our peak millage rate and then the board started to roll the r
ate back almost every year. While growth continued to bring in extra money, it paid for things.
“When 2008 hit, we were screwed and we had no reserves” (PA17, personal communication,
November 10, 2014).
Pinellas County presented a differing view of revenue management. It was an early
adopter of impact fees on new development along with voter-supported special levies to fund
infrastructure. “The county did put in place impact fees for water and sewer and transportation.
Then in 1989 they adopted the “Penny for Pinellas.” I worked on the program. There was the big
vote in favor of the increase sales tax” (PI3). Although development and the Penny for Pinellas
program brought in additional revenues, concerns were raised related to the practices that they
created. “We got used to the habit of living with the new money and expanding departments and
government services” (PI16, personal communication, August 4, 2014). Another comment
sustained this concern. “There was too much money. Money was coming in too fast and the
county’s budget growth was not sustainable.” (PI4, personal communication, June 11, 2014)
Elected officials, county board/administrator. The final question in Group 2 explored
the frequency of conflicts between the elected officials and the county board related to budget
allocations. This was an interesting area to review as the presence of numerous elected officials
and constitutional officers within the organizational structure is a unique facet of county
government. Although they tend to function in isolation of the county administrator and county
board, a point of convergence occurs during the annual budget process. Here, the county board,
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based on recommendations by the county administrator is sovereign creating a potential
flashpoint of conflict. Although dispute mechanisms are in place ranging from mediation to
litigation, they are rarely invoked. In the words of one respondent, “there is an institutional factor
that complicates counties as the sheriff and other officials are elected but can’t vote on their own
budget. It is structurally set up for conflict” (AN8).
‘Elected Officials’ is the term used in Minnesota to represent the elected offices of
Assessor, Auditor, County Attorney, Recorder, Treasurer and Sheriff. However, Anoka County
had converted most of these positions into appointed managers years ago leaving only two: the
county attorney and the county sheriff. A similar arrangement existed in Florida counties where
the elected positions are called Constitutional Officers that include the Assessor, the Tax
Collector, the Clerk of the Court, the Elections Supervisor, and the Sheriff. Although these
offices can become appointed positions under processes established by the state legislature,
neither Pasco nor Pinellas had chosen to do so.
The responses were configured into two categories. The first dealt with the elected
officials/constitutional officers as a group while the second related specifically to the county
sheriff. Public safety, as noted previously, was a major county service that utilized a significant
portion of the county budget. In many counties, the sheriff’s office was the largest department. It
also was the only elected office that was consistently found in each of the four case study
counties.
Three general patterns emerged from this question. First, more conflicts were identified
with the sheriff than with all the other elected officials combined in all of counties. Second, there
was no consistent pattern between Edge Counties and Core Counties. The highest percentages of
conflict noted occurred within the Edge County of Pasco and the Core County of Ramsey, which
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were located in different regions and states. Third, more conflicts were mentioned within the
Florida paired counties of the Tampa Bay region.

Percent

Figure 5.4 Conflict with Elected Officials/Sheriff
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Anoka/Ramsey: elected officials, county board/administrator. The Edge County
of Anoka revealed a past pattern of cooperative relations with their elected officials. Comments
highlighted the importance of the temperment and style of a previous county administrator that
established the relationship. “Jay McLinden was a good administrator and politician. He
convinced everyone to do the right things during the urbanizing shift” (AN2).
During the same period, Anoka County changed the status of many of its elected officials
to board appointed managers. “We moved to all appointed officials, except the sheriff and county
attorney. The relationship with theses remaining elected officials was cordial. “We always had
discussions on the budget, nothing really serious related to conflict. We got things done in
Anoka” (AN14).
However, the collegial relationship had changed in recent years. Following the downturn
of 2008, successive elections altered the political philosophy of the majority of the county
commissioners. One respondent referenced a recent conflict with the county sheriff: “The county
board is cutting and the sheriff is raising year after year. Recently he was asking for another $1.2
million while the county attorney has only increased his budget by 7.5 percent over the last five
years” (AN1). The ongoing tension was cautiously confirmed by an employee of a city located in
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Anoka County. “Understand that this is an inside view; the county has been cutting back on the
sheriff’s budget and the county attorney for about four years” (AN9, personal communication,
November 18, 2014).
The once collaborative relationship with the sheriff’s office had changed: “The majority
of the board are currently all at the same place, ‘cut, cut, cut.’ The main concern is the lack of
communication. There is no interaction with the county board at all now” (AN5).
In the Core County of Ramsey, the opposite scenario had occurred. For many years,
former county sheriffs joined by the pervious county attorney clashed with the county board
resulting in litigation and open confrontation.
We have had issues with the county attorney and the county sheriff but not in the
last four years. The previous sheriff lost the election in 2010 as he attempted to
sue the county board over his budget. The county attorney backed off but the
overall initiative cost the taxpayers over $200,000 (RA1).
At the height of the controversy, relations were strained between the sheriff and the
county commission and its manager over a period of many years. “Sheriff Fletcher was there for
four terms. There was distrust between the sheriff and the board and the county manager, a lack
of communication and public battles” (RA4). Others confirmed the culture that had sustained the
corrosiveness.
‘Fletcher Incorporated’ ran the Ramsey County Sheriff’s Office focused on his
ego. It had been about lawn signs, kissing babies, and getting reelected. He would
approach the Commissioners by yelling at them during their Board meetings,
coming over en-mass with the group of uniformed deputies casting the evil eye
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and demanding things. He was a bully! The past two Sheriffs operated that way
(RA2).
However, things had changed dramatically over the past few years since the election of
the current sheriff and county attorney. Two observers confirmed the current situation. “No
conflict now. We are all strongly aligned on budgets” (RA3). “It’s the positive nature of the
culture here. We work it out” (RA7, personal communication, November 6, 2014).
Pasco/Pinellas: elected officials, county board/administrator. There was a full
complement of five elected constitutional officers within the Edge County of Pasco
organizational structure. One person commented on their general reluctance to adapt to the
changes created by urbanization. “Overall, the elected constitutional officers were dragged from
rural to urban service provision” (PA14). Some of the respondents recalled past issues of
conflict. “There were conflicts over budgets. Ted Williams, the property appraiser, had frequent
issues with the county commissioners” (PA2). Others were simply resigned to the culture of
conflict. “Yes, it’s historical” (PA7). The general theme indicated low levels of conflict with all
of the constitutional officers with the exception of the sheriff. “With the sheriff there are issues at
budget time, while with the rest of constitutional officers, the issues are minor” (PA14).
Over 80 percent of the respondents acknowledged conflicts with the Pasco County
sheriff’s budget. This was by far the highest ranking within the four counties. One reason cited
was the size of the sheriff’s budget. Comments indicated a tradition of consistent conflict. “It’s
the perennial battle with the sheriff. They run for office so they believe they are entitled. And if
the board doesn’t approve their budget, they can go to the state cabinet and appeal the budget
decision. Most people don’t want to create those types of conflicts” (PA14). A former Pasco
County sheriff was one of the first to deploy this appeal mechanism. “The sheriff decided to
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challenge the county board over his budget around 1978. He won and was one of the first to use
this mechanism” (PA1). If formal appeals did not work, other levels of intimidation were
utilized. “We always had problems with the sheriff. One time, the board challenged him and the
sheriff started screaming at them during the meeting” (PA11). “The sheriff’s office always
wanted more money and was the source of big fights with the county commission” (PA2).
One of the respondents reflected on the rationale for the increases in the sheriff’s budget.
“The Sheriff had a point. The county board sat there week after week approving developments
for thousands of new units of housing and then when he asked for the increased dollars to police
them they gave him no time” (PA10). Not all of the respondents agreed with the assessment of
conflict, due to the county administrator’s ability to defer conflict from the board meetings.
“When there were issues of disagreement, the administrator pulled it off the agenda” (PA8). The
approach deflected but did not end the conflicts. “There was conflict with the sheriff who took
the significant portion of the budget putting lots of conflict and contention between the sheriff
and the county administrator” (PA3, personal communication, July 7, 2014). Conflict was
compounded by the previous county administrator’s reluctance to adapt to the realities of
working with elected officials. “As a city manager, he ran his police chief but then he was
confronted with an elected sheriff when he came to Pasco County. This was a whole new
ballgame” (PA10).
Although a new sheriff and a new county administer were currently in place, the culture
of intimidation and confrontation continued. “The sheriff gets what he wants because nobody
wanted to fight with him. During the downturn, we all cut our budgets but not the sheriff, he took
no cuts” (PA17).
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The neigboring Core County of Pinellas revealed a significantly different situation.
While acknowledging tension with the sheriff’s budget, relationships were generally stable. One
comment by a former administrator offered insight into the culture that had established mutual
respect. “I got along with everyone because of my management style, I didn’t play games. Over
time, I won them over (the constitutional officers) but they were elected and you could not tramp
on their proprietary turf” (PI19). The level of respect was shared by others. “The sheriff takes
about 50 percent of the general fund of Pinellas County. But most of our sheriffs have been very
conservative. For example in 2008 when the recession hit, the sheriff was asked to cut his budget
and he complied” (PI12). The size of the sheriff’s budget was an acknowledged reality in
Pinellas County, built upon good will. “The sheriff’s budget is the largest but typically there are
good relations” (PI11).
Conflict Questions: Relationships
Relations with homeowner’s associations/special districts. Home Owner’s
Associations were located within all of the case study counties although they had different names
and applications. In the more densely populated Core Counties, they were more commonly
associated with multi-family buildings called condominium associations. In the growing Edge
Counties, they were found within emerging subdivisions containing single-family detached
homes and called homeowners associations. Both are commonly referred to with the acronym,
HOA. They are legal entities created to maintain common areas with additional authority to
enforce deed restrictions on individual properties within their jurisdiction. Most condominium
and townhome developments and many newer single-family subdivisions had HOAs that were
created when the development was being built. Covenants, conditions and restrictions were
issued to each homeowner, and HOAs established to ensure that they maintained the quality and
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value of the properties involved (Hedding, 2015). Although these organizations act as
governments by collecting fees and enforcing their deed covenants, they were viewed as private
corporations and operate with little government oversight (Bannister, 2004). The most significant
question that arises was based on the legal aspects of homeowners associations and what powers
does an association board have? Are they akin to a city council or county board, or something
much less? (O'Brien, 2011) Since they are often viewed as private governments, there presence
within counties added a layer of local authority in a pattern of multiple entities that was difficult
for residents to identify.
The list of Minnesota homeowners associations was extensive. The Secretary of State’s
website contained three large files listing all of those registered in Minnesota: S-2012 at 463kb,
T2012 at 393kb, and C2012 at 408kb that were subsequently been removed during this research
project. (Office of the Minnesota Secretary of State, 2013) In Florida, registration is required
with the Florida Department of Business and Professional Regulation, Division of Florida
Condominiums, Timeshares and Mobile Homes. The division has authority to arbitrate elections
and recall disputes under Chapter 720. However, the division does not have authority to
investigate complaints under Chapter 720, Florida Statutes (Division of Florida Condominiums,
Timeshares and Mobile Homes, 2015). No provision was found on either state’s website for the
identification of HOAs by county.
Special Districts were different category of formal organizations that were used to
administer a specific service or function within a defined area or district. They are classified as
governments by the US Census (Minnesota, 2007). Some but not all have taxing authority, often
collected by their host county. Although their focus is narrow, their authority is often extensive
within their special area of interest. Some Special Districts operated within more than one county
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creating a jurisdictional overlay that did not necessarily correspond with fixed county
boundaries.
Minnesota statutes has authorized the creation of a variety of Special Districts or
authorities covering a wide array of services. They were created by an enabling law that
established their role of governance and determined their supporting financial resources. They
performed a single function, or several function, that distinguished them from general purpose
governments such as counties, cities, and townships. Examples included hospitals, sanitary
districts, watershed districts, and housing redevelopment authorities (HRAs). A total of 228
special taxing districts levied taxes payable in 2014. There were other special taxing districts that
did not levy taxes such as subordinate service districts, special service districts, and districts
established by joint powers agreements. (School Districts and Special Districts, 2015)
The number and prevalence of Special Districts within Florida was significantly larger. In
total, 1,651 special districts were subdivided into four broad divisions: single county, multicounty, independent, and dependent. Within this grouping, Florida had established 77 categories
based on a range of specific authorized functions. Examples included fire control/rescue,
regional transportation, planning/zoning, water management, and utility systems that can
encompassed natural gas transmission, water systems, and wastewater treatment facilities.
(Special District Accountability Program, 2015)
The abundance of Special Districts within Florida highlighted the cultural difference
related to government within the states of the two regions in the case study. Florida encouraged
them with a wide variety of uses as an alternative to incorporated local governments while
Minnesota permitted them within a much narrower perspective serving as an adjunct to existing
local governments.
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Growth of HOAs and Special Districts was mentioned more frequently in Edge Counties
than in Core Counties with a majority of respondents in Anoka and Ramsey counties stating that
these entities had not grown in number or were unsure if they had, indicating a marginal level of
activity. But in Pasco and Pinellas counties, the reverse pattern had occurred with a strong
majority of respondents indicating that the number of HOAs and Special Districts had increased,
confirming the general approach of Florida that encouraged the creation of these entities.
The second part of the question sought to determine if these organizations had prompted
increased levels of conflict. The responses followed the same general pattern. Low levels of
conflict were reported in the Anoka/Ramsey pairing while high levels of conflict were reported
within the Pasco/Pinellas pairing with Edge County Pasco respondents reporting the highest
level.
Based on the general theme of the observations, it would appear that counties with a high
presence of these types of organizations experience a higher level of conflict. However, this
assumption did not reflect a complete assessment of the issue, especially by those that associated
other districts with conflict. Special Districts prompted a broader meaning for some of the
respondents than the types of organizations described in the preceding paragraphs. For example,
in Ramsey County, Tax Increment Districts (TIF) were discussed in terms of conflict related to
diminished revenue sharing between other local governments. “They are a concern. The World
Trade Center in St. Paul is a balancing act for the County Board because it impacts us due to the
lack of new taxes to support our programs” (RA9,personal communication, November 6, 2014).
In this example, the TIF district created a conflict between The City of St. Paul’s developments
of a facility at the expense of needed tax revenues for county programs. Ramsey County
participants also referenced community councils and their potential for creating conflicts. “St.
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Paul has 17 neighborhood councils. They have quite a bit of power and at times have blocked
policy. The conflicts ebb and flow with different leadership that changes them from an advisory
position to placing themselves on a political pedestal.” (RA5)
Within Florida, Pasco and Pinellas County’s Community Development Districts (CDDs
presented another form of Special District associated with conflict. One participant offered a
detailed description of them while referencing some of the problems they had created.
We also have Community Development Districts (CDD’s). They go bust! There is
the development along Highway 301 south of Zephyrhills just past the state prison
on the right-hand side. It is abandoned. There was $18 million of bond money on
the line. One of the problems with CDDs is that they are not disclosed upfront by
the realtors that the home people are buying has the CDD obligation. (PA 13,
personal communication, September 16, 2014)
Figure 5.5 Abandoned Community Development District south of the City of Zephyrhills

Source: David Hamilton

Community Development Districts, commonly known as CDDs, were created to
help pay for infrastructure such as roads, drainage, and parks within new
developments. The CDDs issued bonds to finance the project and then charged
the homeowners through special assessments to pay the bond debts. ‘They're like
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governments,’ said Russ Weyer, a senior executive at Fishkind and Associates, an
Orlando-based economics firm (Buie, 2009).
However, their status remained unclear within the matrix of organizations found within
Florida counties. An ongoing dispute with the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) with the massive
Villages Retirement Community had placed their tax-exempt status for bonds in question. At
issue is whether CDDs were public governments or not. CDDs issue debt at favorable rates since
they are assumed to be municipal bonds and are tax exempt. The developers spent the proceeds
on the infrastructure of the new communities but the bond payments were paid in part by each
new homeowner that moved into the development. As the development filled up, the
homeowners assumed the full responsibility for the outstanding bond payments. This had
happened in dozens of communities around Tampa Bay. Legal scholar James Nicholas, who
helped write the 1980 legislation that created CDDs said the audit by the IRS raised basic
questions about allowable uses of tax-exempt money since CDDs do not have governmental
police powers. “Who knows how far this is going to go, and what criteria are going to be used to
distinguish between public and private?” (Sokol, 2009)
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Anoka/Ramsey: homeowner’s associations/special districts. Less than 40 percent of the
Edge County of Anoka participants agreed that HOAs and special districts had increased with
less than 20 percent indicating conflicts. Those who commented indicated that these
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organizations were associated with cities, not counties. References to mobile home developments
followed the same overall pattern.
The pattern of relative calm also applied to special districts. The reason was likely due to
their low overall prevalence and relatively narrow areas of interest in Minnesota. “We have one
Lake District only. There are not any issues.” (AN10, personal communication, November 12,
2014).
One participant noted that a few conflicts had occurred. “There are special districts along
with lake improvement districts and watershed districts. Many of them were not accustomed to
the functions of government, sometimes individuals vary and there were a few conflicts” (AN3).
In Core County Ramsey, even fewer noted the presence of HOAs and special districts
and very few of the respondents noted conflicts associated with them. The HOAs mentioned fit
into the pattern usually associated with older suburbs and established core communities. One
person indicated that from the county perspective, they did not exist. However, others noted that
HOAs and special districts do exist within the county but they were primarily focused on lake
issues. “We have one, the Long Lake Improvement Association” (RA6). “The Birch Lake
Improvement District was one of many created along with the White Bear Lake Conservation
District” (RA1).
Some of the comments moved beyond the focus of the question and expanded their
remarks to county interaction with community associations, predominately located in St. Paul.
“In St. Paul, district councils are very active, especially for rail and public transit issues. Ramsey
County is very involved with cities, especially with the light rail project and that’s been a
change” (RA15). Even though conflicts were noted, it appeared that the relationships had
evolved into cooperation. “Advocacy groups are the issue in Ramsey County. We’ve established
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an economic prosperity goal with a Ramsey County Prosperity Plan. We are definitely now
turning from adversity to advocacy. We’ve started to work with them” (RA3).
Pasco/Pinellas: homeowner’s associations/special districts. The Tampa Bay paired
counties presented a dramatically different situation. In the Edge County of Pasco, “there are
Homeowners Associations, Special Districts and Community Development Districts (PA3). Over
80 percent of the respondents agreed that HOAs and Special Districts had increased with 60
percent suggesting that they had increased levels of conflict.
There were approximately 620 HOAs found within Pasco County (Homeowners Associations in
Pasco County, 2016). One respondent provided a summary of their relationship with the county
that paralleled its east/west divide.
HOAs increased a lot. All these organizations have to report to the county.
Initially, there was one overall grouping, but now there are two, one for the east
and one for the west sections of Pasco County. The older of the two is called the
Council of Neighborhood Associations (CONA), while the newer group is known
as The Pasco Alliance of Community Associations. The transition of Pasco
County from rural to urban created these organizations (PA4).
Some saw a darker side to the HOAs. “They got involved in keeping people out of their
neighborhood” (PA12) .Another commented on their relationship with the county. “They are
basically a lobbying organization for micro servicing requests. They are a combination of social
and political elements” (PA14). “Many of the community organizations are HOAs under the
umbrella of the acronym CONA. They want no increases to fees or the millage rates. However,
they want others to pay impact fees on new development” (PA8). Another source of tension with
HOAs was their inability to engage their commuting residents. “A lot of people work in
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neighboring Pinellas and Hillsborough counties. Figures vary between 60–70% of the workforce
that have jobs outside of the county and are gone during the day. These people are not active”
(PA3).
Special Districts were also common in Pasco County. “There are a lot of Municipal
Service Taxing Districts (MSTU’s) and Municipal Service Benefit Districts (MSBU’s) as 94% of
Pasco County residents live in unincorporated areas”(PA 14).County fire/rescue services were
one of the major services that drove the proliferation of special districts. This also created
conflicts with the cities interspersed throughout Pasco County.
Another expansion of county services was fire/rescue. At that time, there were
three city departments, Dade City, Zephyrhills, and New Port Ritchie. The rest of
the county was covered by volunteers and volunteer departments. The county
began to take over the various volunteer fire departments. We adopted the
Municipal Service Taxing Unit (MSTU) legislation of 1968 to fund fire/rescue. It
started a war between the cities and the county (PA1).
But the greatest area of conflict and conflicting views was expressed with reference to
CDDs.
One of the things that got out of control was the Community Development
Districts (CDDS). People that bought homes within these areas had limited
control of their long-term costs. One Pasco attorney formulated many of them for
developers. The board used to meet and discuss CDD’s at 2 p.m. when no one
was around to hear what was being considered. There was a proliferation of them.
The county staff and the board let it go by. The county attorney was not on top of
it (PA11).
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Although they attracted bonds to pay for infrastructure, they created problems that the
county could not control once approved. Many of them were ultimately handed to the county to
service.
A lot of road and bridge work along with water and sewer facilities were
combined into CDDs. One developer had three in Pasco County and took money
out of one district to pay for another one. The state legislation ensured that the
county had little to do with them. But, eventually the county had to take many of
them over (PA1).
Several became entangled in litigation or became insolvent when the development did not
reach its intended objectives.
They should never have been allowed. In theory they are supposed to pay for the
cost of a specific development. However, there were lots of lawsuits after the
developers left. Many were established to pay for the development bonds. Several
went bust. It was my job to approve them but I knew what would happen, and I’m
not sure if any of them really worked out (PA5).
Significant sums of bond debt were involved with each CDD. The Florida Community
Development District Report listed Meadows Point in Pasco County as a ‘development of
interest’. Of four bonds totaling over $81 million dollars, only one was listed as current. One
totaling $16.9 million is on a watch list while two totaling $57.5 million are in default (CDD
List, nd). Although the county was not legally responsible for the debt, the political
responsibility was often assumed to rest with the county since the residents living within the
incomplete community had no other government to turn to.
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Some of the CDDs claimed community status within the county even though they
contained few residents or were undeveloped.
East of Interstate 75 there is a development called Pasadena Hills. There, five
property owners created four villages into their own government entities, but it is
not an incorporated city. They have representatives from each of the four villages
that make recommendations to the County Commission. The structure is in place
but there is no development at this time (PA8).
The Pasadena Hills development was unveiled during an open house meeting hosted by
Pasco County. It encompassed 22,000 acres with a completion horizon stretching to 2050
(Pasedena Hills Area Plan, 2007). “Pasadena Heights exists as a planned development but the
bottom fell out of the economy in 2008 and it just sits there, abandoned” (PA10). Regardless of
concerns, Pasco County created a large number of CDD with the ongoing operating costs
impacting the county’s current and future budgets.” Currently, we have 61 CDDs. Some are
being turned over to HOAs but not all of these had funding in place to cover the cost of the direct
services (PA17).
Their popularity with county administration was based on the ability of CDDs to keep the
cost of financing development-driven infrastructure off of the county books. “CDDs were very
popular, mostly because the county didn’t spend anything. The administrator was very frugal,
especially in his budgets. He kept expenses down and debt to nil. CDDs emerged to keep debt
off of the county’s books. Developers could issue their own bonds and the homeowners paid for
the development” (PA8). This was confirmed by another participant. “What Pasco did wrong,
was that they didn’t want to spend their own money for basic infrastructure” (PI10).
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Homeowners Associations and Special Districts were also commonly found in the
neighboring Core County of Pinellas. For example, “Clearwater has 126 neighborhood
associations” (PI13).
Respondents described HOAs with frustration, viewing them as additional governments,
not private organizations. “My mom is not pleased with the homeowners association. She views
it as another layer of government with numerous rules and regulations. It was developed during
the annexation issues. Even replacement of her mailbox became a complex issue” (PI17).
In addition to HOAs, there were areas in Pinellas County commonly referred to as
‘enclaves’. These were individual properties that had kept their unorganized county status yet
were contained within the territorial boundaries of organized cities. “We have homeowners
associations that are supported by state law. Their model is taken from condo agreements.
However, we have county enclaves throughout the county, many within organized municipalities
that are generally poorer neighborhoods” (PI10).
There were 24 incorporated cities in Pinellas County including St. Petersburg
(Municipalities/Cities, nd). Enclaves was a common term used in Florida to describe
unorganized county territories that are dispersed like islands within organized cities. Even when
enclaves were incorporated into a city, there were administrative conflicts related to paying the
additional expense of servicing new residents. In one example, the city simply put the money in
its savings accounts.
Enclaves are special issue in Pinellas County. These are sections of county
territory within city jurisdictions. As we absorb them, the budget has to increase.
As recent as 2014, we took over policing of a trailer park on US 19 N. at Gulf to
Bay Road. About 200 additional citizens also required garbage collection, fire
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emergency management, and other city services. The county did transfer some of
the funding to the city but the city council used it to build reserves rather than
directly pay for the operating cost of the additional services (PI13).
Special districts were also found within Pinellas County. Conflicts were reported by
several participants related to various fire/rescue districts that are spread throughout the county.
Historically, the service had been previously provided within only some of its cities. The
remaining cities along with the unorganized portions and enclaves of the county were serviced
by volunteers assisted by the State Forestry Service.
Almost all the fire departments were volunteer operations. I remember that the
volunteer fire department came to our house once for an emergency call but the
Florida Forestry Service had arrived first. In those days it took about half an hour
to get to a call. You were lucky to get anyone to come as everybody was a
volunteer. EMS (emergency medical services) and fire services stopped at the city
boundaries. ‘Why should we cross over if you don’t pay taxes?’ was the attitude
(PI4).
Unlike Pasco, Pinellas County did not attempt to create a countywide
fire/rescue service.
“Fire services were expanding but became very fragmented. The county did not
want to get into a countywide system. With that decision, the opportunity was
gone to consolidate” (PI3).
But the balkanized system within an urbanizing county eventually resulted in tragedy. “A
boy riding a bicycle in an unincorporated area known as High Point fell and was injured. There
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was a call to 9/11 but the closest fire/rescue refused to provide services outside of their
jurisdiction and the boy died” (PI12). Public outrage prompted political action.
There was a countywide push for an EMS system in 1974 after a car/bike
accident. A child died due to from slow response time. In 1976, the EMS Act
was put in place, which also started making unincorporated areas part of their
overall service area. Cities also started talking through the county to the
unincorporated areas about providing fire service (PI4).
The EMS fee was intended to provide a countywide system, but the reality of who got
paid for what had created numerous additional conflicts and hard feelings.
Fire services and EMS are a nightmare here. For example there are two different
agreements between the ambulance service and the fire service within EMS about
who takes you to the hospital. At times, there is the race to see who gets there first
because they are paid by the number of calls they respond to. This is very
important. The county collects the EMS tax dollars and gives them to each fire
department based on their requests, but each one of them is run differently (PI6,
personal communication, June 16, 2014).
EMS and the Fire Districts are a source of conflict to this day. The conflict is
between the eight districts, the cities and the county. There are 18 providers of fire
services that include cities and special districts in Pinellas County. The county has
its own EMS authority with a Board comprised of the County Commissioners and
its own staff. At one point the county sued the City of St. Petersburg in the 1980s
over funding issues but the county lost (PI7, personal communication, June 18,
2014).
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These lingering animosities have also affected relationships between cities and
fire districts.
The ‘Lealman Fire Kingdom’ borders on Kenneth City but the boundaries are
very confusing. So we said as a council, let’s annex and even out our borders. But
the Lealman Special Fire District is the bully of the block and the firefighters
made it a fight as they were concerned that some of their tax money would be
taken away if Kenneth City absorbed part of their territory. Lealman Special Fire
District has its own lobbyist in Tallahassee and is very litigious. For example,
they spent $500,000 to sue St. Petersburg to recapture $40,000 in annual revenues
(PI6).
Based on numerous comments, fire/rescue/EMS special districts were a source of
sustained and intense conflicts. One respondent stated the problem concisely. “With EMS, there
seems to always be conflict (PI1). There were also internal conflicts as many of the volunteer
fire/rescue services slowly became professional. “All fire districts including Seminole went
through problems and turmoil with management as they evolved from volunteer to professional
fire rescue services” (PI4). The consequences for public administration were significant. “The
most recent EMS battle was between the county administrator and fire services. He decided it
cost too much and tried to reduce spending. They fired him” (PI4).
Relations with existing cities/neighboring counties. The next question in this grouping
asked if relations with cities, neighboring counties and other levels of government had become
more difficult to manage. Those respondents that indicated that there were conflicts, were asked
to provide confirming examples. The organizations in question did not require detailed
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explanations as incorporated cities and neighboring counties were established and familiar
entities of local government.
The general results of the survey indicated two findings. First, tension between counties
and other levels of government existed at nearly equal levels within both Edge and Core
Counties. The data indicated that there was little difference between rapid-growth Edge Counties
and their Core County in this area. Second, conflict was significantly higher in the Tampa Bay
Region paired counties where seventy five percent of survey participants identified difficulty
managing relationships with other counties. In the Twin Cities paired counties of Anoka and
Ramsey, the issue was acknowledged by only half of the respondents.
Some observed that conflict between cities and counties was institutionally imbedded.
“There is a traditional dichotomy between them as the county has regulatory authority from the
state that is so often the source of antipathy with cities and counties, and it goes over political
turf….who has the authority (PI19).
Tangible examples provided a clearer understanding of the issues that affected
county/city relationships. Annexation of unincorporated county territory into incorporated cities
was one of the areas of tension. Here, state government had complicated the process, limiting
local government’s powers of authority. “State law now inhibits annexation until of majority
vote of the citizens agree to go in (PI10).
Other observers believed that regional growth complicated local government relations
driven by demand for expanding urban services.
Growth definitely did create conflict with the cities. It also created conflict with
who provided what services. For example, at one time the library system was a
huge problem but some said, so why don’t we share the services regionally? I
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couldn’t believe how difficult that was. At one point, the city and county libraries
were not even loaning books to each other (PI1).
They were more challenging because of the regional pressures. For example
traffic control took a huge effort to implement. Pinellas County clearly saw that
people didn’t see boundaries when they are trying to get to work between the
cities in the county so the cities and county had to adapt (PI11).
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Anoka/Ramsey: existing cities/neighboring counties. The perspective of relations with
cities varied based on the views of the respondents. Some of the Edge County of Anoka
participants described positive working relationships. “The County generally takes a leadership
role to provide common solutions in Anoka County. We meet regular and in all of my
experience, there’s been respect, understanding, and willingness to work together” (AN8).
Although ongoing programs continued to function, attitudes had changed the feeling of
goodwill engendered in the past.
We have regular meetings within the region and provide regional service like the
DNA forensics to Wright County. But the region’s general frustration with
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Anoka County is based on the comments made by commissioners. It’s all about
how they can cut county taxes and balance their revenues with additional fiscal
disparities revenues from the Met Council (AN5).
Other observers from neighboring counties also noted the consequential erosion of
relationships based on the changing political culture in Anoka County. “Nobody works well with
Anoka County. The county board there is very dysfunctional. We’ve had a lot of their best staff
come to Ramsey County (RA3).
Over the past 20 years their political landscape has changed so much. Today, it’s
very conservative with a closed environment that does not welcome new ideas.
Growth was positive but Anoka is now turning inwards and parochial. Creativity
and innovation are unwelcome along with diversity (RA7).
By contrast, the Core County of Ramsey prompted examples of cooperation and positive
working relationships, including a regional dispatch center with participation by all but one of
the county’s cities. Only White Bear Lake has chosen to remain apart. Ramsey County
respondents also acknowledged the importance of understanding the divergent and evolving
dynamics of their neighboring counties between the urban county of Hennepin (Minneapolis)
and several neighboring suburban counties.
Hennepin is different than Anoka, Dakota, and Washington counties. From the
1990s, growth tilted to suburban growth but now we are seeing a massive shift
where people want to live within Hennepin County versus collar and suburban
counties. Within our urban county, St. Paul is the ‘big kahuna’ with 48 percent of
the land and 52 percent of the population of Ramsey County. Now suburban cities
and counties are struggling to find their voice (RA14).
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Pasco/Pinellas: existing cities/neighboring counties. The Edge County of Pasco
revealed a high level of conflict with its cities and neighboring counties. The hostilities were
initially based on growth-related service issues.
“Yes, there was conflict. It was driven by the need for utilities especially water
and sewer services that were developed around the edges of existing cities but
outside their jurisdictions. This cramped development as the cities were
surrounded by unincorporated developments. For example, county utilities were
built around the edge of the cities of Port Ritchey and New Port Ritchey. Then
they had nowhere to grow (PA8).
When cities did attempt to annex the adjacent development, the county opposed them.
“The county blocked a lot of city annexations. The county administrator fought annexations. I
couldn’t understand why as the county would get the same dollars but would not have to provide
services” (PA10). Annexation became even more complex when the State of Florida changed the
rules that governed this critical area of city/county relations. The cost of added services along
with the assumed imposition of city and county taxation were major problems.
The annexation laws in Florida are wacky. Statute 177 changed the annexation
laws making them very restrictive. Traditionally annexation is based on the city’s
ability to provide urban services such as sewer and wastewater treatment. The
cities located in Pasco County did not or could not provide sewer and water
services to the outlying areas. But in Pinellas County, the City of Clearwater did
do this when it annexed the new development of Countryside. From time to time,
there was talk about incorporation but the issue of adding a millage rate on top of
the existing county millage rate was the problem (PA14).
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In the Core County of Pinellas, its relationships with its cities was also a source of
ongoing conflict. “I can’t remember a time when we weren’t in conflict with one or more of our
cities within the County” (PI12). The mosaic of cities located within the unincorporated areas of
the county had created a pattern that one observer described in terms familiar with this research
project. “Pinellas County’s power structure is distributed and decentralized. If you look, you will
see a pattern or DNA of an Edge City/Edge County culture that’s a political cacophony” (PI3).
The commentary expanded to specific city/county relations. “There is always tension between
the city of St. Petersburg and the County. St. Petersburg, watched growth move away from them
into the north part of Pinellas County. It is still the largest city in Pinellas County but feels it
should be a bigger player than it is” (PI3).
Even attempts to mitigate conflicts created by annexation issues created added tension
and ill will. “About 1999 in an attempt to end what were called the Annexation Wars, the county
and the cities sat down together and drew up a process. But it was disguised as a service
provision agreement that set the cities against each other. The county was actually trying to stop
annexations” (PI9).
Others agreed offering an example of minor code enforcement issues that grew into
major problems. “With annexation, it’s not just about the money. County regulations are loose.
For example, they allow boats and RVs to be parked on residential property and driveways. But
cities take code enforcement very seriously” (PI12).
Attempts to deal with relatively minor territorial issues had also resulted in additional
conflicts.
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The issue of enclaves within Pinellas County was and continues to be major issue.
They were caused by abuses of annexation that were supposed to be contiguous.
We tried to get rid of them. We drafted legislation that permitted involuntary
annexation and the legislation was approved. Pinellas County fought it every step
of the way. It was about the money. There were initiatives in 2001 to 2003. This
work is still ongoing and involves establishing numerous inter-local agreements
between cities within the county. It is commonly referred to as the Annexation
Wars (PI16).
The current relationship remains distant and narrowly focused: “Today we still have 24
municipalities that work in their own silos and only contact the county when they need help or
money” (PI13).
Regional relations. The third question provided a logical extension of the
previous question by asking if growth had increased the county’s regional influence. It also
sought to determine if their influence had resulted in cooperation or confrontation. Three growth
related functions were used as prompting examples: transportation, economic development and
shared resources? The question also provided an opportunity to review the paired counties within
the broader context of two differing approaches to metropolitan governance.
Anoka and Ramsey counties were part of the seven-county Metropolitan Council. (Haigh,
2013) No similar organization with taxing and operational authority was found within the
Tampa Bay regional setting of Pasco and Pinellas counties. This added an additional point of
comparative conflict related to growth within two separate regions. In addition, Anoka and
Ramsey counties were part of the Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington Multi-State MSA.
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Although the paired counties are located in Minnesota, they form only part of a region that has
grown into neighboring Wisconsin.
The data in the following chart represents the percentage of respondents who agreed with
three elements of the question: was there more influence, was there cooperation, and was there
confrontation between the county and the region. Several patterns emerged. First, Edge Counties
were deemed to have more regional influence than Core Counties with the overall response
higher within the Twin Cities. Second, cooperation received a stronger response in Core
Counties versus Edge Counties although the difference within the Tampa Bay region was
marginal. Third, confrontation was more frequently mentioned within Edge Counties with a
significantly higher variance between the Edge County of Anoka and the Core County of
Ramsey within the Twin Cities region. Fourth, when the responses for cooperation and
confrontation of all case study counties were combined into a group average, Edge Counties and
Core Counties were nearly equal at 71.57 and 68.3 percent respectively.
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Anoka/Ramsey: regional influence. The size of Anoka’s population was noted as a
reason for its standing within the region. “Anoka County is the fourth largest county in
Minnesota, behind Hennepin and Ramsey and Dakota. These four counties have 50 percent of
the metro population so there is bound to be influence.” (AN3)But others disagreed indicating
that Anoka County’s stature and standing lagged behind faster growing counties. “No, their
stature has not increased. Anoka has growth, but it’s not significant. Most of the high metro
growth has been in the western and southern counties. Anoka County is less progressive than
other Met Counties, more backward” (AN13, personal communication, November 25, 2014).
Many believed that Ramsey County’s regional stature was based on its solid reputation.
“Ramsey County is held in high regard as a professional organization throughout the region”
(RA7). “The political influence of our board has increased substantially. We have had two recent
presidents of the Association of Minnesota Counties and we have strong influence on the County
Transit Improvement Board and the Metropolitan Council (RA3). However, some indicated that
its influence had diminished as the stature of suburban counties in other parts of the region had
increased. “Ramsey and Hennepin counties were the big kahunas, but now the growing suburban
counties are increasing their influence” (RA8). Ramsey’s stature was viewed by some as a
gradual decline. “During the last 20 years, its influence has dropped a bit as the suburbs have
grown” (RA9).
Pasco/Pinellas: regional influence. The Tampa Bay area defined regional influence
differently. Although numerous regional entities were mentioned, none of them compared with
the combined scope of authorities held by the Twin Cities region’s Metropolitan Council.
Instead, Tampa Bay counties were engaged at several levels within an array of narrowly focused
regional organizations. Standing with these groups was based on two levels of authority:
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mandatorily required by state government decree or voluntary membership based on their
internal political philosophies.
There are the regional planning councils, which are very weak. The state created
them, and their boundaries are wacky, and they are often hated—then you add
Southwest Florida Water Management District’s 16 counties plus each county in
the Tampa Bay area having its own Metropolitan Planning Organization [MPO]
and then add the Tampa Bay Area Regional Transportation Authority (PA14).
The Edge County of Pasco’s relationship within the Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater
MSA was described as a mixture of cooperative and competing relationships. “Yes, our stature is
a lot better but after cooperation we still compete for industry looking to expand. RaymondJames is still looking to relocate to Pasco County from Tampa” (PA8). Respondents confirmed
the inferior regional perception of Pasco while claiming elevation based on growth. “We were
the redheaded stepchild of the region, but now that growth resumes we are finding ourselves in
the driver’s seat in asserting ourselves” (PA17). Some simply referred to Pasco dismissively. “As
for Pasco County, it is always been out there” (PI12). The attitude appeared to be based on
resigned self-depreciation. “We don’t count for much in the region but we keep trying” (PA12).
Some of Core County Pinellas’ participants presented a positive level of achievement
within the region. “Pinellas County has been recognized as one of the best counties in Florida.
Penny for Pinellas and other programs are models of regional cooperation. We have an estuary
program for Tampa Bay which had a huge impact on the environmental integrity of the region”
(PI10).
One person commented that its strong regional position was based on its present lack of
growth. “Not sure if growth has increased influence because Pinellas has grown proportionally
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slower than Hillsborough County, which continues to grow. Currently, Pinellas is not competing
for new subdivisions” (PI3). Some indicated that other counties have usurped the status of
Pinellas based on growth. “It’s interesting to note that we are not as dominant as we once were.
Primary growth is now in Pasco and Hillsborough County” (PI13).
Anoka/Ramsey: regional cooperation. The Edge County of Anoka had developed a
strong model of countywide cooperation within its various public safety organizations. “All law
enforcement agencies including fire services sit together on a Public Safety Council. We have
developed a data system that includes everyone’s needs. There are 11 police organizations that
includes the county sheriff and 16 fire departments” (AN3).
Anoka County also enjoys a strong working relationship with most of its cities. Its
current level of conflict with the Metropolitan Council was positively viewed by some as
providing regional leadership among the counties. “A developing issue right now is the Met
Council’s proposed new strategies for urban cities. Recently the Metro counties had a joint
meeting hosted by Anoka to contest the Met Council (AN4).
All of the Core County of Ramsey participants responded with positive comments related
to cooperation. One provided several examples of the county’s collaborative approach with
regional issues.
With neighboring counties we have a number of joint-powers boards. For
example, I serve on the Solid Waste Management Board that includes six
counties. We are one of five counties that participate on the Rush Line Corridor
Task Force that allows communities along the planned rail route to have a say all
the way up to Pine City. We are also members of the Gateway Group that
includes the city of St. Paul and two counties in Wisconsin (RA1).
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Another participant noted how informal discussions had led to the formation of an
important five-county transportation organization.
Ten years ago there was open discussion between Washington County and
Ramsey County but not Scott or Carver counties about mutual issues. But over
the years the discussion broadened. Five counties got together in 2008 and all
jointly passed a 0.25 percent sales tax and formed a County Transit
Improvement Board (RA5).
Anoka, Dakota, Hennepin, Ramsey, and Washington Counties were members of the
Counties Transit Improvement Board which worked with the Metropolitan Council. Two
counties, Carver and Scott, were ex-officio members. (About Members, 2016)
Inter-regional collaboration was also mentioned as part of Ramsey County’s cooperative
style citing two examples. One respondent described how they had joined with two growing
Edge Counties to form a new sub-regional organization.
Southwest Metro has been very strong with Hennepin, Scott and Carver Counties.
But in the last few years, the eastern part of the region started coming together.
East Metro Strong is now an organization created with Ramsey, Dakota and
Washington counties. It came from efforts of the St. Paul Chamber of Commerce
assisted with funding from the McKnight Foundation. This did not come about
because of growth. Rather, it was an evolutionary coalition that realized the power
of interdependency and the strength of working together (RA15).
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Another participant mentioned the inclusion of their neighboring Wisconsin counties
while acknowledging the difficulties inherent with combining two differing legislative
environments. This was an important observation related to multi-state MSAs.
I serve in the Gateway Corridor that includes St. Paul and two counties in
Wisconsin. We tried to have them on a Joint-Powers Board but it was not possible
due to differing State legislative requirements. However we have a relationship
with St. Croix County but not a formal one (RA1).
Pasco/Pinellas: regional cooperation. One of the outcomes of the regional battles
related to Edge County Pasco’s water resources was an understanding that they needed to
become more involved within the region. This was noted as a major turning point for Pasco
County and its regional standing. New relationships were required to partner with counties and
cities where hard feelings still lingered based on how they had fought over Pasco’s water
resources.
I was very instrumental in the creation of Tampa Bay Water that ended the Water
Wars. (About Tampa Bay Water, nd) It took two years to put this together. Pasco
County was tired of being hammered on. A combination of a congenial board and
our competent administrator made it happen. We had to come together as the well
fields were in Pasco County but there were a lot of users in Pinellas County. This
had ticked off a lot of people (PA 9).
Pasco County respondents realized the need for a broader strategy to engage the benefits
of the regional economy. “Half of the 190,000 estimated workforce commutes to their job”
(PA8). Others provided their professional assessment. “As Pasco County develops its own
economy, the commute patterns attract workers from other counties. Improved high-capacity
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regional roads—such as the Suncoast parkway—have aided this infusion of economic
opportunities and are a good example of regional cooperation” (Turnpikeinfo.com, 2009). The
county is also working with a private/public partnership called One Bay to ensure that their
ongoing development provides the best regional use of the county’s remaining vacant land (One
Bay, 2013).
Core County Pinellas participants, while acknowledging weak regional relationships of
the past, noted more recent efforts to build stronger metropolitan capacity. But regional
development was still a work-in-progress dynamic. “I remember meeting with a commissioner
from Hillsborough County who said ‘nobody from Pinellas County has ever been to see us!
“Recently, we created a Federal Transportation Management Area that includes Pasco County,
Pinellas County, and Hillsborough County” (PI12).
Anoka/Ramsey: regional confrontation. Edge County Anoka’s regional relations have
been based by cooperative dialogue, but its underlying political philosophy made it wary of
regional organizations and initiatives deemed to be intrusive. “Anoka’s attitude is still laissezfaire, let the market prevail. Anoka County has always been government hands off. They came
into the Metropolitan Council kicking and screaming” (AN7). Its independent mind had
simmered for a number of years. “There have been issues for the last 10 years with the Met
Council. They have taxing authority and can add programs to government. Their staff has a lot of
power” (AN15). Their lingering concerns had changed Anoka County’s regional relationship
leading to its current role of leading challenges to the authority and direction of the Met Council.
The conflict was described as directly related to funding conflicts between urban Core Counties
and suburban Edge Counties.
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Growth did increase the standing of Anoka County within the region but its
influence has diminished in the last few years, and shifted with this current board.
They don’t like the focus of the Met Council on the core cities of the metropolitan
area. The five collar counties within the Met Council jurisdiction have set up a
coalition to challenge the Met Council’s plans just within the last two weeks. This
is reactionary based on the Met Council’s 2040 Transportation Plan. Anoka
County is leading this coalition (AN2).
One county participant frankly summarized the current hostilities framed within Anoka’s
philosophical aversion to the Met Council.
We don’t consider the Metropolitan Council a government. It is a quasi-agency of
the governor. It was originally developed to create a vision for sewage and roads
and provided benefits and funding for transportation and housing. But it has
overstretched its mandate. Our county attorney is currently looking at a potential
lawsuit with a five-county consortium against the Metropolitan County for its
present plans for funding. At issue is revenue-sharing and their transportation
policy plan focused on transit funding inside the I494/I694 loop. In Anoka’s a
County’s opinion, we would lose significant transportation funding (AN1).
Not everyone agreed with that assessment of Anoka County’s perceived grievance.
“Anoka County was one of the biggest winners around the Metropolitan Council’s seven
counties and received more than their fair share of regional disparity funding (AN7). Others
believed that by taking the lead in challenging the Met Council, the county has harmed its overall
regional standing.
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Anoka County has become a pariah at the state legislature. All of the political
coalitions that we put together have been busted up. Fiscal disparities within the
Met Council, that shares 40 percent of the tax increments of the metro area,
always favored Anoka County across the whole county pool but not anymore.
Recently, Bloomington drained out $10 million per year to pay for the expansion
of the Mall of America in southern Hennepin County. We had been able to block
this legislative initiative in the past, but the Anoka board chair pissed off so many
people that it finally went through (AN16).
Regardless of expressed concerns by many of the survey respondents, the ongoing battle
continued and the stakes were high.
Anoka County’s new role is playing out right now. One month ago, we had a
meeting of all five collar counties that are concerned that most of the
transportation funding is going to Ramsey and Hennepin County, the inner urban
counties. There is a lot of federal money at stake” (AN11).
The Core County of Ramsey respondents understood the developing tension within the
region. “Growth contributes to the tension for transportation infrastructure. It is an issue across
the region. Market driven forces are adding to this debate based on where people want to locate”
(RA14).
Ramsey County has also contributed to the leadership and urban direction of the
Metropolitan Council. One survey participant offered a detailed and informative explanation of
the current issue that has divided the region into competing urban Core Counties and suburban
Edge Counties.
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The Met Council is the MPO (Metropolitan Planning Organization) for all seven
counties, but because it is an appointed group and not an elected body, it cannot
distribute funds. So it formed a Transportation Advisory Board comprised of 33
elected members to make recommendations. At issue is $191 million in federal
funding from USDOT that was put in place for surface transportation, air-quality,
and other issues of interest of the federal government. Every other year, this group
solicits projects for ranking and scoring. It has worked well since 1988. However,
two years ago, the Met Council changed under the appointments of Governor
Dayton and became very urban focused. This new Met Council is perceived as
anti-road and pro-bicycle and transit. They are also social advocates for housing,
poverty issues, and jobs, especially within the inner urban areas of Ramsey and
Hennepin counties.
But the five collar counties believe that their projects, which are suburban, can no
longer compete with the urban counties. Recently, the new Metropolitan Council
Plan 2040, which focuses on urban issues, was approved by the Transportation
Advisory Board. It had been locked in a tie vote and it took the chair who is an
appointed member of the Metropolitan Council to cast the deciding vote in favor
of it. At the end, one suburban county representative stated, ‘You’ll never see me
here again!’ You could feel the tension in the room. That decision has placed the
five collar suburban counties against the inner urban counties, splitting the County
Transit Improvement Board and its relationship with the Met Council. (RA5)
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Finally, only one respondent commented on the multi-state realities of neighboring
Wisconsin. This was likely due to the comparatively marginal population growth that had
occurred across the state boundary. St Croix, one of the two MSA counties located in that state
had experienced growth at a rate to make it an Edge County. However, the single comment did
provide a concern and salient warning to the near future direction of regional growth and its
potential to impact Anoka County. “The $600,000 million Stillwater/St. Croix Bridge will pull
the metro to the east into St. Croix County where property values are already going through the
roof. I don’t know why we are building a bridge for Wisconsin” (AN14).
Pasco/Pinellas: regional confrontation. Responses from Edge County Pasco presented
a lingering perception of the county’s disengagement from the Tampa Bay region divided by
tangible barriers. “As the saying goes in Pasco County, ‘the bus stops at the county line.’ There
is no connection to a regional transportation system or economic development, no shared
resources, I just don’t see that here in Pasco County” (PA3). Others commented on the
unwelcoming atmosphere of Pasco County along with its lack of regional focus based on the
internal divisions within the parochial political geography of its commissioners who represent
separate districts or wards within the county. “Pasco County was not a business-friendly
community. Raymond James tried to bring an expanded facility to Pasco County, but it has yet to
be built. The Commissioners are not focused on bigger issues, especially if the development is
not in their district” (PA4).
In Core County Pinellas, some believed that the resolution of the Water Wars had ended
regional confrontation. “The only conflict with the county in the region that I’m aware of was
over the source of water referred to as the Water Wars. This was settled by the creation of Tampa
Bay Water” (PI2). Others recalled additional areas of conflict related to regional transportation
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initiatives. “At one time Pinellas County said, ‘Hell no’ to joining a regional transportation group
with neighboring Hillsborough County, disregarding pressure from the state government to do it.
The conflict was about allocation of resources” (PI1).
There is no metropolitan transportation group within the Tampa Bay region. Even in the
area of emergency management, there is little active involvement on a regional level. Some
attributed this to the attitude of Pinellas County. “Emergency Management is regional
throughout the county but many of the cities have their own emergency management
departments. So there are regional meetings, but they are not well attended. The concern
expressed is, ‘We have our own problems.’ Pinellas County doesn’t not play well in the
sandbox” (PI4).
Relations with newcomers/locals. The third relationship question focused on the social
aspects of rapid population growth. As they develop and expand, Edge Counties attracted a
significant level of migrants who brought their culture, habits and values along with their
furniture and possessions. The sudden surge of people from other places with different social
backgrounds planted the seeds of conflict with the existing population. ‘Newcomers’ was the
common term applied to the migrants while ‘locals’ or ‘long-time residents’ was chosen to
describe the existing population. The question probed this area of social interaction by asking if
tensions had increased between newcomers and long-time local residents.
A significant majority of the respondents agreed that this interaction had created conflict
and tension within both of the Edge Counties. While some conflict was noted within Core
Counties, it was acknowledged by only a minority of the participants. A description of how this
occurred within each of the counties is described in the comments that follow.
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Anoka/Ramsey: relations with newcomers/locals. Several comments related to the
tensions that were created as development within the Edge County of Anoka transitioned the
county from rural to urban. “There have been conflicts centered on the classic growth versus no
growth; remain rural versus more development; landowners who want development and
landowners who don’t want to pay for development” (AN9). “You find situations where a pig
farmer is located near a million dollar home. After these people move in they want the gravel
road paved and the smells related to farms eliminated. ” (AN8). Others acknowledged that
agricultural conflicts eventually subsided as land prices increased, driven by encroaching
development. “On the edge of development, near farms where they are building, it’s an issue
until the people get their price.” (AN2) “The long-time farmers had some disagreements but
when there was a death in the older member of the family, the kids saw dollars and sold”
(AN14). “The south end of the county is now more developed and perhaps rolled over quicker
with changes” (AN5).
The initial blue collar migrants that moved into the developments of Anoka’s southern
cities expressed concern regarding the next wave of migrants that wanted larger, lavish homes.
One long-time Blane resident recalled a common phrase that expressed the conflict. “There used
to be a phrase that we ‘don’t allow people in here that want a garage’ (AN12). As development
continued, residents rallied to block newcomers through legislations intended to protect the
environment. “It was a major concern and was tied to the restrictive area watershed plan which
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translated as ‘I got mine, now no more growth’” (AN11). But over time, relentless growth and
the unending arrival of more residents ceased to be a major concern. “Anoka County overcame
and mended population tensions” (AN16).
Anoka’s continued growth also revealed constantly changing patterns of migration. One
city manager noted that families were now migrating back to Anoka County, renewing family
connections that had been part of their previous, rural experience. “No, actually, people are
returning to take care of their kid’s children as many people are moving back to live here with
their families” (AN10). Others commented on the out-migration of seniors from homes that no
longer matched their life-cycle needs. “There is some turnover of older housing that need
rejuvenation. Some areas now have cheap homes available as people have moved out to Arizona
to retire” (AN15). Those that had moved in to replace the former residents created the
recurrence of inducing additional, new life-styles that were not always compatible with their
neighbors. “The tension now involves new cultures moving in with a significantly different way
of life. For example a group of Russians bought up about 25 houses in one neighborhood and
started changing the way things were like parking trucks on the lawn”(AN1). Recent newcomers
had created tensions through noticeable demographical change prompting cultural adaptation of
the school system services. “Our minority population has gone from 4% to 13% in Columbia
Heights. There are 34 languages spoken here. We are a microcosm of America with normal
amounts of tension between those that want change versus the status quo” (AN3).
While respondents from the Core County of Ramsey County acknowledged tensions,
they also noted that migration patterns were deeply embedded within its social history. “The
changes have occurred over a long period of time” (RA4). Years of successive waves of different
cultures had prompted tension moderated by adaptation. “Yes, absolutely, there was tension! St.
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Paul’s east side was Italian/German but now long-term local residents see a Mexican restaurant
opening and new programs for a diverse population. There is acceptance but we work on it
every day” (RA14). The Hmong community’s arrival opened Ramsey County to a very different
non-European social experience creating a broader understanding and acceptance of different
cultures. “As I was growing up in St. Paul there was tension with the Hmong community but it
opened the door to future immigration and the ability to apply what we learned to other
groups”(RA2). Others expressed that issues still remained. “We are dealing with racial issues
that include the Hmong and the Somalis” (RA3).
Ramsey County’s migration tensions had not been confined to ethnicity. Demographical
cohorts with changing preferences were pushing into the downtown core of Ramsey County’s
largest city, St. Paul. The generational preferences had created demands for new parking,
housing and other service issues including expanded public transit options “What is happening is
a huge boom in population that want apartments downtown. They are older ‘Boomers’ and
younger ‘Gen Xers and they want to live close to rail lines. There are lots of them now in St.
Paul and Minneapolis” (RA13).
Pasco/Pinellas: relations with newcomers/locals. Comments from Edge County Pasco’s
respondents sustained the previously noted split between newcomers in the western portion and
locals living in the rural eastern section. “Yes, absolute tension between the newcomers in the
west and the existing residents in the east but they were separated. The long-time residents did
not like all of the money being spent in the western end of the county. The rural east was about
cattle and horses” (PA1). While some of the existing residents conceded acceptance, they framed
it in terms of resignation. “Less now but there was tension. The newcomers have won” (PA5).
“Yes until the long-time residents gave up and saw that growth was inevitable” (PA10). “There
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was resentment between the northerners in West Pasco and the long time southerners in East
Pasco. However newer developments, like Wesley Chapel, are not seen as a big deal now”
(PA6). One person tersely described the high levels of seasonal newcomers. “There are 40,000
seasonal residences in Pasco County and a lot of them live in mobile homes. Enough said”
(PA14).
Although some expressed resigned acceptance, tensions created by ongoing growth
continued to challenge the Board and Administration of Pasco County. “Just yesterday we
debated an increase in the gas tax at the Board meeting. One guy came forward and said ‘why
are you building roads, it’s getting just like Pinellas County’” (PA11). Another person described
how older newcomers were now actively involved with blocking further developments.
The County is recently divided itself into five geographic areas. The areas are
poised for growth but they have people living in them that don’t want it. This
showed itself in the recent elevated road debate along Highway 54. The
transportation demand model predicted that Pasco County will need to expand the
road by up to 20 lanes but the residents don’t want anyone else living in their area
and feel “entitled” since their homes are already built (PA17).
Others agreed. “Absolutely! We see it at Board meetings all the time with people wearing
T-shirts saying ‘no….’ to whatever new project we discuss. Usually, they are the people that are
already here and opposed to new development” (PA4).
Pasco County is also experiencing turmoil related to new waves of migration attracted to
the county by the prevalence of run-down older homes converted to rental units. One social
services advocate, described how the once promising growth of the sixties in the western part of
Pasco had produced an area of decline and conflicting transition.
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Since the crash of 2008, a lot of people have been coming to Pasco County
seeking rental homes because they left their homes through mortgage foreclosures
and loss of jobs. A lot of the inventory on the west side of Pasco is now old
housing stock built in the 60s with a limited lifespan. People couldn’t sell these
homes so they turned them into rental properties but in many cases they couldn’t
afford to keep them up or just didn’t bother with maintenance. Renters got a bad
name. The tension is between neighbors, the newly arrived renters versus those
who still own their home and don’t like what’s happening to their neighborhood. .
It spills into the County board meetings where people go to proclaim ‘no new
rental housing’ even though a recent study done to the University of South Florida
indicated a shortage of 7000 affordable units in the Tampa Bay Region (PA3).
Pinellas County reflected a maturing acceptance of newcomers found within both of the
Core Counties. “No, today, everyone is treated alike” (PI5). While others conceded tensions in
the past, they were quick to indicate that they no longer existed. “No, not now” (PI18).
However, long-time residents acknowledged conflicts and tensions with references deeply
reaching back to their past. “Oh sure, as the County grew but so did resentment because we were
outvoted. Some old-time locals still talk about the end of the Civil War in 1866 when the
Carpetbaggers showed up” (PI15). But some commented that the lucrative benefits of
development had eased the tensions. “There were lots of old time residents but several of them
were large landowners and were involved with the development process. So as folks sold or
developed their farms they became invested with the growth process” (PI16). However, the issue
of seasonal newcomers was also detected as an underlying source of tension. “During one of the
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Commissioner’s visioning sessions, I recall the Chair, stating, ‘Are we ever going to talk about
Pinellas County improvements that are not just for tourists’” (PI1).
Political complexity. The final relationship question asked if issues had become
politically complex as growth occurred. In all of the counties, there was strong general
agreement with over 80 percent of survey respondents believing that it had. Examples were
provided that described differing perspectives.
Figure 5.10 Issues become Politically Complex with
Growth
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Anoka/Ramsey: political complexity. Several Edge County Anoka participants suggested
that growth had added political complexities due to an increase in the number issues that it
produced. “Yes, more than before the growth occurred because there are more factors. The city’s
needs were different. The issue of county road turn backs to cities road turn and county park
maintenance located within cities are examples. As the population becomes larger, more issues
cropped up” (AN3). Others provided examples of new, complex urban service issues that had not
been part of the county’s rural past. “In Anoka County, passenger commuter rail related to the
Northstar line was a good example of sophisticated, high-cost urban services. Ridership initially
rose, then faltered because of right-of-way management issues but later stabilized” (AN8).
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Several of the respondents also discussed the changes to Anoka County’s political
philosophy linking it to the pressures of growth. “There has been a power swing from urban core
to a fringe ideology, from strong working-class Democratic majority to a highly conservative
Republican focus” (AN4).
The county used to be a DFL (Democrat) stronghold but now it’s run by a very
conservative faction of the Tea Party. This has just happened in the last 10 the 15
years. It was heavily dominated by labor and was a surefire democratic
constituency because of the blue collar tradespeople that could afford to live in
Blaine, Coon Rapids and Fridley. (AN6, personal communication, October 9,
2014)
Some suggested that the political shift had also changed the attitude of the county from
its past collegial approach to its current, aggressive culture “Yes. It has changed politics,
especially within the third ring suburbs. It’s gotten nastier” (AN13). The change was attributed in
part to an emergence of expanded media options. “Now, blogs and social media are attacking,
and attacking. They gain access to information and then run roughshod over issues with their
narrow interpretation of their ‘facts’. The Anoka County Bulldog is a good example” (AN14).
“Yes, overall more complex. There is so much more out there such as Twitter and Blogs. “(RA5)
One participant acknowledged the change but attributed it to reasons other than
population increases and development. “Hard to say. Issues are more diffuse now but not
necessarily related to growth” (AN1).
In the Core County of Ramsey, the complexities were deemed to be focused on
competing needs within divergent demographics. Long-standing programs focused on age and
gender now seemed to be clashing.
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Yes, issues become more complex as the County Board makes the tough
decisions based on its emerging priorities; will be invest in the 5 year-olds versus
80 year-olds? For example the County owns its own long-term care residential
home. It is one of the last nursing homes in the State to be owned by a County and
is very expensive to operate. It could be privately operated but this would bring
enormous conflict. The issue is based on the allocation of financial resources.
(RA3)
“Yes, especially related to issues of public funding and long-term choices versus shortterm choices. For example, is the Board going to invest programs for senior citizens or programs
for new mothers” (RA7). Racial concerns also added to the complexities of social issues. “Yes,
issues are not easier because the population grows and starts to include more minorities and in a
democracy, it becomes more complex” (RA14). The underlying rationale was succinctly stated.
“There is less revenue and different needs” (RA12).
One additional comment suggested that political complexities were tied to the underlying
differences between suburban Edge Counties versus urban Core Counties. “Yes, I think there
certainly has been more complexity, in part because the suburban counties and communities see
themselves differently than the urban cities like St. Paul and Ramsey County” (RA6).
Pasco/Pinellas: political complexity. In the Edge County of Pasco, several of those
surveyed reminisced about the simplicity of the issues of the past. “Yes, for example when I was
going to elementary school, the superintendent had a secretary that ran the office. When they
came to our school, they arrived in one car for a visit. Now school administration has five
buildings filled with staff” (PA6).
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Emerging social issues in Pasco County have created political complexities resulting in
advocacy groups becoming frustrated by weak initiatives that produced few results.
Yes, one of the politically complex issues has to do with residents. Who should
we help versus those we should not help is the recurring debate in Pasco County.
Our organization developed a 10 year plan to develop affordable housing but
there was no money to implement it. We tried to change this and went to a couple
of meetings with the County Officials but nobody could agree so we didn’t meet
again. One of the problems is that most people that make the decisions don’t see
the homeless except for the Sheriff but then there is always tension with the
Sheriff over funding (PA3).
Unresolved complex issues often added to the length of time required to discuss them.
“Yes, absolutely! We see that at board meetings where issues can take up to three hours to
debate” (PA4).
Inadequate funding was suggested as a major contributor to the frustrations created by a
lack of political resolve to increase taxes. “We have a problem like all other counties. People
want the services but don’t want to pay for them” (PA17).
In the Core County of Pinellas, many of the recurring conflicts were based upon the
political complexities associated with its Emergency Medical Services between its Cities and
Fire Districts.
Yes! Emergency Medical Services and County Fire/Rescue all started over issues
related to money in 1976 when the voters approved what the County wanted, a
county-wide EMS but just EMS. But each Fire District or City Fire Service had
their own plus ALS (Advanced Life Support) and BLS (Basic Life Support).
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After the referendum we sent in the invoices and the County paid the money but it
did not fully fund EMS because fire budgets took part of the money from the
payment. There was also tension between Sunstar, which is a private ambulance
company, and the Fire Services. They are different but the issue related to funding
since payments were tied to who arrives on the scene first. Hillsborough County,
on the other hand, put the ambulance service under the Fire Service’s control but
that won’t happen in Pinellas County! (PI4).
Another participant presented a simple but unlikely solution to this complex problem. “I
think the Fire Department and the EMS issue is politically charged. I believe that these should
be county-wide and county-run services” (PI6).
In Pinellas County, other complexities were connected to its troubled relations with other
local governments.
Safe Harbor is run by the Sheriff’s Department. It opened three years ago. The
Homeless Leadership Board created it. People were getting let out of jail at all
hours with nowhere to go. They built a 25 bed facility. One month after it opened
280 people were in it. Mayor Foster of the City of St. Petersburg decided to get
rid of their homeless people so he had them transported to this facility but there
was no money to look after that many people. So we went to St. Petersburg and
said if you’re using it, you are going to pay for it (PI5).
Some suggested that the political attitude of Pinellas County had added to the
complexities. “Yes, absolutely! This has forced more conflict because Pinellas County had to
come off of its historically provincial thinking. They needed to share” (PI11). Today, city
relations remain strained. “There is in need to heal the relationship with cities and the special
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taxing districts including water management districts fire districts, the juvenile welfare board and
many other entities”(PI9).
Conflict Questions: Planning
The initial question focused on the county’s timeframe related to its consideration of
development proposals. The terms used in the question were simplified to short term or long
term. This allowed the respondents to categorize the county’s approach based on general
perception rather than a specified time period. Respondents were also asked to clarify their
choice by framing it within two different time periods: past or present. The purpose was to
attempt to determine a perspective of each county’s approach to ongoing development and
growth.
Long or short term viewpoint. In practice, county governments require a mixture of
short-term and long-term strategies, depending on the situation being addressed. Strategies
provide a framework for tactics, the short-term adaptive reactions used to obtain limited
objectives (Bryson, 1992, p. 298) or the long-term proactive actions used to achieve broader
goals. There is no right or wrong way to categorize these varying timeframes. For example, as
noted in previous examples, fire and rescue and EMS required a broad array of long-term policy
initiatives to implement the service effectively. However, immediate emergencies caused by
sudden events require short-term deployments to address them.
The planning process is a forward-focused function requiring a view of the future based
on a projected framework. Plans can be developed for any duration based on hours, days, weeks,
months, or years depending on the application. The period chosen usually includes a start and an
end point. The overall length of a plan is dependent on how far the vision extends into the
foreseeable future. Since development requires counties to expand existing services and add new
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services, this question was constructed to determine how each county addressed their long-term
investments.
The responses in the Core Counties indicated that a long-term view was prevalent.
Respondents within both of the Core Counties also confirmed that their long-term viewpoint had
recently expanded. Ramsey County within the Twin Cities region was given the highest scores
for its long-term approach, confirmed by 100 percent of the respondents in the timeframe
referenced as their current work.
The Edge Counties of Anoka and Pasco presented divergent trends. Anoka was perceived
to have had a long-term view in the past by over 60 percent of the respondents. However, the
numbers dropped to less than 20 percent when asked about the county’s present long-term view.
“Prior to 2011, long-term, now short-term” (AN16). “Currently, the County’s approach to a
long-term view is cutting back. This is their long-term vision, reducing the footprint of county
services such as cutting libraries as they recently did” (AN4).
Pasco County presented the reversed perspective between its past and present long-term
approach. None of the participants believed it had used a long-term view in the past while 17.7
percent believed that it had adopted a long-term view in the present. While the future trend was
supported by a modest response, it indicated an emerging longer view, while the majority of
respondents remained skeptical.
The opposing trends, with one increasing and the other decreasing its long-term viewpoint, were indicative of the volatility within Edge Counties. In addition, the survey results
indicated a general lack of long-term thinking in these counties. In the present context, both of
the Edge Counties were almost evenly matched with over 60 percent of the respondents in each
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county believing that their counties were not using long-term approaches. It was also interesting
to note that in the context of the present, Edge County unsure responses equaled yes responses.
Figure 5.11 Long Term Approach:Past/Present
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Anoka/Ramsey: long or short term viewpoint. A majority of respondents believed that
Anoka County had utilized a long-term view in the past; “They used long-term and did a good
job of it” (AN8). Another person provided details; “long term, we were working on a regional
airport, hospitals and the National Sports Center with Blaine. We built the Northstar Light Rail
line and spent $1million on the Viking Stadium proposal. We had a big vision” (AN14). But
some believed that Anoka County was currently changing to a longer viewpoint, especially
within its cities. “It was short-term for very long time at the city level. We had no downtown,
and we had just started long-term planning in about 2001 “(AN1). Although most of the
observations concurred with this opinion of Anoka County’s past long-term perspective, they
suggested that it had changed in the present. “Now, it’s short-term and getting shorter and
shorter. They used to be more long-term” (AN5).
Some of the respondents attributed the recent short-term approach to the composition of
its political leadership. “The change is reflective of the county board makeup. For example the
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Northstar commuter rail was seen by the county board of the past as tool of the future, while the
current county board does not” see it that way” (AN3).
Ramsey County’s long-term approach was noted by the largest percentage of survey
participants. The belief was based in part on its consistent approach to budgeting and long-term
finances. “The budget is now stretched out to projections of 15 to 20 years. Ramsey County also
has no levy extremes. Its run like a big cruise ship that adjustments slowly to its course” (RA4).
“Our organization takes a long-term role and the board does to. At the budget hearings, the board
asks the right questions” (RA2). Ramsey County’s long-term view was also reflected in its
delivery of services. “Their approach is long-term with transportation, human services and public
health issues” (RA12).
While most of the respondents agreed that Ramsey used a long-term view, some of the
respondents indicated that this perspective had been acquired over time. “Ramsey County is
moving toward a long-term view that started a few years ago. The county moved to a two-year
budget cycle. Recently, it has adopted an economic prosperity program with a 20-year vision that
includes long-term goals” (RA9). But the county’s changing approach also revealed political
volatility based on perceived public resistance to ‘big-picture’ projects. “I think the county is
getting better at long-term thinking. However, Tony Bennett, a long-standing county
commissioner, lost the last election. He didn’t even make it through the primary after pushing for
the Vikings Stadium” (RA6).
Pasco/Pinellas: long or short term viewpoint. No one believed that Pasco County had
used long-term thinking during the past phase of its growth, although a minority of respondents
believed that it was slowly adopting a longer-term view. One of the reasons given was a lack of
funds to pay for planning. “We went from short-term to long-term thinking but it was a long
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process. In 1978, there was no money, but now things are better. Initially there was only the
zoning that eventually was integrated into all components” (PA1). Others believed that the
county’s attitude had been shaped by the limited perspective of its administrator. “We were a
growing bedroom community but there was no vision. Our county administrator said, ‘You give
me the money, and I’ll get the vision,’ but I said, ‘No, that’s not the way it works!’ ” (PA11).
Some believed that Pasco’s thinking had remained short term even when new resources
had become available. “Short term! Even though they have studies and consultants that provide
long-term plans, they have done little for economic development and for long-term planning”
(PA3). Another commented that money still trumped visionary thinking. “They say that they use
long-term approaches now, but it really has a lot to do with the developer and money” (PA6).
Some of the respondents acknowledged that emerging issues within the growing county had
diverted the board’s attention. “We tried to follow long-term vision, but sometimes we were
sidetracked by the immediate issues of the day” (PA9).
Without proper plans in place, many believed opportunities had been missed. Some of the
county’s problems attributed blame to higher-level government’s added lack of foresight. “There
was no time to plan for the Neighborhood Stabilization Plan. Even today, there is a federal
program called Promise Zones, but there’s nothing being done about it” (PA3).
Nevertheless, Pasco County’s planning approach had evolved into a longer-term
viewpoint. “As growth had started in Pasco County, the county had to learn to take a
broader view of transportation, water, and sewers. Planning forced the longer and largerscale view” (PA10). Many welcomed the changes while expressing skepticism based on
the legacy of past development. “Earlier it was short-term, but currently long-term. We’re
looking at higher densities along Highway 54. There is a lot of planning, but we still have
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no connectivity. Now we’re pushing traditional neighborhoods after years of creating
disconnected development” (PA11).
The Core County of Pinellas was credited with long-term thinking that developed from
its past experience with rapid growth. “The county commissioners of today are big-picture
people” (PI1). Others saw a pattern that blended short- and long-term perspectives. “Recently
they took the long-term view with ‘Pinellas County by Design,’ a plan to redevelop older areas”
(PI2, personal communication, June 6, 2014). Another comment indicated that the county’s
current approach was based on a changing perspectives. “When the county was growing fast, it
was all about short-term. Now that the growth has leveled out, it is more long term. We can be
proactive now rather than reactive as we were in the past” (PI12).
But others remained unconvinced. “I thought after the recession things would be
different, but now there is an even shorter viewpoint. Example: If you have any development and
take it to the county, the answer is no” (PI7). One long-time resident believed that development
policies were shaped by the county’s potential to enhance immediate budget revenues. “Short
term, because they’re allowed to put future revenues into the development proposals. That gives
them new money to spend” (PI15).
Use of data. Plans are built on assumptions that are grounded in the past and projected to
the future. Accurate and relevant data is an invaluable source of information to model this
approach. Sound management decisions can be made using data to model plans and strategies
(Martz, 2003).
The second question in this grouping sought to determine if US Census data and other
available statistical resources were utilized in the planning processes of each county. Census data
presents detailed information about the past that can be utilized to model future trends. One of
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the fundamental applications of the US Census is to provide essential facts to government
utilized for policymaking, planning, and administration. It is important information, especially in
growing counties, as it enables analysis of changing demographics, transportation, crime, and
other social/economic factors. It is also invaluable in charting a county’s transitions from lowdensity rural settlement to highly concentrated urban development. It is the primary source of
geographical information related to the distribution of the population according to such variables
as occupation, population characteristics, and education, along with numerous other important
areas of interest to counties (Importance of Census, n.d.,p.1).
A high percentage of respondents in all four of the counties indicated that data was used
in their planning initiatives with the US Census being their main source. The only noticeable
difference was its usage between the regions. Anoka and Ramsey Counties within the Twin
Cities region were credited with using data by a slightly larger group of respondents than Pasco
and Pinellas Counties located within the Tampa Bay region.
Figure 5.12 Census Data Usage
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Anoka/Ramsey: use of data. Human services and public health are strongly associated
with Minnesota Counties because the state has given it direct administrative functions and
funding (Minnesota Statutes Chapter 256 Human Services. 2014). In the Edge County of Anoka,
Census data was also associated with other service areas affected by demographic change. “We
do look at it especially in the taxing divisions and within human services. It impacts care for the
aged and criminal justice issues based on crime rate” (AN1). Emerging cultural issues had
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prompted multiple language programs. ”We look at it and use it to look at the changes in
demography. For example, do we need more interpreters in the court system” (AN3)? Others
indicated that data was used to justify service expansions. “We could do more by looking at
emerging demographics within our surrounding counties. We have asked to add a crime analyst
at the sheriff’s office” (AN5). But one key administrator expressed that data analysis was a low
priority in Anoka County; “Yes, not a lot though” (AN15).
In the Core County of Ramsey, data usage pervaded all policy initiatives. “We have a
Policy Department that runs the numbers on everything and anything that we do” (RA3). Human
services used data to determine numerous policy priorities. “Yes, especially related to issues of
public funding and long-term choices versus short-term choices. For example, the board is
currently considering whether to invest in new programs for senior citizens or for new mothers”
(RA7).
Pasco/Pinellas use of data. Some believed that the Edge County of Pasco had utilized
data for economic expansion but not in prescriptive social policies. “The data has given us longterm growth patterns but it has not been used in planning…Most planning has been done on the
economic side and not on the social side” (PA3). One former elected official referenced data
with casual deference to the county staff. “I assumed that our staff did that” (PA9). Others
mentioned the uneven application of the data that had been used. “Yes, it is used for almost
everything. We had a consistent team, but the process was not consistent” (PA4). But most of
the respondents agreed that Pasco County was currently expanding its use. “We are doing more
with data now” (PA11).
An interesting observation confirmed the importance of Census data based on its
reliability. Pasco County has learned to depend data from the U.S. Census Bureau, rather than
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the numbers provided by the Florida’s agency responsible for statistics. “All of our Florida
Bureau of Economic Research (FBER) data is based on underestimates of growth. I don’t know
why, but it seems that their numbers are always wrong, especially in high-growth counties. It’s
stupid” (PA14). Another respondent confirmed the problem. “The FBER projections are
useless” (PA17).
The Core County of Pinellas use of data was primarily focused on transportation
planning. “It is used in all transportation planning.” (PI1) However, while recent efforts to revise
social service delivery based on the Census numbers had resulted in promising policies, it
resulted in the dismissal of the director responsible for the initiative. “Yes, a study was done
recently entitled Healthy Communities by social services. It identified five communities that
could be better served. This was presented in 2012 by Gwendolyn Warren. Unfortunately, the
county administrator terminated her” (PI2). Others expressed concern related to the inherent
deficiency of all US Census data based on its assessments of the past. “Yes, we use the Census
but it is always out of date” (PI19).
Comprehensive planning. The final question within this grouping sought to determine
the county’s embrace of planning. Plans are important, especially when dealing with the
challenging uncertainties of growth and development. An organization without a plan is seen as
reactive, shortsighted, and rudderless. (Bolman & Deal, p.279, 2003) Planning is one of the five
basic functions of management and is based on deciding what objectives to pursue during a
future time period and what to do to achieve those objectives (Rue & Byers, 1983, pp. 10-11). As
a primary process of management, planning is intrinsically linked to effective public
administration. The question was designed to determine if the county’s short or long-term
viewpoint and use of data were associated with its comprehensive plans and strategies. To
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establish a trend, respondents were asked to provide their beliefs based on their perceptions of
the county in the past and present. The question focused on two types of plans: a comprehensive
plan and a strategic plan.
Comprehensive Planning had two different meanings in the two regional settings. In the
Twin Cities area, neither Anoka nor Ramsey counties had assumed land-use planning as part of
their overall comprehensive planning processes. Instead, they had relied on their organized cities
and townships to work with the Met Council in this policy area. (Ramsey County 2030
Comprehensive Plan, 2009) “Ramsey County does not do land-use planning. It is been this way
since the ’60s. The cities handle land use and deal directly with the Metropolitan Council”
(RA3). In Anoka County, their transportation plan was the county’s only land-use planning
document. (Anoka County 2030 Transportation Plan, 2008) “There is no comprehensive landuse plan for Anoka County. Cities have them and report to the Met Council. Our Transportation
Planning Division deals with county roads but a lot of our other planning is done by the state”
(AN1).
In the Tampa Bay region, Pasco and Pinellas counties used a broader approach. Both of
these counties had adopted land-use planning and zoning into their overall comprehensive plans.
In addition, both counties had a long-range transportation plans. This was important to note as
each county exercised regulatory authority in these areas over their organized cities and
unorganized territories. Even with a full array of planning functions, Pasco County’s approach
was viewed as lacking, especially in the developing of unorganized territories the county
controlled. “The problem in Pasco County was the boom occurred within its unorganized areas,
forcing them to create plans and provide services. Pasco County had to adapt to growth and
change its government but was always behind the growth curve” (PA10).
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Similar views were expressed related to Pinellas County. “These policies and plans sit on
the shelves, and then developers show up with their plans and the county figures out a way to
make it fit” (PI9).
In the Twin Cities region, Edge County Anoka’s respondents were divided in their
opinions about the county’s effective use of available plans in the past, with 37.5 percent
believing that the county had used their plans effectively and an equal percentage indicating that
they had not. The remainder were undecided. When the question was presented in the present
context, the percentages dropped with the highest percentage of respondents stating that they
were uncertain. The Core County of Ramsey was viewed from the opposite perspective with a
strong majority of respondents believing that their county’s plans were effectively utilized in the
past, rising to over 70 percent when viewed in the present.
In the Tampa Bay region, only one respondent believed that the Edge County of Pasco
had made effective use of plans in the past. However, the percentage jumped to over 70 percent
within the context of the present. Pinellas County demonstrated the stability of a Core County
with effective use of plans increasing over time, although this was acknowledged by less than
half of its respondents.
Once again, the pattern of volatility was portrayed in the responses from the two Edge
Counties. Anoka County’s use of planning was rated as low in the past and declining in the
present, while Pasco moved from a rating of nearly zero in the past to the second highest
response in the present among the four case study counties. In the areas of planning, Edge
Counties were consistently inconsistent, while Core Counties projected an image of stable and
improving effectiveness.
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Figure 5.13 Use of Comprehensive Plans Past/Present
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Anoka/Ramsey: comprehensive planning. Respondents addressed the limited scope of
planning in the Edge County of Anoka where there was no organized focus to planning within
the county organization. “We do not have a planning department” (AN3). Although Anoka had a
transportation plan, viewpoints expressed the county’s limited interest in addressing emerging
issues in a timely manner. “Have their plans be effectively utilized? I don’t think so. It’s just the
opposite, especially for transportation. Anoka County was always conservative in many areas
and they didn’t get in front of the number of issues proactively” (AN2). Concerns related to
roads had become a source of conflict. “There is tension between wanting to maintain roads and
the development of new roads” (AN10). Anoka’s lack of planning was compared to neighboring
urban counties that had successfully utilized the opposite approach. “Hennepin County did lots
of long-term studies and received federal funding but Anoka County took a backseat and did not.
They believe it’s the state’s job. There are no planning initiatives. Anoka complains but it’s their
own fault” (AN4).
Land-use issues, in spite of their lack of adopted jurisdiction, had created conflicts and
turmoil within Anoka County. Although the county avoided planning and zoning responsibilities,
land-use issues still emerged within the county’s organized cities. For example, development
within a small city in the northern portion of the county, based on poor planning assumptions by
the Metropolitan Council had created open conflict. “East Bethel got significant funding and
assumed debt to fund growth but there has been no growth. East Bethel is now trying to fill the
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gap, but it’s not happening” (AN12). Other respondents confirmed the problem. “East Bethel is
currently ground zero for contentious issues and conflict. The issue is based on the cost and
construction of sewer and water services for development that never occurred” (AN8).
The opposite perspective was presented in responses related to the Core County of
Ramsey. First, there appeared to be a clear understanding of the connection between various
plans. “Transportation planning and strategic planning go together” (RA1). There was also a
strong relationship with the Met Council “Yes, we plan, and we are involved with the Met
Council, especially now” (RA4). This relationship extended to a productive partnership with
their cities. “We establish foundations for strong, sustainable development with our cities by
asking how we connect roads and transportation infrastructure to their plans for redevelopment”
(RA14).
Pasco/Pinellas: comprehensive planning. Edge County Pasco’s initial period of growth
was viewed negatively, based on the outcomes of lightly regulated development. “No doubt,
growth outstripped regulation. Drive along Highway 19 and see the results, a forlorn, terrible
looking place” (PA2). The county’s planning efforts were described as slow and lacking. “There
was no zoning in Pasco until the ’70s. That is why Highway 19 and the development along it
remains such a hodgepodge. Pasco County didn’t get its act together until the mid-1970s”
(PA10).
The state government, not the county, finally forced the adoption of comprehensive
planning. “In the early years of growth, there was very little permitting or inspections. The
homes built in Holiday could not get a building permit today. Then, counties were required by
the state to have a Comprehensive Land-Use Plan” (PA 16). But Pasco County did not apply the
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plan with conviction, it simply worked around it. “Even when there was a comprehensive plan,
it was changed to meet every developer’s request” (PA7).
At the peak of development, just prior to the housing crash of 2008, the county’s
economic development authority along with the county administrator came to the conclusion that
Pasco County needed to manage development using a different approach. “It took forever to look
at a new approach. The county administrator, was forced into this program of bringing in the
Urban Land Institute to look at the future of Pasco County and develop a long-term plan”
(PA14). The planning policies that emerged were then championed by their administrator who
became convinced of their value. “There is more planning now and they have won awards! The
county administrator and the staff went to the commissioners and said you have to figure out
what you want to do first, you can’t do everything all at once” (PA1). But the county’s
conversion to focused development and planning was not universally embraced. “Pasco County
became two organizations when the administrator changed. There were the people who wanted
to stay as things had been and those who wanted to embrace the change” (PA14). One person
offered positive comments concerning current planning efforts. “I recently went to a smartgrowth seminar in Pasco County. It’s their new approach and it’s very professional” (PA7).
Comments reflected Core County Pinellas’s earlier adoption of planning and regulation
based on perceived need rather than forced mandates and policy changes. Although many of its
early initiatives were met with opposition from developers, the county persevered and improved
the process as growth continued.
I’m proud that I brought managed growth to Clearwater and to Pinellas County.
When I arrived, development was going on everywhere and they were plowing
down everything including all the trees. I championed and strengthened Pinellas
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County’s site plan review process. We strengthened how we determined drainage
and started widening the streets, got a lot tougher and better in the process. The
developers accused me of blackmail (PI19).
Although lingering issues related to growth were acknowledged, many participants
favored Pinellas County’s approach. “Historically, Pinellas County has done a pretty good job of
planning for growth. They did the best they could to accommodate traffic growth, but they are
still trying to catch up” (PI11). Others were less complimentary, “Effectively? Absolutely not!”
They didn’t follow their plans. They used the documents and created them just because they
were required to do it” (PI1). Another respondent confirmed a pliable application of their plans.
“Yes, the plans are used, but only when it’s convenient and if an influential land owner agrees
with it. Some progress has been made in this area, but it’s minimal” (PI16). One participant
mentioned a recent transit plan that has been ignored by the county. “In 2012, an important study
was done on combining public transportation between the two counties of Pinellas and
Hillsborough. The study is on the shelf. We still have two separate transit operations for one
region” (PI7).
The Core Counties appeared to be focused on similar planning approaches. Pinellas
County, like Ramsey County, was creating various redevelopment options within their planning
process. “Pinellas County needs to plan for regeneration and redevelopment of existing
developed areas. Pinellas County is a living organism, and I’m not sure if Pinellas County has an
updated long-term land-use plan that embraces this” (PI1). But the county’s plans are not
synchronized with the plans of its cities. “Recently, a large parcel of land was being rezoned to
be compatible with the surrounding residential neighborhood. The City of Safety Harbor
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approved it, but the county overturned it. There were two different approaches to one
development” (PI20).
Strategic planning. The second part of the planning question asked if the county had a
strategic plan, and if so, was it being applied to the county’s decisions. Strategic plans combine
all organizational plans into a focused effort to achieve their mission. Together, they specify
where the organization is heading and how management intends to achieve targeted results
(Thompson & Strickland, 1992, p. 8). Unlike comprehensive and transportation plans,
comprehensive plans are not required except for specific programs such as grants from the
Federal Department of Housing and Urban Development (Notice of HUDs Fiscal Year, 2013).
The approach to strategic planning varied considerably within the case study counties.
Edge County Anoka’s, approach was based on an informal process. “We didn’t formalize
everything but we sat down and strategized. The administrator wrote everything down in tables
and records and retrieved those notes when we needed to be reminded of something. If we
forgot, he remembered” (AN14). Regardless of method, strategic planning was recognized by
only 25 percent of Anoka County respondents. The percentage dropped to 12.5 percent in the
present. The diminished response rate was reflective of its current lack of a formal strategic
direction. Only two respondents believed that the county was now following a strategic plan
while over a third of the participants believed it was not. Half of those surveyed were unsure.
The Core County of Ramsey presented a significantly different picture. Seventy five
percent of survey participants believed that they were using their strategic plan effectively in the
present. “Yes, our strategic plan has several goals that have become our strategic alignment with
11 action steps. Ramsey County’s Prosperity Plan combines land, transportation, and human
capital issues with a plan to finance emerging projects” (RA14). Recently, the organizational
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structure of the county was revised by a 12th action step designed to complete the alignment of
the county to achieve its goals (Strategic Actions to Build Properity,2016).
The Tampa Bay paired counties presented similar patterns to the responses of the
previous planning questions. Edge County Pasco moved from a very low score in the past to 64.7
percent in the present, reflective of its adoption of a strategic plan. One person who had been
involved with the county for years summarized the dramatic change. “We are doing more with
our strategic plan, especially over the last couple of years. We are not pulling ideas out of a hat
anymore. The structure of Pasco County government is being changed. It is an exciting time”
(PA11).
Figure 5.14 Use of Strategic Plan Past/Present
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Anoka/Ramsey strategic planning. Several of the Edge County Anoka’s respondents
were uncertain of any documents beyond their transportation plan. “I’m not familiar with a
strategic plan other than their focus on roads.”(AN9) Others were unaware of any plans. City and
school districts were portrayed as communicating on routine issues but without a strategic plan
beyond the regional parameters established by the Met Council. “I know that the Met Council
has a plan, but I don’t have any understanding of what the county’s plan is or where it’s going.
The school districts and cities talk about day-to-day issues” (AN13).
The Core County of Ramsey was rated highly for strategic planning although some
believed that the county’s approach was uneven. The variety of responses was indicative of the
complexities associated with creating and implementing a strategic plan. “Yes, not consistently,
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but getting better” (RA9). Other comments endorsed the county’s approach as complete. “Yes,
and they use it for its guiding principles” (RA7). Comments confirmed the holistic presence of
the county’s strategic plan throughout the organization. “The strategic plan became the lead
horse of each division, of each department, and of the entire organization” (RA2). However,
some participants believed that it had not been aligned with their cities. “I don’t know if New
Brighton’s transportation plan lines up with the county or if they even talk with Ramsey County
about it” (RA6). Some comments were dismissive about the application of the county’s strategic
plan. “A strategic plan? I couldn’t tell you what it is! It’s likely sitting on a shelf. Ramsey
County has an effective transportation plan but our board is not using it” (RA5).
Pasco/Pinellas strategic planning. Edge County Pasco’s strategic planning changed
dramatically as it gained experience with growth and development. In the past, little was done to
blend its plans and processes together. “This is a new thing, the strategic plan. It started because
of their growth management plan. But no, the county didn’t have a strategic direction in the past”
(PA15). Under the leadership of the county’s new administrator, the entire organization has
assumed responsibility for the implementation of the strategic plan. “Anytime new issues come
up, the board asks where it fits into the strategic plan. In the past, this was not done. The new
administrator set the program up as the focus of her administration” (PA4). Although applauded
by many, some lamented the abandonment of the previous approach. “Years ago, you could go in
with a sketch of your building proposal to the county and get it approved. Now you need
engineering drawings and things are more complicated. As government grows, the bullshit
grows” (PA13).
While Core County Pinellas was rated highly for long-term thinking in the present, it did
not receive support by a majority of respondents for its effective use of its comprehensive plan or
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its strategic plan. One former administrator regretfully acknowledged that the evolving plans of
the county had not been woven into a strategic plan. “We did not have a strategic plan. We
should have but didn’t. We did strengthen the comprehensive plan, the transportation plan and
the public utilities plan” (PI19.) Although the county currently has a strategic plan, it was not
portrayed as an effective document. “No, no, and no! They are all outdated and so they can’t be
used” (PI3). In addition, some of the county’s planning documents have not been embraced by
the county board. “Pinellas County developed Pinellas by Design, starting in 2003 and updated it
in 2005 to enhance economic development, but the board never adopted the plans” (PI10).
However, Pinellas portrayed a pattern of emerging strategic planning in the present. Although
not as strongly supported as Ramsey County’s approach, it revealed a Core County’s increased
involvement in planning as the county’s growth matured. “The land-use and transportation plans
fit together and are always used where development has to be justified. However, our strategic
plan, as it currently sits, no, it is not effective” (PI12). However, one long-time resident was
dismayed by the county’s lack of discernable direction. “I have no idea what their strategic plan
is” (PI20).
Conflict Questions: Administrative
The central theme of the final group of questions focused on administrative issues. The
first question within this grouping sought to determine if groups or individuals, external from the
county’s formal structure, were promoting county growth. It also asked if these individuals or
groups were involved with the political process. The second question sought to address internal
factions within the formal county structure that may have produced conflict. The final question
asked whether the county had experienced high turnover with its administrator, and if so, had
there been terminations in the past. This group of questions was placed at the end of the survey
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to refocus the participants on the administrative consequences of issues discussed in the previous
survey questions.
Groups promoting growth. Development opportunities expand for the private sector as
counties grow. New homes and subdivisions create business opportunities for landowners,
homebuilders, banks, and numerous other entities. They also bring new customers for retail and
service providers. This plethora of actors has much to gain, based on the plans and policies of the
county and its elected officials. Citizens groups also emerge to protect their personal or
collective interests. County administration has the potential to create productive synergies or
unproductive conflict based upon policy recommendations and management decisions.
Conflict at the county government level occurs in many arenas. It can arise at the
nexus between public and private sectors…Furthermore, demands from one or
more segments of the public for regulatory protection or new services can and
often do force county governments into disputes with private-sector
firms…Demands might also be generated by citizen groups or special-interest
groups, which likewise will affect the intensity, duration, and management of
county conflict (Klas, Mok & Pops, 1996).
The initial question had two parts. The first part asked if there were groups or individuals
that promoted growth, and if so, were they involved with the political process. The data
developed from the question respondents indicated that there are a significant number of groups
within each county that promoted growth and development to varying degrees Over 60 percent
of the respondents knew of these groups as important entities within the county and readily
identified them. The highest percentage was found in the Edge County of Pasco. Several
mentioned their local chamber of commerce as an example. A small number of “unsure”
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responses verified the degree of certainty found in the Tampa Bay region’s paired counties. In
the Edge Counties of Anoka, no one was unsure

Percent

Figure 5.15 Groups Promoting Growth and Political Involvement
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Anoka/Ramsey: groups promoting growth. Respondents confirmed that the Edge County
of Anoka supports continued growth. “Yes. Anoka County still wants development” (AN9).
Several participants named organizations that focused on this objective including the County’s
own Economic Development Organization, the Anoka Chamber of Commerce (AN8) and the
Greater Forest Lakes Area Chamber (AN10). However some respondents suggested that these
groups are not primarily focused on county issues, likely due to Anoka’s lack of land-use
policies. “These groups are involved but at the city level” (AN2).
Core County Ramsey is involved with similar organizations including the St. Paul
Chamber of Commerce (RA4) along with the Port Authority of St. Paul. (RA5) An example of
their involvement was provided. “The St. Paul Chamber of Commerce has become a champion
of development and the new public transit corridors” (RA5).
Pasco/Pinellas: groups promoting growth. Edge County Pasco continued to embrace
growth and development. One respondent succinctly described the rationale. “We really don’t
have to promote growth in Pasco County. Dirt drives growth and we’re the only county in the
Tampa Bay region with dirt”. (PA14) Others described the county’s approach as narrowly
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focused on only new growth. “Yes, and they are focused on new development, not on fixing the
problems of the past” (PA12).
In the early era of growth, the developers and homebuilders along with their legal
representatives formed powerful groups in Pasco County. “Developers and the builders
association had a lot of influence in the 1970s. A lot depended on who represented them” (PA1).
Others respondents confirmed their influence. “Yes, the builders were very active along with the
Chambers of Commerce in Pasco County” (PA6). The network of influence included powerful
landowners that formed informal groups based on personal connections.
In the west part of the county, it was the Mitchells and the Starkey’s and on the
east side of the county, the Schraeder, Evans, Simpson, Pittman and Porter
families. Many of them were former ranch farmers and they know each other.
Some of their relatives are county commissioners. (PA8)
The growth of Edge County Pasco had paralleled the growth of organizations that
actively promoted development. “There are three groups of organizations that drive growth in
Pasco County: the Tampa Bay Builders Association, which are huge advocates of development
and growth, the Pasco County Economic Development Council and the Chambers of
Commerce” (PA17). There were also counter-groups formed to resist development. “Actually
there are some groups that try to slow development down. We now have a blockage for
development of the wetlands on the west coast of Pasco County” (PA16).
The Core County of Pinellas had similar groupings but they were deemed to have lost
power as its growth declined. “Builders and realtors. When I first came, the chambers were very
strong, now they’re very weak. The average person could figure out the chamber was more
interested in helping themselves more than the public” (PI18).
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External political interference. Counties are governed by an elected board of county
commissioners. Unlike most municipal governments, American counties remain largely partisan
(Menzel, 1996, p. 16). This opens the door to political parties and organizations with divergent
philosophies to become involved with county government through organized interventions
within its power structures. Since county administrators report directly to the elected county
board, this arena contains a potentially powerful impact for public administration.
Based on the responses, influential groups were viewed as having a stronger level of
influence than political organizations. But the presence of activist groups and politic
organizations existed in all of the counties to varying levels. For example, In the Edge County of
Anoka, over 60 percent of the survey participants believed groups that promoted growth were
involved while less than 40 percent of respondents indicated political involvement. In the Core
County of Ramsey, there was an even larger acknowledgment of group involvement but next to
no political interference.
Overall, the Tampa Bay regional paired counties of Pasco and Pinellas presented much
high percentages of political involvement. In the Edge County of Pasco and the Core County of
Pinellas, 65 percent of the respondents confirmed direct political involvement by groups and
parties.
Anoka/Ramsey: external political interference. Most of the Anoka County comments in
this area related to involvement by groups that were not directly related to growth and
development. Instead, they were based on political ideologies that focused on a reduction of the
county’s services and costs indirectly focused on government expansions resulting from growth
and development. “The county has the Anoka County Watchdog. It is a well-funded group and
they do not like government spending. Harold Hamilton is one of their spokespersons” (AN1).
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This was noted as a significant shift in the political philosophy of the county. “The county used
to be Democratic, but now it’s run by a very conservative faction of the Tea Party. This has just
happened in the last few years” (AN6).
Ramsey County was comparatively neutral to direct political influence. Although it had
the highest percentage of outside group involvement, it had the lowest percentage of political
involvement. One respondent summarized the situation. “Yes, there are groups that promote
development, but they are not politically involved” (RA1). However, a few comments reflected a
modest level of political activity. “In the political process, yes, with the St. Paul Chamber of
Commerce under its new leadership and the St. Paul Port Authority” (RA3). Trade unions were
also mentioned. “Yes, the building trades under the AFL-CIO get involved in elections.”
(RA15).
Pasco/Pinellas: external political interference. Direct political involvement has a long
history in Pasco County. “The Pasco Builders Association opposed everything that you can
imagine that got in their way. A tree ordinance, for example, was killed”. (PA2) In the earlier
days of development, direct involvement had a literal meaning. “Some of the developers were
married to county commissioners. Sandra Werner was on the Pasco County Board, and her
husband was a big developer” (PA2).
Eventually, party politics prompted a complete changeover from Democratic to
Republican commissioners. The upheaval created major disruptions with a direct assault on those
with key positions in public administration.
The board changed from a Democrat majority to a Republican majority in the late
1980s. They wanted the county administrator, deputy county administrator, and
the county attorney all fired but could not get the needed third vote, so it never
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came to the floor of at the board meeting. One commissioner saved the day.
(PA1)
The current board members of Pasco County are openly partisan and all Republicans. The
fuel that won elections was attributed to developer influence. “The county commissioners get
their primary contributions for their campaigns from developers” (PA10). One respondent
broadened the list of those directly involved in the political process. The chambers of commerce,
development attorneys, and political organizations all have influence” (PA16). Another
mentioned that the Pasco Economic Council was both active and influential (PA4).
The level of political involvement in Pinellas County was acknowledged by the same
percentage of respondents as Pasco County. In general, politics play a large role in each of the
Tampa Bay region’s counties. The reason was clearly stated by one of the respondents. “In
Pinellas County everyone with power is in elected office” (PI18).
The list includes groups directly involved with development and growth. “Contractors
and builders are very powerful politically in Pinellas County along with the underground utility
people that build and supply infrastructure. There was “real tension” when the county tried to
maintain control. There is deep institutional money here, too” (PI10). Other participants
described the results of politically empowered development. “Yes, absolutely, and they are
heavily involved in the political process. That’s why our beaches disappeared from sight starting
in 1985” (PI9). The cities of Pinellas County were not exempt from participating with these
organizations. “Clearwater has three chambers of commerce and they are heavily involved.
They have quarterly meetings and invite all public officials including state representatives to
attend and everybody does” (PI13).
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Internal political interference. The next question dealt with internal conflicts
that occur when elected commissioners attempt to influence the day-to-day management
of their county. Officially, commissioners hold power only as a group that makes
decisions when configured as the county board. In this setting, they hold the highest
levels of authority within the organization. County administrators report directly to each
of them individually on a day-to-day basis and as a group when assembled at their board
meetings. Commissioners hold the authority to hire, evaluate, and dismiss county
administrators or managers by direct board action. But the relationship between the
elected commissioners and their administrator requires a delicate balance between board
authority and individual assumptions.
In county organizations, elected commissioners face a strong temptation to extend
their power to manipulate decisions either directly through inference to their
administrator of by circumventing administrative authority and working to influence
other managers and staff. This version of political interference upon the functions of
appointed public administration is often referred to as micro management. The Business
Dictionary describes it as close, detailed, and often demotivating scrutiny of employees’
work on a continuing basis (micromanagement, 2016).
This type of conflict exists in most organizations with heightened levels found in
the Edge Counties. Based on the percentage of respondents, the Edge County of Anoka
had the highest level of conflict between elected commissioners and county staff. In
contrast, the lowest level was recorded in its paired Core County of Ramsey.
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Anoka/Ramsey: internal political interference. The first participant surveyed in the
Edge County of Anoka County described the unique political tenure of the Board Chair and the
County Administrator. The Chair is elected annually by a majority of the Commissioners and the
same person had held the position for the past five years. Their Administrator was nearing 50
years of employment with Anoka County. On the surface, the data indicated that stability was a
hallmark of the county.
The Chair of Anoka County is different than most County Board Chairs as they
wield power. They set the agenda. They meet with the Met Council. We rotate the
Board Chairs, but there is a pattern of unanimous decisions for the Chair of the
board. There is really good consistency in Anoka County. Jerry Soma, the County
Administrator, has been with the county for 48 years, and we want to keep him as
long as we can. We jokingly told him he can either die or retire but he can’t quit
(AN1).
One key administrator described the close relationship shared between the County Board
and its committees. “No, not really any conflict. Commissioners divide up what is policy and
implementation. Staff attend the county meetings and are tight with the committee chairs”
(AN15). But not everyone agreed with this tranquil analysis. “There is definitely conflict! The
chair was a former employee of the county and is now making public statements about staff.
They do not feel appreciated. Currently there are a lot of department heads scared of losing their
jobs” (AN5). Others confirmed current tensions. “Some employees today are scared to death to
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talk” (AN14). Concerns related to the direct involvement of all of the elected commissioners
was not confined to the board chair. “The current county board is very involved in micro
managing” (AN8). Others noted that some commissioners stay deeply involved with cities that
they represented in previous elected positions. “One of our former Councilors is a County
Commissioner that keeps medaling in city areas instead of focusing on the county” (AN9).
The Core County of Ramsey presented a complete contrast. Eighty percent of the
respondents believed that the board and staff did not have conflicting roles. “No, this is a mature
board that knows their area of responsibility.” (RA4) Staff members commented on the board’s
interest in listening to their presentations and recommendations. “No conflicts, all the
commissioners listen.” (RA7) However 20 percent indicated that there was a modest level of
crossover between the political and administrative domains. “There are seven members on the
Ramsey County Board of Commissioners. One is a micromanager or at least attempts to be”
(RA1). Another person commented on the involvement of political staff. “Ramsey County
Commissioners each have an aid and they don’t have enough to do so they get involved. It’s on
the edges” (RA15). One manager, nearing retirement, described political micro management by
some of the commissioners as a constant occurrence.
Yes, there are conflicts. We have an ongoing dynamic with seven county board
members. They are all at different levels. Some like policies, while others want to
get into almost every including editing reports and other micromanagement. Two
of the board members are very political and five are somewhere in between, so we
have to constantly do the math (RA9).
By ‘doing the math,’ the respondent was referring to process that staff utilized to
add up the potential votes that might support their specific recommendations.
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Pasco/Pinellas: internal political interference. In the early days of development in the
Edge County of Pasco, interference went beyond the realm of micro management and political
mischief. It involved illegal intervention and corruption. One interviewee described the defining
incident.
Barry Doyle who had been an employee of the county became an elected
Commissioner and started to build an elaborate home. The State Attorney James
T. Russell began to investigate. I was a member of the Lions Club and so was the
commissioner. He came to our home in New Port Ritchie in 1979-1980 and saw
what we had built and decided to build his home in a similar style but larger. A
developer named Carl Minieri gave him money along with an asphalt guy (PA1).
The practice of bribery of public officials was so widespread that it included the general
staff of the county. When issues finally reached the headlines of the local newspapers, a new
county administrator was brought in to clean up the county.
Every Christmas a developer’s truck parked in front of the county buildings and
handed out gifts of wine, steaks, and liquor to the planning staff. It was expected
and well known. It was considered part of doing business in Pasco County and
especially New Port Richey. The ‘steak truck’, as it was called, was finally
forbidden by the new County Administrator John Gallagher. Mr. Gallagher was
brought in from being the New Port Ritchie city manager to clean up county
government. The first thing Mr. Gallagher did was bring in a former sheriff’s
deputy to be his chief of staff, essentially to be his enforcer and to handle the
administrator’s investigative initiatives (PA2).
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John Gallagher did clean up Pasco County and went on to become the longest serving
county administrator in Florida’s history. When he retired in 2012, he had held the position for
35 years. But some of the survey participants suggested that his style and mindset, established
during his initial intervention as a clean-up person, had not allowed the organization to grow and
evolve. “The former county administrator ran everything for over 30 years but fear of
prosecution and scandal made him lockout a lot of creativity. Example: No cell phones were
permitted by county employees” (PA3). Another long-time staff member provided their
impression of the organization.
When I first arrived there was virtually no technology being used in the county. I
was also stunned by the lack of trust in department heads and the limited ability
they had to manage their budgets. They had to get authority to spend money for
virtually everything. It was command-control. (AN17)
One retired Commissioner provided a colorful example of conflict by referencing a frank
exchange with the Administrator related to the lack of technological tools for the staff. The use
of vernacular language revealed the level of internal discord within the organization.
In 1994, I wanted my staff to have computers. I asked the County Administrator
for them, and he said it would require a Board decision. He also indicated that the
political staff didn’t need them. I said, ‘Up your ass, I’m getting my computers.’
Years later, our secretaries were waiting for computer upgrades, and again I went
up to the Administrator’s office and asked when they would get them. He said
that they had 300 people waiting for computers. I said, ‘Fuck you! Give them
computers’ (PA11).
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A former employee described the organization in another way. From their
perspective, conflicts were few, based on a culture of laissez-faire management practices
that encouraged denial under the heading of ‘no bad news.’
It was the very hands-off administration. No one worried about the details. The
administrator did not want to know about a lot of things. You learned quickly that
administration wanted no bad news. Pasco County had the longest-lived
administrator in Florida counties, and he enjoyed the support of the county
commissioners because there was no bad news. Nobody was told what to do. The
department heads just did what they wanted and this continued as long as there
was no bad news (PA7).
Another participant, who had served on the board at an earlier time, indicated how they
had been directly involved with issues and in control under the former county administrator.
“Years ago, we had three staff to rely upon; the county administrator, the county attorney and our
secretary. We would give them orders. The commissioners were running the County” (AN13).
The opposite perspective was presented by another participant. “Actually the commissioners
didn’t speak up enough and should have in the past. They tended to allow administration and the
staff to run things. They did not ask enough questions and hold feet to the fire” (PA16). Yet
another commented on the significant changes that have occurred within the organization since
their most recent administrator had taken over. “We have different people on the board that
started asking questions and the administrator changed. She is more collaborative and adaptive.
It is an exciting time” (PA11).
Pinellas County expressed the dynamics of a mature Core County with its years of rapid
growth and development behind it. But one of the county’s former administrators, who had
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served during its time of rapid growth, reflected upon its troubled past based on political
corruption and interference.
Shortly after I started at Pinellas County, three of five county commissioners went
to jail. Oliver McKetchen, a banker, George Brunfield, in real estate, and Harold
Dockerty, with a credit union. After one of the board meetings, Brunfield had
asked a developer how much it would cost them if their site plan was held up at
least 60 to 90 days. He then suggested that it would cost $10,000 for this not to
happen. Investigators then put a wire on him and when he got the money he was
arrested. This was the way things were at Pinellas County. Then Governor Askew
appointed three new commissioners. They were top-notch people, and we started
to get a lot of things done (PI19).
But the present situation was significantly different. One respondent summarized
the situation this way: “By and large, the commissioners let the administrator do what
they need to do” (PA 11). However, not all agreed with this assessment. “The county
commission and the county staff are not always in accord. The organization has a dug-in
bureaucracy and is staffed by people that have been there for years” (PI7).
Administrator turnover. The final question dealt with the issue of turnover and
termination. Since the county administrator is employed at the discretion of the board, the
relationship is pivotal to professional tenure. The only counties to show turnover were the
Florida counties of Pasco and Pinellas. In Pasco’s case, it was based on its initial stage of rapid
growth, while turnover in Pinellas was reflective of more recent times. Within all of the counties,
the Core County of Pinellas reported the strongest percentage related to terminations including
one that occurred during the course of this study. But based on the numbers, it appeared that
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working in three of the four counties today would result in a long, unbroken career. This did not
mean that the role of the county administrator was without conflicts. Respondents’ comments
amplified the data’s portrayal.

Percent

Figure 5.17 Administrator Turnover/Termination
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Anoka/Ramsey: administrative turnover. Political changes in the Edge County of Anoka
created the assumption that the administrator was not really be in charge of the daily
management of the organization. “Yes, there is conflict. I don’t think the county administrator is
acting independently (AN11). Another respondent offered this observation. “The Administrator
lets the county board do more than they used to do” (AN12). Others agreed. “Yes, I think that
there is conflict. He is a good enough guy, but I don’t know if he stands up to the Board”
(AN13). Others suggested board control was part of the political culture of Anoka County.
“Anoka County has never had a history of a strong administrator setting the tone and direction of
the board. Rather, it has always been a slightly micro-managed county” (AN16).
In the Core County of Ramsey County, there was a greater separation between the board
and the manager’s staff. “Very little conflict. The board understands they are the governing
board and Ramsey has the only county manager in the state, an office with considerable
authority” (RA3). However, one participant described levels of frustration, not with the board but
with the approach of the county manager.
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We also have significant internal issues. There are 26 departments in the county
and there is a desire by the County Manager for consistency related to how things
are presented to the Board with an overall standardization for procedures. The
value of this is not widely shared as we have one of the most diverse populations
so standardization works against our efforts to service divergent views and the
numerous emerging communities (RA9).
Pasco/Pinellas: administrative turnover. In the early stages of growth in the Edge
County of Pasco County created high levels of administrative turnover.
On October 22, 1982, John Gallagher was hired. Previous to that there had been
six or seven county administrators. Jack Easley was the county engineer and was
always the interim administrator but had said he would quit if made the
administrator. I led the committee to hire John. Because of the nature of John and
his style and the recollection that one commissioner that had gone to jail; things
worked out (PA1).
Although his long-tenure distilled the organization’s high-turnover, there were
consequences. One long-time employee offered this expansive observation: “While John did
great things for the County and provided stable administration, we all would’ve been so much
further ahead if we had worked together. But his approach was ‘my way or the highway’ ” (PA
10).
In Pinellas County, some recalled how their longest serving administrator had left
following changes related to the size of the county board. “For years they had five
commissioners and Fred Marquis was the county administrator. Chuck Rainey was the chair and
their meetings were pretty well a closed shop. There were few debates” (PI16). Later, two
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additional commissioners were added to the board moving it from five to seven members.
“When that happened, Fred said, ‘I’m not doing it and left’ ” (PI4). This changed the political
and administrative culture of Pinellas County. “After Fred left, things were different” (PI12).
Fred Marquis was the statesman of public services and worked to protect the
Commissioners. After he left, it was a larger Board and things were very different.
The expansion of the Board passed by only 23 votes in a county referendum. Jack
Latvala, the State Legislator, wanted a job for his wife so put the legislation
through the state legislature, creating four single districts and three at-large county
commissioner seats. Susan Latvala was a county commissioner for several years
(PI12).
Terminations. The final portion of the question dealt with termination of the
administrator. Although terminations had occurred in only in the Core County of Pinellas during
the twenty year period of this study, comments from the four counties portrayed a broad picture
of lingering tensions.
Anoka/Ramsey: terminations. On the surface, Edge County Anoka gave the appearance
of stability and consistency with its administrator and public administration. “There haven’t been
many county administrators, just five in total since I came in the 1970s.Terry Johnson and now
Jerry Soma all came through the county ranks so there is a lot of continuity”(AN3).
But some participants presented a significantly different observation, based on the
controlling influence of the changing political dynamics of the county board. “This new group
has forced a lot of top department heads out. The previous administrator, Terry Johnson,
‘retired,’ but that was only the official reason. The current Anoka County Board is an animal
unto itself” (AN2). Another respondent confirmed the situation:
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Terry Johnson left because he was told to do things that he would not do.
Sivarajah made some sort of deal with Jerry Soma to take the job. Jerry doesn’t
have the respect of the department heads. He has been a front for her who runs the
place through fear. She is mean spirited and brutal and has mangled a lot of
careers. She has a mission to go down one road, and she is going to do it. Now
she has five votes on the board. (Former State Representative)Krinkie created the
monster (AN16).
The only observation related to terminations at Ramsey County was based on a
recollection of the past, prior to the study period. “One was terminated back in 1984, I
believe” (RA1).
Pasco/Pinellas: terminations. In the initial stages of rapid growth, the Edge County of
Pasco was notorious for its high turnover, turmoil and terminations. One journalist recalled it this
way:
My first story was ‘the revolving door at the county administrator’s office.’ It was
the story of one outgoing administrator after another leaving. As one of them said,
‘it’s like trying to keep three balls in the air while you’re holding onto the other
two balls with your other hand.’ This was in direct reference to the five county
commissioners. When Gallagher came, things settled down (PA2).
Another long-time observer of Pasco County offered an insightful narrative of the
past and how the tough approach of the new administrator was applied. But stability
came with a price.
Initially there was a huge turnover of county administrators. Part of the problem
was linked to a county commissioner that was indicted for corruption. Shortly
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after that, John came in and pushed through the ‘Ayatollah Ordinance’ as it came
to be known, giving him powers of authority he asked for. Shortly after his arrival
on ‘Bloody Friday’, 13 county employees were let go. The Grand Jury had given
John carte blanche to get control and maintain authority. His number two person
was known as ‘Dr. No.’ Even if your item was in the budget, if John didn’t feel it
was worthwhile, you couldn’t spend the money. His HR director was a former
investigative inspector from the police commission’s office and had worked to
clean up New York City. When John joined the county in the early ’80s he was
the eighth county administrator. The others had left or been fired in a very short
period of time. A long-term county manager can be a good thing or bad. If open
and progressive, it is a good thing, but if not, well, it’s not so good (PA10).
Remarkably, the Core County of Pinellas County presented the largest response
for terminations based on the release of their last two administrators. “Yes, the last two
were terminated” (PI1). But a former administrator, now retired, presented an overview
of the county’s long-standing rough approach toward its public administrators.
From 1973 to 1976, I served as the Pinellas County Manager. They had
experienced more turnover than a cement mixer. Prior to my arrival, the county
changed administrators on average every 1.4 years. I had a three-year contract
with a “no opt-out” clause. I wouldn’t take the job without one as they continually
were getting rid of county administrators. I initially told them, ‘I won’t touch that
job with the 10 foot pole’, but Pat Ely, the county commissioner, came to me and
said, ‘You got me to run for county commissioner, and now we need help.’ I
demanded a unanimous vote. Chuck Rainey was the Chair of the County Board
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and he was a tough politician. A three-year ‘no opt-out’ contract was finally
approved. I knew I was going in to clean the place up. It was in mess (PI19).
The final question asked if any of the participants had anything to add. Several indicated
that they did not. Some suggested names of other people that were contacted and interviewed. A
few offered additional comments, expanding their responses from earlier questions. These were
generally reflections upon their previous answers so were placed into their appropriate category
based on the focus of the survey questions. Some appear in the next chapter.
Summary
The Case Study provided a comparative overview of Edge and Core Counties. Based on
the comments and data of the survey, mixed levels of conflict existed within all of the counties
but with few exceptions, occurred at higher levels within Edge Counties. Budget tensions were
higher, relationships were more stressful, planning was lacking and interference within
administrative processes was evident.
Edge Counties were perceived as more rural and less urban than Core Counties. Their
‘sense of community’ was similar with their paired Core County, but several comments indicated
that it was not strongly connected to counties in general. ‘Sense of community’ was stronger
within the Twin Cities region. The experience of constant growth was a common recollection in
Edge Counties although the development of needed amenities to match the growth was
considered to be lagging behind.
In the area of budget conflict, five of eight county service expansions were found to be
stronger within Edge Counties; Public Safety, Transportation, Sewer/Water, Economic
Development and Schools. Core Counties’ expansions emphasized Social Services, Solid Waste
and Planning and Zoning.
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One of the starkest contrasts was based on sufficient revenues to fund expanding budgets.
Edge County funding was considered to be lacking by a strong majority of responses. Over 60
percent of the responses in Anoka County and 70 percent of the responses in Pasco County stated
that funding was not sufficient. This contrasted in Core Counties with 33 percent in Ramsey
County and 25 percent in Pinellas County. In general, funding issues were mentioned as the
cause of modest conflicts with their elected officials in all counties, with significantly higher
levels of conflict cited with their Sheriffs. However, the highest levels of Sheriff-based conflict
were found in one Edge County and one Core County leading to the inference that it was
impacted by personalities and not necessarily growth.
Edge County relationship conflicts occurred at higher levels with Homeowners
Associations and Special Districts, especially in Florida where they were more prevalent.
Conflicts with cities and neighboring counties was evident in all counties, although the counties
of Florida recorded much higher levels. This was likely due to the significantly different
approach to development policies in that State. Regional influence was higher with Edge
Counties but was based less on cooperation and more on confrontation. Tension with
newcomers was significantly higher in both of the Edge Counties while there was general
agreement about political complexities within all counties.
Sustained, consistent patterns of planning and long term thinking were difficult to find
within Edge Counties. Anoka was given a high rating for long term thinking in the past and a
very low rating for it in the present. The reverse was the case in Pasco County. The observations
and comments indicated that consideration of the future is a variable, subject to significant
changes based on the impacts of politics in Edge Counties. Planning processes in Core Counties
were more prevalent but its application and relevance were questioned. Even Ramsey County,
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with its stated embrace of social, economic and transportation planning, had never adopted land
use planning as a function.
All of the counties acknowledge use of Census data. What they did with it was unclear
from a planning perspective. Few formal, current plans were evident within Edge Counties
while strategic plans were inexistent or embryonic. The only exception was noted in Pasco
County where recent efforts had developed strategic planning processes after years of chaotic
growth.
Within the administrative sphere, all counties revealed a strong presence of groups that
promote growth. The levels of involvement at the political level were significant within the
Florida counties. Edge Counties had a higher level of political involvement within daily
administrative functions but experienced little administrative turnover during the period of this
study. The exception was Pasco County during its initial stages of the growth that had occurred
prior to 1990.
Based on the evidence that emerged from the analysis of the comments and data, the Case
Study identified several unique and distinct kinds of administrative conflict and offered a
comparative overview of Edge and Core Counties. It also identified what changes occur when
counties on the edge of metropolitan regions experience rapid growth? The final chapter focuses
on Edge County conflict and its implications for public administration.
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Chapter 6: Edge County Syndrome: Conclusions and Implications
“Do not go where the path may lead, go instead where there is no path and leave a trail.” —
Ralph Waldo Emerson
Edge Counties are county governments that experience rapid growth over a twenty year
period at levels at or above one standard deviation of all metropolitan counties. They are located
at or beyond the periphery of the region’s core and are a significant contributor to the expanding
populations of Metropolitan Statistical Areas. This is the definition developed in Chapter 4 but
the background comments from the case study survey revealed more than population data could
about Edge Counties. Perceptive assumptions emerged based on the qualitative format that
provided insights that amplified the initial definition with important implications for public
administration.
All counties share similarities but vary in their services, cultures, and settings. Edge
Counties are differentiated by the impact of forces that rapid growth unleashes within their micro
environment and the macro dynamics of their region. The focus of this research project was
based on identifying growth-fueled conflict and its consequences for public administration. This
chapter addresses the core assumption of the hypothesis based on the second research question;
does growth amplify conflict, creating a unique set of challenges for public administration called
Edge County Syndrome?
The conclusions are supported by the tandem methodologies, one based on population
data and the other using survey comments and data from the case study Edge Counties of Anoka
and Pasco. Since the study is focused on Edge Counties, the two Core Counties of Ramsey and
Pinelllas are removed from the final conclusions. The numbers present a compelling case for
defining Edge Counties and the conflicts found within them. But numbers alone cannot begin to
explain the depth or complexities of issues that rapid growth creates. To understand the full
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dimension of growth related conflict, this study dug deeply into the opaque realities of Anoka
and Pasco Counties seeking candid comments and opinions by those that were or are involved.
Their comments translate the data and combine to identify sixteen unique conflicts: Edge County
Syndrome.
This chapter is grouped into the four broad areas of conflict prefaced by a background
overview of Edge Counties. Budget conflicts, relationship conflicts, planning conflicts and
administrative conflicts, supported by the survey data and comments, within Anoka and Pasco
Counties are presented. Sixteen conflicts are identified and discussed along with their
implications for public administration. The chapter ends with a summary that concisely defines
edge county syndrome, a brief overview of unanticipated findings and suggestions for additional
research.
Edge Counties: Background
Community conflicts. Edge counties are places where ongoing growth is considered the
norm, an assumed constant dynamic. Few remembered a time when there was no growth
occurring in Pasco County while no one could recall a period without it in Anoka County. The
data affirmed this belief based on population increases that predated the study period of this
research project by several decades. As the numbers reveal, Anoka’s rapid growth began in the
1930s. Over the following 20 years, it was the fastest growing Edge County within the Twin
Cities region.
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Table 6.1
Ten Edge Counties of the Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington MSA

county
Anoka County
Dakota County
Washington County
Scott County
Carver County
Sherburne County
Wright County
St. Croix
Isanti County
Chiscago County

POP1930 POP1940 POP1950 Inc1930-1950 PCchange30-50 rank
18415
22243
35579
17164
93.20%
34592
39660
49019
14427
41.71%
24753
26430
34544
9791
39.55%
14116
15585
16486
2370
14.37%
16,936
17606
18155
1219
7.19%
9,709
10456
10661
952
9.81%
27,119
27550
27716
597
2.20%
25,445
24842
25905
460
1.81%
12,081
12950
12123
42
0.34%
13,189
13124
12669
-520
-3.94%

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Source: http://censtats.census.gov/cgi-bin/usac/usatable.pl

The strong acknowledgement of growth was countered by the weak response to the Edge
Counties’ perceived ability to provide recreational opportunities. This particular service category
was chosen because it represents a broadly defined area that would be viewed from the
perspective of creating a community versus simply adding subdivisions. The data and comments
also revealed a general lag in the provision of other services to accommodate growth.
Growth created geographic divisions within the social fabric of the counties. This was
based on the dichotomous belief that Edge Counties were both rural and urban, even though
agriculture had diminished in Pasco County and all but disappeared from Anoka County. This
perception is likely due to the evolving interpretation of rural. Living in the country is a different
activity than farming in a county but the terms are often blurred. The prevalence of these two
competing terms contrasted with the modest belief that Edge Counties provided a sense of
community.
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Comments also acknowledged that ongoing patterns of growth had split the Edge
Counties geographically. Although the divisions were not officially recognized, they were
broadly understood to exist, often based on the demarcation of a significant roadway or city
boundary.
Figure 6.1 Background Reflections by County
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Anoka County’s development and growth had moved northward creating a south-to-north
divide.
Anoka County is really two counties. One is the developed urban areas, such as
Fridley, Columbia Heights, Coon Rapids, Blaine, and Spring Lake Park. All cities
except for parts of Blaine, which is only two-thirds developed, are now fully
developed. They are second- and third-ring suburbs for the metropolitan area. The
second county is north of Coon Rapids and Andover and (the city of) Ramsey.
These are transition areas that are suburban to rural as you head north. (AN2)
The Edge County of Pasco had developed in the opposite direction, starting in the
west moving eastward, resulting in a west to east split marked by physically recognized
political divisions:
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There was a distinct difference between the east and west areas of Pasco County.
The County Board was representative of the split as there were three
commissioners selected from the developing urbanizing west and two
commissioners from the rural eastern area. Both factions were not going in the
same direction, so there was very little unanimity. Pasco County had two County
Seats. New Port Richey in the west was the de facto County Seat, while Dade
City to the east was the legal County Seat. The board actually met alternately in
the two places and they were both developed and expanded to match dollar for
dollar, building for building when expansion occurred. (PA2)
Competing communities: implications for public administration. The ever increasing
population and new development presents a disconnection based on the county’s perceived
ability to provide an orderly and concomitant level of services for its citizens. This is a serious
issue for county administration as it creates the negative perception that the county is lagging
behind, even in places such as Anoka County where examples of early adoption of recreational
facilities were identified.
Administrators in Edge Counties are often caught between the competing and escalating
demands and expectations of its citizens. Many believe that since growth is a constant,
provisions for ‘their services’ be it soccer, aquatics, hockey or an endless array of activates,
should logically follow. Others, who have lived in the county prior to its growth, see little need
for added services. This has the potential to create numerous conflicts, especially in Edge
Counties where plans and planning were not found to be a common practice. The result is often a
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series of politically driven, reactionary requests handed to the harried administrator by the
elected commissioners with unclear assurances of their support.
The potential for conflict is compounded by a vague and complex understanding of what
sense of community really means. The incompatible blend of perceptions is a particular problem
within Edge Counties such as Pasco where 95 percent of its citizens have no city government to
turn to. Edge Counties are also subdivided based on perceived differentiations that are commonly
held but difficult to recognize. Examples indicated a north/south and east/west splits. As a
retired county administrator stated, “the county is not a community.” (PI3)
In addition, what is rural to some and urban to others does not mesh with reality. Rural
could mean the incompatible activities of a quiet residence in the countryside adjacent to a pig
farm. It can also mean a tranquil forested conservation area or a place to clear-cut for timber
revenue. (Levy, 2013) Community is defined as a body of people having common organization
or interest or living in the same place under the same laws (Webster's New Collegiate
Dictionary, 1956) but this tidy definition does not apply to the vicarious realities prevalent in
Edge Counties.
Edge Counties: Budget Conflicts
Service conflicts. Edge County growth impacted the type and depth of their services but
at differing times determined by their particular growth pattern. Based on the consistently high
percentage of responses, growth amplifies county services in two distinct ways: existing services
expand and new services are added. The demand stems from the related dynamics of population
growth and changing demographics. Adding more people adds to the need to provide more
services while changing demographics alter the type of services provided. For example, the
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initial wave of population expansion in Pasco County had prompted provisions for senior
citizens. But several comments referred to the absence of playgrounds and other amenities for
young families. “Pasco County evolved as retirees from the Northeast and the Midwest migrated
down to live in Florida. The County government responded to the needs of other groups as more
and more people arrived” (PA9)
Five of the eight service categories dominated the expansions within Edge Counties,
based on the survey responses in the case study. The remaining three services were mentioned
more often within Core Counties. The figure below provides the order of priority of the eight
services.
Figure 6.2 Edge Counties Service Expansion
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Although it was not possible to determine an accurate sequence of service development,
two of the respondents attempted to recall the sequence based on their memory. The table below
presents their respective chronologies. Both of the respondents had held senior public
administration positions within the respective Edge and Core Counties. The list is incomplete,
but it does provide some indication of the types of services that were either added or expanded
and the sequence in which they occurred.
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Table 6.2
Service Categories Ranked by Type of County
Edge Counties

Core Counties

1. Public Safety

1. Community Services

2. Transportation/Transit*

2. Solid Waste

3. Sewer/Water

3. Planning/Zoning

4. Economic Development
5. Schools
*Transit was not an Edge County
priority.

Program purgatory: implications for public administration. Growth burdens
Edge Counties with extensive demands for urban services including the array identified in this
study. The National Association of Counties produces an annual Model County Programs
booklet detailing the vast expanses of county programs within 140 service categories in one of a
two-volume publication (National Association of Counties, 1997). The list has likely expanded.
But “county governments were never intended to be or equipped with sufficient authority to
serve as full-service local governments as are municipalities” (Benton, p.859, 2003). Their
institutional incompatibility places public administrators squarely in the middle of the relentless
and growing demands of the increasing population for city-type services. One respondent
provided a summary perspective of Pasco County’s perspective.
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“In general new and expanding roads, fire services, emergency response services,
police services, solid waste management, and water and wastewater utilities all
created big fights. The development of Pasco County was dispersed so there had
to be infrastructure all over the place. The ‘us against them’ mentality developed
especially within the east-west split of Pasco County.”(PA8)
But tensions were not unique to counties of a single state. In Anoka County, Minnesota,
even though the county was not directly involved with sewage treatment, the issues still divided
the cities and the county. In a more expansive comment, one participant linked Anoka County’s
development to a deliberate attempt to change its culture. “We added new services and expanded
existing ones. Between 1990 and 2000, we were driven by personalities and programs. We were
trying to change from a ‘blue-collar county’ ” (AN16).
County government’s historic role as a provider of state services expanded as the federal
government became increasingly involved in local issues. President Lyndon B. Johnson’s Great
Society initiatives, for example, presented a massive addition of new federal programs
transferred to the states, which they handed to their counties. Housing, public health, emergency
preparedness, and numerous social programs multiplied the traditional administrative
responsibilities of counties and added conflicting views of what role the county should adopt.
Although some degree of Social Services have historically been a service provided by
counties, they are often unrecognized and underappreciated by cities located within Edge
Counties. In the Edge County of Anoka, this service was mentioned dismissively. “Social
Services expanded, but it’s invisible from the city perspective. The county is off doing what they
do” (AN13). Others agreed, while emphasizing selected services that were deemed to be of
more importance. “Many of the county services are invisible. Unless you’re using social
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services, the courts, or the jail, you really don’t pay much attention to county services. But their
investment of roads and infrastructure is important” (AN11).
Funding conflicts. A strong majority of survey respondents indicated that Edge Counties
lacked sufficient revenues. In Anoka County 62.5 percent and in Pasco County 70.6 percent of
the respondents concurred that adequate funding was not available during the growth period.
Edge Counties are slow to react to the fiscal demands of service expansions. “There was no plan
to tie services to developments. Yes, there were impact fees but nothing required that if you add
this many people then you need to add this amount of revenue.” (PA10) Edge Counties are
conservative by nature and reluctant to deal with added revenue requirements. The culture of
underfunding government, once embedded, remains as a constant political force.
This general approach was confirmed by several comments. Recently, Anoka County
eliminated a fee related to road funding even as growth continued to increase transportation
demands. “Anoka County now has such a fiscally conservative board focused on low taxes. But
where will the dollars come for investment in transportation, especially since dumping the
wheelage tax” (AN8). Another respondent indicated that the conservative mindset had
increased, “Anoka has a history of being a conservative county but the current board is ultra
conservative. Their core belief is that the board should provide essential services and no more”
(AN11). Similar views were found in Pasco County.
We have a terrible revenue history. Pasco is still one of the lowest revenuegenerating counties in the state. In 2012, the county adopted its first capital
improvement plan. Today we have almost 500,000 people living here and the
county has adopted a new vision to be a ‘premier place’ to live, but we still don’t
have the revenue to do it (PA 14).
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Figure 6.3 Sufficient Revenue for Expanding Budget
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Budget bedlam: implications for public administration. “County governments are the
fastest growing all-purpose governments in terms of employment size, with growth rates
exceeding those of the federal, state, municipal, and township units since the 1980s” (Kraybill &
Lobao,p.3, 2001). They are heavily dependent on property taxation for their general revenues.
However, America’s notorious aversion to taxation applied to home and property acts as a
political constraint to obtaining needed revenues. This is an important concern for Edge Counties
as they are forced to add a broad range of urban services while enhancing their existing service
levels to meet growing demand. Although new developments that foster growth are often
portrayed as adding a financial benefit, in practice their long-term costs usually exceed their
ability to generate sufficient revenues to fund the urban service expansions that they prompt. Into
this world, administrators step cautiously, balancing the internal demands of elected and
appointed managers with the political leadership predisposed to low-taxation.
Elected/appointed conflicts. Varying levels of conflict were described with the elected
officials/constitutional officers related to budget issues. The unique structure of county
government ensures budget tensions based on the diffusion of institutionalized power between
elected officials and appointed managers that head their varied operational departments. The
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appointed administrator, who makes budget recommendations for both groups to their elected
county is caught in the middle.
Two separate issues emerged from Edge Counties. First, in Florida, there are more
elected officers than generally found in Minnesota. Many counties in Minnesota have chosen to
convert their elected positions into appointed management jobs that report to the county
administrator, manager or coordinator. Anoka County had done this several years ago leaving
only two elected officials; the County Attorney and the County Sheriff. In Florida, with few
exceptions, five elected offices are held by constitutional officers; the clerk of the court, the
property appraiser, the tax collector, the election supervisor and the county sheriff. With more
elected officers, it is axiomatic that there will be a higher probability for conflict. The system
was clearly described by one of the Florida constitutional officers.
Always, conflict. That’s the nature the system. Constitutional officers don’t report
to the board but have no real ability to raise funds without them. Of course, you
will have conflict from one funding entity when it has no control of expenditures
and the other, which has complete control of the funds. There is not a county
where there isn’t some push and pull between the constitutional officers and the
board, but it varies. We’re all vying for the same dollars (PI14).
The second issue relates to the elevated authority that the county sheriff is perceived to
hold. As one observer stated, “The sheriff is the most powerful politician in the county” (PI1).
Power adds tension as the elected county commissioners hold no authority to challenge a
sheriff’s power except at budget time. Although the struggle for control between differing
elected levels creates inevitable tension, it is amplified with the office of the sheriff.
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Figure 6.4 Conflict with Elected Officials/Sheriff
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Sheriff supremacy: implications for public administration. Appointed public
administrators work directly for the elected county board. Their authority is based on state
statutes and county ordinances that are focused on managerial functions. There only real source
of political power comes from that given to them by the county commissioners that serve on the
county board to whom administrators report.
The list of elected officers along with appointed department heads reporting to the elected
county board presents a unique but troublesome blend of political authorities. No control is
provided to the elected county commissioners in matters related to the elected officials or
constitutional officers excepting the approval of all or a portion of their annual budgets.
Although state governments offer appeal mechanisms, in practice they are often threatened but
rarely utilized. This places the board’s appointed administrator between the political powers of
the elected board and the elected officials over the critical issue of budget allocations.
This dynamic is heightened with the sheriff’s office for several reasons. First, they are
elected to protect the citizens and this is viewed by most of the public as a primary service of the
county. Second, policing today has become a very expensive service. It is even more costly in
counties where the sheriff also manages the county jail, secures the courts and provides varied
social services that can include probation, juvenile detention and protective shelters to name a
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few. Sheriff’s know how important their role is perceived and are acutely conscious of voter
sentiments, based on their need to be re-elected. No matter how logical the administrator’s
recommendations may be related to the sheriff’s budget, they are often overridden by their
elected board that senses the public’s strong support for safety.
Elected county sheriffs, with their politically heightened sense of importance, maximize
their position to build their case for a generous allocation of county resources. This occurred in
Pasco County where over 80 percent of respondents reported conflict with the sheriff. “In our
last budget, we finally had an extra $4million to work with but the Sheriff took it all. The Board
didn’t want to fight with him in an election year” (PA17).
Edge Counties: Relationship Conflicts
Relationships form an important part of public administration. This is especially important in
Edge Counties where a broad array of entities frame an eclectic mix of organizations and
stakeholders, many related directly to the consequences of growth. Yet, most research into
county government has suffered from a lack of concern about relationships. (Bollens, 1969, p.
32) This research project presents it findings in five important relational areas.
Homeowners’ associations/special districts. Growth and development often spawns the
creation of private and public entities forcing counties into relationships with autonomous
organizations with separate authorities. Home Owners Associations (HOAs) are essentially
private governments within individual developments that hold legal jurisdiction over each
resident’s property deed based on specific criteria established in their articles of incorporation.
Special Districts are public entities that assume specific services assigned to them. Examples
include Fire Districts that provide fire/rescue services and Conservation Districts that are
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responsible for protecting the natural environment. Their responsibilities are limited to specified
services within the territory assigned to the district. They have separately elected boards and
even some powers of taxation that are usually added to the county’s tax statement.
HOAs often represent their members in disputes with the ongoing maintenance costs of
infrastructure that was created in their development. They also hold implied political authority
based on their size and level of organized activities. Their requests for road and traffic
improvements and numerous other urban provisions are taken seriously by the elected county
board. For example, Community Development Districts, created to off-load the upfront costs
from the developer to the homeowner, had caused tensions within the HOAs whose members
inherited the ongoing payment obligations. “Pasco County led the way in creating CDDs pushed
by the developers because they placed most of the infrastructure costs onto the homeowners.
Recently, the County Board was asked to take some of them over but they are reluctant” (PA10).
Many HOAs are organized within urban developments scattered randomly throughout
Edge Counties in an unpredictable pattern created by the county’s transition from open rural
properties to urban subdivisions. But urban services are not delivered universally throughout
Edge Counties. Many citizens who reside in rural areas adjacent to urban development hold to
the belief that they do not need new and expensive sidewalks and traffic lights and other similar
services. The issue of responsibility and accountability for services creates numerous conflicts.
As one former Commissioner stated, “One of the most difficult things county commissioners
have to do is decide who gets what and who pays for it” (PA13).
Special Districts are more commonly found within Edge Counties such as Pasco because
of their approach to urban development within what is referred to as unorganized territory. This
is a general term applied to county growth that occurs outside of incorporated or organized
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municipalities. “No new cities were created in Pasco County. Instead urban services were
provided through mechanisms such as MSBU’s [Municipal Service Benefit Unit] and MSTU’s
[Municipal Service Taxing Unit] that tended to do things on the cheap” (PA14). Pasco County
respondents frequently referenced the large population of the county that resided outside of its
six incorporated cities. The total population of the six cities was 39,785 in 2010 representing
8.56 percent of the population of the County’s population. (Census of Population and Housing,
n.d.) In the absence of city governments, urban development creates a patchwork of special
districts established to levy costs associated with specific services. “The development of Pasco
County was so dispersed there had to be infrastructure all over the place” (PA8).
By contrast, the Edge County of Anoka is completely organized within twenty
incorporated cities and townships. Since these local governments provide most of needed urban
services, there is little need for Special Districts. Homeowners Associations were fewer in
number as well while those that were mentioned seemed to create modest if any conflict. The
different levels of conflict in this relational realm within the two Edge Counties was striking.

Figure 6.5 Home Owner's/Special Districts Conflict
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Disorganized unorganized: implications for public administration. Counties are not
cities. Rather, they are regional administrative arms of their host state government that are thrust
into the realm of providing city-type services to accommodate growth. How they adapt to this
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roll can create a nightmare of competing jurisdictions and multiple programs. In the absence of
cities and their organizational capacities, county administration is forced to manage confusing
demands and conflicts driven by the politically volatile question of who pays for what?
“Indeed, county governments may be more susceptible than other governments to
conflict situations…Moreover, the historic fragmentation of county government
along with the proliferation of special districts, and independent boards and
authorities have fostered conflict conditions (Menzel, p.95, 1996).
Edge Counties that enable development within their unorganized territory present
formidable potential conflicts for public administrators as they attempt to bring order to chaos
and balance to imbalance. Once started, the legacy of creating special districts and fostering
private governments in the county’s unorganized territory continues, fostering professionally
lethal conflicts. Although rapid growth had subsided in the Core County of Pinellas, service
driven complications and conflicts remained. The contentious allocation of funds to their
numerous Special Fire Districts was directly linked to the termination of their administrator
during the period of this research project.
This method of providing services creates a lingering force of ongoing conflict in Florida
Edge Counties like Pasco based on their preference to provide development opportunities outside
of organized municipalities. Their approach encourages HOAs and Special Districts as surrogate
entities to satisfy the suburban demands of the newcomers. Many had experienced the provision
of urban services within cities and townships prior to moving to their Florida retirement home
with expectations of continuance. In the absence of organized local governments, the residents
established private and powerful HOAs while the county created multiple Special Districts to
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handle the functions ‘on the cheap’ that organized cities and townships would have otherwise
provided. The existence of numerous county ‘enclaves’, located randomly within the few
organized municipalities, presented a further example of how unorganized development was
wedged into confusing configurations based on poorly executed annexation procedures and
insufficient levels of local government authority.
Cities/county conflict. There is conflict between counties and cities inherently created by
the mosaic of issues between local government entities. It shapes their relationships from the
perspective of assumed conflict. It often stems from the political philosophy of the county’s
elected board and its incompatibility with the elected leadership of is neighboring local
governments. This was evident in Anoka County, which has dramatically reversed its direction
as a city collaborator with roads projects and other important services.
Relationships were good. For example, the county and cities both benefited from
a fiber optics grant that has built good relationships. But lately things have
changed. A new county policy on sidewalks and streets no longer provides
snowplowing. Now cities have to pay for these services on county roads within
cities. There was no prior announcement of this change. In the area of county road
turn-back’s to cities, a number of areas have been identified but the County’s
approach is not a turn- back, its abandonment” (AN4).
In Pasco County, a major conflict known as the Water Wars was a common recollection
of the respondents. It involved a battle between Pasco and the neighboring regional counties of
Pinellas, and Hillsborough over the use of their groundwater for regional development purposes.
Pasco believed that we were being raped! Pinellas County owned the wells at
Cyprus Creek in Pasco County and were pumping it for their use. In addition, the
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developers along US 19 in West Pasco had their own water but not enough of it so
they developed Pasco Water Authority Inc. and piped water from Pasco County,
through Pinellas and then up to West Pasco (PA1).
Contention was also found within the few cities that did exist in Pasco County. The
recurring theme of imbalance and internal divisions was cited. “We had conflicts with the former
County Administrator who was pro-West and pro-development and the Dade City people
[located on the east side of the county] had a conflict with him” (PA5). Conflict with cities was
also derived from the confusing consequences of muddled approach to providing city-type urban
services. “When the rest of the County was growing, the cities did not grow. He [the
Administrator] was not a fan of cities so there was not a lot of cooperation and the relationship
was strained” (PA17). Even a county-wide tax on gasoline resulted in conflict. “Years ago the
cities joined together and created an association to fight the county. The county had passed a gas
tax and was trying to change the ratio of revenue sharing to favor themselves.” (PA14). Another
respondent summarized county perspective.
One of the problems is that cities pay double taxation for police and animal
control and a lot of the services that the County provides as well. The County
often can take over the services and lower the price as they did with police
services in Dade City. [Contract with the Sheriff]. In Zephyrhills, the County
provides the fire service but not the Police Service. When we were building the
County library system, we went to New Port Richie and asked them to join the
County system. Both New Port Richie and Port Ritchie rejected us over issues of
control (PA13).
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Figure 6.6 Relations with Cities,Counties Difficult to Manage
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Balkanized bastions: implications for public administration. Inter-government conflicts
are based on ‘turf’, a word commonly used to describe geographical and political authority. One
response summarized city and counties as predisposed adversaries. “There is a traditional
dichotomy because the county has regulatory authority from the state and it is so often the source
of antipathy between cities and counties and it cuts across political turf; who has the authority”
(PI19)? This is a very sensitive area and contains the embers of unction that often ignite
simmering sensitivities into open hostilities. Strong language related to conflict emerged from
this question, especially in Pasco County, embellished by references to wars, fights, and rape to
describe its earlier relationship with neighboring counties.
Warfare is based on open conflict. In the case study, varied issues were referenced with
this theme in Pasco County as ‘Water Wars’, ‘Annexation Wars’, and other battles tellingly
portrayed within the descriptive narratives of the survey participants. These were the conflicts
that opened high levels of conflict engagement with lingering consequences.
All organizations experience tension over the allocation of scarce resources required to
operate their varied components. However, it becomes acute when Edge Counties experience
rapid growth and consequential expansion of urban development. As the list of programs
lengthens and the funding sources to operate them shorten, turf wars and battles erupt. Road
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funding, one of the traditional county services, was noted as a major source of fighting and
tensions in Anoka and Pasco Counties.
Regional conflicts. Edge Counties experience a high level of regional influence that
mixes cooperation and confrontation with the later dynamic being more prevalent yet occurring
in varied patterns. A notable difference between the two case study Edge Counties revealed
reversed chronologies of their approach to regional influence. Anoka County pursued
cooperation at an earlier time but had recently changed to confrontation. Ironically, the regional
issue of commuter rail service had become a lightning rod for local political conflict. Many
commented on the high levels of cooperation that had been evident during the implementation of
the North Star Commuter Rail project but others affirmed that it had become a source of
significant confrontation with the more recently elected county board. The transformation was
described during one of the interviews.
[Commissioner]Dan Erhart found out years ago that Anoka County had to be the
little brothers of the bigger counties; they are very powerful. He spent years
building relationships with Peter McLaughlin at Hennepin County and John
Darius at Ramsey County. They all leaned towards rail and county transit that led
the creation of the County Transit Improvement Board, funded by a quarter-cent
sales tax. Their commitment to dedicated funding helped attract the Federal
Government’s interest and investment in the Northstar Line. But now Anoka
County has become a pariah at the state legislature. The philosophy of the current
Board is to do the minimum that counties are required to do (AN16).
In Pasco County, the order was reversed; confrontation led to cooperation. The earlier
Water Wars between Pasco County and Pinellas County resulted in lingering animosities long
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after the issue had been resolved. But the conflict eventually led to the creation of an
organization that managed water on a regional basis, drawing them slowly into a broader
dialogue. More recently, with a heightened interest in their growth and a new administrator,
Pasco has moved to a culture of regional cooperation.
Yes, there is cooperation now. The previous administrator didn’t get out and
become involved with regional issues except to create Tampa Bay Water that
ended the ‘Water Wars’. We were the redheaded stepchild of the region but now
that growth has resumed, we are finding ourselves in the driver’s seat in asserting
ourselves (PA17).
Regardless of issues and timing, it was clear that Edge Counties level of influence within
the region increases based on their growth. To gain stature, they assume a mixture of cooperation
and confrontation within their regional setting that changes over time.
One of the premises of the case study was to explore two separate regions and their
differing approach to metropolitan governance. As explained in Chapter 4, the Twin Cities
region is governed by a unique organization, the Metropolitan Council. Among its functions, it
redistributes revenues throughout its seven-county region under a program known as Regional
Disparities. In contrast, the Tampa Bay metropolitan area has several entities that handle regional
issues with varied services and levels of authority. They do not redistribute tax revenues. The
difference between the two regions and their impact on their Edge Counties raised a valid and
interesting question. Based on their differing approach to governance models, did either metro
model increase or reduce conflict?
With high levels of confrontation occurring at nearly equal levels in both of the regions, it
appeared that a single regional entity that managed growth and shared resources had little impact
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upon Edge County conflict. The only difference noted was a higher level of regional influence
assumed by Anoka County. This may have been attributable to their formal relationship as a
member county of the Metropolitan Council but this was unclear. The main differences of
regional confrontation and cooperation within Edge Counties was based on the specific issues
and the order of the two relational dynamics.
Although the newly formed cooperative relationship of Pasco County shows promise, its
fit within the region is not assured. What drives these tandem and changing roles of conflict and
cooperation is related to ‘turf’ and the money that pays for growth. During the time of the
survey fieldwork, significant political tremors were unleashed within the Twin Cities region led
by Anoka County’s confrontational approach directed at the Metropolitan Council. Although the
outcome of remains uncertain, the tension is based on the allocation of fiscal resources and the
Met Council’s taxing authority. Its initial broad acceptance of commuter rail eased by federal
government funding had started to evaporate as operational costs began absorb local funding to
fill the budget vacuum; conflict emerged. One observer provided an abbreviated history of the
Metropolitan Council that explained the broader context of its changing roles.
The initial legislation that began with formulation of Metropolitan Council
occurred during the 1950s and 1960s. Five counties were part of the Metropolitan
Planning Commission. Anoka was in that initial group of counties but Scott and
Carver were out. It acted like a Council of Governments and was the MPO for the
Federal Government back when HUD paid for all planning staff of the Met
Council. Today, USDOT still pays for part of the transportation planning staff.
Parks were funded by the federal government [this is now gone] while 100% of
cost of creating a sewer board was paid by the Federal Government to clean up
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rivers. So the State of Minnesota didn’t pay much attention to the Metropolitan
Council as most of the dollars were coming from the Federal Government. At that
time, the State was still predominantly rural and not urban and so the Met Council
was not really interfering with most of the Legislators and their Districts. Then
the major downturns of 1973 and 1977 occurred, Reagan was elected in the 1980s
and Federal funding started to dry up. That is when the Met Council started to
levy a property tax (AN7).

Figure 6.7 County Regional Relations
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Regional resistance: implications for public administration. When regional growth
pushes development into its edges, new issues arise with growing complexities. Urbanization
prompts demands for new services that include land and transportation planning, water utilities,
wastewater management, and solid waste programs to name a few. Most of these services require
expansive and expensive infrastructure along with broad allocation of resources across the
region. Pinellas County’s move to buy water wells and pump water from neighboring Pasco
County started the Water Wars that ultimately led to the creation of Tampa Bay Water as a
reactionary solution. Even with the Metropolitan Council, proactively created with a resource
sharing mechanism, reactionary tensions and conflict emerged from Anoka County, centered
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upon an urban light-rail service designed to enhance its connection to the region. But the
immediate issues of water in Pasco and rail in Anoka were symptoms of a deeper divide. No
matter how well intended, regional issues within Edge Counties are resisted by the lingering
political desire to maintain local control of their county and their growth.
This line of thinking is backed by the long-standing American preference for small, local
governments and an aversion to large distant formations that include metropolitan models. This
was evident in the current conflicts with the Metropolitan Council of the Twin Cities region.
Issues that emerged during the study had been created years ago, built upon festering perceptions
of money and political turf. “The current conflicts with the Metropolitan Council go back a few
years when they put their money into the west Metro. The former chair used to say, ‘If that’s
where all the people are, that’s where we should spend the money’ ” (RA3).
Social conflicts. Growing counties are not static. In Edge Counties, migrating waves of
newcomers disrupt existing social structures as they blend with the local, long-time residents.
The presence of this dynamic was identified as a major issue in the Edge Counties sustained by a
significant percentage of the survey responses. Growth does not necessarily produce a seamless
and prosperous suburban society as often referenced by the popular illusion of the ‘American
Dream.’ Rather, the consequences of randomly blending different cohorts and cultures creates
social strains that clash with the existing local identity and their sense of community grounded in
the past. The classic rural/urban cleavage was a recurring theme.
In Pasco County, the initial newcomers were elderly, blue collar retirees from the
northeast that did not blend easily with the existing culture of the county. Survey comments
described the initial wave of migrants settling amongst the rural south. “We moved from New
York to Pasco County in 1978 but we didn’t like the Port Ritchey and New Port Ritchey area at
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the West End of Pasco County. Everyone was old” (PA11). “I can remember people saying that
in New Port Richie, ‘they talk funny’. In West Pasco, during the 60s 70s and 80s, there was a lot
of discussion about ‘Yankees moving here’ (PA13).
Early growth in Anoka County blended unevenly to create its own unique culture.
“Anoka County had a reputation as a bit of a redneck county. It was working-class, a
conservative county. It was an emerging time, ushering in the coming of growth that has been
ongoing ever since” (AN3). Other comments disclosed the unpretentious nature of Anoka.
“Going from New Brighton to Blaine, you took off your tie and put on a sweatshirt. There were
lots of open spaces, low-income homes, and truck farming” (AN16). But as the cultures merged,
they created a distinct and closed social environment. “If you didn’t fit into Anoka County, it
wasn’t that friendly. There were a lot of close relationships” (AN14).
Even after its period of rapid growth had subsided, multiple social divisions remained
within the settled Core County of Pinellas. “If you look, you will see a pattern or DNA of an
Edge City/Edge County with a culture that’s a social cacophony” (PI3). Once created, the
divisions remained, tugging at the social fabric at its evasive notion of community.

Figure 6.8 Tension between Long-Time Residents and Newcomers
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Culture cacophonies: implications for public administration. Edge Counties are
evolving social settings, created by rapid growth. Along with their possessions, newcomers also
bring their beliefs and values to build a new future fueled by hopes and dreams. Distinct
segments of society that are attracted for varied reasons collide with the culture and values of the
settled population. Migration patterns tear into the existing social fabric of Edge Counties,
creating a unique blend of newcomers and longtime residents compacting vicarious beliefs and
values into the county’s social DNA. This is important for public administrators to understand.
Growth is not a singular occurrence; it builds and blends creating powerful forces and
social fault lines that emerge over time. Edge Counties are places with muddled identities and a
weak sense of community based on the accumulated consequences of random migration.
Identifying and sorting out the needs and preferences of this medley of residents presents
formidable challenges for public administration based on complex migration patterns that are
unique to each Edge County. Yet, understanding the culture and makeup of these groups is an
important consideration. Of equal significance is how the eclectic mix of residents view their
county and its administrative competency.
Political conflicts. Survey results presented high levels of political complexity as
a common concern in both Core and Edge Counties. This was not surprising given that
the structures of American government are founded on the principle of managing
conflicts. What was striking, was the general political theme that emerged from within
the surveyed Edge Counties with constraining implications for public administration.
In Pasco County, growth started with retiring seniors migrating to settle amongst
rural southerners. In Anoka County, growth began with blue-collar workers sorting out
their identity with farmers and the residents of the existing small cities and townships.
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But aside from their differences and varied backgrounds, newcomers and locals blended
to create a common political philosophy based upon low thresholds of government
intrusion and taxation. A pervasive conservative convergence was revealed within the
comments and observations of numerous participants that appeared to deepen with the
arrival of additional residents.
Aside from the few fortunate landowners who benefited from the sale of their rural
property, the majority of the residents, including recently settled migrants, resisted the increasing
array of expensive new services demanded by successive waves of newcomers. The result was
the telling absence of recreational facilities, noted previously, and other amenities within Edge
Counties.
Florida is one of the lowest taxed states. It has no state income tax and a lot of
retirees who believe ‘I paid for my kid’s school up north and I don’t want to pay
for one here now that we’ve grown out of needing one.’ This was especially true
in the original blue collar retirees that were attracted here in the 1960s and 70s
(PA10).
The confluence of conservative newcomers and locals also established a culture of
limited government rules and regulations. Anoka County’s benign approach to managing issues
related to growth was attributed to this culture.
Generally, counties that wanted to protect their land for agriculture adopted
planning and zoning. However, counties take on personalities and Anoka County
chose not to do planning. Back when the Met Council was being established, it
was all local dairies and potato farming on sandy soil. It was also being populated
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by people moving in from the Iron Range to get a job. In general, they didn’t like
rules. (AN7)
What emerged within both of the Edge Counties was a powerful conservative political
philosophy dominated by their overt or covert association with the conservative wing of the
Republican Party. One respondent referenced the importance of Anoka County’s geographical
location at the edges of the region. “Politically, as you go out from the core counties of Hennepin
and Ramsey, the politics becomes more Republican like the Tea Party” (AN7). Another
comment confirmed the conservative evolution of politics within Anoka County. “We had a
strong DFL Board with some Republicans. The DFL members were conservative too but they
weren’t partisan. Today, the Board is totally changed. The conservative Republicans have taken
over” (AN14). Others believed that one dimensional politics had constrained broader public
involvement within the county. “I’ve heard it said that people won’t get involved because of
political party connections” (AN5).
In Pasco County, one political party also dominates county government. It is easier to
identify as each Commissioner is required to acknowledge their political allegiance based on
Florida’s partisan ballot. “It’s a one party system. All of the commissioners are Republicans”
(PA3). The only distinguishing difference appeared to be based on the perception of the depth of
their conservative views. “I’m a Republican but before I retired, there was a rabid Republican on
the board that challenged everyone’s budgets” (PA11).
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Figure 6.9 Issues become Politically Complex with Growth
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Conservative convergence: implications for public administration. All counties believed
that issues had become politically complex. It was not surprising given the degree and magnitude
of issues discussed in this study. However, many of the responses based their comments on the
unique political realities found within Edge Counties. Although the survey was focused on only
two Edge Counties, there was one striking similarity. Even though they were located at separate
polarities of the country and had experienced divergent narratives of growth, they were both
dominated by a single political party and philosophy.
The conservative convergence of an Edge County’s political culture creates a significant
barrier to the field of public administration. As increasing numbers arrive, they appear to amplify
the existing conservative politics imbedded in the DNA of Edge Counties. This creates
constraining influences placed on public policy and taxation at a time that coincides with
increased demands on their resources by their expanding population. The simultaneous public
push and political pull form a debilitating dichotomy with significant impact upon public
administration’s capacity to manage growth. One comment described the inevitable results.
“Anoka County was always conservative in many areas and they didn’t get in front of the
number of issues proactively” (AN2).
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Edge Counties: Planning Conflicts
Long-term/short-term conflicts. The Edge Counties in the case study were perceived
very differently based on their long and short term approaches. Anoka County was viewed as
moving from a long-term to short-term perspective while Pasco County seemed to be following
the opposite pattern, short term to long term. The reversed trajectories once again highlighted the
high levels of inconsistency and turbulence found in Edge Counties. But aside from their
divergent chronologies, both of the Edge Counties were given low scores for their present longterm viewpoint.
Many respondents believed that Anoka’s transition from long –term to short-term
thinking was directly tied to their deepening conservative mind-set and culture.
Anoka County was progressive but now it’s regressive. Why is there pushback?
Demographics, low college numbers and graduation rates have been historic in
Anoka County since people first started to move here. There is a lack of wealth
and a lot of marginal living. In Blaine there are still trailer courts. These are the
type of people that love to hear ‘no new taxes’ (AN2).
This attitude had resulted in the election of County Commissioners reflective of the
political culture that imposed restraints on government and the expansionist programs of the past.
“The Northstar commuter rail line was seen by the County Boards of the past as tool of the future
while the current County Board does not” (AN3).
In Pasco County, their paucity of planning was directly tied to their short term viewpoint.
Although most of the respondents acknowledged a recent change of course to long-term
thinking, the years of past growth based on a short-term approach left many wondering if the
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residual consequences could be remedied. “For years it was short-term, now it’s long-term and
we’re pushing traditional neighborhoods but we have no connectivity and I don’t know what we
can do about it. That is where we are now suffering” (PA11). How this occurred was described
by an older long-term resident of the county.
In the last few years the County has developed a long term view but it’s difficult
to overcome the issues created by a lot of short-term thinking in the past. During
the initial growth, there was a lot of inertia in Pasco County. For years, there was
no zoning except to allow the sale of alcohol and even that was not a county
initiative, it was mandated by the State. A lot of people have trouble believing this
today (PA5).
Figure 6.10 Long Term Approach:Past/Present
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Disjointed development: implications for public administration. The viewpoint of time
perspective is an important consideration for growing counties. Short term thinking generally
leads to incremental reactionary decisions. It requires little forethought or attention to planning.
Without a plan of their own or a vision of the long-term consequences of growth, counties are
vulnerable to the self-serving plans of private developers. This results in the county being built
incrementally by narrow private demands versus broad public considerations.
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Developers tend to seek county approvals where they own or control parcels of land.
Beyond the requisite roads, sewage and other basic services, they generally hold little interest in
the broader and longer term impacts of their initiatives. Those issues, are often left for future
County Boards to consider and for future taxpayers to fund. The patchwork of disconnected
subdivisions described in the comments were a direct result of the narrow approach to
accommodating private growth. This is the legacy that the current Pasco County Administrator is
struggling to address. “For the first time ever, the new administrator is leading the Board to work
on a Capital Improvement Plan for the future needs of Pasco County. In the past, everything was
privately controlled.” (AN4).
Data use conflicts. Edge Counties use data in their social services programs,
transportation planning and justice divisions. But its application is uneven and its use beyond
these basic county responsibilities is unclear. One long time former Pasco Board member
referenced it with casual regard. “I assume that our staff did that” (PA9).Others commented on
its unfocused applications. “Yes, it is used for almost everything but the process is not
consistent” (PA4). Others validated the importance of data while confirming the absence of its
application. “Data gives us long-term growth patterns but it has not been used in planning from
my perspective, especially on the social side” (PA3). In Pasco County, it was acknowledged that
data was being applied to their recently initiated planning process; “we are doing more with data
now” (PA11).
In general, data was found to be more commonly utilized in Anoka County. “We do look
at it especially in the taxing divisions and within our Human Services. It impacts our care for the
aged” (AN1). This is likely due in part to Minnesota’s delegation of Human Service
responsibilities to their counties where demographics drive programs and funding. The practice
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spills over into other county services. “We look at it and use it to look at the changes in
demography. For examples do we need more interpreters? Do we need to refocus Community
Development and realign housing” (AN3). Yet their conservative approach to funding its
advanced application constrains its use. “Yes and we could do more by looking at emerging
demographics throughout the region with our surrounding counties. We have asked to add a
crime analyst at the Sheriff’s office but the Board has not provided funding” (AN5). Anoka
County’s paucity of planning initiatives also diminishes the need for relevant data. As a current
manager stated, “yes, we use it but not a lot though” (AN15).
Figure 6.11 Census Data Usage
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Data without definition: implications for public administration. A cursory review of the
US Census provides an immediate understanding of the importance of counties. Much of its data
is county-based covering a lengthy array of important social and economic categories. But data
alone is not information. In isolation, it simply forms a blizzard of irrelevant numbers. To
become knowledge, it has to be applied. The fundamental inference of this research project was
that data drives definition. It formed the primary source of population statistics that identified
rapid growth defining Edge Counties.
But the unfocused and casual approach applied to data in Edge Counties devalues its
relevance. Although Census data is based on the past, its strength lies in its ability to identify
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future trends and assemble projections and policies based on recognized patterns. This is an
essential function of planning but Edge Counties demonstrate a paucity of plans and a haphazard
attitude towards their application. Even Pasco County’s recent interest in planning was focused
on economically driven development demand, not social issues. The reverse was found in Anoka
County where the data is utilized in social issues but not for land use.
The problems this creates are significant. The study of demographics identifies trends
that are important to understanding the administrative issues related to urbanization and rapid
growth. Done properly, they focus appropriate allocations of limited fiscal resources to address
an endless array of complex issues that population growth creates in Edge Counties; cultural
diversity, economic trends, demographic shifts, expanding technological applications, emerging
cohorts, and aging populations to name a few. This requires administrative skillsets that turn data
into information, information into policy and policy into applications. But few administrators
have the time, skill or inclination to wade through the data that their counties require to plan for
future issues.
Edge Counties are not completely to blame for this neglect. A larger problem lies with
the regional formatting utilized by the US Census. For example, the data used for this
dissertation, required sorting and selection among eight different regional groupings that used
counties as their building blocks. Five of the terms are applicable within 44 States; Core Based
Statistical Areas, Metropolitan Statistical Areas, Micropolitan Statistical Areas, Metropolitan
Divisions, and Combined Statistical Areas. In regions within six New England states, two where
counties do not function, three additional terms are utilized: New England City and Town Areas,
and Combined New England City and Town Areas, and New England City and Town Area
Divisions. (Geographic Terms and Concepts, 2012) This muddled mixture of groupings is not
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conducive to turning census data into information that identifies emerging problems, especially
in regionally based, Edge Counties.
Process conflicts. Planning is intended to create desirable long-term outcomes based on
thoughtful foresight. Lack of planning results in untended outcomes based on negligible
foresight. Both approaches have long-term consequences.
Pasco County’s initial approach allowed development without a plan. “The County
commissioners were allowing developments along US 19 with no connections from one
development to the other. The developers didn’t like taking building lots to allow for connector
roads so everyone had to use US 19” (PA5). Eventually, Pasco along with all Florida counties
were forced to adopt land use planning. “In the early years of growth, there was very little
permitting or inspections. The homes built along highway 19 would not get a permit today. Then,
counties were required by the State to have a Comprehensive Land Use Plan” (AN16). But even
with a plan, the consequences of unplanned development remain a major problem today. “No
doubt, growth outstripped regulation. Take the dangerous drive along Highway 19 and see the
results, a forlorn, terrible looking place” (PA2). Much of this area created a high concentration
of distressed housing during the recession of 2008 requiring significant Federal assist. “Pasco
County ended up having the 17th highest rate of foreclosures in the country. We were able to get
about $50 million from the Federal government, to clean up the cancer in the communities along
19 using the Neighborhood Stabilization Program” (PA10).
The absence of planning in Anoka County was mentioned by several survey respondents.
“We do not have a planning department” (AN3). Instead, they rely on others levels of
government to do their planning. “There is no Comprehensive Land-use Plan for Anoka County.
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Cities have them and report to the Met Council” (AN1). They also rely on the State to take the
lead with transportation planning. “Anoka takes a backseat. They believe it’s the State’s job.
There are no initiatives to do a study from the County’s perspective. There a lot of complaints
that Hennepin County getting Federal money but its Anoka County’s fault” (AN4).
Anoka County’s aversion to planning has created consequences. One respondent
provided a concise, comparative analysis of the outcomes.
In general, the best plans communities are the wealthiest communities. They
generally also have the best tax base. But most of Anoka County is a low tax base
area, and they will take anything when it comes to development including low
density. There is also not a lot of coherence in their land use and transportation
(AN7).
Aside from enabling low-density, low tax-base development, there were specific
examples of conflict created by Anoka County’s off-handed approach to planning. Their
transportation plan did not propose major road connections to the recently completed waste
water infrastructure developed in its northern city of East Bethel. When the population
projections used by the Metropolitan Council planning process did not match actual growth, the
county saw little need to invest in roads. “East Bethel got significant funding and took on debt to fund
sewage infrastructure but there has been no growth. There are no good roads to connect them” (AN12).

But without road improvements, there is little likelihood of rapid growth and development
occurring in East Bethel. This left the city with bonds to pay and few users to pay for them. No
county comprehensive plan existed to challenge the unrealistic regional model. Since the plans
and entities were not tied together, expanded road connections that might encourage expected
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growth in East Bethel remain unfunded. “East Bethel is ground zero for contentious issues and
conflict” (AN8).

Figure 6.12 Use of Comprehensive Plans Past/Present
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Planning paralysis: implications for public administration. Planning, by its very nature,
is forward-focused. It is based on proactive thinking that fosters visionary and expansive ideas.
Without planning, public administration faces an uncertain future prone to reactive responses
unpredictable issues that randomly emerge. This creates in an inwardly-focused, defensivereactive culture in counties as the unexpected and unintended consequences of unplanned growth
materialize. The defensive mechanisms that are forced onto their administrators can lead to fear
of the unknown. In human behavior, over-imagined fear can lead to paranoia that fosters a
debilitating attitude. Organizations that are prone to experiencing rapidly escalating issues based
on population growth can react in similar ways. These are the realities of unplanned growth in
Edge Counties.
Based on the survey responses, Edge Counties are prone to two reactive methods; have
no plan or do not follow the one that they have. Anoka County had adopted both of these
strategies. In the absence of a Comprehensive Plan, they relied on a weak and outdated
Transportation Plan for related land-use issues. “Planning in Anoka County, I don’t think so,
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especially for transportation. Lino Lakes is now a hotbed of reaction. A city street that was also
a County Road had to go through a lot to be rebuilt. It took 15 to 20 years” (AN2).
Although Pasco County ultimately did create a comprehensive land-use plan, it was not
applied consistently to numerous development decisions leading the residents of the county to
launch legal action to force compliance. One survey participant described the flawed process
revealing their lack of commitment to apply their comprehensive plan. Political denial and
avoidance was the favored solution leaving professional recommendations to be shoved aside.
We were sued by our own residents in 1999/2000 for not following the
Comprehensive Plan that controlled and managed growth so from the lawsuit to
settlement process, [2003 to 2005] the County used citizen advisory councils to
work on the Plan. Unfortunately we also paid a lot of money for a consultant.
Ultimately, the consultant and the citizens had an interest in the plan but our
Board had no ownership in it so our staff got run over. Between 2006 and 2007,
the Board approved 23 Comprehensive Plan amendments (PA17).
Even with their more recent, highly acclaimed land-use plan, an attitude of despair
remains knowing that it can be juggled by the County Board. “They now have an overall plan for
Pasco County but you can ask for exceptions and expect them” (PA6).
Strategic conflicts. A strategic plan harnesses an organization’s resources and deploys
them into its future investments. Its vision and mission are supported by goals and objectives of
individual plans, integrated into one strategic direction. Done properly, strategic planning can
accomplish many things. Public Administration tends to support integrated planning of this
nature as it creates a degree of certainty and encourages orderly management practices based on
long-term thinking.
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In most counties, the main strategic policy document is their comprehensive land-use
plan and a related transportation plans. In general there is some acknowledgement of their
overall fit into the broader regional model that attempts to balance allocations of improvements
to fixed infrastructure such as schools, utilities, and roads. These demands heighten Strategic
Planning’s importance as the impacts of urbanization begin to change the landscape politically,
economically, and socially.
But in Anoka County, with its aversion to planning of any kind, the responses revealed a
lack of a strategic plan sustained by passive administrative direction. This was confirmed by one
of Anoka County’s managers.
A strategic plan? Not really. We try to plan for two to three years, but we don’t
have a strategic plan. We have a very strong committee system of the County
Board with 12 committees including finance, highways, parks, etc. Policy is board
driven. Most of the time, staff are not asked for recommendations, but they do
respond to questions (AN15).
The opposite administrative approach was recently launched in Pasco County. Here, their
new administrator is leading a bold attempt to tie all of the county’s plans together into an allencompassing strategic plan. The process has been transformational. “We were a growing
bedroom community but there was no vision. Now we are doing more with our strategic plan.
We are not pulling ideas out of a hat. The culture of Pasco County government is being changed
and it is going to be an exciting time” (PA11).
Their unplanned development of the past was replaced with the county’s adoption of a
strategic plan, based on the guidance of nationally recognized organizations.
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There have been two ways that Pasco County managed their growth. Initially,
starting in the early ’60s to the year 2000, very little planning was done. Then the
Urban Land Institute developed a new approach starting in 2008. Its work gave us
new tools to overhaul the comprehensive and transportation plans to develop a
strategic plan with the help of ICMA (International City/County Management
Association). The strategic plan is the key to our process (PA14).

Figure 6.13 Use of Strategic Plan Past/Present
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Strategic stratagems: implications for public administration. Several comments
revealed a misunderstanding of strategic plans. In Anoka County, there were references to
informal dialogue and information sharing when time permitted. “The School Districts and
Cities talk about day-to-day issues. I know that the Met Council has a plan” (AN13). “Yes, we
didn’t formalize everything but we sat down and strategized” (AN14). This is not strategic
planning. Instead, it is information sharing and political dialogue that is often confused with the
challenging work of combining issues and organizations into one overall, written strategic
document. Because it is informal and verbal, the identified initiatives that are discussed tend to
change frequently, based on emerging issues and headlines.
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High-growth counties create numerous complex administrative policy and management
issues. In the absence of a strategic plan, political immediacy forces issues onto the agenda of
the County Board crowding out other topics deemed to be of lesser importance. Ironically, time
allotted for planning is one of the casualties even though the growing array of short-term
political issues relates to the lack of long-term administrative policies and plans. This is
especially evident in Edge Counties where land is increasingly pushed into rapid development. A
planner who had worked in one of the case study counties for years, articulated the long-term
consequences of random decisions. “From what I surmised, many development decisions were
very incremental, yet really affected the long-term in ways that were not imagined at the time
they were being conceived” (PI16).
Edge Counties: Administrative Conflicts
External conflicts. Groups and organizations with direct and indirect interests in the
county and its authority expand as growth increases. Their proliferation was high within the
Edge County of Pasco in the Tampa Bay region. Many are involved in the political process and
support candidates that share their growth-related views. One longtime public administrator
described the realities of growth-related politics and the inherent professional dangers for public
administrators.
On every elected commission, there is a traditional dichotomy between progrowth and managed growth. And it’s always a major struggle for a professional
manager. So many get caught up in that political maelstrom and go down. Every
two years, there’s an election for part of the board of commissioners, and
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developers want to have their say with their person on the board. It’s universal,
it’s real, it’s political, and it’s hardball (PI19).
The volatility of Edge Counties was portrayed by another type of group involved with
Anoka County. Based on the survey comments, influential political organizations had emerged to
support a dichotomous view that encourages retraction of county services as growth continues.
Although these groups did not directly support or object to development, they have created a
high level of conflict and tension within Anoka County.
Tensions increased within the political forces of the county. Although county
elections are supposed to be non-partisan, a de facto arm of the Republican Party
took power. They are against big project concepts, especially rail. Low voter
turnout created the county board of today, which is not well rounded. This
combined with 24/7 newscasts, blogs, etc., gave elected officials a big star if they
opposed community projects and tax increases (AN16).

Figure 6.14 Groups Promoting Growth and Political Involvement
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Shadowland: implications for public administration. It is telling Garreau chose to
include “frontier” within the sub-title of his book, Edge Cities. The term resonates within the
American psyche, invoking visions of unlimited opportunities for individual gain. With the
arrival of development, new money begins to flow to the existing interests throughout the
community including those who hold control of the county’s political process. The list includes
developers, bankers, contractors, real-estate agents, lawyers, engineers, landowners, and so forth.
It also includes organizations such as the chambers of commerce and home builders associations.
Their preference is to work with few regulations and a compliant county—as Pasco County was
prior to the arrest and conviction of the board chair on charges of corruption. “Most of these
initial developments were built with little if any government oversight or controls. It was like the
Wild, Wild West! There was no zoning. Developers did what they wanted to do” (PA2).
But the motivation of personal gain often clashes with the principle of public service,
embedded within the field of public administration. This treacherous dynamic is experienced in
perplexing ways, at times covertly but also overtly. Aside from the specific individuals or their
preferred processes of influence, their focus is predicated on exploiting development
opportunities for personal gain at all costs, presenting challenges to the field of orderly and
ethical public administration.
When shrewdly utilized, these resources allow their possessors to amass and
organize political power. Not only can the wealthy and status elite rival the
structure of legal authority, they can exploit their resources to stabilize it,
dominate, it, and even warp it to serve their own ends (Chapin, 1962, p.172).
Internal conflicts. Counties organizations form a unique blend of political powers held
by elected officials and county commissioners. How they control their significant levels of
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authority can impact the administrator’s ability to independently manage the county on a day-today basis. But politics cannot be neatly disentangled from public administration. County
administrators are directly employed by the elected county board and are required to work with
elected officials on issues that include the volatile allotment of budget funds and development
recommendations. In Pasco County, “there is one Commissioner though that tries to influence
the administrator that is close to a developer.” (PA11) This is a delicate area for everyone
involved in county public administration. It is commonly referred to as ‘micro-management’ and
was discussed in the previous Chapter. A former administrator, now retired, described what he
and experienced during his career.
You’re always going to have it. There are some commissioners that think they
know more than the administrator. I lived with it all of my life, so I had to have an
understanding of the elected officials and commissioners. But the politicians also
need to know that they are only one person and can’t act unilaterally, but they do
try to. The fact that they get elected makes them think that they are anointed.
(PI19)
High levels of commissioner/staff conflict were recorded in the Edge Counties, with
Anoka leading. The tension had escalated by political control of the organization at many levels,
led by the county board chair based on a long-serving staff member’s observations.
The conflicts started in 2002 and the team approach changed. There was inside
stuff going on. The votes were still 5-2, but things were changing. The
demarcation line was November, 2010. Then, two longtime board members
retired, and a rabble rouser was elected. He was a nice guy, but you couldn’t
count on him as he would never remember what he had promised to do. We saw
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clouds on the horizon. Now they had a 4-3 Board. The Board Chair tried to take
me out in January. The Commissioners put her in power and let her run
ramshackle over the place. It wasn’t fun to work there anymore, so I left. There is
an outpouring of talent, literally 100’s of experienced people leaving that could
have worked and stayed (AN16).
In the early stages of rapid growth in Pasco County, open corruption led to convictions.
Then they hired an administrator who set the tone of the organization over his many years of
service. As the survey comments revealed, he took control of the troubled organization including
the county board; “he kind of ran them” (PA15). His approach was based on two primary
concerns; avoiding corruption and a ‘no bad news’ philosophy. Although, the criminal incident
had occurred years ago, it was still commonly referenced by several of the respondents and had
been cemented in the DNA of the organization over the 35 years of his administration. To
accomplish these two objectives, he became a controlling manager.
The former administrator was a micromanager. For example, the County would
appropriate of 5% pay raise for salaries and we would suggest that he give the
larger increase to the high performers in the lower increase to those that didn’t
perform well. His response was ‘no I won’t do that because I won’t let my
managers have that authority’ (PA13).
His successful longevity was supported by a county culture that had been traumatized by
corruption and high administrator turnover. But the long tenure came at a price to the county’s
development and capacity to manage growth.
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While he did great things for the County and provided stable administration, we
all would’ve been so much further ahead if we had worked together. But his
approach was ‘my way or the highway’. He did not have a good relationship with
cities (PA 10).
More recently, their new administrator has adopted a very different approach based on
strategic planning and inclusiveness. It has changed the organization’s philosophy just as growth
resumed. Time will tell how successful it will be.
Yes they are, now following a plan! Anytime new issues come up at the board
meeting, they have to establish where the item fits into the strategic plan. In the
past, this was not done. The new county administrator set the program up and it
has become the focus of her administration (PA4).

Figure 6.15 Commissioner/Staff Conflict
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Managed mayhem: implications or public administration. As Edge Counties develop,
new service demands and funding allocations blend to create a mix of issues that add complexity
to county government. The term ‘Wild West’ was used to describe Pasco County as it struggled
to adapt to the competing demands of rapid growth. Regardless of their origins, both
‘newcomers’ and ‘locals’, quite rightly want and expect to know who is in charge and
responsible for their local government. This perplexing question becomes a critical public
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concern when expansion of services and expenditures are constantly being loaded onto their tax
or utility bills, prompting a daunting and potentially toxic mixture for the public administrator of
Edge Counties.
Management is essentially a control function driven by efficiency, while public
administration is a flow function directed in the interest of providing effective public service. “In
its broadest sense, administration can be defined as the activities of groups cooperating to
accomplish common goals” (Simon, 1962, p.3). This generally applies to county public
administration although the parameters of authority depend upon the nature of the models
permitted by the state and the one adopted by the county. Authorities and responsibilities can
vary ranging from the county coordinator at the low end, county administrator at the median, and
county manager at the high end. Unstated in law but pervasive in practice is the constant
meddling in day-to-day management by the elected county commissioners. This element of
political interference is especially acute within Edge Counties as those with political authority
seek to influence administrative direction and recommendations.
The inevitable confusion is partly based on the nature of county organization structures. It
is compounded by the important differences between management and administration that are
intermingled with vague political and public perceptions. In this rapidly changing environment,
longtime managers with institutional knowledge based on how things worked prior to rapid
growth are at a disadvantage because everything is changing so rapidly. New skills and training
are needed to understand and direct appropriate policies needed to manage increasingly complex
issues. But Edge Counties also constrain new administrators. Although they may possess
contemporary skills and knowledge required to manage change and development, the ingrained
intuitional turbulence, based on the county’s long-history and its political undercurrents can sink
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the best intended administrator before they are applied. Within the chaos, making Edge Counties
manageable becomes the fundamental challenge of its public administrator, regardless of their
background.
Career conflicts. Although the data did not reveal high levels of present turnover within
the Edge Counties, subtle comments indicated that it remains an ever-present threat. The current
administrator of Pasco County, who is successfully leading significant strategic change
throughout the organization, had received negative comments on her most recent evaluation. “Of
course there is a threat! Recently, she got a harsh evaluation from two of the commissioners, one
a single issue politician.” (PA10) In the Core County of Pinellas, the last two administrators had
either been terminated or asked to resign, the most recent during this study.
Figure 6.16 Administrator Turnover/Termination
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Termination turmoil: implications for public administration. The respondents to this
study indicated that at different times, three of the four counties had experienced high turnover
with their administrators. In the immediate context, only one county had experienced this
dramatic career curtailment yet few studies have looked into this disturbing area. One of the
research projects that did concluded the following:
This study focuses on push-induced factors and their effect on county manager
turnover. Data was collected from large American counties—populations greater
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than 500,000—functioning with a council-manager form of government over an
18-year period (1992-2009). The analysis reveals that measures of political
conflict precipitate push-induced county manager turnover (Tekniepe, R.J., 2012)
Although the Tekniepe study is but one of few related to this topic and limited to counties
with populations of more than 500,000, it indicates that conflict is at the root problem that drives
out administrators. As the comments in this study revealed, there are numerous ways to
camouflage what would otherwise become an unpleasant public spectacle. Retirements, early
retirements, and hostile evaluations came to light and one senior administrator termination
occurred within the four counties during this study’s process.
This is a problem for public administration for three important reasons. First, it is costly
to the individual and the organization. For the individual, public administration and universities
that teach it are predicated on the positive notion of service. Public administration is a lofty
calling and one to be taken seriously as the responsibilities are immense and the consequences of
actions, broadly spread among the citizens of the entire locality. Highly educated professionals
do not approach positions of such importance expecting to be blighted and publically discredited.
Second, the message of leadership inconsistency pervades through the entire organization,
casting doubt and misunderstanding into its culture. Within this type of environment, innovation
and long-term strategic thinking become impaired and inhibited, stifling new creativity that is
needed to address the numerous challenges that Edge Counties face. Third, many experienced
administrators, when faced with ‘the math’ of a pending hostile majority vote of their tenure
simply chose to resign, saving their reputation while shortening their career and contribution.
They simply give up.
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Edge County Syndrome
The overriding purpose of this research project was stated in the introductory chapter. It
included the general objective of enhancing “the level of interest and understanding of county
governments since they impact almost all Americans on a daily basis.” The reasoning was based
on the public’s general lack of understanding of county government clearly stated twenty years
ago by one of few contemporary researchers in the field; “The American County is an important
yet often neglected and maligned unit of local government. Indeed, in certain respects, it has
taken on mythical qualities.” (Menzel, 1996, p.3) Although broad resources of data are readily
available, counties somehow remain a public enigma. Why this paradoxical gap exists between a
wealth of information and a dearth of understanding presents an enigma, well beyond the
parameters of this particular study.
But County government should not be ‘mythical” as it forms a core American institution,
especially within the matrix of local governments that directly impact our lives on a daily basis.
To address the knowledge quandary, this dissertation sought to provide a deeper understanding
of a piece of the puzzle by identifying and defining an important subset of high growth counties
and exploring issues of conflict related to public administration within them. The knowledge
revealed is intended to add to academic and professional understanding and is presented in a
manner that should prompt interest by the general public that counties serve.
This study was framed by the two major themes of growth and conflict that guided the
research; high-velocity growth in counties located on the fringe of expanding metropolitan areas
creates a unique and distinct kind of administrative conflict called Edge County Syndrome. The
first theme lead to a universally applicable, precise definition that identified 280 Edge Counties
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in Chapter 4. The second theme compared conflict in Chapter 5 and identified sixteen growthrelated conflicts that impact public administration in this chapter.
To summarize, Edge County Syndrome creates compound communities, where sense of
place is blurred by perception. Edge Counties are entities of government that are chronically
short of revenue, slow to adopt new services to accommodate growth and prone to internal
disputes with their elected officials, especially their Sheriffs. It is amplified when they chose to
permit developments within their own unorganized territories resulting in a confusing array of
special districts and private governments. They also suffer from external relational conflicts
within their regions, their cities and neighboring counties.
Edge Counties rarely bother to monitor their migration patterns forcing newcomers and
locals to sort things out on their own. Although these relationships can create social fault lines,
they do coalesce into a highly conservative political consensus that impedes the ability to raise
revenues required by rapid growth.
Edge Counties are prone to inconsistent viewpoints. Foresight is constrained by shortterm thinking diminishing the advantages of planning. Conversely, although short-term views
eventually assume a longer-term perspective, it ultimately is of questionable value based on the
realities of incompatible growth patterns of the past. Regardless of sequence, there seems to be
no consistent decisional timeframe. This plays directly into their disturbing pattern of unplanned
growth and cultural dysfunction. Data that is readily available is not properly utilized, planning is
either nonexistent or applied at an elementary level while strategic planning is either nonexistent
or retroactively introduced following years of unplanned growth.
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Public Administration within Edge Counties is not for the faint of heart. They are rife
with external interference and internal micro-management. Termination of public administrators
is a constant threat, especially in the early years of their growth cycle.
Importance of Edge Counties
They are important from several general perspectives. First, they generate population increases at
a significantly higher level than their proportional standing within all counties. The 280 Edge
Counties identified in this study represent only 9.1 percent of a total of 3069 county
governments. (Why Counties Matter, 2015) During the twenty year time period of this study, the
US population increased by just over 60 million people. (Resident Population Data, 2015)
During the same period, the population within all Edge Counties increased by 17.957, 417
(Appendix I) representing 29.9 percent of the nation’s total. Roughly speaking, 9 percent of the
counties generated 30 percent of the county’s population increase.
But rapid growth is not the only reason for their standing. More importantly, the rapid
population increases that occurred placed enormous pressures on county governments creating
conflicts at many levels for public administration. Conflict and growth are topics that are not
new. Neither is county government. What is new is how this research project framed these
elements through a county lens that combined their implications. Edge Counties are both
important and identifiable based on the applied theoretical framework created for this research
project. Its conclusions provide the implications of rapid growth and new insights for the benefit
of the profession and the public they serve.
Finally, this study provides a new and sound framework for future academic research as
discussed at the end of this chapter. Only two of the 280 Edge Counties were surveyed to
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determine the impact and implications of rapid growth due to the concise parameters of this
project’s methods. How these finding compare to the other counties remains an assumed
mystery. But based on the information that emerged, it would be a productive area for continued
research. In addition, numerous demographical topics related to political, economic and social
issues are touched upon but have yet to be fully addressed. The academic fields of Urban
Geography, Political Science and Sociology are three possible disciplines that could apply the
Edge County framework.
Unanticipated Findings
Turnover was highest in one the Core Counties studied. Although Pinellas had once been
an Edge County, based on previous population data and location to the west of Tampa, its
present stable stature erupted with a sudden termination occurring during the interview process
of this research project. The dismissal was directly related to the EMS funding issue, created
during the county’s previous period of rapid growth.
This led to a second revealing conclusion. When Census population data is viewed from a
deeper historical perspective, many urban Core Counties appeared to have been Edge Counties at
an earlier point in time based on the defining criteria of this study. As the above example
indicates, Core County conflicts are often residual, extending past their period of rapid growth.
The next observation is related to the previous revelation. Growth subsides but county
conflict does not. At times during the survey, it was difficult to determine if the county being
described was a high-growth county or otherwise. Even as counties become “built out” as the
term was used, the divisive issues that growth had created did not suddenly subside. There was
no concrete timetable of when and how the issues of growth-related conflict ended.
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Some conflict is not based on growth. For example, the previous county sheriff in
Ramsey County was described derisively due to his conduct and policies. The high level of
conflict created by their former Sheriff was anomalous to the otherwise stable environment of
this Core County.
Metropolitan government does not mitigate conflict. Based on the timing and results of
this study, it may actually increase it. The Edge County of Anoka was the leading force behind
current challenges to the Metropolitan Council. The money that was previously distributed to
fund infrastructure to build and operate the North Star Commuter rail line was viewed by the
present board as a liability.
The two Minnesota counties chosen for the comparative case study did not have a
comprehensive land-use plan and had never been involved with planning and zoning issues. In
the Florida case study counties, comprehensive land use plans with planning and zoning
authorities were in place and development related conflicts were higher. Perhaps the Minnesota
model of using organized cities and townships to handle land use policies is a stabilizing
approach.
Fairfax County was not an Edge County. This was the county that initially inspired Joel
Garreau to write his book, Edge Cities (Garreau. 1991). Although its population is large and
continues to grow, the velocity of growth was below the cut-off point used for this study.
Suggestions for Additional Research
The period of this study captured the time when the economy crashed, between 2007 and
2008. The high impact that it had on the housing market in high-growth counties had a
devastating affect that lingers today. As the study continued, foreclosure data was frequently
associated with the 280 Edge Counties listed. Survey participant described what happened to
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Anoka and the resulting consequences. “All this worked up until the housing crash of 2008, then
the bottom fell out of the market. There were problems with failed initiatives that had been
started” (AN4). Now that a list of high-growth Edge Counties has been established, further
research into the causes and consequences of the housing economy should be undertaken focused
at the locational source of much of problem.
The social aspects of rapid growth were not directly explored in this study. But many of
the comments presented interesting insights into emerging issues of suburban poverty. “The
suburbs are now dealing with what the inner city dealt with 20 years ago. These are social
challenges of poverty, employment and crime”. (RA3) These issues have significant
implications for Edge Counties, given that they are predisposed to unchallenged growth linked to
the perception of prosperity.
Many of the current social issues emerging in Edge Counties were believed to be tied to
the unintended consequences of their past, unplanned growth. This was observed within western
Pasco County, along US 19, where development first occurred. The issue was explained by a
survey respondent who had worked with the growing issue of the homeless, ironically in a
county saturated with housing.
How did this problem develop? Growth started with blue-collar retirees that came
to areas around New Port Richie and Holiday. Homes were cheap and you could
buy a two-bedroom place for not a lot of money. They weren’t built well but no
one cared, people just wanted a place to retire. But now, New Port Richie is full
of older homes built with low-quality windows and no insulation. Many of them
are being repopulated with renters by landlords that bought them up for about
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$25,000 each during the recession. They rent them out for up to $850 per month.
Most of the homes are left to run down with the minimal spent on repairs.
To the south of us, Pinellas County, housing started to become more expensive so
the working poor of Pinellas started to move into Pasco County, some of them
into these older homes as retirees died off in New Port Richey and the Holiday
area. These people commute to work in Pinellas County. But the cost of keeping a
car and rent went up so more people started cramming into smaller homes, in
some cases pushing others into homelessness or placing themselves and their
families at risk. In many of these homes nothing really works and then when it
falls apart because of a leaky roof, the landlord abandons the place, the people are
evicted and become homeless as well (PA12).
The social implications of unplanned growth and its perceived loss of ‘sense of
community’ may be tied to darker issues that have yet to be fully explored. During this research
project, disturbing acts of human pathology repeatedly emerged related to mass shootings and
their proximity to or location within Edge Counties. Although it was not the focus of this
research project, numerous headlines drew attention to the growth counties identified in this
study.
The worst mass shooting to date occurred at Columbine High School located in Jefferson
County, Colorado. (Cullen, p.11, 2009)It is part to the Denver-Aurora MSA. Although it did not
make the list of Edge Counties, it has experienced rapid growth and will likely become an Edge
County based on renewed population increases. Columbine is also located at the north-western
edge of Douglas County, Colorado, the Edge County with the highest growth rate. More
recently, a similar incident occurred, in San Bernardino County, Edge County 238. (Berman,
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Izadi & Lowery, 2015) This topic would present a timely extension of this research project’s
findings and could extend the brilliantly written, narrowly focused recent work of Charles
Murray. (Murray, 2012) If we are indeed ‘Coming Apart’ as he contends, Edge Counties would
be a promising place to study.
Edge Counties have porous borders that are not socially static. Their populations continue
to evolve and change as they grow. The push and pull of new residents with different cultures is
an ongoing process transcending the initial rural/newcomer divide with added complexities. The
study of national migration patterns and their consequences presents an intriguing area for social
research, especially for projects related to fieldwork.
The multicultural experience is spreading into Edge Counties, bringing significantly
divergent social customs and traditions that challenge past suburban assumptions. This was
noted in the older parts of Anoka County where different ethnicities and cultures now reside.
Columbia Heights, Minnesota in Anoka County, presents a good example of blended cultures. It
is an older city, located in the southeastern portion of the county that borders Ramsey County,
serving as a cultural bridge between the two. Their receptive approach was noted during the
survey. “The culture mix works well here. Tibetans recently hosted a celebration in Columbia
Heights. Some of the old-timers were a bit of concerned but our Mayor’s initiative is to make us
the City of Peace” (AN13).
Generational shifts are reversing urban migration patterns at opposite ends of the
age spectrum. Many of the same people that fueled the outward push that populated the
suburbs are reversing previous trends and returning to the central cities and downtowns
that they once left. These are the retiring ‘Boomers.’ This is simultaneously presenting
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significant opportunities for Core Counties and challenges for Edge Counties through
reverse migration patterns.
We are at a weird moment in time. The Boomers are displaying reverse settlement
patterns. Retirees and seniors are returning to the convenience of a condo in St.
Paul’s downtown (RA3).
As they leave the suburbs, older, devalued homes provide new challenges to Edge
Counties related to social issues they were originally created to avoid. This is exactly
what is happening through increasing levels of impoverished populations in western
Pasco County. Conversely, a younger generation of urban professionals are driving
demand away from Edge Counties and the suburban lifestyle. “What is happening is a
huge boom in the millennial population that want apartments downtown…they want to
live close to rail lines. There are lots of them now in St. Paul and Minneapolis” (RA13).
The future of Edge Counties hangs in the balance. The housing crash coupled with
changing demographic preferences has led some to believe that the pattern of endless suburban
growth is diminishing. In her latest book, The End of the Suburbs, Leigh Gallagher presents a
theory based on Census data that claims the focus of growth is returning to the core communities
within metropolitan areas. (Gallagher, 2013) Similar comments were made by survey
respondents using the example of East Bethel’s stagnant growth. “Now the growth has resumed
in the northern part of Blaine, but the concept of people living north of us in East Bethel and
commuting to the Twin Cities is over. The area is still not growing” (AN11).
A detailed review of migration patterns within all of the 280 Edge Counties was beyond
the scope of this research project. But based on these trends, it would be an important
undertaking. Where people come from and what they bring with them turned out to be an
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important driver of the Edge County’s political and social DNA. Several websites are now
available to assist with this work.
The defining criteria of this study identified Core Counties that could form potentially
promising area for regional research. Although they were defined in Chapter 4 and compared
with Edge Counties in Chapter 5, they were not the focus of this dissertation. But some of their
conflicts were similar and in a few cases, more extreme than found in Edge Counties. A list
identifying the Core Counties of the 366 Metropolitan Statistical Areas using the defining criteria
of this study would be a good start to this process.
In addition, three groupings of growth counties were identified but were eliminated from
the analysis process described in Chapters 3 and 4. Primary Growth Counties, Exclusive Growth
Counties and counties contained in multi-state MSAs all present promising areas for focused
research.
A new decennial Census is pending in the near future. In 2020, the updated population
data and other salient demographic and economic statistics will open a broader and current
perspective to the conceptual concepts related to Edge Counties contained in this research
project, along with other groupings of growth counties.
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My name is David Hamilton and I am a doctoral candidate at Hamline University, St. Paul,
Minnesota. I am studying the impact of rapid population growth on county government. My
research is based on the theory that growth pressures magnify the type and intensity of
county conflicts.
You have been chosen to participate in this interview based on your experience with county
government. It should take about 30 minutes to complete the interview. All responses will be
grouped for the purpose of analysis so that no individual can or will be identified. Your time
and participation in this important work are deeply appreciated.
BACKGROUND QUESTIONS
1. What was/is your connection (professional/political, etc.) to the county?
2. When did you first become involved with the county?
3. Describe the county from your earliest recollections
CONFLICT QUESTIONS
Budget Conflicts
4. As the county grew, did the scope of county services expand; in what sequence?
5. During the growth periods, was there been sufficient revenues to fund the county’s expanded
budget?
6. Were there conflicting opinions between the Elected Officials and the County
Board/Administrator in relation to their portion of the county budget
Relationship Conflicts
7. As growth occurred, did the number of property owners associations and special districts
increase? Did relations with these new groups create additional conflicts?
8. Did relations with existing cities, neighboring counties and other levels of government
become more difficult to manage? If so, provide examples.
9. Has growth increased the regional influence of (
) County? Was there cooperation or
confrontation between the county and the region related to transportation, economic
development and shared resources?
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10. Since growth began, has there been increasing tension between long time local residents and
the newcomers in (
) County
11. Since growth began, have county issues become more politically complex?
Planning Conflicts
12. Has (
) County generally taken a long or short term view when considering development
proposals?
13. Is data from the US Census and similar sources utilized within the planning process of (
County? If so, what is its most important use?

14. Is (
) County’s Comprehensive Land Use Plan and Transportation Plan effectively
utilized to manage growth? Is (
) County’s Strategic Plan applied to most policy
decisions?
Administrative Conflicts
15. Are there organizations or individuals that promote growth in (
involved with the county political process?

) County? Is this group

16. Are there conflicts within (
) County between the County Commissioners and the staff in
the daily administration of the county? If so, give please examples.

17. Has the county changed the administrator frequently? Has (
their past administrators?

) County terminated any of

GENERAL SUMMARY QUESTION
18. Do you have anything else that you wish to comment on related to growth and conflict in
(
) County? Is there anyone else that you believe should be contacted related to this
survey?

)
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My name is David Hamilton and I am a doctoral candidate at Hamline University, St. Paul,
Minnesota. I am studying the impact of rapid population growth on county governments. My
research is based on the theory that growth pressures magnify the type and intensity of
county conflicts. (
) County is one of the counties that has been chosen for this study.
I am asking you to participate in an interview because of your experience of working within
(
) County. The interview should take no more than 30 minutes to complete. All
responses will be grouped for the purpose of analysis so that no individual can or will be
identified. In addition, the Institutional Review Board of Hamline University requires
confidentiality of individual identities for this research project. Your time and participation
in this important work would be deeply appreciated.
The interview can be conducted in person or by phone at a time, date and place convenient to
your schedule. Please let me know if you are willing to participate and if so, your preference
of meet in person or complete the interview by phone.
Thank you
David Hamilton
2717 Seville Blvd., #7307
Clearwater, Florida 33764
1-352-584-0588.
Hamline Student 9482003
http://www.hamline.edu/
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Hamline University
School of Business
1536 Hewitt Avenue
St. Paul, MN
55104-1284

RESEARCH PARTICIPANT INFORMED CONSENT AND
PRIVACY AUTHORIZATION FORM
Principal Investigator: David N. Hamilton
Preamble: Please read carefully
You are being asked to join a research study. Should you choose to join; you will be afforded all
of the courtesy and consideration expected as a volunteer. This consent form explains the
research study and your part in the study. Please read it carefully and take as much time as you
need. Please ask questions at any time about anything you do not understand. Ask about any
words or information in this consent form that you do not understand. .
1. Purpose of the Research
County government is an overlay of history striving to adapt to an uncertain future. In
particular, developing counties face increasing demands from its growing population within a form of
government enacted in a previous rural era. Of the 3,143 counties in the United States, 1,100 are now
included within the 366 metropolitan statistical areas in the United States, and that number continues
to grow as urbanization expands (proximityone.com). The Metropolitan Institute identifies 124 growth
counties in the United States within three categories, including one termed Edge Counties. “Together,
these places now contain over 62 million residents, about one in five Americans. In 1950, the same
Growth Counties contained just over 12 million people, about one in 12 Americans.” (Lang, 2002, p. 1)

As growth pushes outward into the peripheral suburbs of expanding regions, county officials are
confronted with numerous complex issues and problems. This project identifies these governments as
Edge Counties. Remarkably, few researchers have addressed the county from the critical perspective of
how to manage within this turbulent environment. Identifying these issues and their causation is the
focus of this research project.
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2. Expected duration of your participation.
There are two methods for conducting the proposed research. One will involve a personal interview. The
other will involve a phone interview. You are free to choose between the two methods. In either case,
the survey is designed to take 30 minutes of your time. The interview may take longer but that is
entirely at your discretion.
3. Procedures and tasks
If you agree to participate in a personal interview, you would be provided with a timeframe when I will
be in your area. You would then be free to choose a time and location convenient to you to meet. For
phone interviews, the date and time are at your convenience. In either method, the survey would be
sent to you in advance of the interview so that you are aware of what will be asked.
4. Risks or discomforts
There would no attempt to place you in an embarrassing or uncomfortable position. No one, other than
me would be involved with you directly nor would you be requested to divulge information that you
deem confidential. You may get tired or bored when we are being asked questions or you are
completing questionnaires. You do not have to answer any question you do not want to answer
5. Benefits that might accrue to the participant

There may be no direct benefit to you for taking part in this study. However, your participation will
contribute to the results of this study. Information learned from this study may help guide the
quality of public administration within county government. It would be hoped that you would gain the
satisfaction of knowing that your participation assisted in the research necessary to advance the public
good. Should you wish, a copy of the survey results or the entire dissertation would be made available
to you electronically.
6. Confidentiality of the participant and data protection.
All data will be managed by myself as the researcher/investigator. There may be members of the
research team that work with data correlations. However, at no time will anyone be aware of your name
or your contact information. Your survey will be assigned a letter such as ‘Survey Participant A’ ensuring
that anyone assisting the researcher is blind to the respondent. Neither your name nor any of your
contact information will be divulged as a participant. However, your responses may be grouped by
professional designation, such as journalist or elected official.

7. Investigator and the Hamline Institutional Review Board contact information
Investigator (Researcher) Contact Information:
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David N. Hamilton, 2717 Seville Blvd., Apt. 7307, Clearwater, Fl, 33764
Phone: 1-352-584-0588: email, edgecounties@gmail.com

Hamline University Institutional Review Board Contact Information:
Matthew Olson, chair
mholson@hamline.edu
The following individuals comprise the current Hamline University IRB:
Social Science: Matthew Olson (Chair)
HSB: Stacie Bosley (term ends FY13)
External member: Martin Gunderson (term ends FY13)
Natural Science: Lisa Stegal (term ends FY14)
HSE: Jean Strait (term ends FY14)

8. Participation is voluntary

If you join the study, you can change your mind later. You may refuse to participate or discontinue
participation at any time. Refusal to participate or to discontinue ongoing participation will incur no
penalties

WE WILL GIVE YOU A COPY OF THIS SIGNED AND DATED CONSENT FORM

______________

Signature of Participant Date

______________________________________________________________________________
Signature of Person Obtaining Consent Date

Please note: Your signature on this form means that you understand the information given to you
in this form, that you accept the provisions in the form, and that you agree to join the study. You
will not give up any legal rights by signing this consent form.
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Edge Counties: Previous Research
The literature that precedes this study laid the foundation within contexts that were
similar to the conceptual concepts but differed in their specifics. Since determining the study’s
data is based on theories of previous work, a comparative review was undertaken to broaden the
understanding of the results. Three contributors are presented below in chronological order of
the work, Garreau, Lang and Hamilton.
Garreau. The genesis of the term Edge Counties evolved from the concept that Joel
Garreau presented in his book Edge City, Life of the Urban Frontier (Garreau 1991). Although
attention was not focused on county government, the book did foster a broad understanding of
contemporary growth patterns within his metaphorical Edge City. The five-point test that was
used to define Edge Cities dealt with office and commercial development, not population
growth.
1. 5 million square feet of leasable office space
2. 600,000 square feet or more of leasable retail space
3. More jobs than bedrooms
4. A population that perceived it as one place
5. An identity that was nothing like “city” as recently as 30 years ago (Garreau 1991, p.
425).
Garreau (1991) advanced his point of reference into a broad theory by identifying a large
number of Edge Cities throughout North America. Within the United States, they were located
within 35 regional groupings, labeled by their historically recognizable cities such as Los
Angeles, Boston, New York, Tampa, and others. Within these grouping, he identified 44 central
business districts, 119 Edge Cities, and 78 emerging or planned Edge Cities (Garreau 1991,
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p.426-38). For the purposes of this study, his observations of Toronto, Canada, were not
considered.
Garreau’s Edge City was modeled on growth but was not based on statistical population
data or rankings of its velocity of growth, the primary area of identification used for this study.
Instead, his criteria focused on the amount of office/retail complexes, comparisons of jobs to
bedrooms, and perceptive images of place. Even though the criteria were significantly different,
his conceptual Edge City formed the theoretical basis of this and other studies related to Edge
Counties.
As a starting point, Garreau’s work was published in 1991; his observations that formed
the Edge City concept would have been made within the context of the data that appeared prior
to and within the 1990 US Census. Since 1990 is the initial year of this study’s data, it presented
an opportunity to determine how Garreau’s concept fit into the subsequent 20 year period. Were
Garreau’s Edge Cities created in Edge Counties? Of particular interest were his 83 emerging or
planned Edge Cities.
In total, Garreau identified 197 Edge Cities. This study identifies 280 Edge Counties
among a larger grouping of 374 Growth Counties. Although a comparison of all of them would
have presented interesting results, it was beyond the parameters of this research paper. Instead,
sample tests were conducted for the purpose of comparison, utilizing the top five MSAs that
contain the largest number of Edge Counties.
Table N.1
MSAs with Largest Number of Edge Counties
Metropolitan Statistical Area
Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Marietta
Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington

States
Georgia
Minnesota

Edge Counties
23
10
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Nashville-Davidson-Murfreesboro
Richmond
Washington-Arlington-Alexandria

Tennessee
Virginia
Virginia, Maryland, West
Virginia, (DC)

10
10
9

The results from Garreau’s Atlanta region were compared with the Atlanta-Sandy
Springs-Marietta MSA. Using Garreau’s terminologies, four Edge Cities and three ‘up-andcoming' Edge Cities were found within four of the Edge Counties identified in this study. Based
on these comparisons from this region, a degree of compatibility between Edge Cities and Edge
Counties was evident.
Table N.2
Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Marietta MSA Edge City to Edge County Comparisons
Edge City

Edge City
(up and coming)

Midtown
Buckhead
Cumberland
Mall-Galleria
Perimeter Center

Growth County

Edge County

Fulton
Fulton
Cobb
Fulton
Gwinnett Place
The Perimeter I-85

Fulton

Gwinnett
Clayton
Cobb

Hartsfield-Atlanta Airport

Fulton

Clayton

Source: Garreau, 1991; US Census

A review of the other four MSAs presents patterns that are not as well matched or could
not be compared. The two Edge Cities listed within Garreau’s Minneapolis region are located in
Hennepin County, which is not among the 10 Edge Counties identified for this study within the
Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington MSA. The MSA of Nashville-Davidson-Murfreesboro,
Tennessee, and Richmond, Virginia, could not be found within Garreau’s list of regions
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containing Edge Cities. There is not even a reference to Tennessee or West Virginia within his
index although this study found 18 Edge Counties in Tennessee and 4 in West Virginia.
In a departure from his other regional groupings, Garreau identifies eight counties as subregions within the area that he labeled Washington. Only three of them are listed as Edge
Counties in this study: Howard County, Maryland; and Loudoun and Prince William counties,
Virginia. In addition, the regional area that he labels Washington does not include West Virginia,
a state that is included within the Washington, Arlington-Alexandria MSA. However, of interest
to this study, Loudon and Prince William counties each contain an emerging Edge City reflective
of predicted growth in 1990.
There are a number of reasons why the patterns of location did not consistently match
besides the criteria differences already discussed. First, the regions that Garreau identified do not
conform to the specifics of the MSA model that this study adopted. Second, his timeframe is
based on growth that occurred up to 1990 but does not include growth that occurs from 1990 to
2010, which this study utilizes. Third, Garreau’s book was not intended to be statistically
accurate. This he acknowledged in the preface to his presentation of The List: Edge Cities Coast
to Coast. “The definition requires some judgment calls on the part of the observer…The list then
is meant to be suggestive, not exhaustive (Garreau, p.425-26).” Fourth, he identified counties in
only one of his regions, forcing future comparisons to rely upon subjective guesswork.
This study identified another interesting comparison with Garreau’s work. The few
counties that he did identify as Edge Cities did not appear on the list of this study’s Edge
Counties. Fairfax County, for example, is one of the initial counties that drew Garreau’s attention
to his Edge City concept. Although it had experienced sustained and significant population
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growth, its velocity of growth was below the cutoff used during the period of this study. Had its
velocity been calculated between 1970 and 1990, the 20 years that preceded Garreau’s work,
Fairfax County would have been ranked as an Edge County. Fairfax County presents an example
of how the timeframe and the cutoff used to identify Edge Counties alters findings.
Table N.3
Fairfax County, Virginia, Population Increase Comparisons
Edge County Study Timeframe (1990-2010)
Population Population Increase
1990
2010
19902000
818,584
1,081,726 263,142

Edge City Timeframe (up to 1990)

% Increase

Population
1970

32.14 %

455,012

Population Increase
1990
19702000
818,584
363,663

%
Increase
79.90%

Source: US Census

Lang et al. The Edge County concept first appeared in 2002 in two articles published by
the Fannie Mae Foundation (Lang et al 2002, p. 3; Atkins 2002, p.1). Lang et al.’s identifying
criteria of population growth and location were similar in a general sense but differed from the
specifics used for this research project. In these pioneering papers, Edge Counties were identified
as one of three types of Metropolitan counties experiencing double-digit growth rates over a 50year timeframe: 1950 to 2000. They are located “at or near the edge of their regions” (Lang et al.
2002, p.3). Only the nation’s 50 largest regions were considered. Actual county population size
added additional parameters limiting all metropolitan growth counties to one of three categories
based on their total population in 2000. Edge Counties, one of the three categories of growth
counties, contained between 200,000 and 800,000 residents (Lang et al. 2002, p.1).
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This research project sought to build on Lang et al.’s pioneering work with broader
criteria and a narrower timeframe in an effort to identify Edge Counties within a grouping of all
rapid-growth metropolitan counties. No actual population parameter was used because growth,
not size, was the core area of interest established in the hypotheses. However, the study’s
growth focus was derived in part from Lang et al.’s own observations in which he states, “Edge
Counties were often at the leading edge of metropolitan growth (Lang et al. 2002, p. 3).”
Geographical location was generally similar but the criteria differed from these earlier
studies. Lang et al. identified three distinct groupings of growth counties and provided general
descriptions of their locations within their metropolitan regions. Mega counties were located
mostly at the core, Edge counties were located at the middle to the edge, while New Metropolis
counties are found at the fringe. By comparison, this research project could not differentiate
between ‘edge’ and ‘fringe’ and combined two of Lang et al.’s locational groupings to define
Edge Counties. The details are contained in Chapter 3 and applied in Chapter 4. Specific
comparisons are presented in the table below.
Table N.4
Edge County Criteria Comparisons (Lang et al. and this study)
County Type
Basis of study
Population range
Total counties studied

Mega*

Edge*

Population size
Above 800,000
23
50
1950-2000
50 years
Near Core

Population size
200,000 - 800,000
54
50
1950-2000
50 years
Middle to Edge

New
Metropolis*
Population size
Below 200,000
47
50
1950-2000
50 years
At the Fringe

Edge Counties**

Population Growth
None
280
366
Total MSAs studied
1990-2010
Time parameter
20 years
Time period
at or beyond the
Location in MSA
periphery of the
region’s core
*Lang et al., p.1, 2002: Analysis by the Metropolitan Institute at Virginia Tech of 2000 US Census Data
**The study from this research project.
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Hamilton. The initial ideas that shaped this dissertation were developed in two papers
prepared in advance of the formal research proposal. (Hamilton, 2008a & Hamilton, 2008b)
Both papers built on the concepts of Edge Cities and Edge Counties, citing material from
Garreau and Lang et al. Each of the papers were based on a narrower focus that identified and
studied the same 10 Edge Counties based on the following criteria.
First, they were most easily found in states with long-term, high growth. Second, most
but not all of the ten Edge Counties were located at the edges of growing MSAs. Third, Edge
Counties were identified by their recent high-velocity growth of about 50% or higher within the
most recent 15 years. Fourth, they often, but not always, have populations of 100,000 or more.
The following table lists 10 Edge Counties ranked by long-term state growth (Hamilton 2008a, p.
14).
There were several differences in this earlier approach from the criteria that established
this dissertation’s data. First, high-growth states are considered as a starting point and formed the
primary focus of ranking and selected 10 Edge Counties from among the 10 fastest-growing
states in 2005. Second, while the locational determination of edge is vague, it revealed similar
concerns to those encountered by this project, explained in greater detail in Chapter 3 and 4.
Third, high-velocity growth was set ‘at or above’ 50 percent, which is higher than used in this
project. Finally, growth was determined over a shorter period years between 1990 and 2005.
Aside from these differences, the dissertation identified nine of the 10 counties studied in the
previous papers as Growth Counties, seven of them Edge Counties. The details are summarized
in the following table.
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Table N. 5
Edge County Comparisons (Hamilton to this study)
State
Rank

State +

MSA

County/
Borough

Population
1990

Total
2005

Population
Increase

Percent
Change

Edge County
Rank**

1

%
increase
1960/
00
501.5

Nevada

Las Vegas*

Nye*

17,781

44,116

26,335

148.5

See text
below

2

294.1

Arizona

Phoenix

Pinal

116,397

229,549

113152

97.

Edge County

3

222.7

Florida

Tampa

Hernando

101,115

158,409

51294

50.7

Edge County

4

177.4

Alaska

Anchorage

Matanuska
-Susitna

39,683

76,066

36,383

91.6

5

150.6

Utah

Salt Lake
City

Tooele

26601

53311

26,710

100.4

Exclusive
Growth
County
Edge County

6

145.2

Colorado

Denver

Douglas

60,391

249,416

189,025

313

Edge County

7

117.7

Texas

Houston

Montgomery

182,201

378033

195,832

107.5

Edge County

8

115.5

California

Placer

172,796

317,028

144,232

83.5

Edge County

9

107.6

Georgia

SacramentoArdenArcadeRoseville
Atlanta

Forsyth

44,083

140,393

67309

152.

Edge County

10

106.6

Washington

SeattleTacomaBellevue

Thurston

161238

238000

76762

47.6

Exclusive
Growth
County

Source: State and Metropolitan Area Data Book: 2006, US Census
*http://www.census.gov/econ/census/pdf/2012_geonotes/2012MetroNotes_NV.pdf
** Edge Counties ranked from this study

Nye County, Nevada. Nye County, Nevada, had second highest velocity of growth
identified in these earlier papers. It grew by 148.5 percent, just slightly behind second ranked
Forsyth County, which was identified as an Edge County by the dissertation. By comparison,
during the actual period used for the dissertation, Nye County’s velocity of growth was
calculated to be 147.15 percent between 1990 and 2010 (US Census). Although its growth
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pattern had changed following the 2008 recession and is now contracting, it still should have
appeared in this study’s dataset.
The reason was based on an anomaly of the US Census criteria utilized to construct
MSAs. Nye County is not within the Las Vegas-Paradise MSA even though its growth was
attributed to its status as a bedroom community of Las Vegas. Instead, it was placed within the
Nye County-Pahrump, Nevada, Micropolitan Area (37220), which formed part of the much
larger Las Vegas-Henderson Combined Statistical Area (2332) (US Census 2012). Since it did
reveal an anomalous void in the data, it was noteworthy to illustrate that the criteria of the US
Census did not assurance that all rapid-growth metropolitan counties were included in the 374
Growth Counties presented in this study.

